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INTRODUCTION

A symposium on high spin phenomena in nuclei was

held at Argonne on March 15 — 1 7 , 1979. In attendance were

157 physicists of which 38 were from outside the United

States. The organizing committee was W. Henning, T. L. Khoo,

D. Kurath, and J. P. Schiffer. This committee would like

to thank S. Bjjzfrnholm, R. M. Diamond, S. G. Nilsson,

D. Schwalm, T. Sugihara, A. Sunyar, and D. Ward for their

advice and help in organizing the program.
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Study of single particle angular momentum alignment in

rotating nuclei

by

Ben Mottelson, NORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17,
DK-2100 Copenhagen""^, DeSmaxK"*5*

Some of you may be expecting that it would be

appropriate for me in this opening lecture to speak

very broadly about the physical problem being encoun-

tered over the whole new frontier in nuclear physics

associated with the high spin studies; to emphasize

the breadth of problems and sense of adventure asso-

ciated with the possibility of producing nuclei with

angular momenta all the way up to the limit set by the

fission instability in the presence of intense centri-

fuged forces. Indeed the richness and the challenge

of the phenomena being encountered makes such a tour

of reconnaissance very attractive (see Fig. 1), but,

nonetheless, I have resisted this temptation, partly

because Aaoe and I have given such broad discussions

on a number of recent occasions, and partly because

within the limitations of time, and in front of this

particular audience I feel that it may be more appro-

priate to confine myself to the single segment of this

broad development concerned with the current efforts

to establish detailed connection between the observed



yrast spectra of certain nuclei and the calculations

of independent particle motion in rotating deformed

potentials that include the effect of pairing. It

appears that in these deformed nuclei we have the chance

to establish a toe-hold, exploiting the unique simpli-

city and understanding of the rotational band structure

in these spectra and that from this starting point we

may learn very much about the general physical phenomena

and principles that may be used to illustrate the more

general phenomena encountered in the whole field of stu-

dies of nuclei at high angular momentum.

I must of course admit that the study of single

particle motion in rotating potentials goes back many

years to the early work following Inglis' introduction

of the cranking model; the extention of the analysis

beyond these early perturbation treatments has also

been around for several years and indeed at Tokyo, in

the paper that Aage and I presented, we spent a major

part of our effort discussing this important development.

However, I have the feeling that the central importance

of such studies and this great perspective has not been

widely appreciated. It may be that this situation part-

ly reflects the reaction of some of you who have looked

at the theoretically calculated spectra of particle mo-

tion in rotating potentials and been mainly impressed



by apparent complexity of the rasults and thus come

to feel that there must be a correspondingly large

element of arbitrariness. I shall therefore take

it as one of my main tasks to try to.give you simple

physical pictures with which you can directly under-

stand the main features of these spectra and thus their

underlying simplicity and scope for the whole field of

high angular momentum studies.

The first step in the analysis is the recogni-

tion that we are going to be studying the motion of

particles in a potential that is going around with a

fixed frequency, <o. Thus the rotational motion is not

characterized by the angular momentum, I, which is the

quantum number we directly observe labelling the dif-

ferent states of a rotational band, but by the fre-

quency (o that is related to I and the energies of the

quantum states by the cannonical relation

. dECl)

There is here, of course, a very important question as

to the general condition that must be fulfilled in order

that we can from the spectrum of a many body system



extract a frequency that will have a meaningful signi-

ficance in the sense of the rate at which something is

going around. These questions are indeed closely rela-

ted to the problem characterizing the conditions for

separating a single degree of freedom, associated with

simple collective rotation, from the generally compli-

cated dynamics of a many body system. As far as the

applications Eq. (1) to nuclei is concerned the crucial

condition is the occurence of unique sequences of sta-

tes (rotational bands) with the observed energies de-

pending smoothly on the angular momentum. When this

condition is satisfied the independent particle motion

in a coordinate system rotating about the x-axis is

given by the hamiltonian

(2)

where h describes the motion in the absence of rota-

tion and the last term, depending on the x-component

of the particles angular momentum j , describes the
X

Coriolis and centrifugal forces in the rotating coordi-

nate frame.

A basic property of the eigenfunctions of (2) is

the alignment i of particle angular momentum along the

axis of rotation. The last term in (2) is seen to be



analogous to a magnptic field acting to align the

angular momentum of the particle along the x-axis.

The amount of this alignment can of course be calcu-

lated as ehe expectation value of j in each eigen-

state of h, i.e. in each single particle orbital ty ;

Since the operator j -appears directly in the hamilto-

nian, the alignment can also be obtained directly from

the energy eigenvalue {h ip = e IJJ )

Thus in a :plot of eigenvalues as function of the rota-

tional frequency the (negative) slope gives directly

the alignment- I should emphasize immediately that it

is possible rather simply to directly measure the changes

in the alignment in going from one observed configura-

tion to another.. We have only to plot the angular mo-

mentum of the different bands as a function of the

rotational frequency (Fig. 2) and the



Fig. 2

differences in the total angular momentum (at fixed 10)

give immediately the differences in the alignment.

Thus the alignments of the different configurations

are directly accessable as a valuable spectroscopic

tool for testing the assumed interpretation.

Our next task is to briefly look at the symme-

tries of the hamiitonian (2) in order to be able to

identify the quantum number that will characterize the

one particle states. We shall assume that the poten-

tial in h does not have rotational symmetry about

sp

the x-axis (a condition that is clearly necessary in

order that a rotation about the x-axis will drag the

particles around producing changes in the wave func-

tions depending on the rotational frequency u>) . How-

ever, we shall assume that the potential is invariant

under inversion, P , and under rotation by 180° about

the x-axis, Rx(ir). These symmetries are not required

by any general principles but are found empirically to



be satisfied by the nuclear potentials that have been

encountered so far. The single particle states \p

that are eigenfunctions of (2) thus carry the quantum

number IT and r

( 5 )

(6)

where TT is the usual parity quantum number and the

signiture guantumnumber r is two valued (like the

parity) but has imaginary values since rotation by

360° (= R2 (7r) ) gives the phase (-1) to the wave func-

tion of a spin 1/2 particle. For a many particle

state that is a product wave function of single par-

ticle states each labelled by r and irv we obtain the

total parity and signature as the product

IT

All the states in the rotational band of the many par-

ticle system have the parity n, while the signature

quantum number restricts the rotational degrees of



freedom so that only rotations up to 180° represent

independent degrees of freedom, and thus the rotational

bands only contains alternate values of I; the standard

phases correspond to

r— Q O_ £X

(9)

Thus we have available the quantum numbers IT and r as

well as the alignment i to characterize and help to

pin down the configuration assignments of the different

rotational bands in the yrast region- 01: course these

are just a starting point and we are already experienc-

ing a great blossoming of theoretical and experimental

developments that will provide crucial additional tests

based on static moments, electromagnetic transition

probabilities and nucleon transfer data, etc.

With, these basic ingredients, let us begin to

develop a little feeling for the ^tterns that we shall

encounter in the quanta! spectra of one particle motion

in a rotating potential. We start with the simplest

possible problem of a particle with a fixed total



angular momentum j and a one particle potential con-

taining only a quadrupole term (and no pairing)

(10)

Since the total angular momentum is constant we

can think of (10) as describing the time evolution of

the direction of a vector of fixed length, i.e. the

motion of a point moving on the surface of a sphere.

For w=0 the orbits (see Fig. 3)

A*

Fig. 3

as are well known, correspond to precession of ~j with

j constant, i.e. motion along the parallels of latti-z

tude. The highest energy orbits correspond to the

total alignment of the angular momentum along the axis

of the deformation, j = ±j (since we assume K>0 corre-

sponding to a prolate deformation of the potential)

while the lowest energy corresponds to motion in which

the angular momentum rotates in the equational plane.
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Note that all of these orbits have <j > = 0, i.e. no
X

alignment. A small value of u> implies that the energy

maxima rotate slightly away from the poles and acquire

slightly negative values of JX(M) = -j sin'
1 {—^) while

the motion in the neighborhood of the minimum is com-

pletely changed since the point j =j becomes the abso-

lute minimum while j = -j becomes a saddle point. Thus

for moderate u we have two different types of orbitsj

intermediate values of

S s saddle point

Fig. 4

those circling the maxima and having negative values

for <j > and those precessing around the minimum at

j = +j. These two classes of orbits are separated by a

singular orbit passing through the saddle point and

called by the mathematicians the separatrix. The mo-

tion on the separatrix spends infinitly long-time in

the neighborhood of the saddle point at j = -j and thus

corresponds to a motion in which the alignment.
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i = <JX
> = -j# has its maximum negative value. As the

frequency increases the maxima move toward the saddle

point, and the separatrix opens out so that more and

more of the surface of the sphere is covered by orbits

of the class precessing about the minimum on the posi-

tive x-axis. Finally at the frequency, u> = 6<j, the

two maxima and the saddle point coalesce at the point

j = -j and for larger w, all the orbits are associated

with precession about the x-axis. We can represent

these results in an energy diagram

Fig. 5

where everything follows from the qualitative features

discussed above,' and remembering that the slope -=3- is

equal to the negative of the alignment as emphasized

at the beginning of the discussion. Fig. 6 gives the

quantitative results for the quantal calculation with

the hamiltonian (10) with j = 13/2. Our main conclusion
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from this analysis is that at the very beginning of

the shell when we are filling the first few orbits,

the alignment becomes almost total iwj even for small

values of the rotational frequency, but that in the

middle of the shell, the alignment is at first slight-

ly negative and never gets very large (until near the

end of the shell where for sufficiently large u we can

obtain large negative alignment). Fig. 7 gives a more

realistic picture of the situation to be expected in

the absence of pairing, representing the spectrum ob-

tained from the Nilsson potential with the inclusion

of the effect of rotation. We see that indeed the main

features are as expected from the analysis of the j

shell. However, such a figure may serve to remind us

of the exciting perspectives that await us as we go to

still higher rotational frequencies and may expect to

encounter the highly aligned configurations coming down

from the lowest orbits in the next higher shell. (At

still larger UJ these strongly down sloping orbits may

come from positive energy single particle orbits and

thus imply the direct centrifuged ejection of particles

from yrast states.)

Now we must take the final step and study the

rather profound effects of the pair correlation on

these independent particle orbits. We can, as before,
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develope some useful qualitative insight by consider-

ing a single j-shell, adding to the hamiltonian the

pair potential

(ID

As is well known, the hamiltonian (10) and (11) can be

brought to diagonal form by a linear transformation,

the so called quasi particle transformation. The full

numerical detail of this solution is straight forward

but rather opaque. However, it is possible to get the

flavor of the main results by considering the transfor-

mation for w=0 and then treating the effect of the

Coriolis force acting only between the one quasi-par-

ticle states, i.e. we consider the quasi particle ha-

miltonian

(12)

where A is the chemical potential which determines the

extent of filling of the shell (this approximation is

justified if A > > K J ) . We are now mainly interested in

the lowest energy solutions to (12) since the gradual
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filling of the shell is taken care of by the placement

of the chemical potential. We can think of the classi-

cal (or quantal) motion of quasi-particle j as described

by (12) using the same pictures as we did in analysing

the motion of the single particle 2 described by (10).

If A corresponds to the very beginning of the filling

of the shell we get qualitatively the same results as

without pairing but for a half filled shell the results

are dramatically different (see Fig. 8, and 9)

Fig. 8

As shown in Fig. 8, for m=0 the minimum energy quasi

particle process along a parallel of la.ttitude deter-

mined by \
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while Fig. 9 shows the effect of a small value of

Pig. 9

which divides the orbits into three classes separated

by two systems of separatrixes. We need not study all

the details of this somewhat complicated picture, but

are only interested in the solutions corresponding to

the lowest energies. We see that even a very small u

is able to align the two orbits with (j_)_ so that for

each of them <j >w +j . The small amplitude motionsx

around these two minima are separated by a figure eight

shaped separatrix that passes through the saddle point

at the eguitorial point j = + j • The corresponding

energy diagram for the lowest quasi particles thus has

the form
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Fig. 11 show the result of the full quantal calculation.

While Fig. 12 gives the quasi-particle spectrum obtain-

ed by adding pairing and rotation to a single particle

spectrum corresponding to a deformed Woods-Saxon poten-

tial. As in the schematic and classical pictures, the

more detailed and quantal calculations are dominated by

the strong alignment induced in the quasiparticle orbits

of large total angular momentum that happen to be near

the Fermi surface.

I have spent this rather long time in a somewhat

pedagogical discussion because I feel that it is cru-

cial for us to develope some intuative understanding

for these single particle and pairing effects in rotat-

ing potentials, but, of course, the whole purpose of

the exercise is only realized in the detailed applica-

tion of the calculations in classifying observed spectra,

and so let me conclude by briefly showing you an example

that may give a feeling for the flavor of such applica-

tions - what kinds of evidence is being used, how far
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one has come in testing the scheme, and what kinds of

problems are being encountered.

In Tokyo I discussed in some detail the excita-

164tions with respect to Er; let me here show the

beautiful spectrum (Fig. 13) of 160Yb that has been

supplied to me by Riedinger et al (contributed paper to

this meeting) . Let us start by admiring the beauty of

the spectrum the product of the very highest craftman-

ship building on many generations of successive refine-

ments in techniques. This particular example required
Q

the analysis of several times 10 individually recorded

cascades. I shall only have time to note and discuss

the most striking and fundamental features revealed by
**)

this data j

1. The yrast sequence begins with the v = 0

(g-band), exibits a sharp band crossing

(often called by its familiar, or childhood,

name, "backbending" at w i=s 0.26 MeV. The

new yrast sequence, S-band, is itself crossed

The remainder of the present report has been rewritten
since the meeting at Argonne in order to incorporate
more recent experimental results obtained by these
authors.

**\
A much more detailed discussion of these spectra is
given in the paper by Riedinger et al that will be
published. The present discussion draws heavily on
the analysis which these authors kindly put at my
disposal before publication.
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by a third yrast configuration at u <« 0.42

MeV. This "second yrast backbend" is analo-
1 CO

gous to that seen previously in Er by the

Berkeley group.

2. Three excited odd parity bands have been iden-

tified and studied up to angular momenta

greater that I = 20. These bands exhibit

considerable alignment refuse to backbend

in the usual region around u <v. 0.25 MeV but

instead exhibit the characteristic phenomena

associated with band crossing at the higher

frequency w » 0.36 MeV (see Fig. 14).

3-*. The interpretation of the band structures of

even-even nuclei in terms of independent

quasi-particle configurations implies inti-

mate connections between these spectra and

those occuring in neighboring odd-A nuclei.

It is therefore extremely valuable that a

conpanion experiment by Riedinger et al has

established some of the main features of the

yrast spectrum of Yb (see Fig. 15). In

particular these studies establish the two

lowest in3/2 single particle configurations,

and determine their appreciable alignment

(see Table I). These i13/2
 b a n d s d o n o t
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backbend in the neighborhood of u » 0.25

(a result that is now well established for

odd-N nuclei in their region of the periodic

table) but do exhibit striking evidence for

crossing with another, more aligned, band

with the same parity and signature at

a) (s 0.37 MeV (see Fig. 16).

Discussion of these features.

The basic theoretical construct needed for the

interpretation of these spectra is the quasi-particle

energies as a function of the rotational frequency.

The calculated single particle spectra (due to Bengt-

son and Frauendorf) are shown in Fig. 12. The numbers

appearing on the different trajectories give the align-

ment (which can be calculated directly from the energy

by means of equation (4)). On the basis of this figure

we can attempt an interpretation of the main features

summarized in the three points above.

ad 1 The now classic interpretation of the backbending

(based on Frank Stephen's original discussion) involves

a crossing of the ground state band by a two quasi par-

ticle band (S-band); the particular orbits involved are

examples of orbits with large j being aligned even in
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mid shell as a result of the effect of pairing discussed

above. The orbits involved are labelled a and b in Fig.

12 and mainly involve i13/2 components. As seen from Fig.

12 and 14 , the calculated alignment of the S band agrees

well with that observed. This interpretation is checked

directly by comparison with the i13/2
 ban<3s seen as low

lying single quasi particle states in Yb (see also

table I).

The second band crossing in the yrast sequance

(at a) (« 0.42 MeV) is probably due to crossing with a

configuration involving an aligned proton v = 2 excita-

tion superposed on to the neutron S band configuration

(as has been suggested by Faessler and others). It is

interesting in this connection that there are available

two different near lying proton configurations obtained

from [541%]r = -i combined with either the h,, ,, configu-

ration [523 ̂ /2]r = -i; it seems likely therefore that

the yrast sequence after this crossing may contain both

an r = +1 and r = -1 bands very close in energy.

ad 2 The odd parity bands receive a natural interpreta-

tion on the basis of configurations involving one quasi

particle in the aligned i 1 3 / 2 orbital (a or b) and one

quasi particle in one of the two orbitals derived from

[5323/2] (labelled e and f in Fig. 12). These latter

configurations are seen directly in the ground state band of
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Yb, and are characterized by moderate values of

alignment (see Table I). There are four odd parity

combinations that can be generated from these configu-

rations and thus we expect at only slightly higher

energies another odd parity band with r = +1.

The suggested interpretation of these bands ex-

plains the absence of backbending at to « 0.25 MeV

since the presence of a quasi particle in one of the

""•13/2 o r b^ t s "blocks" the usual backbending involving

the configuration (ab). However, in a similar manner

to the odd A spectrum (see below) the possibility of

(abcx) leads to backbending of the band (ax) or (bx),

at a frequency <D <» 0.36 MeV.

ad 3 All the configurations involved in the interpre-

tation of the lower yrast region of Yb appear as low

lying single quasi particle bands in Yb and thus pro-

vide crucial confirmation of the basic components in the

picture employed. The odd parity band e = [532 /2]r = +i

backbends at to = 0.24 MeV and the crossing band carries

an extra alignment Ai of almost 10 units just as for the

yrast band of Yb. The interpretation in both cases

involves crossing with a configuration involving the

extra excitation (ab) that costs zero energy at this

frequency. In contrast the odd A configuration v = l,a

cannot be combined with such an excitation since a is
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already occupied. Thus, the a band of Yb exhibits

its first back bending at u = 0.37 where the configu-

ration (be) costs approximately zero energy; it is

expected that the addition of this excitation should

add about, Ai N 6.6, to the alignment.

The interpretation of the second yrast band

crossing in Yb at w = 0.42 in terms of proton

excitation implies that all the bands of 161Yb should

exhibit a similar band crossing at about this same

frequency and with about the same change in alignment.

The main features of the above classification of

the yrast region of Yb are summarized in Table I.

It seems to me tremendously encouraging that such a

simple and unforced interpretation can be given of

these rather extensively studied examples. This is,

of course, only the beginning, and in particular we

must expect that further studies may reveal discre-

pancies with an analysis that assumes all the nuclear

potentials to remain unaffected by the rotation. Sooner

or later we must expect to encounter interesting rota-

tionally induced contribution to these potentials.



Table I. Yrast configurations 160Yb + 161Yb.

{

a =

b =

e =

f =

(S)

config.

v = 0

v = 1

[651 3/2]

[651 3/2]

[532 3/2]

[532 3/2]

v = 2

= ab

#1 = af
and/or be

#2

# 3

= ae

= bf

r

+1

+ i

- i

+ i

- i

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

(to %

obs.

5 . 7

4 . 2

2 . 7

?

10

7

8

*

i

0.2 MeV)

calc.

5 . 8

4 . 1

3 .0

2 . 0

9 . 9

7 . 8

8 . 8

6 . 1

to at

band

crossing

(MeV)

0.26

0 .37

0.24

0.42

0.36

0.38

0.35

config.

of

crossing

band

(S) = ab

a b c

(abd)

a b e

(abf)

ab, v = 2

abcf

abce

abdf

Ai

crossing

obs.

10.3

>6

- 9

>3

>5

>4

>3

band

calc.

9 . 9

6 . 6

9 . 9

6

6 . 6

6 . 6

7 . 2

i is small at » 4 0.2 but increasing rapidly, becoming about 6 before the band

crossing at m £ 0.36 MeV.
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FROM CONTINUUM y-VUXS

R. M. Diamond

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

The meaning of the words high spin, like heavy ion, depends upon

the person using them. For those who work with light nuclei, spins of

8 or 10 are high. For decay-scheme spectroscopists, spins of 20 are high.

I want to discuss with you the properties of states of spin 20-60. Why

stop at 60? Nature provides a limit where the fission barrier vanishes,

and an estimate of this limit is furnished by the liquid-drop model.

This is shown as the upper full line in Fig. 1. Actually, fission still

occurs with small barriers, and so the dashed line in the figure gives

the lower more realistic spin limit corresponding to a barrier of 8 MeV.

This curve reaches a maximum of ~75 at A=120. Alpha-particle emission
2

may set even lower limits, especially for nuclei with A< 120, and

neutron evaporation carries off some spin, so the angular momentum

finally available for the y-ray de-excitation cascade is somewhat lower

still.

What else can the liquid-drop model tell us? If we assume that

quadrupole deformation is the lowest deformation mode of the drop, then

under rotation the drop will become oblate with its symmetry axis along

the rotation axis. But somewhat higher-lying states can exist for other

shapes. If, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to axially symmetric

shapes (not that nature will), there are four cases: oblate or prolate

shape, and rotation axis parallel or perpendicular to the symmetry axis.

For rigid rotation with a definite value of g *= AR/R, the moments of

inertia of these four cases can be expressed in terms of the moment of

inertia of a rigid sphere, ij/, as shown in Fig. 2. These moments lead

to the rotational state trajectories also shown, with the oblate-parallel

case lowest as it has the largest moment of inertia.

33
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For real nuclei, there are two additional considerations. The

first is shell effects, which are of order 3-8 MeV, and favor one or

another of the cases depending upon the particular nucleon orbits near

the Fermi surface. For I< 30, shell effects are large compared to the

differences in energy of the four systems, and thus they dominate the

determination of the shape and the nature of the excitation. But for

I>40, the differences in the liquid-drop energies nay dominate, and

one might expect to find mainly oblate shapes rotating around the symmetry

axis or prolate shapes rotating about an axis perpendicular to the

symmetry axis.

However, the second consideration is that real nuclei are not

classical, but are small, quantal systems. Rotation about an axis

perpendicular to the symmetry axis 1B allowed, and corresponds to

collective rotation, that is, to bands with transition energies propor-

tional to the spin (Ey - n*/2./(4I-2)) and with strongly enhanced

B(E2) values. Host known rotational nuclei are of this type. But

collective rotation around the symmetry axis cannot occur quantum-

mechanically, so what about the oblate case with such rotation as favored

by the liquid-drop calculations? Bohr and Hottelson have pointed out

that the angular momentum can be carried by individual high-j nucleons

aligned along the symmetry axis, rather than by the nucleus as a whole,

and so it is not a collective motion. But now there is no correlation

between transition energy and spin, and no enhanced B(E2) values.

However, they showed that for a Fermi-gas distribution the energies

of the yrast states followed, on the average, the classical curve of

Fig. 2.

Now let us apply these ideas to what we might expect in the y-ray

de-excitation of nuclei formed at very high (up to 60 ft) angular momenta

in (H.I.,x«Y) reactions. Figure 3 shows a plot of excitation energy vs.

angular momentum for a nucleus with A~160. The heavy solid line

indicates schematically the range of angular •omenturn populated in such

a nucleus following an ( Ar,4n) reaction. Regions of lower spin give

mainly 5n products, and the spins just above yield a small amount of 3n

product. This fractionation of products by angular momentum means that

the highest spin state* are .In the product involving the smallest number

of evaporated neutrons. Several types of Y~r»y transitions appear in
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the subsequent de-excitation of such a nucleus. There are "statistical"

transitions that carry off energy and little angular momentum, bringing

the nucleus towards the yrast line. There may be collective E2 transi-

tions that form bands parallel to the yrast line, carrying off two

units of spin apiece as well as energy. There are many pathways, so

that no single transition has enough intensity to stand up in the

spectrum; this leads to the name, "continuum" Y~ray spectrum. When the

nucleus cools to the region of the yrast line, at spins between 10 ft

and 40 ii depending upon the type of nucleus, then enough population

goes through the individual transitions to make them visible in the

spectrum as resolved or discrete lines, the usual goal of y-ray

spectroscopists.

We believe that the statistical transitions do not depend very much

on the nuclear structure, but we have earlier discussed that the exis-

tence of collective rotational transitions do depend strongly on the

type of nucleus. For a prolate nucleus (or triaxitl nucleus favoring

prolate shape) rotating around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry

axis, the rotational bands favor decay roughly parallel to the yrast

line, and so lead to low spins before sufficient cooling takes place

to allow observation of the discrete lines (~20h). Qa the other hand,

oblate nuclei (or triaxial nuclei of dominantly oblate shape) rotating

around their symmetry axis have their collective transitions suppressed,

and so de-excite more steeply into that line. Thus it is reached at a

higher spin, and since in this case it is irregular, being composed of

single-particle states, not only are discrete states of higher spin

observable, but some may be long-lived enough to become isomers.

It now appears that both of these types of behavior are observed

experimentally. In the regions just above N=82 or 126, states with

spins as high as 37 have been seen in the de-excitation cascades from

(presumably oblate) reaction products, ' and these will be discussed

in later talks. In the remainder of my talk, I shall concentrate on

the prolately deformed nuclei leading to collective rotational

de-excitation cascades that generally do not show discrete transitions

until below spins of 20-30 ft. Thus, all the information we are likely

to obtain about the high-spin states must come from studies of the

continuum. Figure 4 shows an example of the de-excitation
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cascades from the 4n product of 181 MeV A0Ar + 1 2 6Te -»• 166Yb*, taken

with a 7.6 x7.6 cm Nal detector in coincidence h a Ge detector

gated on the An lines. The value of & in tht reaction is ~75, but

fission and transfer reactions take off the highest spins, and the four

neutrons carry off a few units more of angular momentum, so that the

maximum spin of the highest states in this Y~ray cascade correspond to

about 60 ft. The open squares are the raw pulse-height spectrum, and

one can distinguish the high-energy exponentially-falling statistical

tail and the lower-energy (below 1.5 MeV) yrast bump. The filled points

are the same spectrum unfolded, that !•", corrected for the Nal response

function, to yield the primary Y-ray spectrum, and divided by the Nal

efficiency and the number of singles in the Ge counter to yield the

absolute number of transitions per event per 40 keV interval. The sum

of these points is <M-1>, the average multiplicity minus the one trigger

Y-ray in the Ge detector ( <M> « 24 in this case). The angular anisotropy

of the Y~ r a v s is shown at the top of the figure. The large anisotropy

observed between 800-1400 keV, the region of the yrast bump, indicates

almost pure stretched E2 transitions in that bump. The isotropy above

2 MeV permits little to be said about the multipolarity of the high-

energy statistical transitions (but see below), and there is also a

decrease towards unity at low transition energies. In fact, the

anisotropy falls below unity for Ey < 500 keV in some nuclei. The

high-energy statistical tail is very similar in a number of nuclei,

and for a number of bombarding energies, while the bump differs from

nucleus to nucleus and with bombarding energy. An example of the latter

situation is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. The solid line is the locus
40of the unfolded points above for 181 MeV Ar bombardment. The dotted,

short-dashed, and long-dashed lines are similar representations of the
O£ On

continuum spectra from the reactions (331 MeV) Kr + Se, (87 MeV)
1 60 + 150Sm, and (157 MeV) 40Ar + 1 2 6Te, respectively, to yield 162Yb + 4n.

These three reactions involve about the same average angular momentum

(25-30 ft) in the Y~r«y cascade of the Yb product, and the spectra are

almost identical. In contrast, the higher energy (181 MeV) *°Ar reaction

brings more angular momentum to the cascade (~40 ft on average), and the

additional Y~rays de-exciting these higher-spin states move the edge of

the bump to higher transition energy. This is in agreement with the
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Idea that these y-rays are members of collective bands running roughly

parallel to the yrast line, as such rotational transitions have energies

proportional to the spins of the initial states. The lower-energy part

of the bump (lower-spin rotational transitions) and the statistical

transitions are not much affected by the increased angular momentum.

Figure 5 shows similar plots for other reaction channels of Ar + Te,

with similar results. At either a higner energy or a fewer-neutron-out

channel, there is more angular momentum to be removed by the collective

rotational cascades making up the bump, and its edge, representing the

transitions from the states of highest spin, moves to higher transition

energies. If we also knew the spins of these highest states, we could

determine their effective moments of inertia from the rotational formula,

E = h2/2v/(4I-2). We can, in fact, estimate the spins from the

multiplicities, <I>= 2( <M>-6) where 6 = 3-4 is the number of

statistical y~rays assumed to carry out no spin, and the rest of the

y-rays are stretched E2 transitions in the case of a good rotor. There

are also other ways to estimate the moments of inertia of these continuum

high-spin states, and all methods yield values within 10-20% of the

rigid-sphere numbers. They are usually larger, suggesting deformation,

but this is within the range of errors, both experimental and theoretical.

However, just from the shapes (and changes in shape) of these spectra

alone, we have thus obtained an indication of rotational bands, the

average multiplicities, and estimates of the moments of inertia at high

spin.

By their very nature, continuum y-ray measurements are not as

precise and as unambiguous as discrete line studies. So a variety of

techniques must be used to get as many different types of insight on the

nature of the continuum states and transitions as possible. For example,

the isotropy of the high-energy tail of the continuum spectrum yields

little information on the multipolarities involved. But recent measure-

ments of conversion-electron coefficients of the continuum have given
Q

very specfic results, namely, the high-energy transitions are almost

pure El (Fig. 6). The two cases studied do not make a complete story,

but if this result is generally true, the usually observed angular

isotropy for these transitions requires thai; they 1-a a 1/3-2/3 mixture

of AI"0 and Al»l electric dipoles, and so foi good rotors this would
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leave uncertain only the multipolarities of the low-energy transitions.

A quite different, but very useful technique, is to measure the
2 9

average Y~*ay multiplicity as a function of transition energy. '

Because the multiplicity is related to the spin of the-nucleus, any

structure in the spectrum gives information on y-'ay energy — spin

correlations in the continuum. Examples of three target-projectile

systems at several bombarding energies are shown on the left in Fig. 7.

For 40Ar + 12*Sn -+ 164Er*, there is a pronounced peak in the multiplicity

spectrum, and it comes at the edge of the bump in the intensity spectrum,

corresponding to the highest-energy and highest-spin transitions. This

peak moves to higher energy with increasing bombarding energy. Such a

correlation is a nice confirmation of the collective rotation picture

for this nucleus. Away from the deformed rotators, however, there may

be more complex, hence more interesting, behavior. The Ar + Se •*

Te* system (middle of Fig. 7), for example, does not show a rotational

peak at 121 and 131 MeV, but develops it at still higher bombarding

energies and angular momenta (£ > 30). That is, the initially
11fi max

near-spherical Te, whose ground state band has roughly equidistant

levels, deforms to a rotor only above spin 35. The Ca + Mo •+ Sin*

system shown at the bottom of the figure is the most striking example we

have found; the nearly semi-magic product nuclei do not show formation
of a rotational peak until about spin 50, a very different situation

124
from that with the Sn target.

Still another helpful type of information corned from measurement

of the average lifetimes in the yrast bump region of the continuum spectra.

This can be done by comparing the Doppler-shift using a thin target with

that from a gold- or lead-backed target. To increase the magnitude

of the effect, an inverse reaction is used, i.e., Xe projectiles are

used to bombard an Al target, resulting in Ho compound nuclei with

Doppler shifts of 8 to 9%. The two spectra can be normalized to each

other at transition energies above 2 MeV, and the raw pulse-height

spectra are shown at the top of Fig. 8. The differences appear quite

small, but are magnified when the thin target spectrum is divided,

channel-by-channel, by the backed target one, as shown in Fig. 8b for

the raw data and in Fig. 8c for the unfolded spectra. The analysis

involves assuming a rotational cascade decay along the yrast region and
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depends upon a single parameter, the constant intrinsic quadrupole moment,

Q , of the deformed nucleus, or alternatively, the corresponding enhance-

ment factor over single-particle decay. The value of this parameter is

obtained from the best fit to the ratio of the unfolded spectra, and is

shown in Fig. 8c as a solid curve. The enhancement factors found with

1 6 3Ho and Er compound nuclei were of the order of 300 ± 100, showing

that in the spin range 30-50 -h these nuclei (already deformed in their

ground bands) decay through strongly enhanced, hence deformed, rotational

bands.

Finally, I would like to mention a promising new technique for

selecting a narrower band of angular momentum at high spin than can be

done by choosing a reaction channel or by using a multiplicity filter,

and indicate what can be done with this better selection. The method

is to measure the total -y-ray energy by placing the target inside a large

Nal spectrometer which is in coincidence with another detector, and

then observe the variation in the spectrum of the latter counter for

different energy "slices" in the sum spectrometer. We used a 33 cm x 20

cm Nal crystal, divided optically into four sectors, and with a 2.9 cm

hole along the axis to bring the beam into the target and to provide an

opening from the target to either a coincident Ge or 7.6 cm * 7.6 cm

Nal detector placed 11 cm or 60 cm away along the beam axis. From

the ratio of coincidences to singles for each "slice" of summed energy

(including the outside Nal counter), y~ray multiplicities could be

determined as a function of the (slice) total y-ray energy, and these

are plotted in Fig.9 for ~3 MeV wide slices for the reaction 185 MeV

Ar + Sm •+ Er*. It is clear that there is a strong correlation

between Y-ray multiplicity and sum energy (at least for good rotors, as

in this case).

When an array of six Nal counters at. 120 cm from the target were

substituted for the single one, the ratios of the zero-, first-, and

second-fold counts gave not only the multiplicity as a function of sum

energy slices, but also the widths of the multiplicity distributions,

as also shown in Fig. 9. Substitution of a Ge counter for the sum

spectrometer permitted determination of the average multiplicities and

widths for the 4h, 5n, and 6n reaction channels, which are also plotted.

Finally, use of the Ge counter in coincidence with the sum spectrometer
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gave the summed-energy distribution for each of the reaction products,

as shown In Fig. 9(top). Also it can be seen that the multiplicities

In Fig. 9 reach quite high values. In fact, these are the highest

multiplicities yet isolated and observed by any method for a compound

nucleus reaction.

Perhaps the greatest value of the use of the sum spectrometer is

that the effects of relatively small changes in the angular momentum

can be determined. For example, Fig. 10 shows the 0° Nal spectra from

the 12*Sn + ^°Ar •* 164Er* system in coincidence with 3 MeV-wide slices

of summed energy, normalized to the number of transitions per event per

200 keV. Initially the height In the most intense channels (500-600 keV)

increases, but beyond slice 5 this stops and the upper edge of the bump

moves to higher energy. This is the expected rotational behavior for

these deformed Er product nuclei, with the additional transitions of

higher spin also being of higher energy. By subtracting the spectrum of

one slice from the next, we obtain the curves in Fig. 10(bottom), which show

the very regular behavior of. the additional transitions up to slice 8.

If we integrate the difference spectrum for slice 7-slice 6, and take

its centroid, we find 3.4 transitions were added having an average energy

of 1.40 MeV. Similarly, slice 6-slice 3 gives 4.0 transitions with an

average energy of 1.20 MeV. From the difference in energy, 0.20 MeV,

and the average number of transitions, 3.7, we determine the moment

of Inertia to be iCftf - 150 MeV"1 for E - 1.30 MeV. These values

correspond to a spin of about SO ft, and this is for states at the top of

slice 6. This is surely the simplest and clearest view we have had

yet about the transitions at such spins in any nucleus.

Much sore can be raid about the information available from the use

of the sum spectrometer and the other techniques mentioned, and this will

be done by the speakers that follow. I have purposely not discussed

determinations of the entry line and the ntutron-drlp line and a number

of other such topics, not because I mennt to slight them, but because

of the Halts of time and because they will either be discussed by others
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or are included in a number of excellent contributed papers. But the

excitement, health, and vigor of continuum Y~ray studies will be

evident from such work, and we are clearly coming to have a much better

knowledge of very high-spin states as we develop better research tools.

A whole new spectroscopy of high-spin states awaits us if we are only

clever enough to find the proper methods of investigation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

i'ig. 1. Angular momentum at which fission barrier becomes zero (solid

line) or 8 MeV (dashed line) as a function of mass number.

The stable shape is oblate below Z and triaxial between £

and %1X [Ref. 1].

Fig. 2. Moments of inertia and rotational energies for oblate and

prolate shapes with rotation around and perpendicular to the

symmetry axis.

Fig. 3. Gamma-ray de-excitation routes following heavy-ion compound-

nucleus reactions [Ref. 7].

Fig. 4. The raw (squares) and normalized unfolded (small black dots)

continuum y-ray spectrum from the reaction Te( Ar,4n) Yb

at 181 MeV. The larger dots are five-channel averages. At

the top is the 0°/90° ratio for the unfolded spectra. At the

bottom are schematic unfolded spectra for the same case (solid

line) and for the reactions Se( Kr,4n) Yb at 331 MeV

(dotted line), 126Te(40Ar,4n)162Yb at 157 MeV (larger-dashed

line), and 15°Sm(16O,4n)162Yb at 87 MeV (shorter-dashed line)

[Ref. 7].

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of Yb continuum spectra following

Ar reactions. The 5n and 4n channels at 181 MeV correspond

to similar angular momenta as the 4n and 3n channels at 157 MeV

[Ref. 7].

Fig. 6. Measured conversion-electron coefficients, O L , for the 4n

reaction (circles) compared with theoretical El, E2, and Ml

values (curves) and with coefficients obtained with open gate

on coincident Ge counter [Ref. 8].

Fig. 7. Experimental (left) and calculated (right) multiplicity spectra

for the systems and bombarding energies indicated. One Y~r

spectrum is also shown at the top for each system [Ref. 9].
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Fig. 8. (a) Sum of two-fold to six-fold coincidence Y~ray spectra

(raw pulse-height data) measured at 0° for a self-supporting
27 27
Al target (solid curve) and for a Al target on Au backing

(dotted curve), (b) Ratio of those two spectra, (c) Ratio of

the unfolded spectra. The solid curve represents the best fit

of the calculated ratio to the data. The dashed lines show

the ratios calculated for the two extreme values of Q allowed
28

by the experimental errors, (d) Same as in (b), but for Si
" targets leading to 1 6 4Er* [Ref. 10].

Fig. 9. (Top) Total y r a y energy for An, 5n, 6n, and 7n channels

individually, and total sum spectrum. (Bottom) Multiplicity

and multiplicity width (o__) vs. total Y-ray energy for 3 MeV
M

wide slices in the total y-ray energy. The solid triangles

are average values of My, calculated for the indicated reaction

channels at the centroid of the energy spectrum in the upper

figure.

Fig. 10. (Top) Number of transitions per 200 keV per event for consecutive

3 MeV wide slices of the total y-ra.y energy spectrum at the top

of Fig. 9. Note how the yrast bump edge moves to higher energy

from slice A to 7. (Bottom) The difference in spectra from

neighboring slices as indicated in the figure.
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ENTRY REGION STUDIES BY MEANS OF SUMSPEGTROMETER AND

MULTIPLICITY TECHNIQUES

G.B. Hagemann*
The Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

1. THE ENTRY REGION

In heavy ion induced compound reactions y-ray spectroscopy

is traditionally dealing with y-decay taking place in one of the

possible final nuclei. By several refined spectroscopic methods

the yrast region of nuclear level diagrams have in some cases

been established to spins as high as ^30. The limits of the re-

gion of nuclear excitations which decay by y-transition are de-

termined by the onset of particle emission or fission in compe-

tition with the y-decay.

It is the aim of this paper to try to establish some of

the general trends in the decays preceeding the yrast indivi-

dually observable transitions. The decay pattern depends to a

great extent on the nuclear shape, which for the transitions

closest to the yrast (cold) region is reflected through the

slope of the yrast line i.e. the nuclear moment of inertia. The

onset of competition between particle and y-decays depends on

the variation of the nuclear level density with spin at high

excitation energy, which thus influences the cross section dis-

tribution characterized by excitation energy E* and spin I,

the entry population, in the final nucleus. If a fermi gas pic-

ture of the level density is utilized, then the spin dependence

of the level density is mainly given by a reduction in the ex-

citation energy by an amount corresponding to the cold yrast

value (n2/2^)I-(1+1).

*The work described in this report is performed in collaboration
with: F. Folkmann, J.D. Garrett, M.N. Harakeh, B. Herskind, D.L.
Hillis and S. Ogaza, The Niels Bohr Institute, H. Emling, E.
Grosse, D. Schwalm, R.S. Simon, G.S.I., Darmstadt, and P.O.
Tj0m, University of Oslo. This work is supported by the Danish
Natural Science Research Council.
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In a pure statistical model calculation of the entry popu-

lation the average angular momentum <I> as a function of exci-

tation energy E*, which form the entry line, resembles this va-

riation of level density with excitation energy and spin. An

example of a calculated entry population is shown in fig.l. The

Er* system decays mainly by neutron evaporation. The entry

line is nearly parallel to the yrast line over a wide region in

spin. The decay down to the ground state in the case of a well

deformed nucleus is expected to take place by first cooling off

through the emission of statistical y-rays which remove very

little angular momentum. Secondly the decay proceeds through

collective E2 transitions closer to the yrast line with the tran-

sition energy proportional to I and finally decay through the

lowest spin yrast cascades gives rise to discrete transitions.

Indeed, such spectra have been observed and are discussed in

detail in the preceding contribution .

By means of a combination of a differential treatment of

adjacent regions of the decay pattern as it is reflected in a

spectrum of transition energies from selected regions in exci-

tation energy and a determination of the entry line, it is pos-

sible to draw conclusions about the high spin properties not

only of the "cold" but also about the "hot" nucleus at high

spins.

The investigations described below are especially focusing

on the compound system A = 100, where extremely large (oblate)

deformations are expected at higher angular momentum based on
2

rotating liquid drop calculations . The inclusion of shell cor-

rections causes a stronger tendency to triaxiality by which the

effective moment of inertia is somewhat decreased but also less

well-defined since the nucleus at this stage is extremely soft .
2. THE SUMSPECTROMETER

The basic parameters in the search for trends in the -y-de-

cay pattern after population of the final nucleus in a heavy

ion induced compound reaction is the nuclear excitation energy

E* and angular momentum I. The experimental possibility of
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both to determine these parameters for the entry region (entry

line) in the final nuclei and also to select specific regions

of the entry population for studying the decays in more details

is provided by the use of a sum (Z-) spectrometer combined with

other detectors (fig. 2) .

By placing the target inside a large Nal crystal, i.e. in

a geometry approaching 4v, the total y~ray energy released in

each cascade is summed and the crystal acts as a sumspectrome-

ter. Even with a considerably smaller solid angle the sum

crystal output is proportional to the total energy, but the re-

solution poorer. In a simple picture (fig. 3) of a cascade of

M y-rays each with a transition energy of <E > the energy

distribution of the E-crystal response is given by

P(x.<Ey>) = flx(l-fi;M~x (1)

In a realistic situation a complicated decay chain as gi-

ven by the composition of the transition spectra has to be fol-

ded in order to reproduce the S-spectrum. The Z-spectrometer

energy calibration is thus complicated by a dependence on the

distribution in multiplicity and transition energy for the in-

dividual cascades. An investigation of this feature has been

performed by detained measurements of the E-spectrometer res-

ponse to single y*"ays which were then used for the simulation

of various cascade types. These cascades can be composed in

such a way as to reproduce the compostion of transition ener-

gies which is actually observed (after unfolding) in one of

the external detectors (fig. 2) which have solid angles of

^1.5% and therefore show negligible effects of summing. If the

cascade distribution is also in accordance with the observed

average value and width of the corresponding multiplicity dis-

tribution (as obtained for example in a regular multi-counter

setup), then the sumspectrometer response of the total energy

i.e. the linearity can be constructed for the actual case stu-

died. The Z-spectra are usually highly nonlinear both at the

low and high energy regions. The energy scale shown on fig. 5
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is therefore for each distribution only applicable in a region

around the centroid until an amplitude of ^1/3'of the peak va-

lue.

The E-spectrometer calibration Complications outlined above

can to a great extent be overcome by. a measurement of the ave-

rage transition energy in the external detectors (unfolded) as a

function of channel no, 2, in the sumspectrometer. The spec-

trum at 0° is corrected for Doppler effects and imperfect neu-

tron discrimination (see below). The product of this quantity,

<E >„ and the average Y~multiplicity which also can be obtained
Y *•

as a function of £ (see following subsection) <M >? equals the
excitation energy in the final nucleus (apart from a slight

correction for mutual correlations, which from the observed

multiplicity widths is estimated to be negligible). This proce-

dure also contains an indirect correction for possible neutron

contamination.

In the experimental situation, the ^-spectrometer of fig.2

is operated in coincidence with either or both of the two

transition energy counters. A coincidence between the two op-

tically separated halves of the sum crystal is also required.

All four energy signals have been stabilized by means of light

emission diodes embedded in the crystal. The 0° detector TAC

spectrum has a slow component from neutrons which can be dis-

criminated against by the TAC window used.

3. MULTIPLICITY IN A SUMSPECTROMETER SETUP

The experimental technique and elaborate mathematical for-

malism for extracting moments of y~ray multiplicity distribu-

tions from multicounter arrays are now well established and

detailed investigations of a variety of systems formed in both

compound and deep inelastic reactions are reported in the lit-

terature . The average value of the multiplicity distribution

<M > can in principle be obtained from the coincidence to

singles ratio from 2 counters provided that the solid angle of

both counters is small enough (̂ 10~ ) to avoid serious summing
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effects even for the highest values of M .In the ideal case

of a 47r geometry and 100% efficiency for the E-spectrometer

with the multiplicity counters included, the coincidence to

singles ratio for counts in the Z crystal with one of the mul-

tiplicity counters will follow the usual expression

Nc/Ns = 1 - (1 - coA"
1 (2)

In order to "clean up" a coincidence with the other multiplici-

ty counter is usually also required which causes the subtrac-

tion of one transition from M . In the situation with losses

due to imperfect summing (fi<l) sketched on fig. 3 the multipli-

city obtained from (2) will depend on the actual energy deposi-

ted in the 2-spectrometer. In order to eliminate this depen-

dence one has to treat both coincidence and singles rates part-

ly with the multiplicity detector solid angle OJ included into

the large J2 by addition of the appropriate (gain matched) ener-

gy signals and partly with the w excluded from Q.
4

The average multiplicity <M > is then obtained by elimi-

nating the parameter x (which is the number of transitions out

of M possible ones detected in fi+u or ft respectively) from

the 2 equations given below :

' '

To suppress the low multiplicity events from Coulomb excitation

and inelastic scattering which contaminate the spectra when no

selection of the final channel is performed a coincidence re-

quirement between optically separated segments of the E-crystal

t It should be noted, that the form of eqs(3) implies that the
events where all x transitions are detected inu (and none in fi)
are included as coincidence events in (Nc/Ns)incl although this
would normally not be the case experimentally. The effect is
however negligible.
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can be used. In the case of 2 segments the equations (3) take

the more complicated form

(££) = l - n - J»-)x (2 X - 1 - 1)vNs' incl v

(4)

Ns excl ~ ~ 1-Jr ^

and require a numerical solution for <M >. This procedure has

to be followed in order to extract the average Y-niultiplicity

as a function of energy deposited in the sum crystal, <M >y
Y '-

4. RESULTS FROM 5 0Ti + 5 0Ti •* 1 0 0Ru

2

In the experiments reported here a target of ̂ 1 mg/cm

Ti on a Pb backing was bombarded with a beam of Ti from

the GSI Unilac accelerator at energies from 150 to 223 MeV

(center of target energies). Fig. 4 shows the maximum angular

momentum and excitation energy relations in the compound nu-

cleus as a function of beam energy based on a fusion model of

ref. 8. The corresponding fission barrier is obtained by li-
2

quid drop calculations . Sumspectra at various bombarding ener-

gies are shown on fig. 5. The two highest beam energies are

clearly close to saturation which is also consistent with a

saturation (even a slight decrease) in average multiplicity.

With no selection of final channel the maximum angular momentum

therefore seems to be brought in at the beam energy of 192 MeV

corresponding to an average multiplicity of ̂ 23.

The primary experimental results consist of coincidence

events in which at least 2 out of the three detectors have

fired. The events have been projected into transition energy

spectra at 0° and 90° versus the channel no, £, in the S-spec-

trometer.These spectra have then been averaged over 0° and 90°

with appropriate corrections for Doppler shifts and possible neutron
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contamination. They have been unfolded and the average transi-

tion energy <E > is extracted as a function of £. From the ra-

tio of 0 and 90° coincidence rates the anisotropy can be ex-

tracted as a function of E, and also as a function of transi-

tion energy.

The same events are also projected into E-spectra in coin-

cidence with either or both of the 0° and 90° detectors. From

these coincidence rates, averaged over 0° and 90° and treated

according to eq.4 the y-ray multiplicity is obtained as a func-

tion of £.

For selective spectroscopic studies the E-spectra have

been cut into 6 windows (to ensure sufficient statistics in the

transition spectra). For the entry line construction ^20 win-

dows over the 2-spectra have been used.

With cuts corresponding to 6 windows in the I-spectrum, at

192 MeV beam energy, raw transition spectra are obtained at 0°

and 90 as shown in fig.6. The area in each window is norma-

lized to the corresponding multiplicity, which varies from 11

to 28 from window 1 to window 6. The scales are shifted a fac-

tor of 3 between the spectra. The high energy exponentially de-

creasing tail is showing the same offset indicating that this

part of the decay does not vary with excitation. The increase

in the number of transitions develops the "bump" structure at

lower transition energies (<3 MeV) .

The spectra of fig. 6 are shown "unfolded" on the same li-

near scale on fig. 7. The lower energy transitions (below 3

MeV) have a clear structure with the "bump" mentioned above

developing but also a component below 1 MeV shows up. The spec-

tra at both angles have been normalized to multiplicity. In an

effort to investigate this structure further the average spec-

trum, (0° + 90°)/2, has been decomposed into stretched quadru-

pole and stretched dipole transitions through the observed ani-

sotropy.

This decomposition is shown for windows 3 and 5 on fig.8.

The details around the steepest slopes are probably not reli-
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able but the qualitative feature of a low and higher energy

quadrupole peak and a dipole component at an energy in between

is unambiguous. The low energy quadrupole peak can be understood

as composed by the lowest I+I-2 transitions which for the

lighter even Ru nuclei (corresponding f.ex. to the 4n and 6n

evaporation residues) are known at energies from 500 keV -

1 MeV. The higher energy quadrupole peak seems to develop with

excitation energy but not proportional to I as expected for

pure rotational nuclei . A low energy dipole component has
a

been observed , especially in some near closed shell nuclei and

Ml radiation is indeed expected in a decay from tri-ax-iai nu-

clei , but so far no quantitative understanding exists.

A further step is now to subtract the adjacent multiplici-

ty normalized window spectra. We are then left with spectra as

shown in fig. 9 (unfolded). The anisotropy is again used to

provide a decomposition, and the number of stretched dipole and

quadrupole transitions together with their centroid energies

are given in table 1 for the differences between adjacent win-

dows. The table ilso gives the average spin value at which the

transitions are taking place. The average spin value is ex-

tracted from the average multiplicity <MY
>j with the appropriate

anisotropy, i.e. quadrupole-dipole composition, taken into ac-

count. The fact that the exponential tail is removed supports

an interpretation of the subtracted spectra as transitions

closer to the yrast region. The quadrupole (E2) part can then

be analyzed as rotational transitions and a moment of inertia

extracted from E2 * TT(4I-2). These values are also given in

table 1, and as directly seen from the r,aw spectra, the data

is not consistent with a constant moment of inertia. The va-

lues extracted increase almost 50% over the spin region in que-

stion.

Finally the data is also used to construct the entry line

with the excitation energy at each point given by < M
Y
>J;" < EY >Z

and the angular momentum as '<Mi>r + ^ M , ^ ) where <M^>j.

and <M2>V denote the number of stretched dipole and quadrupole

transitions. .Vig. T0 shows the entry line for Ti + Ti with
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data for the two highest bombarding energies, 192 and 223 MeV,

combined and in complete internal agreement. The errors given

are pure statistical. The figure shows the known lowest spin

yrast states in the lighter Ru nuclei extended with partly the

yrast line corresponding to rigid rotation of a sphere and part-

ly the yrast line expected from rotating liquid drop calcula-

tion • The experimental points are seen to be consistent with

the slope of the rigid rotor (58 MeV~ ) in the spin region

I = 25-30, whereas the highest spin region I ̂  45 yields a

slope as high as -v84 MeV~ . The rotating liquid drop calcula-

tion would indeed predict such a large moment of inertia, but

not before a spin value of I ^ 55 is reached. By comparing the

values given in table 1 for the moments of inertia closer to

the yrast region there seems to be an excellent agreement, indi-

cating that the spindependence of the level density is mainly

determined by the yrast line, but so far it has not been pos-

sible to predict the entry line at the measured distance from

the yrast line. This discrepancy of 3-4 MeV (too low prediction)

is not understood, but is is present also in cases of well de-

formed rotational nuclei, where the yrast region is better known

both from discrete transitions and from indirect methods like

the differential treatment of spectra from high excitation re-

gions .

In summary, the entry region studies with the technique

outlined here provide information on details in the decay pat-

tern from selected high spin regions. Of special interest is

the strong dipole component which is present also in the decays

which take place entirely between high spin states (difference

spectra). The same observation exists also for the case of
50Ti + 110Pd •* 160Er which was studied in the same setup. The

lighter Ru nuclei populated in the Ru decay show a moment of

inertia which increases ^50% from the value of a rigid sphere

over the spin region I = 20 - I = 45. This same moment of iner-

tia change is reflected both in the connected values of quadru-

pole transition energy and spin in the difference spectra and

in the slope change of the entry line.
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Table 1
50Ti + 192 MeV 50Ti.Decomposition of difference spectra of fig.
9 into AM]_ and AM2 stretched dipole and quadrupole transitions
at centroid energies Ei and E2 respectively. The moment of in-
ertia is obtained from E2 and I.

W 2 " W 1

V W 2
w4-w3

w5-w4

m i

3 . 4

1.7

1 .3

1 . 1

AM2

3 . 7

2 . 3

2 . 0

1.2

E l
{MeV)

0 . 6 5

0.68

0.71

0.76

E2
(MeV)

1 .8

1.9

2 . 1

2 . 2

I

24.0

32.0

37 .3

4 \ . 7

(MeV-1)

52

66

70

75
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Photomultiplier

Fig.2. Sum spectrometer setup. The distance (broken) from
the target to the two 12$ x 15 cm Nal detectors is 60 cm.
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RESPONSE OF A SUM CRYSTAL

x = number of detected y-roys
M= totol number of y- roys in the cascode

Assume oil y's ore I OMeV
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Fig.3. A schematic construction of the response of
a sum crystal.
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SPECTROSCOPY OF HEAVY NUCLEI - YRAST STATES, SIDE BANDS AND BACKBENDING*

A. W. Sunyar
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

In this talk, I would like to discuss some recent experimental results

from Brookhaven which are concerned with the high spin structure of two rare-

154
earth nuclei. The first of these is Er, a nucleus with 86 neutrons. An

account of this study has just appeared in the literature. This general

region of nuclei with neutron number just beyond the N = 82 shell closure

and with mass number A 2i •'•-'O ̂ as been subjected to intensive investigation

at a number of laboratories with some very, interesting results. One good

152 2

example, Dy, has been discussed by Khoo et al. Much of this interest

arises from a Bohr and Mottelson observation concerning the possibility of

high-spin isomers in oblate nuclei at high spin, where individual nucleons

contribute to spin by aligning their angular momenta along the symmetry axis.

Calculations also suggest oblate shapes even at reasonably low spin (I 3? 40)

for nuclei with N = 84-88. Searches for yrast traps have discovered iso-

meric states in this region.

Aguer et al. have reported an isomeric state in Er, together with

details of the yrast cascade above the isomeric state to about 8.5 MeV ex-

citation. At Brookhaven, C. Baktash, E. der Mateosian, 0. C. Kistner and I

have independently studied the high spin structure of this nucleus with the

( 0,4n) reaction at about 100 MeV and the ( Ni,4n) reaction at about 275

MeV. Targets were a few (% 3-4) mg/cm in surface density and were backed
208

with Pb. The usual combinations of high resolution singles, y-y

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Division of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. EY-76-C-02-O016.
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coincidences, y-ray angular distr ibution measurements were u t i l i zed . Most

of the data were obtained by means of the ( 0,4n) reaction. A pulsed 0

beam was used to obtain delayed y-spectra and to measure the Isomeric half-

l i f e . Fig. 1 shows a few representative y-ray spectra obtained in the

course of these measurements.

The experimental results presented here confirm parts of the decay

154scheme of Er as given in Ref. 6. However, spins are assigned to some

low-lying levels , and several t ransit ions are re-ordered. The high-spin

yrast cascade has been extended by six levels to spin (35,36) at over 12

MeV in excitat ion. In addition a quasi-ground s t a t e band sequence consist-

ing of a cascade of stretched AL • 2 transit ions has been extended from the

14+ to the 18+ s t a t e .

The decay scheme based upon our data Is shown in Fig. 2. So far as

the levels below the isomeric s t a t e are concerned, the ordering of the 432-

796 keV cascade which feeds into the 6+ level is fixed by observation of a

low-intensity 254-keV transi t ion to the 8+ s t a t e of the quasi-ground band.

Angular distr ibution measurements suggest AJ « 1 and AJ • 2 assignments to

these t rans i t ions , respectively. This sequence is therefore characterized

as proceeding between levels with spin 9 + 8' •*• 6+. The paral le l sequence

of 554 keV (AJ - 2) and 674 keV (Aj - 1) is characterized as being 9 •+ 7 •>

6+. Ordering of the 554- and 674-keV transit ions is di f f icul t both because

of thei r equal intensity (within errors of experiment) and the admixture of

the near-degenerate 675-keV transit ion into the 674-keV peak. However, the

spin 9 assignment to the level jus t below the isomer is secure on the basis

of the characterist ics of a l l cascades out of this level . Support for the

placement of the 432-, 554- and 686-keV transit ions in the decay scheme is

also provided by the time spectra shown in Fig. 3. All three of these
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transitions exhibit no "prompt" components while succeeding transitions do

show such a component. The particular ordering of the 554- and 674-keV

transitions in Fig. 2 and the suggested assignment of odd parity to the spin

7 level is consistent with the energy-level systematics of the N = 86 iso-

tones C1 Sm, 150Gd and 152Dy) of 154Er. Fig. 4 displays these systematics,

where the negative parity of the spin 7 levels is based upon the results of
o

Haenni et al . who experimentally established the negative parity of this

state in Gd. This negative parity assignment together with the syste-

matic appearance of spin 7 and spin 9 levels in these isotones strongly sug-

gest odd parity assignments to these levels in Er.

The isomeric state decays by two parallel, unobserved low-energy transi-

tions, one of which leads to the spin 9 level and the other to the 10+

state of the quasi-ground band. These transitions, the lack of transitions

to levels with spin 8, together with the observed isomeric half-life etc.

suggest spin 11 and negative parity for the isomeric state, although spin 10

cannot be completely ruled out.

The high-spin yrast cascade of discrete transitions from spin (35,36) to

154the isomeric state in Er has interesting properties in that its detailed

152structure differs from that of the Dy yrast cascade reported by Khoo et

2 152

al. An energy versus 1(1+1) plot for Dy showed l i t t l e deviation from a

straight line above I = 14. The authors of Ref. 1 interpret these high spin

states to be aligned individual particle states which they analyze in the
154

framework of the Fermi-gas model. A similar plot is shown for Er in

Fig. 5. The yrast levels here fall on a series of connected straight line

segments rather than exhibiting a random distribution about a straight line

as in Dy. It is noteworthy that some Er Y-ray sequences contain Y-rays

of near equal intensity. When states connected by such equal intensity
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transitions are joined by straight lines in Fig. 5, these levels l ie on

small straight segments of the broken line. All transitions in a segment

exhibit the same spin change, and side-feeding, indicated by arrows in Fig.

5, occurs at the break points in the yrast line. These short sequences are

made up of transitions with energies comparable to those of collective vi-

brational transitions (% 500-70U keV) in the H = 86 isotones. Lower energy

transitions connect these "band-like" sequences. At one such break point

at the spin (18,19) level, angular distribution measurements indicate a

decided change in alignment, perhaps indicative of the appearance of isomers

at such break points.

In contrast to the unusual side-feeding pattern in this high spin yrast

sequence (concentration at specific points), the intensities of the y-rays

in the quasi-ground state sequence show the usual type of side-feeding pat-

tern to all levels which is familiar from studies in the deformed region.

This is true even though the levels of these two cascades fall very near to

one another along the yrast region to spin 18. In spite of this close prox-

imity of levels of comparable spin, the reaction strength concentrates

strongly in the high-spin yrast cascade. At about 5.5 MeV excitation, the

Y-ray intensity in the quasi-ground band is about a factor of seven smaller

than that which passes through the level at this excitation in the high-

spin yrast cascade. Such striking features in the side-feeding pattern of

this high-spin yrast cascade no doubt carry implications about the structure

and distribution of high spin levels in the region of high excitation

through which the continuum cascades must proceed in the process of de-

exciting the nucleus to the region of the yrast line.

I t is important, as a l l recognize, to determine whether transition

rates out of levels in these high-spin yrast cascades in this region are
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characterized by single-particle rates or whether collective aspects play an

important role. Some very recent lifetime information concerning several

Er levels to about spin 30 has become available. Both collective and

non-collective transition rates are reported. Unfortunately, significant

differences in level-order ings between the results reported in Ref. 1 and

Ref. 9 remain. Such differences, until clarified, cloud interpretation of

the lifetime measurements.

As a second example of high-spin structure in a rare earth nucleus,

I will show some recent results concerned with a re-study of the yrast and
1 ^8

near-yrast levels of Dy. This work has been carried out by E. der

Mateosian, P. Thieberger and myself. The experiment employed again the

standard techniques of "in-beam" y-vay spectroscopy and ut i l ized the

( C,5n) reaction at 71 and 75 MeV. Besides the ground s t a t e band, two

new side bands with most unusual characterist ics have been observed and

appear in the level scheme shown in Fig.' 6. Both side bands show an energy-
1 co

level progression such that t ransi t ion energies mirror those of the Dy

ground s t a t e (g .s . ) band transit ions below a g .s . band moment of iner t ia

anomaly (J <_ 10+). In addition, they both closely approximate the expec-

tations for g . s . band transi t ion energies for J > 10+ as determined by a

linear extrapolation of the moment of iner t ia behavior for J > 10 as
2

function of (Mai) to spins beyond the moment of inert ia anomaly. The f i r s t

side band consists of a cascade of at least seven stretched L = 2 t r a n s i -

tions and feeds into the g . s . band at spins 10+ and 12+. The second side

band consists of a similar cascade of a least five y-rsys and feeds into

the 12+ and 14+ states of the g . s . band. In our previous study of Dy,

levels of the g . s . rotational band and the even-spin, even-parity (e . s . e .p . )

yrast band continuation beyond a moment of iner t ia anomaly to the spin 22+
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s t a t e were reported. This band of (e . s . e .p . ) yrast levels has now been ex-

tended through three additional levels to a probable spin 28+. The moment

of iner t ia associated with these highest spin s ta tes appears to be rising

sl ight ly at a value of about 130 MeV~ .

The 837.9- and 756.8-keV interband transit ions from levels of band B

to the 12+ and V-+ s t a t e s , respectively, of the (e . s .e .p . ) yrast cascade

are predominantly dipolar with Aj = 1 type angular dis tr ibut ions. A lack

of strong quadrupolar admixture into these transit ions somewhat favors a

negative parity assignment. The 2887- and 3369-keV levels are thus assigned

tentat ive spin-pari t ies of 13 and 15 , respectively. The stretched

L = 2 character of angular distributions for the lower transit ions in this

side band plus the systematic band-like behavior of the upper transit ions

provided the basis for probable spin assignments to upper levels of this

band. Similar arguments hold for the AJ = 2 cascade of side band A. How-

ever, the actual spin sequence for this l a t t e r band is more uncertain. The

measured angular distributions of both the 957.7- and 758-keV y-rays are

consistent with either AJ = 2, 1 or 0 spin changes and thus do not uniquely

determine the spin sequence in side band A. Any of the spin sequences in-

creasing progressively by 2 units and beginning with spin 10, 11 or 12 at

the 2478-keV level are consistent with these data. However, a spin 12 a s -

signment to the 2478-keV level would require that at spin 18 and above,

s ta tes of side band A would form the yrast sequence. The weak population

of band A re la t ive to. that of the main band sequence does not suggest that

i t is the yrast sequence. He thus favor a spin 10 or 11 assignment to the

2478-keV level rather than a spin 12, with both of the observed interband

y-rays interpreted as mixed dipole-quadrupole t ransi t ions . No definitive

parity information is as yet available.
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From Fig. 6, i t is apparent that the lower three transit ions in side

band A and the lower two transit ions in side band B correspond closely to

the 10-8, 8-6, 6 -* 4, and 12 -»• 10, 10 •* 8 transit ions in the g .s . band,

respectively. This suggests an interpretation that the s ta tes of each band

correspond to core rotations with five units of in t r ins ic angular momentum

added for side band A and either seven or six units added for side band B,

depending upon the actual spin (11 or 10) of the 2478-keV s t a t e . This in-

terpretation is strengthened by an examination of Fig. 7 where 2 j/M vs

(tfw) is plotted for the Dy bands. The behavior of the g . s . band moment

of iner t ia at low spin has been linearly extrapolated ({J ^ u) ) in Fig. 7.

The points along this l ine are the apparent moments of inert ia of levels

of the side bands when these are plotted under the assumption of complete

decoupling of in t r ins ic angular momentum from the core. The close corre-

spondence of these points for both side bands with the l ine indicating the

extrapolated g . s . band behavior is apparent. Thus, both side bands exhibit

in a s t r iking way a behavior which suggests the alignment of an in t r ins ic

angular momentum with and vir tual ly complete decoupling from the core ro ta-

t ional angular momentum. I t is hard to understand why the core in

158this case resembles that of Dy and not that of either the (N-2) or

(Z-2) nucleus as one might expect. I t may also be noted that neither side

band exhibits a moment of iner t ia anomaly. This l a t t e r circumstance might

suggest that the i i 3 / 2 neutron orbi tal is somehow involved in the configu-

rat ional description of each of the 2 quasi-particle s ta tes and thus

12blocks the appearance of an anomaly as seen for the g . s . band. Ring et

13a l . have performed Hartree-Foch calculations with effective interactions

for the Dy, Dy and Dy systems which demonstrate clearly that the
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neutron rapidly aligns with and decouples from the core rotation as

158

the core angular momentum increases. In the Dy case, the in t r ins ic angu-

lar momentum increases only slowly, if at a l l , with spin. The behavior is

perhaps suggestive of a system described in terms of the "semi-decoupled"
14model of Neergard et a l . , where only the high-spin member of the two-quasi-

par t ic le s t a t e is decoupled from the "core" by the Coriolis force. The sec-

ond low spin partner remains strongly coupled to the core. The aligned in-

t r ins ic angular momentum is then approximately that of the aligned, high

spin, quasi-part ic le . The band in this model has a AI = 1 spin sequence

which is then separated into odd spin and even spin members (Al = 2) by a
14short range residual interaction. While the present experiment has not

determined the par i t ies of either side band sequence, negative parity is

certainly a possibi l i ty . If spin 10 is assumed for the 2478-keV s t a t e , the

high spin (> i> 21) behavior of the states of the two side bands in energy

is indeed suggestive of a single band with a AI = 1 sequence but with two

separated AI = 2 cascades between the even and odd spin s t a t e s . Obviously,

further experiments are also needed to determine whether both bands have

the same (negative) pari ty. Gamma-ray linear polarization measurements

on the 958- and 838-keV "interband" y rays are in progress at Brookhaven

158and may accomplish this purpose. I t remains to be seen whether these By

side band features are simply accidental or may find an accomodation within

the framework of speculations such as those indulged in above.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Representative singles and coincidence-gated y-ray spectra ob-
served in the 100 MeV 160 + 142Nd reaction.

Figure 2. Decay scheme for 154Er. Relative intensi t ies are given in paren-
theses to the r ight of the energies. Broken horiEontal lines
indicate uncertainty in order of t rans i t ions .

Figure 3. Time distr ibutions re la t ive to beam pulse for selected gamma rays
in 154]jr- The time scale is approximately 2.7 ns per channel.
The re la t ive position of gamma rays in the decay scheme is shown
in Fig. 2. The prompt component in the 574-keV spectrum is mainly
due to the 675-keV l ine .

Figure 4. Energy systematics of 3 , 5 , 7 and 9 s ta tes in N = 86
nuclei , together with the systematics of 2+, 4+ and 6+ s t a t e s .

154Figure 5. E vs 1(1+1) plot for Er. Both the quasi-ground band and the
long cascade feeding the Isomeric s t a t e are plotted. States as -
sociated with the equal intensity sequences in the l a t t e r cascade
are joined by solid l ines . Arrows with open dots or f i l led dots
indicate side-feeding into levels of the cascade based on the
isomeric s t a te or the quasi-ground band, respectively. Str ict ly
speaking, the s t ra ight l ine representing the quadrupole transit ion
to the level jus t above 6 MeV should not be there since i t does
not equal in intensity the transi t ion out of this level. However,
this is due to the accidental presence of a paral le l cascade which
has side-feeding in i t . The important consideration is the lack
of side-feeding into the level at 6 MeV.

1 Sft 1 SO 1 ̂  1 Sft
Figure 6. Level scheme of Dy as observed in t he Nd( C,5n) Dy

reaction at 75 MeV.

Figure 7. 2̂ /W vs. (Uu) plot for Dy even-spin, even-parity yrast s e -
quence and for the 158Dy side bands under assumptions discussed
in the text .
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YRAST TRAPS AND VERY HIGH SPIN STATES IN THE N ̂  82 REGION

T. L. Khoo •. • • • •

Argonne National Laboratory. Arfionne, Illinois 60439, USA •:

In this talk I shall concentrate on the properties of

discrete high spin states at or near the yrast line. Among the topics I

shall address is the question of whether there is a general relation

between the energies and spins of yrast states. For collective rotation

it is well-known that

- E - |j 1(1 + 1).

However, when the yrast states are of single-particle nature, the

connection between energy and spin has not been generally established.

To determine if a general relation exists, it is imperative that states

over a sufficiently large range of spin be observed. Thus the necessity

of studying states with spins well in excess of 30ti.

A second topic concerns the question of whether shape changes

1 2
are induced by large angular momentum. From liquid drop considerations, '

it is expected that the centrifugal force associated with large angular

2
momentum leads to oblate shapes. Bohr and Mottelson pointed out that for

oblate shapes the yrast angular momenta would originate from particle align-

ment along the symmetry axis. Transitions along the yrast line would then

95
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be of single particle character, perhaps giving rise to long-lived isomers.

The possibility of dramatic shape transitions at high angular momentum

and of yrast traps with large spin has spurred considerable theoretical

and experimental activity in high spin physics.

••

It should be pointed out that although most of our previous

knowledge of high spin phenomena have come from studies of continuum

Y-rays, such studies probe states over a wide range of excitation energy

above the yrast line. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the main

region through which the continuum y-deexcitation proceeds is shown

cross-hatched. In most cases studied so far it would appear that the

yrast states themselves are probably only weakly populated at high spin.

It is thus important to attempt to identify yrast levels with spins

significantly larger than the typical maximum of I - 22 observed in most

(H.I., xn) studies. Only in this manner can we ascertain how spin is

generated with the least expenditure of energy and whether a general

relation exists between the energies and spins of yrast states. We might

also hope to extract information on the continuum states themselves by

studying the discrete states.

It would be helpful at this point to consider the main modes

of generating momentum in nuclei (see Fig. 2). Collective rotation about

an axis perpendicular to a symmetry axis is of course well known for

prolate nuclei. This mode of motion can also occur for oblate shapes, but:

there are very few documented examples.
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For high-j particles moving in a rotating potential, there

is a large Coriolis force which aligns the particle spin along the rotation

3
vector. Rotation alignment, as this effect is commonly referred to, has

played an important role in the understanding of high spin phenomena

observed in the past few years, e.g. of backbending.

I shall, however, concentrate instead on particle alignment

not perpendicular to but along a symmetry axis. This is of course the

dominant mode for generating spin in a spherical system. For a prolate

nucleus this mode corresponds to the well-known high- K states. With an

oblate nucleus we have analogous high - K configurations. In a Fermi gas

model, the yrast energy for particle alignment along a symmetry axis is

predicted to increase linearly, on the average, with 1(1 + 1), with a

proportionality constant equal to -fi /2^. ̂ is the classical moment of

inertia of a body with the same density distribution as the nucleus.

For rotation about the symmetry axis,

c:=*ji prolate •v ..' sphere (1-0.66)

oblate *TJ sphere (1 + 0.63)

The rigid body moments of inertia for rotation perpendicular to the symmetry

axis are

'1
prolate ̂ J sphere (1+0.36)

";i oblate *£S sphere (1-0.36)
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At high spins, where the effects of pairing diminish, it is expected

that these rigid body moments will be obtained.

The yrast lines expected from the different modes of motion

are shown in Fig. 3. For collective rotation the yrast lines should be

smooth; whereas for particle alignment along a symmetry axis, energy

fluctuations of the yrast line are expected as the yrast state changes

from one intrinsic configuration to another. The gentlest slope of the

yrast line is for the case of particle alignment along an oblate symmetry

axis. Thus, quite aside from liquid drop arguments, one might expect a

transition to oblate shapes on this account.

Examples of high spin single particle states in (most likely)

212 213
spherical systems are Rn and Fr (ref. 5). Fig. '* shows plots of the

212
yrast energies vs 1(1 + 1) in these cases. For En, it appears that the

effective moment of inertia — as derived from the inverse of the slope

of the yrast line — approaches the rigid sphere value for structures

which include excitations of the N * 126 neutron cone.

In prolate deformed nuclei, high-K multi-quasiparticle states

originating from particle alignment along the symmetry axis have been

extensively observed ' in the Hf region. From the previous discussion,

high-K band-heads are not expected to be yrast in prolate nuclei.

Nevertheless, for ' Hf the large density of high-fi orbitals at the

neutron and proton Fermi levels gives rise to shell effects which depress

high spin quasiparticle band-heads below ground state band members of the
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same spin. Fig. 5 illustrates that for I > 16 in Hf the 4- and 6-

quasiparticle states are yrast. It is interesting to observe that a

straight line could be drawn through the points representing quasiparticle

band-heads, with an effective moment of intertia close to that expected

for rotation around the symmetry axis. Although it might be tempting to

treat this as confirmation for the Fermi gas prediction, the large effects

of pairing probably negate a comparison with a non-interacting Fermion

system. (It appears that effects of pairing and shell-structure cancel

to give an apparent moment of inertia close to the rigid body value.)

The occurrence of intrinsic configurations along the yrast

line gives rise to yrast traps with K* = 16+, 19 + and 22~ in Hf and

16 and 14 in Hf. Spin inversion and K-forbiddenness cause the K11 *= 16

isomer to have a remarkably long half-live of 31 y. - indeed a striking

yrast trap which was discovered^ even before the term "yrast trap" became

fashionable.

In the absence of special shell effects, the occurrence of

isomers along the yrast line is generally not expected with prolate

shapes, but should be more common with oblate shapes. Thus, very high

spin yrast traps may serve as a signature for a transition to oblate

9
shapes. In an extensive search for such traps conducted by the Copenhagen

group at GSI over a 100 compound nuclei were produced. High spin isomers

q
with y-decay multiplicities of 10-13 were located in an island of the

nuclear chart clustered around N ^82-86 (for product nuclei). The absence
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of high spin isomerism for isotopes prolate in their ground states probably

signifies that a prolate to oblate transition does not occur. Apparently

the liquid drop tendency towards oblateness is more than offset by shell-

structure effects which retain the prolateness.

9
The identification of the island of isomers serves an important

task of defining the direction of subsequent efforts. In order to

determine the properties (isotopic origin, energies, spins, etc.) of some

120-124
of these isomers the Argonne-Chalk River collaboration bombarded Sn

and ~ Te targets with pulsed S beams from the Chalk River MP tandem

and recently from the Argonne superconducting linac booster. Isomers

. , , 148,149,150,151,152,, 147,,, 148m, 150,7 , 153
were observed in Dy, Gd, Tb, Ho and Er.

Tentative level schemes, energies and spins were also determined. Table I

provides a summary on the isomers we have identified. The highest spin

152
identified in this group is ̂ 27 for a 1.4 ns isomer in Dy.

The occurrence of high spin isomers provides a valuable experi-

mental tool for studying by delayed coincidence methods states of even

higher spin, which eventually decay into the isomer. We l.ave utilized this

feature in detailed spectroscopic investigations of ' ' Dy, using

32 12
( S, xn) and ( C, xn) reactions. We have performed very extensive yray

152
experiments (particularly for ' Dy) which include measurements of:

prompt and delayed y rays; prompt y - y coincidences; delayed Y - Y

coincidences, identifying both prompt and delayed isomer-feeding Y rays;

152
y - y angular correlations for delayed transitions in Dy; angular

distributions; excitation functions; linear polarization, and ps lifetimes
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with the recoil distance technique. The last four measurements were

made for isomer-feeding transitions with a requirement that these be

followed by a delayed y-xay detected in an array of four or five 3" * 3"

Nal detectors.

Such an arrangement makes it possible to obtain very clean

spectra of the Y-rays of interest with rather high coincidence efficiencies

(10 - 30%). The hif.h multiplicity of the isomer deexcitation contributes

towards this high efficiency. Ideally, the stop detector should consist

of many small independent units rather than one large unit with equal

detection solid angle. The large detector would have a very high probability

of detecting prompt y-rays (which have large multiplicities) and thus be

disabled in the very interval in which it is to detect delayed activity.

For a collection of smaller units this problem is reduced since a number

of detectors should still remain operative in the delayed period. The

dead-time problem can be further minimized by gating the electronics off

when the beam is on, or by electronically suppressing prompt Ge-Nal

coincidences.

The large efficiency of this arrangement makes it suitable for

a wide array of applications. In addition to the measurements enumerated

above, the technique facilitates association of y lines with specific

isomers - and hence specific final products — o n the basis of lifetime.

In like manner, the continuum y spectra associated with different channels

may be isolated.
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Fig. 6 shows spectra of y-rays deexcitlng and feeding a

152
6f isomer in Dy. By varying the delayed coincidence time window,

Y-rays feeding shorter-lived (6 and 13ns) isomers in Dy become apparent

(Fig. 7). Fig. 7 also shows a spectrum of delayed Y"rays which populate

isomers, i.e. y-rays connecting pairs of isomers.

152
The level scheme we have deduced for Dy is shown in Fig. 8.

(There is a minor change from our earlier scheme : the 147.6 keV is now

located below the 1114 keV transition instead of above.) The recoil

distance lifetime measurements (see contribution by Haas et al ) indicate

that even near the highest spins observed the transitions are of single

particle character.

The level scheme for Dy is shown in Fig. 9. Included in

the scheme are two low energy transitions of 46 and 25 !ceV which have

12
been observed in conversion electron measurements by Piriparinon et aL

(fe have also subsequently observed the 46 keV y transition.) Isomers of

6 and 13ns have been identified with spins of 49/2 and 41/2. Above the

isomers, states with spins of up to (71/2) have been identified. The

high spin transitions do not show appreciable Doppler broadening, indicating

that the level lifetimes are longer than the few ps it takes for the

recoiling evaporation residues to stop in the Fb backing.

Plots of the energies of the yrast levels v£ 1(1 + 1) for

• Dy are given in Fig. 10. In each case the data scatter about

straight lines. The irregularity of the yrast lines together with the

i
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single-particle type lifetimes, indicate that the yrast angular

momenta arise from particle alignment rather than from collective rota-

tion. Nevertheless the yrast energies increase linearly with 1(1 + 1 ) ,

on the average. This behavior has, in fact, been predicted for an independent

2
particle system by Bohr and Mottelson. Using a Fermi gas model they

further showed that the average slope of the yrast line is characterized

by the moment of inertia, / , of a rigid body. The observed values of ^

for 1 5 1' 152Dy are 135 and 142 MeV"1, respectively, close to the rigid

sphere values of 120 MeV . The data thus bear out the predictions.

It is rather remarkable that the motion of a few valence

nucleons can take on the appearance of the rotation of the entire rigid

body about the symmetry axis. This feature is probably peculiar to

fermion motion, having its roots in the indistinguishability of fermions

and the fact that occupation of the valence orbits - which are responsible

for the yrast angular moments - reflects the presence of all A nucleons

in the nucleus. (When we speak of independent particle motion we should

remember that the average potential in which it occurs is generated by

all A nucleons.)

The fermion character is nicely illustrated in an example, due

13
to George Bertsch, shown in Fig. 11. Consider the case of linear

translation of A fennions with momenta %k^, with zero net initial momentum,

i.e. E k « 0. To increase the momentum of the system by iiK *
i
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one could either increase the momentum of each particle by 'nik or by

changing the momentum of one particle by nAAk. The two situations are

indistinguishable because of the indistinguishability of fermions. The

energy increment associated with the momentum increase is n K /2M, where

M is the total mass of the system. The extension to angular momentum

is straightforward; the characteristic parameter in this case is the

moment of inertia of the entire rigid body. This result holds for a

4
more general case.

The excess over the rigid sphere value for the observed effective

moments of inertia may suggest oblate shapes. However, the excess may

also be due to shell structure effects, viz. the clustering of high-j

orbits - •"hji/o* ^ 7 / 2 ' vN>/2' v*li/2 ~ ^ o r t'ie v a l e n c e nucleons. The

influence of shell effects may be seen in the steep yrast line of Dy (N = 82)

- see Fig. 10 - which presumably reflects the cost of promoting particles

across the N = 82 gap for I > 10.

A rough measure of the contribution from shell effects may be

obtained by a simple 'shell model' estimate of the yrast lines of ' Dy,

shown in Fig. 12. These yrast lines were constructed by assuming a core

146
of Gd (with a closed N - 82 shell and an effectively closed Z = 64

14
shell )and by using as elementary excitations 2-particle states of

^ and ^ G d and particle-hole states of 146Gd itself. For higher

seniority states, energies were obtained by adding the energies of the

elementary excitations. Spins were given by I • £ m., where the maximum

values of m. permitted by the exclusion principle were used. Although
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the procedure.is rather crude, it has the virtue of implicity taking

into account the correct single-particle energies and pairing. More

so-to-speak fundamental calculations of the yrast line are very sensitive

to the choice of level energies and pairing strength, both of which are

not sufficiently well-known at present for a reliable comparison with

experiment. The drawback of the present approach is that residual interac-

tions and blocking (for states with more than 2 nucleons of a particular

type) are not included. (A similar additive approach to estimate the

energies of multi-quasiparticle states in the Hf region ' yield energies

correct to within 200-400 keV.) Nevertheless the constructed yrast lines

of Fig. 12 may be considered a reasonable estimate. The calculated effective

moments of inertia of about 128 MeV~ for ' Dy, are somewhat in

excess of the rigid sphere value of 120 MeV~ but still smaller than the

-1 151 152
experimental values of 135 and 142 MeV for Dy and Dy, respectively.

152
Thus some oblate deformation, particularly in Dy, may be present at high

spin. More careful calculations including the effects of residual inter-

actions and blocking need to be performed for a firmer statement on shapes.

In any case, definitive conclusions about oblate shapes must await the

detection of rotational bands built on the particle-aligned yrast states

or the measurement of quadrupole moments.

It should be noted that there is an unusually large population

of high spin yrast states in ' Dy (see Fig. 8)which partly accounts

for our being able to observe discrete states of such high spin. Fig. 13

illustrates the explanation for the large high spin population. With spherical

or oblate shapes one indeed expects the statistical -y-decay to rapidly
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funnel intensity from the entry line down to the yrast line. On the

other hand, with prolate nuclei at high spin (I > 20) rotational enchanced

E2 transitions will compete with the statistical Y'S several MeV above

the yrast line. Consequently for I > 20 the y deexcitation flow is roughly

parallel to the yrast line and spread out over an excitation region of

several MeV above the line. Thus the yi as

population at high spin for prolate nuclei.

several MeV above the line. Thus the yi ast states probably receive little

Rotational bands built on particle states should also be present

for oblate shapes. However, as shown in Fig. 13, deexcitation along such

bands will bring the intensity down to the yrast line more rapidly than

with prolate shapes. In the oblate case there will also be a tendency for

such rotational pathways to spread out over a wide excitation region.

Detection of such a predominantly rotational E2 decay mode in ci .uinuutn

•y-spectra may provide indirect evidence for oblate deformation at high spins.
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32Table I . Isomers Found in Bombardment of Sn and Te by S.

Compound Multiplicity Multiplicity E i s o mer Isotope . . I ^±12

System GSAa* Sbombardment ' (MeV)

"°Dy 12 ± 2 9

12

15

17

9

11

1 5 4Dy 1 3 + 2 5

8

14

1 5 2Dy IS + 2 4

13

1

10-14

5

1 5 6 Er 15 ± 2 5

12-13

1 5 4 Er 18 + 2 5

*>*ef. 9.

5

6

7

8

4

6

3,

4

5.

6

2,

7,

1,

7-

2.

2.

6.

2.

6.

.1

.1

.8

.9

.9

.0

.0

.6

.5

.5

.7

,4

,0

-9

9

8

5

5

3

Dy

152Dy .

1 5 2Dy

152Dy

15 V
1 5 1Dy

15V
15V

. 1 5 0Dy

147Gd

14 V
W 8Tb

U 8Tb

U 8Dy

1 5 3Er

1 5 3 E r •

1 5 0Ho

1 5 0Ho

17

21

27

29

41/2

49/2

10

16 : .,

-X47/2

27/2

M3/2

11"

10+

60 ns

10 ns

1.4 ns

35 ps

6 ns

12.6 ns

*u3 ns

^3 ns

3 ns

•\-500 ns

0.5 s

27 ns

20 ns

1.1 vs

0.47 )ii
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Plot of E r e 1(1 + 1), showing the relation of the entry line,

region of continuum y deexcitation and the yrast line.

Figure 2. Modes of generating angular momentum.'

Figure 3. Yrast lines expected from the different modes of generating spin

shown in Fig. 2. Smooth lines are expected for collective

rotation, whereas irregular lines will be obtained for particle

alignment along a symmetry axis.

212 23 3
Figure A. Plot of E vs 1(1 + 1) for yrast states of Rn and Fr (from

Ref. 5).

Figure 5. Plot for Hf of lowest band-head energies for given I (circles)

and ground-band energies (squares) vs 1(1 + 1). Points for

intrinsic states are distributed about a straight line with slope

corresponding to 2̂ /fi = 130 MeV ; for rig-f.d body rotation about

the symmetry axis 2&/fi2 = 126 MeV"1.

Figure 6. Spectra of y-rays deexciting (bottom) and feeding (top) a 60 ns

152
isomer in Dy, observed in a delayed coincidence experiment

with two Ge(Li) detectors.

Figure 7. (Top) Prompt y-vays feeding 6 and 13 ns isomers in Dy (indicated

152
by dots) and 10 ns isonter in Dy.

(Bottom) Delayed yrays which feed isomers in ' Dy.
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152
Figure 8. Level scheme of Dy. Measured half-lives and population

intensities in the ( S,4n) reaction with 145 MeV S are indicated.

Figure 9. Level scheme of Dy.

Figure 10. Plots of energy vs 1(1 + 1) for yrast states of Dy(x), Dy(+)

and 1 A 8Dy(A).

Figure 11. Energy associated with translational motion of a Fermion system —

due to Bertsch (Ref. 13).

Figure 12. "Shell model" energies of yrast states of ' Dy obtained by

adding energies of elementary excitations consisting of 2-particle

or particle-hole states (see text). Calculated effective moments

of inertia for 151Dy and 152Dy are 127 and 128 MeV"1, respectively;

experimental values are 135 and 142 MeV .

Figure 13. y decay paths for nuclei with different shapes.
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THE Z=64 SHELL CLOSURE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THE YRAST ISOMERS IN THE

A=1SO REGfON

Peter Kieinheinz

Institut fiir Kernphystk, KFA Jiilich, D-5170 Julich, F.R. Germany

r. INTRODUCTION

When protons are added in the nuclei above tin they fill the lg^/o an<^

2dr,2 shells which are closely spaced in the single particle level scheme.

These two orbits are completed at Gd with Z=64 (fig. 1). It appears that the

three remaining orbits of the 50<Zs82 major shell (lh,i /?> ^si/2> and ^ 3 / ^

are well separated from the two lower lying 2dK/, and lg7/n orbits. According-
146 ' l

ly, the N=82 nucleus Gd can be considered as doubly closed, and we will

show that it has several properties characteristic of a magic nucleus.

The Z=64 shell closure is of particular relevance when discussing the

nature of high spin isomers in the A=150 region. Such-isomers have been ob-

served (1) two years ago fn the decay of a great number of compound nuclei

with Z and N slightly above 64 and 82. In six cases detailed spectroscopy

studies have provided isotopic identification and the isomeric spin and excita-
146tion. These nuclei are indicated in f j. 1 and listed in table 1. With Gd

being a doubly closed nucleus one expects yrast isomers in the A=150 region
similar to those well studied around Pb, where the angular momentum of the
yrast levels is obtained from the alignment of individual (valence or possibly
particle-hole) nucleons rather than from col-lective phenomena as e.g. in the
well deformed nuclei. Not all the high spin isomers of table 1 have been
interpreted fn detail, but at least in a few cases it is attractive to inter-
pret their structure in terms of the spherical shell model.

Early evidence for a shell closure at Z=64 came from ct-decay Q-values (2),
from o-decay widths (3), and from single proton transfer strengths (.4). Also
Y-ray spectroscopic studies of nuclei with N>84 gave some indication of an

125
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V hii/2 (J3/2 ii3/2

N=82

Fig. 1; Nuclear chart around l l t6Gd, The nuclei discussed in this lecture are
labelled by the mass number, The circles mark the six nuclei where
high spin isoroers ( I *> Igr(j + 10, T^/2 > 4 ns) occur tcf. table 1).
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Table 1: High. Spin Isoraer in the A * 150 Region;

Listed are isoraers with. Ti/2 ?• 4 ns (which, was the shortest isoiner observed by
Pedersen et al,°) and with, isomeric spin more than 10 above the associated
ground state. Only cases where the isomeric spin and excitation, as well as the
yrast levels populated in the isomeric decay have been characterized from YY
coincidence measurements are included. Recent multiplicity and total y-ray
energy measurements?»q) suggest some additional isomers in N < 86 Ho and Er
nuclei, but their detailed properties are sofar unknown.

Isotope

1 4 6Gd

147Gd
1 4 8Tb
1 4 9Dy

1 5 1Dy

152Dy

Ex(keV)

8916b)

7500

7723

7410

4905
6033
5036+A
6076+A

I

19,20

45/2 to 49/2

26

•». 43/2

41/2"
49/2

16,17
20,21

Tl/2

4 ns

560 ns

i i -d)
1.1 pS '

29 ns

5.5 ns
15 ns
60 ns
10 ns

Reference

a,b

a

c

e,f

g,h .
g.h.i

k,l,m,n

a) R. Broda, M. Ogawa, S. Lunardi, M.R. Maier, P.J. Daly, P. Kleinheinz, Z. . .
Physik A285, 423 (1978)

b) R. Broda, P. Kleinheinz, S. Lunardi, J. Bloraqvist, contrib. to this conference
c) J.R. Beene, M.L. Halbert, D.G. Sarantites BAPS 23, 944 (1978) and private

communication 1979
d) R. Broda, H. Behar, P. Kleinheinz, P.J. Daly, J. Blomqvist, Z. Physik A, in

press, cf. also contrib. to this conference
e) A.M. Stefanini, P.J. Daly, P. Kleinheinz, M.R. Maier, R. Wagner, Wucl. Phys.

A258, 34 (1976)
f) B. Haas, T.L. Khoo, private communication 1979
g) M. Piiparinen, S. Lunardi, P. Kleinheinz, K. Backe, J. Biomqvist, Z. Physik

A290, 337 (1979) and contrib. to this conference
h) R.K. Smither, T.L. Khoo, B. Haas, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, D. Horn, D. Ward,

BAPS 23, 944 (1973)
i) C.J. Lister, G. Young, P. Butler, R. Ledoux, R. Fridieu, D. Cline, D. Elmore,

J. Srebrny, BAPS 23, 944 (1978)
k) O.F.W. Jansen, Z. Sujkowski, D. Chmielewska, R.J. de Meijer, Cargese Conf.

July 1976, CERN 76-13, p. 415, and KVI Annual Report 1977, p. 45
1) J.F.W. Jansen, M.J.A. de Voigt, 1. Sujkowski, D. Chnielewsfca, Nucl. Phys.

A321, 365 (1979)
m) T.L. Khoo, R.K. Smither, B. Haas, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, D. Horn, D. Ward,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 41, 1027 (1978)
n) J.C. Merdinger, F.A. Seek, T. Byrski, C. Gehringer, J.P. Vivien, E. Bozek,

J. Styczen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 23 (1979)
o) J. Pedersen, 3.B. Back, F.M. Bernthal, S. Bjornholm, J. Borggreen,

0, Christensen, F, Folkmann, B, HersMnd, T,L, Khoo, it, Neiraan, F. Piihl-
hofer, G. Sletten, Phys, Rev, Lett, 39, 990 (1977)

p) D.C.J.M. Hageman, M.J.A, de Voigt, J.W.F. Jans&n, Phys. Lett, 84B, 301 (1979)
q) J. Borggren, S, Bjornholm, 0. Christensen, A, Del Zoppo, B. Hersfcind,

J. Pedersen, G. Sletten, F. Folkroann, R.S. Simon, preprint, submitted to
1. Physik A
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Increased stability at Z=64 (5), More quantitative information resulted from

recent studies of the energy levels in the doubly closed Gd nucleus (6) and

its neighbours (6,7), and we will first discuss these results. In the second

part we will examine the yrast spectra of some of the nuclei around Gd and

specify some characteristic structure features for the yrast lines in the

A=15O region. Finally, we will discuss in some detail the yrast states of

Dy, including its three yrast tsomers which all can be spe'ified within the

spherical shell model.

II. 1 4 5GD AND THE Z=64 ENERGY GAP

The first indication in Gd of its doubly closed nature was the identi-

fication (8) of the first excited state as 1"= 3~, a property which this nuc-
Oftn

leus shares only with Pb. In an in-beam conversion electron-y-coincidence
experiment (9), the half life of the 1580 keV 3~ state was determined as
1.06(12) ns giving the highly collective B(E3, 3-*0)=(4.7 ± 0.5) x 104e2fm6 or
= 37 + 4 W.U. as is expected for a doubly closed nucleus. The 2.61 MeV 3"-> 0

208octupole transitic • in Pb, e. g. has also 37 W.U.
The energy systematics of the 3~ states for even N=82 isotones is shown in

fig. 2. The dominant amplitude contributing to the octupole states in these
nuclei is the ffdg,^ nii/2 excitation which involves the promotion of a proton
across the Z=64 gap. Consequently, the 3~ state is expected to lie lowest in

Gd where the Fermi surface is in the gap. The regularly increasing 3~
energy when going away from Gd is in accord with this view.

Another interesting aspect of fig. 2 is the systematics of the 2 + states.
It is well known that the first 2 + states in a series of singly closed nuclei
occur at almost equal excitation energies; examples are the even tin and the
even Pb isotopes, or also the N=82 isotones. However at the double shell
closure one expects a significant increase of the 2 + energy.
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1596 2+
 1 5 7 6 2+

1971 2+

E3 37W.U.

U0Ce u2Nd 1uSm -1i6Gd 1i8Dy

Fig. 2: Energy systematics of 2* and 3~ levels in doubly even N=82 isotones.
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The 2* state in Gd ts a non-yrast state and therefore difficult to
populate through in-beam experiments with high angular momentum input. It could
however be identified in an (a,2n) experiment (10) at the reaction threshold.
These measurements identified a 1972 keV ground state transition in Gd. Its
positive A2 value together v/ith its very short mean life (T < 1 ps) firmly
establish the transition as E2. The 2 + state of 146Gd at 1972 keV - 300 keV
higher than in its neighbours - provides direct spectroscopic evidence for a
large energy gap at Z=64.

The size of the Z=64 energy gap can - in principle - be obtained (6) from
the excitation energies of proton particle-hole states in Gd or equivalently
from the difference of the separation energies. With Mapstra's tabulated
values (11) we obtain

Sp(
146Gd) - Sp(

147Tb) = 3.33 MeV = Sp, (1)

and similarly for the N=82 neutron gap

Sn(
146Gd) - Sn(

147Gd) = 3.68 MeV = 5n (1)

These gap values are given in fig. 3, where the proton and neutron single
particle level diagrams relevant for Gd are illustrated. The single particle
energy spacings adjacent to each gap are taken as the excitation energies in
the adjacent single particle nuclei 1 4 5Eu, 147Gd and 145Gd.For 147Tb the
experimental information is still incomplete; single particle energies based
on extrapolation are shown for Z >64.

Two cautioning remarks should be made concerning the gaps of eq. (1):
First, the ground state masses are experimentally known only for two out of the
five relevant nuclei 145Eu, 1 4 5» 1 4 6» 1 4 7Gd, and 147Tb, vz for 145Eu and 147Gd. -
The masses for the three remaining nuclei were estimated (11) from the mass
systematics of less neutron-deficient nuclei, and therefore the derived <Sp and
<Sn values have probably a rather large uncertainty. Second, the gaps of eq. (1)
neglect pairing correlations with scattering of nucleon pairs across the gaps.
With such correlations present the separation energy difference is instead
/s2 + 4A.2, where fi. is the BCS gap and s the gap in the single particle spectrum.
Taking Ap = 1.2 MeV, there is still a sizeable gap, sp = 2.4 MeV, in the single
particle spectrum at Z=64. Independent experimental information on the minimum
size of the Z=64 gap comes from a recent study (12) of the fpbgo n u c l e u s

where the dg/2 to h^/g excitation energy separation is found to be 1.829 MeV.
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Fig. 3: Single particle spectrum for the Jl(5Gd region. The Z=64 and N=32 gaps
are derived from separation energy differences. The single particle
energy separations above and below the gaps are taken as the observed
excitation energies in the four single nucleon nuclei; they might
differ from the true single particle energy separations in cases where
the observed levels are not pure single particle states (6).
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One would expect that the gap will increase with the filling of the

dg,2 shells due to the self binding effect (13),

But irrespective of the size of the gap in the single particle spectrum,

the appropriate single particle energies to be used for calculations of ph

excitations in Gd are the quasiparticie energies including the effects of

pair correlations, i. e. the energies of fig. 3. In the approximation of

neglecting the particle-hole interaction the lowest excited state of Gd

should lie at an excitation energy given by (1), irrespective of the size of

the gap in the true single particle spectrum and the contribution from pair

correlations to the separation energies. For this reason we chose to give

the "empirical" separation energies in fig. 3 rather than estimated values

corrected for pairing. Inspection of fig. 3 shows immediately that proton

particle-hole excitations will form the yrast states of Gd since the f h , ^

orbit lies immediately above the Z=64 gap, whereas the neutron high j orbitals

are far away from the N=82 gap.

A comparison between the calculated particle-hole energies and experiment

for Gd is shown in fig. 4. These calculations are discussed in more detail

in ref. 6. As an example we mention here that the excitation energies of the

lowest 7" and 8~ states are calculated as

Ex(7") = (3.41 - 0.3 + 0) HeV = 3.1 MeV, and

EVC8~ ) ={3.41 - 0.3 + 0.2)MeV = 3.3 MeV

where the first term is the" gap taken from fig. 3, and the second term, -.3 MeV,

is due to the somewhat relaxed Coulomb repulsion when the two protons are in

different orbits. The last term is the particle hole interaction estimated from
—1 208

comparison with the similar (vliiwo ^s/ih- ft" Par"tl"c''e hole states in Pb-.
The 3.86 MeV 10+ state is a two-particle two-hole seniority two state with

2 -2
the configuration b^n/2 J*o ^10+5 wnicn Plays a dominant role also in the

yrast spectra of neighbouring nuclei.

If we consider the 5~ and 7" states as essentially pure irh,, ,p dc/o states

- the observed y ray branchings shown fn fig.4 seem to indicate that mixing

of hd and hg configurations is.very small - then we can extract

the effective E2 transition charge for protons. From the measured 7" state half

life the value

results.
eeff/e = 1.58 + 0.07
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3864.9
. 2 .-2

3,80 r 10* TChii/2J0*

8 - } Tl h \)/2 g 7/2 { 3428.5
8" 1 I 3293.8

< 5 "

3 ' T t h H / 2 d 5 / 2 1579.3
• col l .
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146

Fig. 4: Low-lying yrast levels (6) in l l t6Gd. Calculated particle-hole excita-
tion energies are shown to the le f t .
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High spin states above the 3.86 MeV 1Q+ level (14 ) are shown in fig. 5. For spins
up to 16, proton seniority four 2p 2h excitations clearly become yrast levels.
The good agreement of the calculated level energies using the 2 T, 4 +, and 6+

energies of Stn with the measured Gd high spin states reemphasizes the
applicability of the spherical shell model for Gd.

Spin 16 is the highest angular momentum that can be obtained from seniority

fourir2pi!h excitations. One therefore could speculate that the higher states
2 -2

of fig. 5 are s = 4 states where the 3.9 MeV (irh^,., j Q )1Q+ excitation com-
bines with vph (or possibly s = 2,v 2p2h) excitations. The recent g-factor
measurement at Chalk River (15) strongly supports this speculation. It there-
fore appears likely that the fsomerism of the 8.9 MeV state (and possibly also
the 8.0 MeV state) is due to extreme configuration hindrance. However a more
detailed analysis of the observed levels would be needed to specify the shell
model configurations for these states. =

III. THE ONE-PARTICLE NUCLEI 147GD AND 147TB

147 147Yrast level schemes for the one-particle nuclei Gd and Tb are
illustrated in figs. 6 and 7. Although the TT-V interaction is expected to be
larger we find that the yrast sequence of the one neutron nucleus Gd .quite
regularly reproduces the Gd core states up to the 10+ level. TJiis is possible
since the core states are all proton particle hole excitations, and since
the pertinent vf?,? -djlL and vf?,2 r.cfj)^ interactions are of not too different
magnitude. The most obvious difference between the two nuclei is the
strong lowering of the 13/2+ and the 27/2" levels compared to their respective
3" and 10+ core states. Other results (see below) indicate that the 13/2+

state is mostly the f ^ x 3~ octupole excitation; from the strong interaction
with the higher-lying vij 3/ 2 single particle state it is lowered by .6 MeV.
The strong lowering of the 27/2" level can be understood (6) since here the

y neutron interacts with two h^/p protons.

Above the 27 ns vfy/g x 10+ isomer the level scheme is extremely complex,
and the portion shown (16,17) in fig. 6 represents only a fraction of the
levels populated in the decay of the 7.5 MeV 0.6 us isomer. But having in mind
the complex yrast decay in the 4 to 8 MeV (1= 10 to 20) region in Gd the
complexity of the yrast decay of Gd is not unexpected. The available data
limit the isomeric spin to values between 45/2 and 49/2, which requires the
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Fig. 5: Higher lying yrast levels (14,16) in 1UbGd as observed in the (a,6n)
reaction, and level energies calculated from the shell model. (Levels
below 3.3 MeV not shown to scale.)
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Fig. 6: High spin states in the one-neutron nucleus
and (a,6n) measurements (6,16,17).
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Fig. 7: Yrast states in the one-proton nucleus ll<7Tb observed in an (a.Sn)
experiment (7). Calculated level energies are shown to the le f t .
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coupling of the valence neutron to an I >16 Gd core state. The g-factor

measurement (15) suggests a configuration involving protons and neutrons. A
147likely structure of the Gd isomer would therefore be a seniority-three

? 7
neutron excitation coupled to the (TTIV, ,2

 J'n '10+ c0"^1'guration. There are
several possibilities for the three neutrons to provide 25/2 to 29/2 units of
angular momentum, but it is difficult to distinguish between them in view of
the limited data and the lack of detailed interpretation for the levels in the
3.6 to 7.2 MeV region.

In contrast to Gd where the 2f-,/o valence neutron does not interfere
146 '

with the Gd yrast states, one could expect additional complications in the
Tb nucleus (7) where the coupling modes of the h-,.,,, valence proton to the

146
Gd core states will be limited by the Pauli principle. Such effects are

strikingly obvious for the lowest excited states which involve the octupole core
147excitation. In the limit of weak coupling one would expect in Tb degenerate

octupole x ffh,,,^ multiplett in the neighbourhood of 1.6 MeV with, spins ranging
from 5/2 to 17/2 , and with the highest spin member(s) fed strongly in the
yrast cascade. However, when the h,, ,? valence proton is added to the 3" state
of the core, the large ̂ YY/Z d5/2 component of the octupole state will be
effectively blocked out by the Pauli principle in some coupled states, and
their energies will consequently be much higher than the unperturbed 3" energy.
The observed relative energy shifts of the 17/2+ and 15/2+ octupole septuplett
members are in good agreement with values calculated from the detailed
theory (18,19)of particle vibration coupling. The unusually large 15/2+ to
17/2+ energy splitting is probably related to the strong contribution of the
17hll/2 d5/2 c o m P ° n e n t t0 tne Gd core octupole.

The fig. 7 also shows the theoretical energies for higher yrast states in
147

Tb, which can be calculated using the relative single particle energies of
-1 -1 2

fig. 3 and empirical u h ^ ,g d5/2»
 irnii/2 97/2' ar"̂  ̂ 11/2 two nuc^eon inter-

action energies. Most of the particle-hole interaction energies could be taken
from the known (6) levels of Gd; the particle-particle interactions were
obtained (20) from the energy levels of Dy. Although the overall resemblance
between the calculated and experimental Tb energy levels is encouraging the
comparison between theory and experiment is severely limited duw to the un-
certain spin-parity assignments for the levels above 2.1 MeV. It would be

147desirable that these higher Tb levels in a more favorable reaction would be
characterized more definitely than was possible in the (a,8n) study (7) which
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gave the results of fig. 7, Similar calculations were also carried out for the
neighbouring Tb nucleus where hetter experimental information is available (7).
In this case the favorable comparison of theory with experiment is more decisive.

IV. THE TWO-PARTICLE NUCLEI 144SM, 148GD, AND 148Dy

High spin levels of the two proton hole nucleus Sm as obtained (21) from
(a,4n) experiments are shown in fig. 8. The gross structure of i t s yrast
states is quite transparent. Pure two hole excitations within the udg^ anc '
Trg7/2 valence shells provide spins up to 6. The negative parity states with
spins 3 to 9 are of lp 3h character where two proton holes couple to zero, and
one proton is lifted across the Z=64 gap into the h-,,,, shell . The analogous

14fi

lp lh excitations of Gd occur at similar energies. If in addition the two
proton holes instead of zero, form spin 2, 4 or 6 these s = 4, Ip3h excitations
can provide states up to 14". The negative parity levels between 4.7 and 5.7
MeV can be identified with these configurations. Spins up to 16 are expected

• 2from s = 4, 2p 4h excitations where the two particles are in the ( ^ n / g ) 10+

configurations, and two holes provide up to 6 units of angular momentum. Such
states have been identified in Gd between 5.5 and 7 MeV, and as one would

144expect they occur in the same energy range in Sm.
144A peculiar property of the Sm yrast spectrum above 4 MeV is the

occurence for almost all I" values of two closely spaced levels; the only excepr

tions are the states of each group of levels with maximum spin. A natural

explanation of this feature could be that the angular momentum in this region

is aquired by aligning proton holes of the closely spaced dg,2 and g,,2 shells.

In that case similarly complex yrast spectra could be expected whenever the

successive nucieon alignment in these two orbits forms a portion of the yrast

line. Apparently the yrast decay of Gd in the 4 to 7 MeV region is similarly
147

rich, and we have mentioned that the difficulties encountered in Gd in that
energy range might have the same origin.

148
The yrast levels of the two-neutron nucleus Gd observed in (a,5n) experi-

ments (22) are il lustrated in fig. 9, where also the proposed shell model con-
figurations are indicated. A rather noteworthyfeature is the strong competition
in the yrast cascade of proton particle-hole core excitations in this two-
neutron nucleus; clearcut pure two-neutron states are only the positive parity
levels up to spin 8. Such core excited states are the very low-lying 3" level
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Fig. 8: High spin states in the two proton hole nucleus m S m as observed (21)
in (a,4n).
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and the group of negative parity states around 3 MeV which are of irh-,
_1 2 -

(dj-,2 or 97/?) VJ'n cna>"acter and have corresponding lp lh partners in
146Gd at similar energies. The 3.76 MeV (10+) state has probably the configu-

? -? ? 14-fi
ration (uh^,. Jn )]n v ^ 0 ' the a n a l o 9 o u s 2P 2n state lies at 3-86 MeV in Gd-

The above lying (12+), (14+) and (16+) sequence with characteristic v f ^
spacings, support.,this interpretation.

As fig. 9-Shows the frequent double occurance of states with same spin and
parity; is not ̂ observed in Gd. At N=84 the two f-,.^ valence neutrons can pro-
vide s'ix uni.t.sllo/. angular momentum at a cost in excitation energy of ̂ 1.8 MeV.
As the 6 + state in: Sm lies at 2.3 MeV, two proton holes (as e.g. in the
3.76 MeV state;} are-, therefore expected to. remain paired off in. case' the two
valence neutrons.;are/1 available to provide the next six units of angular momen-
tum.. ,.-.. .... •• ':. •• . ;•,:•-v ->..•• "

1 4 8 ••'••' -

The yrast level scheme of Gd provides important information on the true

vf?,2
 to v1"i3/2 sl"n;9Te particle energy separation, which so fir is only poorly

known since the observed.lowest 13;'2+ levels in the N=83'nuclei are strongly
lowered, by'interaction of the vi,,,, and the (vf7/9x3~),,,..+ states.The 3.98 MeV(12+)
level in Gd has probably a large.^^3/2 amplitude, but a 12 stajjte is also
expected to have large octupoie contributions which will lower its energy.
A more clean measure of the vi"n/0 single particle energy can be obtained from

148
the ( M ^ / O ̂ 13/2^10" e x c i t a t i ° n .energy in Gd (which is expected to have very
little octupoie admixture). The only identified 10" state lies at 3.92 MeV.

However, that state could also be of irph x vfy/o character, and the (vfy/o

i13/2)10" state might lie still higher. From the 6 + to 10" energy separation

we therefore estimate the lower limit for the vii3/o single particle energy as

e(i 1 3 / 2) - E(f 7 / 2) > 2 MeV

This large'energy separation might explain why the i 1 3 / 2 neutron is not found

to play a dominant role in the formation of yrast isomers above N=82.
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Fig, 9: High spin states in the two-neutron nucleus 148Gd observed in (a,4n).
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143A recent study (20) of the two^proton nucleus Dy has Identified all

members of the ^h,,/9 multiplet (fig. 10). Analogous spectra are known e.g. in

the two-particle nuclei iluPo and ^Mo. The 1^°Dy 6 , 8*, and 10* levels are

expected to have unusually pure nhi,™ wave functions, and the 10 state half

life is therefore well suited for a determination of the effective quadrupole

transition charge. From the measured half life T-,/2
 = 0.48 ± 0.03 yS the value

eeff/e = 1.53 ± 0.05

is extracted. This result is the first effective charge determination for the
208

h 1 1 / 0 proton. Similar values were found for protons in the Pfa region.
* 148 +

The significance of the Dy 2 and 3 excitations is apparent from fig.
2; they provide support for the Z=64 energy gap.

Another consequence of this gap is the low excitation energy of the Dy
10+ state, 1 MeV lower than the 10* level in 146Gd. This low lying 10+ excita-
tion is of decisive importance also for the yrast cascades in the neighbouring
nuclei. The experiments have shown that for I > 10 the Dy-nuclei have a pro-
minent y decay path - contrary to the Gd isotones where many parallel decay
cascades occur in this region.

148We interprete the 5" and 7" states of Dy as 2p states with one of the
two valence protons in the dr,, or s,/0 orbit. These excitations also occur

149 ' *• + +(fig. 10) in Dy where the corresponding 17/2 and 21/2 levels are populated
in the decay of the 0.5 sec 27/2" isomer which has been known (23,24) for some time.

To our knowledge this isomer is at present the only known spin-trap with Al > 2

in the A = 150 region (except the first excited states of 146Gd and 1 4 7Gd). A
149much higher lying isomer has also been observed in Dy (cf. table 1), but

nothing about its structure is known ..0 far.

V. YRAST STATES IN 150DY AND THE HIGH SPIN ISOMERS OF 151DY

Compared to its isotone 48Gd (fig. 9) the four particle nucleus Dy
(fig. 11) exhibits (25) a significantly simpler yrast decay below 5 MeV, which
is caused by the much lower (^fi/?)™* excitation energy as discussed above.
Predominant configurations for the levels up to 5 MeV are s = 2 or s = 4 four-
particle excitations with tn general the valence neutrons in f-j,? and the
valsnce protons in h,, ,«• Exceptions are the 8* and 18+ levels where one
neutron fs in hg^- The above lying negative parity states probably involve
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Fig.11: High spin states in 15UDy observed (25) in (a,6n) experiments.
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proton ph excitations or possibly one neutron in i-,,,,. When we began to

investigate Dy we had hoped to locate the 22 level of ̂ n / 2 ^13/2

character which one might have expected to be an isomer. It is now clear that

this level must lie significantly higher than 6.4 MeV and will not provide a

spin trap.

The 1.7 ±0.2 ns half life of the 230 keV E2 transition should give a

rather good value for the vi-.,^ effective E2 transition charge. Forthe 16 and

14+ levels no two-neutron admixtures enhancing the E2 transition probability
2 +

are expected; also, the contribution of the (^h^^g ^"figuration to the 14
level is small. From the measured 1.7 ns half life the rather large value of

eeff/e = 3.6 ± 0.2

results. Similar values are found in several neighbouring nuclei where the
half lives of E2 transitions between levels involving f-j/o & anc' * configu-
rations were measured. The unexpectedly large polarization charge might be
related to the low excitation energy of the Gd 2 + core state and its pre-
dominant proton particle hole character. We are currently investigating this
problem in more detail.

The yrast states of the Dy nucleus (fig. 12) have particularly clearcut
and transparent structure (26). Up to 5 MeV they are composed from the five
valence nucleons with the two protons in h 1 1 / 9 and the three neutrons in f,,,

2 ' "> -2 '
or f7/0 hQI0 configurations, forming typical fi/0 or f 7 / 9 level sequences,

similar to those well known e.g. from the f^g anc' ̂ 7/2 n u c1 ei Ca an£l Ca
(fig. 13). The three valence neutrons at N=85 provide a group of seven high
spin levels, ranging from I = 7/2 to ?l/2, which occur systematically in the
N=85 isotones. The fig. 14 shows that their spacings do not vary strongly with
proton number, and furthermore that they are only weakly affected by the pre-
sence of unpaired h 1 1 / 9 protons. The 27/2" isomeric state of Dy arises from

2 3
the coupling of the ^7/2 to the ("h^/gJio* state> A (^7/2)5/? state occurs

consistently in the N=85 isotones at very low energy (cf. figs. 14 and 13).

In general the large negative quadrupole moment in a (j ),-_i configuration

gives rise to a lowering of the energy through the quadrupole interaction. The

interaction with the ( ^ u ^ i o * configuration will further lower this 5/2state, which gives rise to the 25/2" level slightly below the 27/2" isomer.

Somewhat speculative are the suggested configurations for the states above

5.5 MeV. The 45/2 and 49/2 levels most likely involve the 1*13/2 neu*ron
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Fig.12: Level scheme (26) of lblDy. Gamma intensities as observed in (a,bn),
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N = 8 5 hh ° n d hg/2xf7
22 yrast states

9/ 2 .

2623
2263

J£L° ,4e3 !2!

_808 „ . 796 775 775

164

u 9 G d 151Dy

v3(TthlV2)i2o

3 ?
Fig.14: High spin states in the N=85 isotones formed by vf7/p and

 vn9/2*7/2
configurations. The upper part gives the levels witn the protons in
spin zero. In the lower part, the energy spacings of the neutron confi-
gurations are shown in the presence of none, one and two unpaired hii/2
protons. The data are from refs. (26,28) and from M. Piiparinen et at.,
private communication.
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with the octupole, which complicates configuration arguments based on excita-
tion energies.

The 15 ns I = 49/2 isomer exhausts to within two units the 53/2 maximum
151angular momentum available from the five valence nucleons in Dy. Since no

further isomer occurs (27) up to I = (71/2) we conclude that also here high

spin states involving (\n?,/0),,,+ do not form yrast isomers, similar as indi-
1 5 0 •*•**<• •!•'

cated in Dy and other nuclei in this region.
Specific calculations for Dy yrast levels have recently (28) been given,

but the predicted isomeric configurations and spins as well as the multipolari-
ties of the isomeric transitions differ from those suggested from experiment.
In the calculation, isoraerism arises from configuration hindrance or from M2
or higher multipolarity, whereas the isomeric transitions in Dy are E2 and
Ml which do not involve jumps of more than a single nucleon.

The results for Dy provide the first clearcut structural identification
based on experiment for high-spin multiparticle isomers in the A = 150 region.
As for other yrast isomers in this region there is good agreement between
experiment and theoretical expectations based on the spherical shell model.

VI. SUMMARY/

In the first part of this lecture we have discussed recent spectroscopic
results on the energy levels of Gd which relate to-the shell closure at
Z=64, vz the properties of the 3" and 2* excitations, as well as the particle-
hole yrast state energies which are in good agreement with theoretical level
energies. These theoretical values were derived using identical methods as
those which have been used in the Pb region. It appears that the Gd yrast
levels up to I = 16 are proton particle hole excitations, which can be under-
stood from the single particle energy levels around Z=64 and N=82.

We have then examined the high-spin spectra of the adjacent nuclei Gd
147and Tb, which both show the characteristic features of one-particle nuclei.

For Tb, the level energies can be calculated using empirical one- and two-
147nucleon interactions; for Gd such a calculation is sofar not possible since

some key proton-neutron interaction energies have not yet been determined.
The study of the two-particle nuclei 144Sm, 148Gd, and 1 4 8Dy provided useful

structural information on the yrast lines in the A = 150 region, vz the frequent
occurance of two close-lying levels with equal spin and parity, the more than
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2 MeV vt13/2 to
 v^7/2 s ^ n 9 l e particle energy separation, and the low exci-

tation energy of the O n n / o ) i n + state in the Dy nuclei,
jag 1/ig

Whereas the proton effective charge as measured in Gd and Dy has
about the expected size of 1.5 e, a first result for the neutron effective
charge extracted from the 16* •+ 14 + transition in Dy gave the unexpectedly
large value of e -- = 3.6 e. This interesting problem requires more detailed
investigation.

From the six specified high spin isomers (I > I . + 10; T, ,2 >
 4 n s ) in

the A = 150 region it was possible in two cases - l*6Gd and 153-Dy - to
characterize the structure of the isomeric levels and of all yrast states in
their decays in terms of the spherical shell model. This might suggest that

the other high-spin isomers in this region might as well be raultiparticle
208shell model isomers similar to those occuring around Pb.
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STRUCTURE OF YRAST STATES IN THE H~126 AND N~82 REGIONS

FROM A SHELL MODEL PERSPECTIVE "

J. Blomqvist
Research Institute of Physics, 104 05 Stockholm, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

Nuclei with proton and neutron numbers in the neighbourhood of the magic

numbers 28, 50, 82, 126 are known to be nearly spherical in their ground

states and low-energy excited states. On the other hand, when Z and N are

both far from these numbers, nuclei assume non-spherical equilibrium shapes.

An accurate description of nuclear ground state shapes has been developed

[1] based on Strutinsky's method of separating macroscopic and microscopic

energies. The understanding of the special stability of shapes associated

with complete filling of shells up to a gap in.the single-particle spectrum

has thereby found a firm quantitative bases.

Following a nucleus from the ground state up along the yrast line to

very high spin and excitation energy one expects to find drastic changes of

the nuclear shape and coupling scheme [2]. Calculations of yrast states ener-

gies based on a modified Strutinsky method show [3,4] that the optimum shape

indeed may vary considerably with angular momentum. Experimental confirmation

of these predictions is still very limited. If there exist isomers of-suit-

able half-life high up on the yrast line it may be possible to make detailed

spectroscopic studies of the yrast states from the isomer down to the ground

state. Yrast isomers may occur [2] in regions where the angular momentum is

generated by a few nucleons rotating in the same direction around a nuclear

symmetry axis. Such regions with nuclei changing from a spherical shape in

the ground state to an oblate shape in higher yrast states by alignment of

the spins of individual nucleons are expected for proton and neutron numbers

some units above 50, 82 or 126, where there is a concentration of high-spin

orbitals. The energies of single-particle states around ^"®Pb (see Fig. 1)

show this feature: the high-spin orbitals hq/o' f-.-.and i,.,. tor protons

and gg/2» i-i 1/o
 an<* ji cy2 ^

o r n e u t r o n s appear first above the gaps. A similar

situation occurs in the neighbourhood of 1 3 2Sn, where the g^/oj ^5/9 anc*

proton orbitals and the f^/oj \/o anc' *13/2 n e u t r o n orbitals come first

155
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after the shell closures at Z = 50 and N=82. For N ~ 82 it appears that

Z = 64 corresponds to a moderate shell closure with a gap between the d,.,,,

and h.. ,_ proton orbitals of about 2.5 MeV. The h.. ,. proton orbital is

most likely involved in the formation of the recently observed [5] high-spin

isomers in the region 6 4 < Z < 7 1 , 82<N<90.

The methods commonly used for calculations of yrast state energies

[3, 4,6] are based on a summation of single-particle energies in a deformed

field. The energy is minimized as a function of the shape parameters for

fixed total angular momentum.

An alternative method, which can be used in the neighbourhood of a closed-

shell nucleus, employs shell-model basis states formed by putting valence nuc-

leons in orbitals around the spherical core, and then diagonalized a truncat-

ed Hamiltonian including residual two-nucleon interactions. The deformation

of the core away from its spherical equilibrium shape is in this method in-

cluded implicitely through a polarization contribution to the effective force

between the valence nucleons. As long as the deformation amplitude is suffic-

iently small the calculated energies should be rather accurate if the effect-

ive force is well determined. However, when many valence nucleons act coher-

ently, the resulting deformation may not be just a superposition of the ampli-

tudes induced by each nucleon independently. Non-linear effects of this kind

would formally correspond to the appearance of strong tnany-body polarization

forces. In practice such forces would be difficult to include in calculations,

and the accuracy of the method would deteriorate.

The first method has the advantage that as much as possible of the two-

nucleon interactions are included in the average field, and the contribution

of residual interactions to the total energy may therefore be much smaller

than in the shell-model method. This implies in particular that the deformed-

field method is better suited for a gross description of the yrast line at

very high spins, where coherent polarization effects may drive the nucleus

to large deformation. On the other hand, for the question of yrast trap for-

mation, which depends sensitively on small energy differences between not-

too-different configurations, the shell model method has the advantage of

being able to use detailed and accurate effective interactions.
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THE N~126 REGION

In nuclei differing from 208Pb by only a few nucleons, it has been

known for a long time [7,8] that low-lying states are well described by the

shell model with configuration mixing. At excitation energies of only a few

MeV the level density for low spin becomes high enough to imply strong con-

figuration mixing between neighbouring states. Under such conditions when

any particular level is not in general dominated by one single configuration

the shell model calculations rapidly loose their power. For high spin near

the yrast line the level density for given spin remains low even if the total

excitation energy is high, and the individual states are expected to have a

high degree of order [2].

In the Pb region the best chances for the formation of yrast traps with

moderate oblate deformation seem to exist for Z>82 and N>126. It is diffi-

cult to reach into this region with heavy-ion reactions because 2OaPb is

slightly on the neutron-rich side of the g-stability line. Another problem

is that decay by fission quickly becomes dominant [4] for ZJ>88. Even so

it may be possible to produce yrast isomers with I ~ 50 and relatively low

excitation energy. The known a-decaying isomers in 2 1 1Po and 212Po with

half-lives in the region of one minute are examples of traps where the spin

gap to levels available for gamma decay is so large that other decay modes

are favoured. Such long-lived isomers may possibly occur in several other

nuclei in the Z>82, N>126 region.

Most experimental data on high-spin states in the 208Pb region have been

obtained for Z > 82 and N5126. Table I gives a summary of known yrast iso-

mers for N - Z £ 2 1 , i.e. one, two or three nucleons away from 2 0 8Pb. About

half of the isomers in the table decay by low-energy E2 transitions, remini-

scent of the spectrum in j n configurations with 6-function forces, for which

the highest-spin state comes highest in energy followed by the state with two

units lower spin only slightly lower in energy. . •.

The energies of yrast states have been calculated for the threeTparticle ,

nuclei 205Pb [9], 207Bi [10], 209Po [11] and 211At [12] and the four-particle

nuclei 201*Pb [13], 206Bi [14], 2 0 8Po [15], 21°At.[16] and 2 1 2Rn [17] using

the shell-model approach. The configurations have generally been restricted

to those formed by putting the neutron holes and the proton particles in the

six shells between 82 and 126. The single-particle energies were taken from
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TABLE I. Known yrast isomers in nuclf.i with Z £ 82, N £ 126, N-Z > 21.

Nucleus

207Pb

209Bi

206pb

2 0 8 M

210Po

205Pb

207Bi

209Po

211At

E
(MeV)

1.63

2.99

2.20

4.03

1.57

1.43

1.47

1.56

2.85

4.37

1.01

3.20

5.16

2.10

3.89

1.42

1.47

2.77

4.27

1.42

2.64

4.82

I17

13/2 +

19/2 +

7"

12+

10"

4+

6 +

8+

ll"

13"

13/2 +

25/2"

33/2+

21/2 +

29/2~

13/2"

17/2~

23/2+

31/2"

21/2"

29/2+

39/2~

Main Configuration

vi13/2

, -1 . -1
vf5/2 v lp/2

vi13/2

7rh9/2 vi13/2

TThg/

7rh9/2

Trhg/2 ^ i 1 3 / 2

Trh9/2 v89/2 vpl/2
-2 v i -1

. VPl/2 vi
33/2

vi13/2

*h9/2 vpl/2 v^3/2
irh9/2 v i 1 3 / 3

^9/2 vpl/2

*h9/2 vpl/2 _x

^9/2 iri13/2 vpl/2 _2

wh9/2 iri13/2 VS9/2 vpl/2
, 3
^9/2

*h9/2 1Fi13/2 vg9/2 vpl/2

Tl/2

0.8

18

130

200

2.5

1.8

38

115

24

93

4

220

70

180

13

25

93

2.5

120

34

54

4.2

s

ns

VS

ns

ms

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ms

ns

ns

US

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

us

Main

1.06

0.25

0.52

1.37

0.92

0.25

0.05

0.08

1.29

0.05

0.03

0.03

0.10

0.46

0.39

0.09

0.06

0.60

1.29

0.10

0.02

0.44

Decay

MeV M4

MeV E2

MeV E3

MeV E3

MeV E3

MeV E2

MeV E2

MeV E2

MeV E3

MeV E2

MeV M2

MeV E2

MeV E2

MeV E3

MeV El

MeV E2

MeV E2

MeV El

MeV E3

MeV E2

MeV E2

MeV E3

207Pb and 2 0 9Bi, and most of the two-body interaction matrix elements import-

ant for the calculation of yrast states could be deduced from known levels

in 2 0 6Pb, 2 0 8Bi and 2 1 0Po. In this way one can make an essentially parameter-

free calculation. As an example the results of the calculation for 2 1 2Rn

are presented in Table II and compared with experimental energies [18]. On
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TABLE II. Calculated and observed
energies of four-proton high-spin
states in 2 1 2Rn.

I

20+

19
18~

17~

17~

16

15

U +

12+

12+

+
9

8+

Main
Configuration

h 2 i 2

9/2, _13/2.

h{|/2 i13/2
h9/2, f7/2 113/2

h9/2 ^7/2 113/2
h9/§ 113/2
h9/^ i13/2

h 9 / ^ X13/2

\ll f7/2
h9/^ f7/2

h9/2 f7/2

h9/2

h9/2 Lp/2
h9/2
h9/2

h9/2

E ,
calc
(keV)

5413

5663

4057

4093

3982

3320

3417

3270

2854

2760

.2630

2672

1680

E
exp
(keV)

5403

5092

4560

4044

3968

3335

3276

2859

2738

2632

1671

the average the energies agree to about 10 keV. This nucleus has also been

calculated with the deformed-field method [4, 19]. As shown in particular

by Matsuyanagi et al. [19] the main part of the interaction energy in high-

spin states can be understood as a deformation energy associated with quadru-

pole distortion of the single-particle potential. The higher yrast states

[18] with 19 < I 530 presumably correspond to configurations with one or two

neutrons excited across the gap at N-126. In this region the quadrupole de-

formation amplitudes remain rather small [19], -0.10 <£<-0.05, and the

shell-model method should still be useful, albeit with larger errors than

for the pure proton states.
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THE N~82 REGION

The 132Sn region bears a close resemblance to the 208Pb region with

large gaps in the single-particle spectra and similar ordering of the orbit-

als above and below the gaps. One may therefore expect that yrast traps de-

velop in the region Z>50, N>82. Calculations indicate [4] that yrast ob-

late shapes are favoured here. However, because 132Sn is very neutron-rich,

this region is practically excluded for studies with heavy-ions reactions.

Some yrast isomers have been observed in fission fragments, but the highest

spin identified so far is 1=10 in *32Te [20], and the formation rate is ex-

pected to fall rapidly with increasing spin and excitation energy.

There seems to be a fairly large energy gap between the proton 2d5/2

and 1h]W2 orbitals, corresponding to a moderately strong shell closure at

Z = 64. In 1|3Sbg2 the spacing between the dj; 2 and ^x\l2
 si ngl e~P r o t o n

states is 1.8 MeV [21], and the gap is expected to increase due to the self-

binding effect [22] as the gy/n and ^5/2 s n e H s are filled. The occupation

probabilities observed [23] by st ipping and pick-up reactions on *!|̂ Sm
6 2 82

can be understood if the d./.-h.. ,, gap is about. 2.5 MeV.

Some attempts have been made to interprete observed yrast levels

in the Z>64, N >82 region in a spherical shell-model representation [24-26].

The empirical -.nowledge about single-particle energies and effective inter-

actions is much less complete here than in the 208Pb region due to a lack of

data on nuclear binding energies and excitation energies of simple configura-

tions. Another difference is that the collective 3~ state comes '-onsiderably

lower in ll*6Gd (1.58 MeV) than in 208Pb (2.61 MeV) and therefore seems to be

more significant for the structure of yrast states in the former region. The

observed yrast levels in llt6»llt7Gd [24] and 1^7,m8Tb [25] u p t 0 4 MeV can

with reasonable certainty be assigned to specific configurations. Levels in

151Dy below 5 MeV can be interpreted [26] in terms of configurations with

protons in the hj^i, orkital a n^ neutrons in the f_,_ and h-,. orbitals.

The assignment dif'er somewhat from those proposed by Andersson et al. [4].
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HARTREE POCK AND RANDOM PHASE THEORY OF HIGH SPIN STATES

H. J. Mang

Technical University Munich, Physlk-Department Garching, BRD

1. THE INGLIS .CRANKING MODEL

The Inglis Cranking Model is a convenient starting point for

discussing the Hartree-Fock and RPA-approach to a description

of rotational states. D. Inglis introduced it 25 years ago

with the argument that the deformed single-particle potential

retains its usual form in the rotating (intrinsic) nuclear

frame of reference. This is illustrated in Pig.l. Hence the

single particle Hamiltonian is

',- H*P. - uTr

T = Kinetic energy -

V = Single particle potential

A = Pairing potential ,•••'.

€J - AnguD.ar velocity

J = Angular momentum
A, :

If the term tf^^can he treated in perturbation theory the fa-

mous Inglis formula for the moment of inertia results1'2 (for

even nuclei) ;, •

with

BCS-gro'und state for CJ « O

two-quasiparticle state
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£ £ ~ = quasiparticle energies

In order to account for quantisation of angular momentum CO is

determined by

(3)

In addition the particle number conservation is approximately

fulfilled be requiring

In the general case, when perturbation theory cannot be applied,

the following relations hold

CO

2. THE SELF-CONSISTENT CRANKING MODEL

The self-consistent cranking model is obtained from equ.l by

simply replacing Ho_ by the full Hamiltonian H. The equationsp C)
to be solved are

Clearly the variation must be restricted to a set of symmetry-

breaking wavefunctions as for example HPB-wavefunctions. In this

case the equations above are equivalent to constrained HPB-equa-
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tions and can be solved by standard numerical techniques. One

should, however, keep in mind that these equations have been

obtained by plausibility arguments and analogy to equ.l. This

problem will be discussed at the end.

Of course, one is not forced to restrict the admissible wave-

functions to wavefunctions of the HPB-type. RPA-wavefunctions

may be used. This means, one has to solve constrained RPA-equa-

tions. When doing this one should not forget that the RPA is a

theory for small-amplitude vibrations.

3. RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE SELPCONSISTENT CRANKING MODEL

a) Energy levels

Results of calculations are compared to experimental data in

Figs. 2 to 84'5'6'7'8

4 5
The calculations of the Jtilioh and Munich group ' used a quadru-

pole quadrupole plus pairing force as effective interaction

where as Goodman used the Reid soft-core potential

The comparison demonstrates that at least semi-quantitative agree-

ment between theory and experiment has been reached. This indi-

cates that the principal effects which govern the behaviour of

nuclei between spin values 0 and 30 are properly taken into

account by the theory. A more detailed study of the wavefunction

shows that rotational alignment of i 13/2 neutrons is the domi-
164

nant effect. In the case of Er one clearly observes the

crossing of the ground state band and the aligned band. Results

for calculations with constrained RPA-Equations are given in

Pigs. 9 and lo. A comparison of HPB and RPA results shows that

in order to fit experimental data somewhat different effective

forces must be used, as was to be expected. The various bands

are identified on the basis of magnetic quantum numbers or more
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generally the expectation value

b) Transition rates and moments

Further information can be obtained from moments and transition

rates. Results calculated with approximate projection of angular

momentum are shown in Pigs.11 to lh. Some details of this an-

gular momentum projection technique will be given in the next

section. The results are presented in the form of an effective
eff

quadrupole moment Q . This moment is defined so that it repro-

duces the directly calculated BE2 value when introduced into

the well known relation between intrinsic quadrupole moment and "
BE2 value as given by the adiabatic model. Effective moments
eff

Q from quadupole moments and transition rates show a distinc-

tively different behaviour as the angular momentum J increases.

The reason is the slight tri-axiality which develops with in-

creasing J.

In the region of band crossing inter- and intra-band transitions

can become of approximately equal magnitude because of band

mixing. The exact values depend* sensitively on the point of

crossing and the magnitude of the interaction between bands

(compare Fig.12). It is obvious from this figure that shifting

the crossing point by one unit of jf could bring exact agree-

ment between theory and experiment.

4. ON THE VALIDITY OF THE CRANKING APPROXIMATION

It has been claimed that selfcorisistent claculations within

the framework of the cranking model cannot describe the region

of band-crossing °. The original arguments put forward by Hama-

moto were based on the observation that in a simple model the

fluctuation of JJ&txMvary rapidly in this region. This fact is

than taken as an indication of a dramatic violation of angular
11

momentum conservation . However, any intrinsic wavefunction of
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o
a well deformed nucleus is not an eigenstate of J and hence

strongly violates angular momentum conservation and this not

only in the region-where two bands cross. Besides of that the

cranking model only claims to give an approximate excitation

energy of rotational states. Therefore, only such energies pro-

vide a serious test of the model. Before describing an attempt

to assess the validity of the cranking model in this way a few

remarks are in order on calculations which claim to circumvent

the difficulties just described. The procedure is as follows.

1) Diagonalize the single particle Hamiltonian H ' of Equ.l
s • p •

as a function of

2) Identify the groundstate band and the lowest two quasi-par-

ticle band. In the region of band crossing prepare two states

I 0 ^ and Of,0(1 \0y according to a recipe given in ref. lo.

3) Mix these states with an interaction matrix element V deter-

mined from a particle plus rotor Hamiltonian.

This procedure should be seen in the light of the following

statement:

Mixing a zero and a two quasi-particle state is equivalent to a

redefinition of quasi-particles (of;-*fi,r) and the corresponding

vacuum state /^ I ^

p, .

Such mixing of states is hence definitely included in a self-

consistent treatment of the particle plus rotor model.

The problem is therefore reduced to the simple question

whether one prefers the particle plus rotor model over the
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cranking model or vice versa. To be discussed now is the deri-

vation of the cranking model and possible corrections of the

cranking model. The basic assumption which will be made is that

a self-consistent single particle model is a reasonable first

approximation to the solution of the nuclear many body problem.

This implies the following set of equations:

(7a)

l,&te (7b)

(7c)

* O <7d)

3 (7e)

where P is an operator with the propterty that |*U*^ given by

is an eigenstate of the number operator N and the angular momen-
2

turn operators J , J
z

For details see ref. 3.
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The most general form of P is

(9a)

(9c)

R- e^e'^c'^

till.* dctdf-dcosp (?f»

The coefficients gK are also determined by the variational prin-

ciple 7e.

Upon inserting equ.9 into the variational equation one obtains

a very complex set of coupled non-linear equations for the

determination of A^ , B ^ , and gR. Not even numerically is there

any hope of solving these equations at present. Clearly approxi-

mations must be made to make the problem tractable.

It is known that a first approximation to a projection, of par-

ticle number is to replace

5ft/
by I ̂ ^Htf> - a
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An analogous approximation is now suggested for P- namely

s O
(11)

These equations define the self-consistent cranking model. It

should be noted that they do not contain any reference to a cran-

king frequency.

In order to arrive at this result one first selects a particular

operator PT which has gv=l. This choice will be discussed later.

Further the intrinsic wave function should fulfill the conditions

(12)

Then Ej = /^ ,AZ, I v is Siven

— = • (13)

where <_.

The decisive step is now to approximate h,™, with the help of
J 3 KK

nKK» "
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One writes •

(14)

+ terms of the order I? and higher V \ O | R I ̂ /

If all terms are retained equation Ik is exact.

The crudest approximation is to keep only two terms, a+bLx, of

the expansion.

E, is then given by

Conditions 12 have the consequence that only those quantities

n ™ , differ significantly from zero for which 525

is valid. Therefore PJ is to a good approximation equal to
X

Thus E, takes the simple form:

(16)

If
A slightly superior approximation is PJX = UJ(J+1)-
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The variation of this expression with respect to

straightforward and yields

-o

Obviously the critical approximation is the truncation of the

expansion given in Equ.13 together with ohe particular choice

of the operator Pj (i.e. gK = 1). In order to assess the validity

of the cranking model the expansion must be carried one order

further and Pj must be calculated from a variation of the energy.

This will be done now.

First the expansion of Equ 13 will be carried to the next order

which means:

AU - U-
The coefficients a,b,c,d follow from a system of five inhomoge-

neous linear equations:

a + C

^
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The matrix elements hKK, are then given by

(2o)

w i t h

yKL+tflin),

where F may be any angular momentum operator in Euler angles.

This implies

' )

with _ j.

What now remains is the actual calculation of nvv,. In order

to avoid 3-dimensional numerical integrations H(fl) *s\

is approximated in the following wajr

-ce] (22)

The expansion coefficients CKM are obtained by operating with

various angular momentum operators on ^4||Rl^p^ and then

setting JQL =0, which procedure yields a set of inhomogeneous

linear equations for the coefficients C™. As an illustration

two of these equations are given here

o =
q r w , + ? t f w w w I f t . M J

 (23)
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The symmetry

which is valid for even systems and even angular momenta, greatly

reduces the number of independent coefficients C™.

One has

C K M » CM* ~ C\K\\M\ (25)

Having obtained the coefficients two integrations over Euler

angles can be performed in closed form. The third integration

has to be done numerically the integrand being a rapidly conver-

ging sum on Bessel functions. Details can be found in ref.9-.

Wow the Hamiltonian matrix h,..., can be set up and the angular

momentum projected energy can be calculated.

Two cases must be discussed

EL

164
The numerical results obtained for Er show that the difference

between case 25a and 25b is insignificant. On the other hand one

must conclude that the corrections due to an improved angular mo-

mentum projection are not negligible. They are, however, .very
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smooth functions of angular momentum or excitation energy. It

is worth noting that a large part of the effect can be included

in a renormalization of the energy scale. What remains is a

shift of the angular momentum where backbending occurs by two

units upwards. Of course, one must keep in mind that only the

use of effective interactions permits such renormalization proce-

dures. Besides that it is desirable to include the corrections

in a selfconsistent treatment i.e. perform the projection before

variation. At first this seems quite difficult but there exists

a close relation between the inhomogenuities of Equs.19 and the
12

selfconsistently calculated moment of inertia which can be

used to facilitate the calculations considerably. Thus a theory

can be formulated which takes account of angular momentum fluc-

tuations within the framework of HPB and RPA-approximations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 is explained in the text, does not need a caption

Fig. 2 Twice the moment of inertia versus the square of the

angular frequency

Fig. 3 Twice the moment of inertia versus the square of the

angular frequency

Fig^LJSnergy levels of Er (experiment and HFB-calculation)

Fig. 5 Moment of inertia versus the square of the. angular fre-

quency for 1 *Er (Yrast-band)

164Fig. 6 Band crossing in Er

ICQ

Fig. 7 Energy levels of J^Dy

Fig. 8 Twice the-moment of inertia versus the square of the

angular frequency for l68Yb, 17oYb, 172Yb, 17ilHf

Fig. 9 Energy versus angular momentum J'for Er (experiment)

164
Fig.lo Energy versus angular momentum J for Er (RPA-calcu-

lation)

Fig.11 Effective quadrupole moments from calculated BE2 values
164and spectroscopic moments for Er

Fig.12 Relative BE2 values for intra- and inter-band transi-

tions for l6i<Er (Yrast S-band)

Fig.13 G-factors for 1 Er

Pig.14 Change of energy E due to improved angular momentum
projection
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PROPERTIES OF YRAST STATES AND YRAST TRAPS
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ABSTRACT

Some recent numerical calculations aiming to describe yrast properties are
discussed with regard to the relation between the calculated results,
experimental data and the general physical trends. The topics range over
peculiar alignment phenomena in the deformed rare-earth nuclei, high-spin
yrast traps in the supposedly oblate A-75 and A-150 regions, the
remarkably large effective moment of inertia in the A-150 region and shell
structure in hypothetical, superdeformed nuclei. It may be emphasized that
similar theoretical concepts enter into all the different calculations.
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1, INTRODUCTION

At the present stage, the main concern of theoretical investigations in the
domain of high angular momenta is to examine the consequences of old
concepts and models. The physical input into a calculation can be for
example a deformable average field and a residual field of monopole
pairing type, which latter exists only for low spins. The aim of such
calculations is primarily to establish contact with experiment and
ultimately to spotlight the qualitative and quantitative aspects of
nuclear behaviour that cannot be described within conventional theoretical
frameworks. Significant progress into the first stage of this process has
been made in the study of yrast traps and yrast spectra of single-particle
type /1,2/. As regards the moments of inertia and the fission barriers at
very high spins only some tentative steps have been taken, whereas in the
backbending region of the deformed rare earth nuclei the final stage is
now coming into sight /3/.

The aim of the following survey is to point at some recent calculations
that constitute advances on these three different fronts. The choice of
material is strongly biased to the work of the Lund-Copenhagen group, so
this is a local report rather than a summary or review. The technical
approximations and shortcomings in the calculations are left out of the
presentation and are deferred to the original papers, but of course they
exist and introduce an element of uncertainty into the conclusions and
results;.

Microscopically, the yrast states in nuclei arise through the alignment
of individual nucleon spins along the axis of total rotation, and the
nature of the yrast spectrum depends on whet^r or not this axis is also
an axis of symmetry. If it is not, all the nucleons contribute to the
rotation, and distinct features can appear e.g. if some valence nucleons
respond to the rotation in an extreme way. The first and last sections
below will discuss the response of nucleons to such collective rotation at
low and high spins respectively. In between, and for intermediate spins,
some facets of rotation around a symmetry axis and the resulting 'single-
particle spectra1 will be considered.
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2. ALIGNMENT OF A FEW QUASIPARTICLE SPINS UNDER COLLECTIVE ROTATION /4,5/

Quantitative experimental and theoretical studies of clear-cut alignment
phenomena, involving a small number of particles, can be made on low-lying
families of states that ara based on some high-j intruder shell. The i^/g
neutron systems of the deformed rare-earth nuclei are good examples. In
the conventional theoretical description, the tendency to build up high
angular momenta by complete alignment of i^/g neutrons is counteracted by
the surface and pairing deformations. Reasonable values can be estimated
for the parameters of the surface quadrupole and pairing monopole fields.
If these fields are really the only necessary ingredients iri a successful
theory, then a good quantitative description is to be expected from a
calculation that can be made quite simple, since the i^/? system is nearly
closed under not too large rotations. The gross validity of the approach
has indeed been established with the cranking model /6-10/, which however
is too crude a tool for quantitative comparisons /4/.

A limited measure of quantitative success can be achieved in a many-
quasiparticle plus rotor approach /4/ that is technically somewhat
'cleaner' than the earliest formulations /It,12/. For example, the
calculated results shown in the backbending plot of fig. 1 are obtained by
an adjustment of the parameters within a reasonable range in order to
describe the levels in the ground- and S-bands of Er. The excitation
energies are reproduced with .an r.m.s, deviation of 4 keV, and the gradual
upberid in the continuation of the ground band is understood in the
calculation as a second band crossing with a large interaction matrix
element.

In fig. 2 the solid curves show the non-collective aligned angular
momentum i deduced from the two experimental positive parity bands of
' 'Yb /13.14/, and the long-dashed curves show the same quantity extracted
from a particle-rotor calculation where all the parameters are adjusted
to the neighbouring even isotopes, the high-frequency part of the favoured
band is well reproduced up into the up-bend, whose physical origin is
quite different from that of the even-even backbend to which the parameters
are fitted. The latter band crossing is blocked out in Yb by the
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presence of the odd neutron. At low frequency, however, there appears a
large discrepancy between particle-rotor theory and experiment, reflecting
the omnipresent, long-standing but unresolved 'Coriolis attenuation1

anomaly.

A less familiar type of anomalous behaviour is also exhibited by the
experimental /13/ unfavoured band. By the analysis of fig. 2, the non-
collective spin alignment in the i 1 3/ 2 shell decreases sharply with
increasing frequency. Such behaviour cannot be expected from any
conventional model. However it does result when the Y^, pair field is
taken into account.

In summary, the 'down-bending' in the unfavoured band and the 'Coriolis
attenuation1 at low frequencies indicate that essential components are
missing in the standard formulation of the basic physics.

3. ALIGNMENT OF MANY QUASIPARTICLE SPINS ALONG A SYMMETRY AXIS /2,16/

The regions on the chart of the nucleides, where this very distinct mode of
rotation can be expected, have been sought in calculations where a deformed
field is cranked around its principal axes; The neutron-deficient rare-
earth nuclei were first proposed by the Lund group as likely candidates
/15/i and since then it has been realized that rotation around a symmetry
axis may be a very common thing. This can be seen in fig. 3, where those
nuclei are marked that rotate around an oblate or prolate symmetry axis
for angular momentum 1=40, according to the cranked modified oscillator
model. Similar results are obtained from a cranked Woods-Saxon potential
/23,37/. Experimental confirmation exists for the neutron-deficient rare
earths, the prolate hafnium region and the lead region.

j

One mechanism for shell structure at axially symmetric deformations
and non-zero rotational frequencies is shown in fig. 4 /16/. The high-j
shells have large degeneracies for e*0 and w=0, which are broken in the
cranked, intrinsic frame of reJFerence by deformation
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and by rotation

The different splitting from these two terms can be made to approximately
cancel, for almost all the orbitals with a given sign of n, by a judicious
choice of deformation e and rotational frequency u. In fig. 4 the choice
u/o) = 0.75 e is seen to conserve the bunching property of the single-
particle levels that underlies shell structure.

Spectroscopic results up to high spins in the lead region provide
encouragement for a very simple theoretical approach. Namely, states of
spin I are approximately represented by many-quasiparticle states in the
deformed shell model with total angular-momentum projections j fi.. = I
along the symmetry axis /17/. The energy is extracted e.g. from the
deformed shell model with Strutinsky averaging and BCS pairing, and the
deformation that minimizes the energy is determined separately for each
many-quasiparticle configuration. For nuclei with only a few valence
quasiparticles outside the Pb core, the BCS pair field disappears once
these quasiparticles are rotationally aligned. This is the case for example
in the Uhg, 2) 1=12 state of 8gRn12g. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum of Rn
above the 1=12 state, and the basic tenets of the model are clearly
vindicated by a comparison with the experimental results of ref. /18/. The
minimization with respect to deformation for each configuration is
similar to the inclusion of a quadrupole interaction, and the increase
of deformation from e-0 at low spin to e- -0.1 at spin 30 seems to
generate the main part of the empirical residual interaction /19,207.

Similar calculations in other regions of nuclei are more difficult, but
early results /17,21-29/ are not completely discouraging in their relation
to experiment, and it may be in place here to recount some exciting
developments that have emerged from recent theoretical work /30.31/.
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3.1 THE PROBABILITY FOR HIGH-SPIN YRAST TRAPS /30s32/

The search for traps in early theoretical calculations was mainly
concentrated on 'energy traps', and very few traps were predicted to exist
at high spin. However, many other mechanisms may prolong the lifetimes of
states with rotation around the symmetry axis, and furthermore the
refinement of experimental techniques now makes it possible to regard
relatively long-lived states in the subnanosecond range as.traps. With n-
particle hindrance taken into account, the probability that an optimal
state cannot decay by a one-particle transition with multipolarity A < 2
can be derived from statistical considerations /32/. Under the assumptions
of the simple model above, furthermore without pairing and with random
single-particle energies, the probability for traps becomes a Gaussian
function of the spin I whose width can be estimated to be about ^ A ' .

Strong oblate shell structure related to the 3:2 gap is predicted to
exist in the light kryptons, and calculations indicate rotation around the
symmetry axis up to spins above 40 (fig. 3). Experimentally, however, the
rotation is found to be collective up to the highest measured spins,
I - 14-16. If a spectrum of single-particle type arises above I~20, the
statistical estimate above would indicate that no yrast traps can be
expected. Thus it is interesting to see the result of a numerical experiment
/30/, where yrast states up to 1=50 have been calculated in 26 even-even,
even-odd and odd-odd nuclei of this region and their lifetimes have been
crudely estimated. The states with estimated lifetimes greater than ten
picoseconds are collected into 'angular momentum bins' and the material is
presented in fig. 6. There it is seen that the Gaussian curve, drawn as a
dashed line, is indeed a fair approximation. However, it is also seen that
the tail of the 'experimental' trap distribution does not disappear. Even
at the highest angular momenta there is a non-negligible probability for
long-lived states. In fact about half of the traps above 1=24 have
estimated lifetimes in excess of one nanosecond. Obviously, this effect is
caused by peculiarities in the 'Si-density' distribution, connected with the
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occurence of isolated orbitals having hi^h n-values. Let us follow the fine
tradition of finding felicitous names for high-spin phenomena, and refer
to these very high-spin traps as the HILDA tail, where the acronym stands
for High-n Intruders Leading to Delayed Activity. A similar HILDA tail is
to be expected in all the oblate regions of fig. 3. In the A~150 region,
for example, the moments of inertia are about three times larger than for
A~75. Then HILDA tail states with lifetimes in excess of about one
nanosecond are to be expected all the way up to the giant backbend at
1=40-60.

3.2 ALPHA-EMITTING ISOMERS /30/

A direct consequence of the HILDA tail is the possibility of isolated,
well-fed yrast states that decay by relatively delayed particle emission.

In the light kryptons predominantly alpha particles are expected, and

an example that arises from the calculations is shown in fig. 7. There the
74lifetimes of calculated yrast states in Kr are plotted against the

angular momentum I. The unhindered ^-transitions are plotted as unfilled

circles that lie around or below the lowest of the two long-dashed lines.

The states of the HILDA tail, on the other hand, lie around or above the
74upper of the two long-dashed lines. In Kr there is one such state at

1=34, marked by a filled circle.

These y-decay times may be compared with the lifetimes for ct-decay
obtained from a WKB barrier-penetration calculation. The barrier includes a
centrifugal term that depends on the angular momentum i of the a particle
relative to the daughter nucleus, and the a separation energy is normalized
to the experimental value at 1=0. At higher spins it is obtained from the
calculated excitation energies of the yrast states in the mother and
daughter nuclei. The points corresponding to the calculated o decay times
along the yrast line of Kr are connected by a solid line in fig. 7. In
order to illustrate the role of shell structure in this specific case,
the lifetimes for a decay have also been calculated under simplifying
assumptions concerning the two yrast lines. Then the level spacing along
the yrast lines are assumed to be regular, and the moment of inertia is
taken either as the geometrical rigid-body value (short-dashed curve) or
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the average calculated value (long-dashed curve).

It is seen in fig. 7 that for spin values between 1=30 and 1=40-46 the
a-decay times are intermediate between the unhindered electromagnetic
decay times and the lifetimes in the HILDA tail. Thus the 1=34 state could
be populated by a y cascade along the portion of the yrast line
immediately below the a-cutoff, and then decay by a-emission. In this case
the most probable channel is calculated to be 2=14, with a-particle energies
of about 10 MeV.

The physical relevance of the example above should not be taken too
literally. However, a similar situation might occur in any nucleus that
has a HILDA tail and a particle emission probability that becomes
competitive in the appropriate range of angular momentum.

3.3 THE ROTATIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA /31/

A convenient unit for the slope of the yrast line in a plot of energy
versus 1(1+1) is 36 A ' MeV, which is the spherical rigid-body value.
The reciprocal of the slope measured in this unit is a reduced moment of
inertia that can be denoted B,, in analogy with B and B that express the
surface and Coulomb energies and also reduce to unity for a sphere. For a
given geometrical configuration the corresponding rigid-body moment of
inertia is denoted Bjjeom. An oblate spheriod rotating around the symmetry
axis has, for example, B^eom(e=-0.1) = 1.07 and B;jeoni(-Q.3) = 1.21. It is
an open question to what extent the dynamical value By", extracted from
the excitation energies, will conform to B^ e o m.

Bj^ n and B ? e o m are equal in the rotating liquid-drop model. However,
when shell effects from a cranked modified oscillator or Woods-Saxon
shell model are superimposed on the liquid drop, it is found that
Bj y n can fluctuate considerably around BJjeom. In the neutron-
deficient rare-eartli region the calculated values of Bj^ n do not
depend very much on the proton number, but they are sensitive to
variations of the neutron number around the 1=0 magic number
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N=82. The dashed line in fig. 8 indicates roughly the moments of inertia
that are calculated for these nuclei in the angular-momentum range 1=16-36.
It is seen that four valence neutrons outside the spherical closed shell
lead to an increase in the moment of inertia by a factor of two. The
deformation that arises is about e=-0.1, so the corresponding increase in

Bgeom ŝ COmparatively insignificant. This shell effect on the moment of
inertia is a consequence of the high-j shells around the N-82 gap (fig. 4).

Experimentally, the yrast line in the range 1=16-36 has been studied for

the two N=86 nuclei 152Dy and 154Er /33-35/. Less satisfactory data exist
146 147for Gdgg and Gdg^ /36/. The measured high-spin levels congregate

quite nicely along a straight line in a plot of energy versus 1(1+1). The
corresponding moments of inertia deviate from B,=1 more than is to be
expected from geometrical considerations, but very much less than the
calculated results mentioned above. The reason appears to be that the large
shell effects on the moment of inertia are counterbalanced by the effect
from a gradual breakdown of the pair field. The solid line in fig. 8 shows
roughly the moments of inertia obtained from a calculation that includes
BCS pairing with blocking and with particle-number projection according
to the saddle-point method /38/. The results come reasonably close to
the experimental points, also marked in fig. 8. The remaining discrepancy
could be removed by adjustment of the pairing strength or the shell-model
single-particle energies within reasonable limits.

It may be stressed that the experimental points for ' Gd in fig. 8
are uncertain, and needless to say more extensive data for neutron numbers
80-85 would be useful for a systematic analysis of the A~150 region.

According to the calculations, not only the moment of inertia but also
the configurations of the states that come close to the yrast line are
profoundly affected by the presence of the pairing interaction. In fig. 9

152the filled circles show the experimental yrast states of Dy, and the
unfilled circles refer to the calculation with pairing included. The
theoretical spectrum looks like a staircase, where the successively higher
steps correspond to the increasing number of quasiparticies that is
required to build up higher angular momenta. It is unclear whether a
similar structure is present in the experimental levels, which seem to
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conform better to a straight line above I-16. Probably the theory in its
present stage of development gives an incomplete description of the
microstructure along the yrast line. The role of angular momentum
projection, for example, is currently being investigated 739/. Nevertheless,
it is encouraging to note some qualitative agreement between the observed
and calculated occurrences of yrast traps, marked in fig. 9 by arrows
pointing down and up respectively.

4. SHELL STRUCTURE IN SUPERDEFORMED NUCLEI /40/

At high angular momenta the liquid drop energy as a function of deformation
is flat, not around a spherical shape but around a strongly deformed shape
/41/. It is interesting to speculate on whether a deep shell-energy
pocket in the flat part of the potential surface could influence
experimental observables. The highly symmetric 2:1 prolate configuration
lies in the relevant range of deformation, and in order to get a feeling
for the mechanisms that could lead to shell effects, we shall look at
this configuration in three models that may be unphysically simple, but
are nevertheless interesting because they provide, very different conditions
for the alignment of individual nucleon spins. The shell energy as a
function of particle number and cranking frequency is plotted in fig. 10,
which also shows the boundaries of the domain of superdeformation,
according to the liquid-drop model /41/. In each plot the dashed curve
corresponds to instability of the oblate regime, the upper thick curve
corresponds to instability of the liquid drop against fission and the
lower thick curve indicates a liquid drop fission barrier of 4 MeV. The
plots are for protons, and the three curves are relevant for the neutron
numbers that correspond to beta Stability.

The upper plot shows the shell:'energy under the rotation of two equal
sticking spheres. The average fiejld within each sphere is taken as
unperturbed by the presence of thb other sphere, and for 1=0 the magic
numbers are twice the magic numbers of a single sphere. The rotational
energy of each sphere can be separated into a translational part, that
does not contain any shell effects, and an intrinsic part that corresponds
to the rotation of the sphere arojund its own center with the same
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frequency as the total rotation. In the absence of pairing the intrinsic
angular momentum is energetically 'cheap' when there are a few valence
particles occupying a high-j shell. For example, when each sphere has four

particles in a j=7/2 shell, the intrinsic rotational energy is zero at a
7 5 3 1frequency corresponding to a total angular momentum I=7x(£ + £ + -| + £)=56.

Such immediate alignment of valence particles implies that shell energy
gains at high frequencies can be made for particle numbers intermediate
between the magic numbers at 1=0.

The lower plot is obtained with a 2:1 spheroidal harmonic oscillator
potential. Let us here resist the temptation to indulge in the fascinating
mathematics of this analytically solvable model, and instead focus on the
salient feature that the particle numbers for which shell structure occurs
are independent of the frequency within a realistic range. This reflects
the fact that the rotation is always collective and arises from couplings
across shells. No individual orbitals become strongly aligned at reasonable
frequencies.

The presence of e.g. a spin-orbit term changes this situation, and in a
2:1 spheroidal modified oscillator potential there are for example large
decoupling factors associated with the orbitals [NNO ^ ] . In the middle
plot of fig. 10 it is seen that these sparsely distributed orbitals give
rise to a weak bending of the shell valleys. In fact, with a reasonable
amount of hexadecapole deformation for the modified oscillator potential
the orbitals [NNO ^] come at the middle of the 1=0 gaps in the single-
particle spectrum, and a displacement of the valleys towards slightly
larger particle numbers occurs for relatively small frequencies.

In conclusion, if it should prove possible to study the experimental
trends with particle number for shell structure in high-spin super-
deformed nuclei, then the results would be intimately connected with
the spin alignment properties of the valence nucleons in such systems.
For example, a great deal of information may be contained in the nuclei
with Z=40-48 at spins I & 60, and in this region more realistic
calculations are under way /40/.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. A backbending plot for 16ifEr that also shows the continuations of
the ground- and S-bands to high and low spins respectively. Both the
experimental data and the results of a calculation within the particle-
rotor model are represented.

Fig. 2. The aligned angular momentum in the two positive-parity bands of
16?Yb after the ground-band contribution, deduced from data on the
neighbouring even isotopes, has been subtracted out. The solid lines
correspond to experiment and the long-dashed lines are from a particle-
rotor calculation where the parameters are determined from the even
neighbours. The short-dashed lines are from the cranking calculation of
ref. /10/, kindly communicated to us prior to publication.

Fig. 3. Nuclei, which are predicted to rotate around a symmetry axis at
1=40, are indicated by shaded or dotted squares. These are the regions
where yrast traps might be expected.

Fig. 4. Neutron single-particle> levels calculated as functions of e(u/u )
for a deformed potential cranked around its symmetry axis. The rotational
frequency is related to the quadrupole deformation through w/w0 = 0.75 e.

Fig. 5. Experimental and calculated levels with spin > 12 in the nucleus
2l5Rn. The energy of the theoretical 12| state is normalized to She
experimental value. In the left-hand spectrum (given only for comparison)
the core is constrained to a spherical shape. In the spectrum to the right
the deformation has been varied to minimize the energy of each state
separately.

Fig. 6. The probability that a given yrast state has a lifetime in excess
of 10 ps is expressed by a histogram, based on crude lifetime estimates
for the calculated yrast states of 26 nuclei in the A-75 region. The
dashed curve shows the Gaussian distribution described in the text.

Fig. 7. The lifetimes of calculated yrast states in 71tKr for y-decay
(circles) and a-decay (jagged line).

Fig. 8. The straight lines indicate roughly the reduced moments of inertia
Bj, calculated with and without pairing for rare-earth nuclei with
neutron numbers around 82 and at spins in the range 16-36. The points are
from experiment.

Fig. 9. The experimental and calculated yrast energies in 15ZDy, plotted
versus 1(1+1). The observed isomers and the calculated states with
lifetimes longer than one nanosecond are indicated by arrows pointing
down and up respectively.
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Fig. 10. The proton shell energy for three rotating systems with 2:1
prolate deformation. From the upper part of the figure, the plots are for
two sticking spheres, the modified oscillator and the harmonic oscillator
models respectively. The contour line separation is one MeV, and the lines
for positive shell energies are not drawn. Curves also indicate the
regions in the plots where the rotating liquid drop model favours large
deformations.
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DETERMINATION OF B(E2)-VALUES BETWEEN HIGH SPIN STATES FROM COULOMB EXCITATION
AND HI.XN-REACTIONS

Eckart Grosse
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany

WHY MEASURE B(E2)-VALUES AT HIGH SPINS

Nuclei at high angular momenta have up to now nearly exclusive been
studied by their excitation energies '. Although many interesting features
of high spin states were found in this way some questions, especially the
ones concerned with nuclear shapes at high angular momenta, can only be
answered by the additional determination of electromagnetic transition pro-
babilities, i.e. B(E2)-values. In fig. 1 the two extreme types of high spin
excitation in heavy nuclei are plotted schematically. On the left a well de-
formed prolate nucleus rotates collectively around an axis perpendicular to
its symmetry axis; the emission of electric quadrupole radiation is caused
by a large number of nucleons and therefore strongly enhanced. The high spin
excitation in the figure on the right is associated with the alignment of
single particle orbits along the axis of symmetry. In such a nucleus elec-
tromagnetic transitions stem from changes in the orbits of a few particles
only, their strength is correspondingly small.

Which of the two kinds of excitation is lower in energy at a given spin,
i.e. which one forms the yrast line, depends on the distance from shell
closure and also on the spin. In nuclei with prolate deformation at low spin
the strong Coriolis interaction ' ' at high spins is expected to align most
of the orbits along the rotation axis. Such a transition from collective to
noncollective rotation should manifest itself in the change in quadrupole
radiation strenght. It is not clear, if one can already see it from the ex-
citation energy of the yrast states alone, since as has been shown theore-
tically ', all nuclei exhibit an average angular momentum dependence of their
excitation energy which can be described by an effective moment of inertia.
And since this moment of inertia is roughly equal to that of the rigid rotor
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(3) The lifetimes of states with I * 10 in heavy deformed nuclei are below
or around a *ew ps and therefore comparable to the time needed to stop
(in a thick target) recoil nuclei from heavy ion reactions. Therefore
a Dopplershift lineshape analysis for the y-rays emitted during slowing
down allows the determination cf these lifetimes when the stopping
powers are known. (DoppLershift attenuation method - DSAM)

Any kind of in-beam y-spectroscopy experiment using very heavy ion
beams is strongly affected by the problem of Dopplershift. This is espe-
cially true for experiments designed to determine B(E2)-values. Here one
either makes use of the large Dopplershift (RD, DSAM) or one has to correct
for it to be able to. extract reliable yields from the -/-spectra. The Doppler-
shift

A E = E - E
Y °

is in first order in v/c given by

A E/E = v/c • cos a

with a being the angle between the recoil velocity and the direction of ob-

servation. A Doppler broadening of the y-lines

dA E/E = cos a • dv/c + v/c sin a da

can occur due to

(a) a variation of v during stopping,

(b) a variation of a due to the finite solid angle of the y-detector, or

(c) a variation of v and a from reaction kinematics.

Unbroadened y-lines from fast recoil nuclei can therefore only be ob-

served if

(a) thin targets are used,

(b) the y-rays are observed along the direction of the recoil velocity

(sina - 0), and

(c) the recoil velocity and angle are known.
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B(E2)-VALUES FROM COULOMB EXCITATION YIELDS

The detector set-up used for the Dopplershift "-rection in Coulomb

excitation experiments is shown in fig. 3. Both re .on partners are de-

tected in position sensitive gas filled avalanche detectors. The delay line

used for their readout is part of the cathode plate of the detector. It is

shaped so that the delay (a) depends on the particle scattering angle only

and (b) is approximately linear in the Dopplershift experienced by the

Y-radiation observed along the 30° axis. This linear dependance allows a

fast (< 50 vs) on-line correction to be performed during data taking.

In fig. 4 the Doppler correction method using this detector is illu-

strated: In the singles spectrum each y-line is spread into a broad bump

due to the many different recoil directions and velocities; some of these

are cut out by the particle coincidence. By switching on the Doppler correc-

tion the part of the distribution originating from the recoils hitting the

Doppler correction detector is concentrated into a sharp line, wereas the

other events are spread even further. Finally, these unwanted events are

suppressed using the time-of-flight information to obtain the final spectrum

at the bottom of the figure.

Amongst the first experiments performed with this set-up was the Cou-
I CC 1 CO ?flft

lomb excitation of Dy and Dy using Pb ions. Both isotopes are very

rare in nature and our targets had to be prepared in a mass separator. They

have the nearly unique advantage that they can also be studied by the in-
nn nc 1 or

verse ' Mg( Xe,4n) reaction and we could use the recoil distance method

in connection with this reaction as well as the Coulomb excitation to deter-

mine B(E2)-values in this nucleus.

Comparing y-spectra for Dy from the two production modes (cf. fig 5)

it is obvious that the Coulomb excitation does not follow the yrast band

above the band crossing; the 16+ and 18+ of the continuation of the ground

band ' are strongly populated instead. This is in contrast to the situation

in 1 5 8Dy (fig. 6), and Dy where the Coulomb excitation follows the yrast

band above the backbend and no transitions, which could belong to

the continuation of the ground band, are observed. Similar data ' for

I < 16 (tentativly 18) for 154Er and 170Yb have been discussed in a simple
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two band mixing model. In this model the situation in Dy corresponds to a
strong mixing at the crossing point whereas in Dy the mixing amplitude is
very small (e

2= 0.05).

Recently, Bengtsson and Frauendorf ' have pointed out that the inter-
action matrix element V between the two bands can be obtained already from
an analysis of the dependence of the spin I on the rotational frequency u
(i.e. transition energy A E ) . Following their description one obtains
V = 11 keV for 156Dy and V = 190 keV for 158Dy; the large difference between
these two numbers reflects the fact that the yrast bands of the two nuclei in
an I vs. AE plot look rather different (cf. fig. 7). An analysis of branching

ratios or mixing amplitudes in terms of V is complicated by the fact that for
158

Dy the unperturbed energies are not known; with reasonable assumptions about

these energies our B(E2)-data can be brought into agreement to the V's quoted

above.
The extraction of B(E2)-values from our Coulomb excitation yield data can

be explained using fig. 8, showing results for Dy which was selected as
an example for a good rotor. To be able to extract B(E2)-values for low and
high spin members of the ground band, we made use of the angle information
from our position sensitive detector by sorting y-spectra for 10 different im-
pact parameters. In each spectrum the sensitivity to the B(E2)-values for the
2-3 highest observed transitions is large. In Dy as shown in fig. 8, the ro-
tational model matrix elements give a reasonable fit already. In general we

2
use a x -procedure to further improve the fit by getting to the optimum matrix
elements in three or four steps. In the calculations with the de Boer-Winther-
code ' the effect of other bands (e, Y > - > « ) ancl of other matrix elements (E4,
diagonal E2, El to the giant dipole resonance ') were taken into account.
The deviation of the semiclassical calculations from a full quantummechanical
treatment have'been shown13) to be small for the excitation of U by Kr
(< 5% for I <. 18; I m a x = 24). From the Coulomb excitation with Pb at the
safe energy of 4.7MeV/u we were able to extract B(E2)-values in the Dy-isotopes
up to I = 18. The results will be discussed together with the results from
the recoil distance experiments.
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RECOIL DISTANCE EXPERIMENTS

The large velocity (0.08c = 24 pm/ps) of the evaporation residues pro-
duced in the 2 4 > 2 6Mg( 1 3 6Xe,4n) 1 5 6' 1 5 8Dy reaction and the use of the precision
plunger apparatus with a minimum target to stoppei distance of 10 um and an
accuracy of 2 pm allow the measurement of lifetimes down to 0.2 ps with a

1 Rft
systematic error of about 0.1 ps. We have studied Dy at 4.1 MeV/u which
is equivalent to 57 MeV compound nucleus excitation and a grazing angular
momentum of about 36 Ti. The spectra contained y-lines of up to 30% in inten-
sity from the 5n-channel which could be strongly suppressed using a multi-
plicity filter of 4 Nal detectors. Spectra at different plunger distances
are shown in fig. 9. The main problem is in the determination of the
"stopped" peak intensities, since these peaks are strongly broadened due to
finite stopping time (~3 ps). We therefore obtained the decay curves by ana-
lyzing only the sharp flight peaks and normalizing to low lying long lived
transitions. In fig. 10 the decay curves for the yrast levels with I = 12
to I = 24 are shown, the solid lines correspond to a multilevel decay cal-
culation accounting for 5 yrast levels above the one in question and allowing
3 sidefeeding transitions at each step. The two sidefeeding models investi-
gated, one assuming 3 successive, the other one 3 parallel transitions,
yielded the same yrast state lifetimes.

The resulting lifetimes and mean sidefeeding times are shown in fig. 11
as well as the observed sidefeeding intensities. Together with the sidefeeding
average energies and multiplicities, which were measured in coincidence to
all yrast transitions between 10+ and 20+, the feeding times can be used to
estimate B(E2)-values for the pre-yrast continuum transitions. In our case
a value of about 0.56 the rotational value was obtained for the 4 to 1
stretched E2 transitions feeding the 10+ to 20+ states resp. from above the

14^yrast line. With a different method the LBL group ' obtained larger values

of 0.9 and 1.3 for Ho and Er in a higher angular momentum range (30-50 fi).

The B(E2) for the yrast states in 158Dy are compared in fig. 12 to the
rigid rotor model. The results from the Coulomb excitation and the recoil
distance experiment are given, they are in good agreement within their
errors. The enhancement of the E2-transition strength around spin 8 is a
result of the rotation vibration coupling. In the geometrical picture this
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is equivalent to an increasing stretching under the influence of the rotation.
At higher angular momenta this effect is compensated by a loss of E2 strength
which brings the B(E2)'s below the rigid rotor values at I>20. This loss of
collectivity - between I = 8 and I = 24 the B(E2)/B(E2)rQt decreases by
approximately a factor of two - indicates that in this nucleus at I = 20 the
angular momentum is no longer built up from a collective rotation alone. An
increasing part of it is originating from the alignment of single particle
orbits abound the rotation axis. Above the point of the backbending, which
is the first step in the direction of aligning single particle orbits along
the rotation axis, the B(E2)-values drop about 20 %. Since the B(E21 .,
i.e. the Q , of Dy is smaller by the same amount, this drop above the
"backbending point" is consistent to a simple two band mixing model with the
crossing band based on a two quasi-particle configuration, of two aligned
neutrons coupled to the Dy core.

A reduction of the collectivity at high spins has also been predicted
by the interacting boson approximation (IBA). In this model no collective
transitions occur above a spin lcr^ = n 1, where n , is the number of
valence nucleons. In the rotational limit (SU 3) of this model the
B(E2)/B(E2)rQt vs I are easily calculated for

 158Dy (nyal = 13). These ratios
fall below the experimental data points, they can only be brought into accor-
dance to the experimental values for I<22 when symmetry breaking contributions
(equivalent to stretching in the geometric model) are included. However,
158

Dy is not a very good candidate for a severe test of the prediction of the
IBA concerning the disappearance of collectivity at high spins as long as
two-quasi-particle states ' - necessary to account for the backbending -
are not explicitly included in the theory. Other rare earth nuclei recently
studied by multiple Coulomb excitation using 2 0 8Pb ions (164Dy, 1 7 0Er,
178 180 ' **

' Hf (cf. contribution to this conference)) do not show backbending but
have an I.„,•,. large compared to the highest observed spin, which e.g. is 20

164 crii;

for Dy in comparison to I c r i t = 32. Up to spin 18 the experimental B(E2)-
values for these nuclei agree with both the rotational model and the rota-

tional limit of IBA and therefore do not test the predicted loss of collec-

tivity. In the Th and U isotopes, however, multiple Coulomb excitation seems
to be a good method for such a test and first experiments along that line

208
are being performed at the Pb beam of the UNILAC. The levels with I « I -t
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have been eached in these experiments and the level energies do not show
any strong deviation from the rotational pattern.

DOPPLER SHIFT ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS (DSAM)

As a check of the method for B(E2) determination from multiple Coulomb
excitation yields in actinide nuclei the DSAM seems suitable. Fig. 13 shows

238 208a spectrum from the excitation of U on Pb; it is obvious that for the

10+ to 24+ states a lineshape analysis is applicable. But in practice it
turns out that the strong feeding through higher levels leads to large errors
in the extracted lifetimes, especially since a big portion of the nuclei emitting
a Y-ray at rest were already slowed down or even stopped before reaching
the emitting level. We could overcome this problem by a special anticoinci-
dence technique reducing this indirect or cascade feeding.

A 4TT Nal spectrometer ' was used detecting a large portion of all
Y-rays in one cascade. By setting windows on the Nal output signal a spe-
cific total energy of these y-rays can be selected and the maximum exci-
tation transferred to the target can thus be limited to the levels close
to the one being studied. Fig. 14 shows how such a procedure enhances the
shifted part of the lineshapes for the transitions deexciting the 14+ to 18+

pop

levels in U by reducing the strong stopped component from cascade

feeding.
The extraction of lifetimes from y-ray lineshapes relies on accurate

stopping power data. To investigate the kind of error arising in DSAM from
energy loss data we studied the Coulomb excitation of the even stable Xe
isotopes excited by and recoiling into a number of target materials. The
experiments were performed at 1.4 and 3.6 MeV/u far below the Coulomb
barrier and together with the DSAM lineshapes the y-yields were used
to determine the B(E2)-values of the first excited states. As an example

132the case of Xe in Al is shown in fig. 15. The stopping powers above
v/c - 0.013 were experimentally ' known in this case to agree well with
the Northcliff & Schilling (NS) tabulation17). The fit for this velocity
region was used to determine T which came out in complete agreement to the



yield measurement. The low velocity part of the lineshape now allows to de-

termine the energy loss due to nuclear stopping. Out of several para-

metrizations, the one of Bohr ', which yields the highest energy loss,

gave the best fit (cf. fig. 15). By such a procedure, which in effect is

a fit of the nuclear stopping power data to the lineshape, the effect of

large angle nuclear scattering is simulated '. To reduce calculation time

for our preliminary analysis we did not include the more sophisticated

Blaugrund procedure ' for the nuclear scattering effect.

Although we were able to reproduce the lineshapes in ' ' ' Xe,
Xe covering a range from 0.6 to 30 ps, the situation for U recoiling

into U is much less clear. Fig. 16 shows two fits to the 18+-16+ transition
using the two parametrizations ' plotted at the bottom of the figure. The
one deduced from a fit to many stopping power data (most of them with Au
as stopping medium) does not give a fit as good as the NS-tables. These, on
the other hand, are suspected by the results of the preliminary experiment '
to underestimate the electronic stopping power for U in U by up to 50^ at
v/c- 0.05.

Since the lineshapes are well represented by the NS-values which are
nearly linear in v over the interesting range, the relative lifetimes of
different states are nearly independent from a scaling factor in the energy
loss and can therefore be determined with higher reliabiity than the absolute
ones. By using the factor 1, i.e. the tabulated values of NS, we get the
following preliminary results from the fits given in fig. 17:

T exp '

14 + 4 . 4 ± .

16 + 2 . 5 + .

1 8 4 2 . 1 + .

2 0 + 1 .6+ .

PS

3

3

3

2

Vot/P5

4.35

2.63

1.79

1.30
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The errors are only statistical, the uncertainty resulting from energy loss
data is not included. If one believes the 14 state to decay by a rotational
B(E2), one then learns from the table that up to 1*= 18+ deviations from the
rotational model are not significant and that they are 23 ± 15% for the 20+.
An independent determination of the stopping power is in progress which will
enable us to determine absolute B(E2)-valucs. By using different gates on
the 4ir Nal detector this method can be extended to higher and lower spin
values.

CONCLUSION
It was the aim of this talk to show how the newly available very heavy

ion beams add to the experimental tools one can use to study high spin states.
They especially allow the determination of B(E2)-values of short lived states,
e.g. rotational excitations with I s20Ti. Recoil distance experiments as
well as multiple Coulomb excitation can be used for this purpose. The experi-
mental problems occuring when using these two methods together with very

158
heavy ions were solved and in the case of Dy, where results were obtained

with both methods a good agreement between them was found. The Dopplershift
Attenuation Method, which can be applied very well to the high spin states

238of U suffers from the scarce knowledge of the energy loss data.

Only from the knowledge of the B(E2)-values at high spins one is able
to find out what the nature of these high spin excitations actually is. If
they are collective rotations the B(E2)-values stay large at high spin or
even increase due to "rotational stretching" as predicted ' from the rotation

238vibration model for U. First results for this nucleus and other actinide
nuclei do not show the strong enhancement of B(E2) as calculated by this
model, but they also do not display the rather strong reduction of collec-
tivity as predicted by the rotational limit of the IBA. The observed reduc-

158tion of the B(E2)-values in Dy at I> 22 is consistent with the rotation
alignment picture of the backbending effect. The results can be looked at
as a determination of the internal quadrupole moment of the "superband" which
turns out to be smaller by 20% compared to the ground band.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic plot of the two types of high spin excitation in heavy nuclei.
In a rigid rotor the symmetry axis (dotted line) is perpendicular to the
spin axis (drawn line). When the angular momentum is produced by align-
ment of many orbitals the symmetry axis of the resulting oblate shape
coincides with the spin axis.

152 lq8
Fig. 2 Comparison of the yrsst energies of Dy and " Dy

Fig. 3 Detector set-up for Doppler correction in Coulomb excitation experi-
ments

Fig. 4 Effect of the Doppler correction method illustrated for the case of
16OGd excited by 5.1 MeV/u 208pb ions

Fig. 5 Comparison of y-spectra for Dy obtained by Coulomb excitation with
203pb of 5.3 MeV/u (top) and in the 24Mg(136xe,4n) reaction at 4.3 MeV/u
(-bottom). The 16+l (ground band) is much stronger Coulomb excited than
the lowest 16+.

Fig. 6 Spectrum of v-transitions in the yrast band of ^58Dy excited by
5.3 MeV/u 208pb (top) and in the 26Mg(136xe,4n) reaction at 4.1 MeV/u
(bottom).

Fgi. 7 Plot of spin I vs. transition energy AE = co-Al for 158Qy (yrast band)
and for 156n.y (above the bandcrossing (dotted line) the superband is
the yrast band).

Fig. 8 Angular dependence of the Coulomb excitation yields for 164n,y excited
by 4.7 MeV/u 208pb ions. The full lines correspond to calculations
in the rotational model.

Fig. 9 Gamma spectra at 0° for several plunger distances from Dy observed
in the reaction 26f/|g(136xe,4n) at 4.1 MeV/u.
ipr 1 OC 1 CO

Fig. 10 Mg( Xe,4n) Dy,dependence of the stopped peak intensity Ns on
plunger distance d = t-v as calculated from the flight peak intensity
by NS (d).= NF (-) - NF (d)

1 Rft
Fig. 11 Lifetimes in Dy, sidefeeding-times and -intensities as observed with

4.1 MeV/u 136xe on 26
Fig. 12 B(E2)/B(E2)rot for 158n.y from recoil distance (points) and multiple

Coulomb excitation (crosses) experiments

Fig. 13 Gamma spectrum observed at 0° from the Coulomb excitation of 2 3 8U
particles of 5.9 MeV/u in a thick target of 208Pb.

poo ?OP»
Fig. 14 Gamma spectra from the Coulomb excitation of U by Pb particles

of 5.9 MeV/u observed at 0° in coincidence with a Nal detector of 4TT
solid angle. Spectra are shown for two different conditions posed on
the total energy as measured with that detector.

Fig. 15 Lineshape of the 2-* O*transition in Xe Coulomb excited by bombarding
a thick Al target. The calculated curves correspond to NS electronic
stopping powers. For the nuclear stopping Bohr's parametrization
(upper curve ) is compared to a calculation with the nuclear stopping
reduced by a factor of 3 (lower curve).
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Fig. 16 Lineshapes calculated using the NS electronic stopping power ta-
bulation (ref. 17) as compared to the parametrization of ref. 20.
The respective stopping powers are plotted at the bottom of the
figure vs. a velocity scale matched to correspond to the Doppler-
shift. The nuclear stopping was calculated using Bohr's formula.
The experimental data are the same as in fig. 17.

Fig. 17 The lineshapes observed at 0° for the transition de-exciting the
14+ to 20+ states in 238u Coulomb excited by 208pD ions of 5.3 MeV/u
By selecting a certain total gamma energy deposited in the 4ir- Nal
detector the effect of cascade feeding was strongly reduced. The
solid lines were calculated using NS energy loss tables, the corres-
ponding lifetimes are given in the text.
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MAGNETIC AND QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF HIGH SPIN STATES**

0. Hausser

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, KOJ 1J0

1. INTRODUCTION

Anyone who is familiar with measurements of nuclear moments of low-spin

states will hardly be surprised when in the following the emphasis will be

on a discussion of the prospects for obtaining moments of high-spin states

in the near future, rather than on the presentation of a catalogue of

impressive results. In contrast to transition moments, which are routinely

measured even for very short-lived states, static moments require for their

detection an interaction with an electromagnetic field over a sufficient-

ly long period of time, i.e. longer than ^ 100 ps for conventional fields.

The limitations on the nuclear lifetime are least severe for the study

of magnetic moments. In the first part of the talk it will be shown that

recent developments in the use of transient magnetic fields have made it

possible to obtain g-factors for states with lifetimes shorter than 1 pico-

second and, for the first time, g-factors of collective high-spin states.

The second part of the talk is concerned with high-spin yrast states

characterized by the alignment of the spins of single particle orbitals.

It is demonstrated that magnetic and quadrupole moments play a unique role

in determining the quasiparticle structure and deformation of long-lived

yrast traps.

2. COLLECTIVE MOTION: g-FACTORS MEASURED BY TRANSIENT FIELD INTERACTION

Strongly deformed, prolate nuclei acquire angular momentum most easily

by collective rotation around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis.

The collective gyromagnetic ratio, gD • y/I, measures the magnetic properties

associated with the collective flow. g_ is given, apart from small spin
K

contributions, by the relative fraction contributed by protons to the total

*) The majority of this work was carried out in collaboration with
H.R. Andrews, D. Ward, T.K. Alexander, P. Taras, B. Haas and D. Horn.
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moment of inertia. In the rare earth nuclei at low spin g is found to be
1)

slightly smaller than Z/A , an indication that the pairing gap for neutrons,

A , is smaller than that for protons, A . As the rotational frequency

increases, Coriolis forces tend to weaken the pairing correlation [Coriolis

antipairing effect, CAP] causing an increase in the moment of inertia. The

changes in the energy gaps, moments of inertia, B(E2)- and g -values assoc-
158 2)

iated with the CAP have been calculated for Dy by Sano et al and are

shown in Fig. 1. For this mass region, the pairing gap for neutrons is

predicted to vanish first at a critical angular momentum, I . = 1 8 . At

this spin unpaired neutrons share a large fraction of the total angular
3)

momentum (see also Stephens and Simon for a competing description in terms

of rotation alignment of a single neutron pair), causing a pronounced minimuni

in the predicted gn. The collective g-factor recovers to its original value
K

as A subsequently vanishes (at I . = 26). The calculations indicate that

large deviations in g_ may occur depending on the relative behaviour of the

pairing gaps for neutrons and protons. Experimental confirmation of these

predictions would probably lead to an improved understanding of structural

changes at high angular momenta.

2.1 Properties of the enhanced transient field

The high spin collective states have mean lifetimes T in the 0.1 - 1 ps

range. To precess the nuclear spin of a state with g_ = 0.3 and T = 1 ps by
K

1 degree requires a large magnetic field, B i> 1200 T (12 Megagauss). In a
4)

pioneering study by Borchers et al it was found that comparably large

fields are experienced by nuclei slowing down in po.l.r.rized ferromagnetic

media. The field is called transient because it only operates while the

recoil is in motion. Until 1975 experimental results were analyzed in terms

of the self-contained theory of Lindhard and Winther (LW) , which has

undesirable properties when applications to high spin states are considered.

In Fig. 2 (dashed line) the LW prediction for transient field B, and buildup

of the precession angle per unit g-f actor, -<j>/g, are shown for 273 MeV Yb

recoiling into polarized iron. The LW field, which is inversely proportional

to the recoil velocity v, becomes only large at the end of the recoil path

at a time, when the high spin state may already have decayed. A complete

reversal of this disappointing situation came about in 1976 when experiments

in light nuclei discovered ' precessions much larger than predicted by the
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LW theory. Subsequent empirical work has mapped out the properties of this

'enhanced transient field1 [ETF], which can be summarized as follows:

a) in nuclei with Z > 10, the ETF is proportional to v. At the beginning

of the recoil path the ETF is the largest, exceeding the LW field by

an order of magnitude (see Fig. 2, solid line).

b) the dependence of the ETF versus Z of the recoil is roughly linear

in Z (see Fig. 3), although the existence of a Z-dependent relativistic

factor cannot be entirely ruled out. The high velocity data are

roughly compatible with the expression

B(v) = 11.3 Zv/v [T]
o

where v = c/137 is the Bohr velocity.

c) the LW field probably exists as a background effect to the ETF. Its

main regime can be avoided by letting the recoils pass through thin iron

into a suitable backing.

Amusingly, the most widely accepted explanation of the ETF at present

is identical to the one originally suggested by Borchers et al . In this

view, the ETF arises from bound, unpaired electrons in ns shells, i.e.

(1) B(v) = E £ (v) F"S (V) B

n J. x ns

where F^S is the fraction of ions carrying an unpaired electron, ?"s is its

degree of polarization, and B its magnetic contact field at the nucleus.
ns

A recent measurement of K x-rays determining the K-vacancy fraction for

7ft ft^

Si recoiling into Fe tends to support strongly the assumptions under-

lying eq. (1) . The measured K-vacancy fractions, when combined with ? ̂  0.13

reproduce well the empirical values of the ETF (see Fig. 4).
2.2 Applications to multiple Coulomb excitation

The g-factors of collective high spin states are most conveniently

measured following multiple Coulomb excitation with very heavy ions. This

direct reaction has the desirable features of populating high spin states at

large recoil velocities. The instantaneous population of the high spin
9)

states can be estimated using the de Boer-Winther code and the subsequent

time evolution of populations and precession angles can be precisely cal-

culated, with the nuclear g-factors as the only unknowns. For example, the

direct and accumulated populations by Coulex of1 Yb with Kr are
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shown up to 1=18 in Fig. 5 (top). The precession angles (Fig. 5, lower half)

were calculated for different combinations of half-lives and g-factors. They

demonstrate that the transitions between lower-spin states carry information

on the g-factors of higher-lying states, because the accumulated precessions

are passed from level to level via the y cascade.

Rotational states in Tm and in several Yb isotopes have recently

been Coulomb excited with beams of Ca (at Chalk River) and Kr (at Berkeley).

The measured precession angles probed g-factors of states up to 10 (with

Ca) and 16 (with Kr) and the results are reported by Andrews et al

as a contribution to this symposium. The ETF was calibrated with well-

known g-factors of the K=h band in Tm as a standard. In the analysis

a quadratic deviation of the g-factors from the 2 value was assumed, i.e.
2

8 T
 = go (1 + al ). In Fig. 6 the Yb g-factors are compared with calculations

2)
of Sano , who predicts relatively small decreases in the g-factors relative

to g +. The data in 1 7 0' 1 7 2Yb up to 1=8 and in 17\b up to 1=14 are all

consistent with the rotational prediction, g = const. Considering that

these g-factors are the first ones reported for collective states with I>6,

one may hope that structural changes of high spin yrast states may be

identified by this method in the near future.

3. SINGLE PARTICLE MOTION: MOMENTS OF YRAST TRAPS

The recent observation of rather long-lived states of very high spin in

transitional nuclei has provoked considerable speculation about the structure

of these states. One of the most impressive examples is provided by recent
152

work on the yrast states of Dy, investigated by groups at Argonne-Chalk

River and Cracow-Strasbourg . The yrast energies, when plotted versus

1(1+1), scatter about a straight line characterized by an effective moment of inertia

(2#/h2 ~ 140 MeV"1) that is larger than the rigid body value (« 128 MeV"1).

(Fig. 7, top). The single-particle nature of the yrast states has been
14)

established by lifetime measurements , which imply retarded E2 transition

probabilities up to I«31. The most tantalizing questions are at present:

what is the detailed quasiparticle structure of the yrast states? Are they

deformed beyond the oblate values predicted by the spherical shell model?

These questions cannot be answered by measurements of transition

moments, since the transitions imply a rearrangement of the single particle

orbitals. Rotational structure built on the yrast states is difficult to
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observe unless the deformation became very large. The relevant answers may

be provided by measurements of the static moments of long-lived yrast traps.

The moments can be easily calculated in a deformed model since we may

assume

(2) i = K = m i

where SI are the projections of the particle angular momenta on the symmetry

axis. The g-factors are then

g + 2(gJfi + (g1 - g£><4>)
(3) g = *

1+1

where g0, g are the usual orbital and spin g-factors, and <s >, the expect-
Jo S 3

ation value of the spin on the symmetry axis, is the only term depending on

the deformation of the core. The spin term is frequently small, and one may

give the approximate expression

g - R ; p

i.e. the fraction of the angular momentum supplied by the protons.

The static quadrupole moments (QM) are given by Q = f(I)(Q + EQ.)

where Q and Q. are the QM of core and valence particles in the intrinsic
core i

frame and
I 21-1
1+1 21+3

transforms the intrinsic into static moments.
152

Both g and Q for states in Dy have been calculated with the quasi-

particle structure given in two recent publications ' and are shown in

Fig. 7. The agreement between both theoretical descriptions, which claim

to yield satisfactory representations of the yrast energies, is rather poor.

Experimental moments would clearly be of importance in resolving such

discrepancies.

3.1 g-Faatora of yrast traps

The g-factors of isomeric states with mean lives T > 1 ns can often be

measured in a straightforward way by observing the Larmor precession of the

aligned nuclei in external magnetic fields. A pertinent example is the spin

rotation pattern for the I - 30 state in Rn , which allows one to
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deduce the 30 g-factor to an accuracy of 0.5% (see Fig. 8). A total of six

g-factors were measured in Rn, from which one can trace the transition

from a pure four-valence-proton structure to a mixed proton-neutron

structure at spins above 1=20 (see Fig. 9).

In the rare earth region, where most of the interesting yrast traps

have recently been found, g-factors can only be obtained with great

difficulty. The reason for this is the paramagnetism of the lanthanides

(unfilled 4f atomic shell), which produces enormous internal magnetic fields,

B. , at the nucleus . The fields for free rare earth ions in a 3 charge

state are shown in Fig. 10 (top). When the paramagnetic ions are embedded

into a solid, thermal fluctuations will produce a rapidly fluctuating
19)field at the nucleus which tends to deorient the nuclear spin at a rate

-1 2

T . that is proportional to (gB. ) . This relationship together with the

fields shown in Fig. 10 make it obvious why experimental work on g-factors

has been most successful for Gd nuclei, with a single measurement in
152 13)

Dy as a notable exception. The proportionality of the relaxation rate
2 21)

with g is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the spin precession patterns for
two states in 144Gd(Iir= 10+) and 147Gd(I7T^ 49/2+) are shown. The spins in
144 *) 147

Gd (g=1.28 ') deorient much more rapidly than those in Gd(g=0.45).

A second consequence of the paramagnetism is the 'paramagnetic enhance-

ment' of the external field. Because of the presence of an external field

the Boltzmann distribution leaves the electronic substates unequally

populated, inducing an additional field at the nucleus. The 'paramagnetic

enhancement factors', 3, deviate from unity inversely proportionally to the
22)

temperature. Calculations of 3 by Gunther and Lindgren are shown in
21)

Fig. 10 (lower half), and measurements for Gd in various metallic hosts

are shown in Fig. 12. Because of the half-filled 4f shell in Gd the

orbital contributions to B. vanish, and the fields induced by the spins

are opposite to B Because B. in Gd is very small, conduction electron

contributions also become important

* The large g-factor implies that the isomeric state has a structure,

relative to 146Gd, of ir(d5/2
hu:/2)10+v(hll/2)0+' T h e V ( hll/2 ) 1 0 + s t a t e i s

probably at a higher energy, which suggests' that the proton subshell

closure at Z=64 is not very effective.
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The considerable experimental activity in the N»=82 region is reflected

in the summary of g-factors with I ̂  10, shown in Table 1. The data have

been obtained during the last year and are corrected for the paramagnetic

effects. The most likely quasiparticle structure of these states is also

given.

Let us now ask the question, how unique is the correlation between

quasiparticle structure and how strongly do the g-factors depend on

deformation? The results of a calculation for high-spin yrast traps in

' Gd, Dy and Rn are shown in Fig. 13 together with experimental

g-factors. The calculation makes use of eq. 3 and assumes the quasipartlcle

structures quoted in Table 1 and ref. 16. The high-spin g-factors are

only slightly dependent on deformation, and are quite well represented by

the approximate formula eq. 3a (arrows in Fig. 13), i.e. they inform us about

the fraction of proton angular momenta in these states.

TABLE 1

g-Faotovs in Nuclei near N=82 (I >_10)
Th v Suggested

Nucleus (ns) I configuration g Ref.

l wGd 130 10+ ( 7 r d 5 / 2 h l l / 2 ) 1 0 ( V h l l / 2 ) 0 1 # 2 7 6 ( 1 4 ) 2 1

146Gd 4.1 (19+) ( 7 r d 5 / 2 h l l / 2 ) 1 0 ( V h l l / 2 f 7 / 2 ) 9 ° ' 6 3 ( 9 ) 2 1

0.7 (4) 24

1A7Gd 5 21/2+ (7rd5/2hll/2)7(vf7/2) °*72 ( 1 1 ) 2 1

27 27/2" (ird5/2hll/2)10(vf7/2} 0 # 8 4 ° ( 1 7 ) 2 1

0.884 (25) 23

530 (49/2+) (^52
2h

2
1/2)10(vh^/2i13/2f7/2)29/2 • 0.446 (8) 21

152 - 2
•"•̂ Dy 9.9 (21 ) (7Ihll/2)10(vh9/2i13/2)11 °'55 ( 6 ) 1 3
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3.2 Prospeots for Measuring Quadrupole Moments

The quadrupole moment, Q, of a nuclear charge distribution can be

detected by the static quadrupole interaction (QI) with an electric field

gradient (EFG) which is most commonly supplied by surrounding atoms of a

crystal lattice of non-cubic symmetry. For simplification we assume the

EFG to be axially symmetric, i.e. r\ = (V - V )/V = 0. The experiments

require that the aligned, isomeric recoils come to rest at a regular

lattice position, that the crystal defects from the recoil and the beam are

repaired rapidly, and that magnetic effects are unimportant. The energy

splittings of the nuclear magnetic substates are then

eQV „

Em = ^ t3

The EFG cannot be reliably calculated and must be calibrated by subsidiary

experiments. The quadratic energy splittings imply that, for aligned

nuclei, the sign of Q cannot be determined. The time differential QI

patterns are complicated because of the interference of many frequencies

associated with many possible energy differences, E -E ,. Examples of such

patterns are shown in Fig. 14 for an even-A nucleus (1=25, lower half) and

an odd-A nucleus (1=49/2, upper half) for either polycrystals or single

crystals at different orientations to a y-detector assumed to be at 0° to

the beam. The lowest frequency for even nuclei is

3eQV

_x 41(21-1)

Vo = To = 6eQVzz

41(21-1)

f ° r X integer

for I half-integer

2
The time T at which the pattern repeats itself is proportional to I , a most

unffvourable dependence when considering high spin states. Since the

interference features become more sharply defined at higher spins, one is

less rest, icted when one is content with observations up to, and near, the

first minimum at t . . There the geometry with the symmetry (c) axis at 45

to the beam yields the most pronounced features. We estimate

4(2I-l)h
min ~ 9eQV

2 Z
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17 2
Assuming as a 'typical' field gradient, V <\> 6 * 10 /cm , and spin 1=30,

zz
one arri\ at a lower limit for the mean lifetime, x, of the isomer, i.e.

T > t . = 180/Q[ns/eb].
mxn

This restriction is extremely severe and eliminates a large number of

isomers from our considerations.

To my knowledge, the largest spin for which QI have been observed by
25)

in-beam methods is 1=12, as reported to this symposium by Mahnke et al .

The QI patterns for two l" = 12 + states in 200>206pt, a r e shown in Fig. 15.

Q increases by 60% when going from Pb to Pb, whereas the g-factors of

both states are known to be the same. This further illustrates the point

made earlier that the g-factors are very insensitive to deformation.

Recently an attempt was made by the same Stony Brook-Chalk River

collaboration ' to observe QI for the I ̂  49/2, T, = 500 ns state in Gd
-5

with a Sn single crystal to provide the EFG. The observed patterns did

not entirely result from static QI and require for their interpretation

additional ingredients such as paramagnetic relaxation times, and comparisons
144 147

with the QI patterns of lower-spin isomers in ' Gd. It is perhaps

premature to discuss these very recent results, yet they raise the hopes

that future attacks on this problem will eventually provide us with an

unambiguous answer about the deformation of high spin yrast traps. It seems

likely that within the next few years measurements of quadrupole and also

magnetic moments will lead to an improved understanding of nuclei at high

angular momenta.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Moment of inertia, pairing gaps for protons and neutrons,

B(E2,I-*I-2) and collective gyromagnetic ratios versus spin I.

The calculation is by Sano et al (ref. 2).

Time dependence of the transient field B, and the precession
174

angle per unit g-factor, -cj>/g, for 273 MeV Yb ions recoiling

into polarized Fe. The dashed lines are the Lindhard-Winther

predictions (ref. 5), the solid lines are based on a linear

velocity dependence of the transient field.

Variation of the transient field with Z of the recoil. The

author is indebted to Prof. N. Roller (Rutgers) who has provided

much of the information represented here.

Fig 4 Measured equilibrium K vacancy fractions (right-hand scale)

for Si in Ni with a solid curve to guide the eye. The results

are converted into transient field strengths in Fe for E, = 0.13,

and B1 = 460 MG (left hand scale). The contributions to the

transient field from 2s electrons and from the LW field are

estimated. The empirical expression for the transient field on

Si in Fe (ref. 4) is shown as a dashed line. Measured 13

charge-state fractions are shown (right-hand scale) for Si

emerging from thin C foils. The results are from ref. 8.
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174
Coulomb excitation of states in Yb by 344 MeV Kr. The Kr

ions are backscattered into an annular detector and corresponding

direct and accumulated populations of high spin states in the

ground band, J, are shown (top half). The lower half shows

calculated ETF precession angles ji for Yb ions recoiling

through thin iron. The three predictions assume:

a) all g are constant (0.33) and the lifetimes are long compared

to the transit time through iron (0.67 ps). b) g is constant

but realistic lifetimes are assumed. c) g is constant until

J=6 and drops smoothly to zero at J=18.

Fig. 6 Moments of inertia and g factors for ' ' Yb. The experimental

values are compared with predictions by Sano (Ref. 2). The high

spin result for Yb was obtained with Kr beams; in this

case the high spin population was centered at 1^12. The lower
40

spin results were obtained with Ca beams and probe the g-factor

up to 1=8.

Top: Plot of energy versus 1(1+1) for yrast states in
] 52

Dy (refs. 12,14). Middle: g-factors for yrast states in
152

Dy calculated with the quasiparticle configuration of ref. 16
(solid line) and of ref. 17 (dashed line). Bottom: static

152
quadrupole moments of yrast states in Dy as calculated with

configurations of refs. 16 and 17.

Time spectra for the 701 keV y transition deexciting the 30

isomer in Rn, as observed in two y detectors at + 135°.

From ref. 8.
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Upper half: Plot of energy versus 1(1+1) for yrast states of
212

Rn (from ref. 18). The solid line represents the moment of

inertia of a rigid spherical rotor. A structure change at rVL9

is evident. This change is reflected in the g-factors (lower

half). The solid line is for the aligned particle configuration

assigned in ref. 18.

Top half: Nuclear hyperfine fields for free rare earth ions

of charge state 3 . After Bleaney (ref. 20). Lower half:

Paramagnetic enhancement factors for two different temperatures

as calculated in ref. 22.

Larmor precession patterns R(t) for M1E2 transitions deexciting
7T + 1 4 H

the 130 ns, I = 3 0 isomer in Gd (upper panel). The lower
panel shows R(t) for the 254 keV y ray deexciting the 500 ns

147
yrast trap in Gd. The theoretical curves include paramagneti

relaxation effects. From ref. 21.

Paramagnetic correction factor 3(t) for Gd recoils in three

metallic environments as a function of the inverse of the host

temperature, expressed in K . The solid line corresponding

to f3(t) = 1-34/T, is consistent with all data points. From

ref. 21.

The g-factor of yrast states in 1 4 6' 1 4 7Gd, 152Dy and 2 1 2Rn are

shown as a function of deformation (solid lines). The structure

of the states was assumed as in table 1 for the Gd isotopes and

is given in ref. 16 for the other nuclei. The experimental

values are plotted at the deformations suggested in ref. 16 and

are taken from table 1 and ref. 18. The arrows indicate the

values obtained with the simplified expression (eq. 3a).
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Time dependent quadrupole interaction patterns as observed in a

Y detector at 0 to the beam. Two different spin values,

1=49/2 (upper half) and 1=25, and three different crystal

orientations have been assumed.

Quadrupole interaction patterns for two 12 isomers in Pb

and Pb embedded into frozen Hg. In the Pb case (upper

half) the pattern indicates a polycrystalline sample, with T Q/2

being at ^ 0.6 ys (compare with bottom curve in Fig. 14).
OC\f\

In the Pb the sample was predominantly a single crystal with

the orientation at 45 to the beam, with T being at % 1 ys

(compare also with Fig. 14).
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ALIGNMENT, POLARIZATION, AND MAGNITUDE OF FRAGMENT
ANGULAR MOMENTA IN DEEPLY INELASTIC COLLISIONS

R. Vandenbosch
University of Washington

1. INTRODUCTION

I would like to review for you today what has been learned about the

angular momentum appearing in the products of quasi and deeply inelastic

collisions. This angular momentum arises mainly from conversion of the

initial relative orbital angular momentum into fragment angular momenta, but

significant amounts can also arise from the internal momentum of exchanged

nucleons and from bending and twisting modes of the reaction intermediate.

We will be concerned with both the magnitude and the orientation of the

angular momentum appearing in the products. Most of the studies of these

properties have been motivated by a desire to learn about the dynamics of the

reaction and the mechanisms for energy dissipation in collisions between

heavy ions. We will however end this report with some suggestions as to

possible applications of deeply inelastic scattering to the properties of

nuclei with high spin.

Before turning to the discussion of angular momentum transfer, let us

review briefly what is known about quasi and deeply inelastic collisions.

It should be emphasized at this point that although we often refer to quasi-

elastic and deeply-inelastic processes as if they were distinct, in fact

there is a continuous evolution between events with smaller energy loss and

those with larger energy loss, as can readily be seen from examination of

contour plots of the double differential cross section as a function of

energy loss and angle. For light projectiles at moderate energies above the

Coulomb barrier typically 80% or more of the total reaction cross section is

comprised of fusion events. As the product of the projectile and target

atomic numbers increases, this percentage falls drastically (Fig. 1), until

for systems involving projectiles like Kr and Xe incident on medium and

heavy nuclei the fusion (including fusion-fission) probability becomes of

the order of 10% or less. Thus there is a very large cross section for

direct processes, a large fraction of which is concentrated near the grazing

angle. There is a large spectrum of energy losses for such events, but

considerable cross section is associated with events where the outgoing total

285
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kinetic energy is sub-barrier with respect to two spherical reaction prod-

ucts in contrast. One of the more striking features of these collisions is

that in spite of the very large amounts of kinetic energy which can be diss-

ipated into the internal energy of the fragments, the integrity of the

target and projectile is largely preserved. The most probable masses and

charges of the reaction products are very close to that of the target and

projectile, with the distributions broadening with increasing energy loss.

2. ASYMPTOTIC LIMITS FOR THE MAGNITUDE AND ORIENTATION
OF TRANSFERRED ANGULAR MOMENTUM

As a qualitative guide as to how much angular momentum can be trans-

ferred from relative orbital angular momentum into fragment spin, it is

helpful to look at the asymptotic limits of some simple macroscopic models.

The results for two limiting cases are shown in Table 1. The rolling limit

Table 1

Magnitude of_ Angular Momentum Transfer

Asymptotic Limits in Simple Friction Models

Rolling Limit

Li = 2/7 JLj_

AJL

Sticking Limit

1/3

AJL = [ = j i.L for A H = ALJ

AJL.'H
AJL

AH 5/3

is obtained in the limit of strong friction with respect to a sliding degree

of freedom, and the sticking limit is obtained in the limit of strong fric-

tion with respect to rolling motion. For the rolling limit the fraction of

orbital angular momentum transferred into fragment angular momentum is

independent of the mass asymmetry of the partners, whereas the ratio of the

transferred angular momenta of the two fragments must be such as to match

velocities of the nuclear surfaces and thus is proportional to the ratio of
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the radii, or A1'3. In the sticking limit the complex rotates as a rigid

body and the transfer of angular momentum is determined by moments of inertia

I, and the ratio is proportional to mr^ or A ' . In later comparisons of

data with theory we will present more realistic nuclear models, but these

simple macroscopic limits are useful as a first orientation.

The simplest expectation for the orientation of the transferred angular

momentum can be seen from Fig. 2. For an equatorial collision, where k^ and

kf are coplanar, the transferred angular momentum will be perpendicular to

the reaction plane defined by k^ and kf (these quantities are determined ex-

perimentally by the beam direction and the projectile-like fragment detector).

Since nuclei are composed of nucleons with internal momentum distributions

which can be altered during the course of the collision, and because it is

also possible to develop collective bending and twisting motions, angular

momentum may be produced in the fragments with components which are not

perpendicular to the reaction plane. In fact a determination of the orien-

tation of the transferred angular momentum provides important information on

the mechanisms involved in heavy ion collisions.

For purposes of later discussion it will be useful to employ a quanti-

tative measure of the alignment as given by the alignment parameter

P - i !
zz 2 <J

where M is the projection of the angular momen-i um J on the axis perpendicular

to the reaction plane. This alignment parameter is 1 for full alignment and

0 for a vector randomly oriented in three dimensions. For random orientation

in a plane containing the z axis Pzz = 1/4.

3. INFORMATION DEDUCED FROM GAMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS

a. Gamma Ray Multiplicities

It has been known since the early work of Mollenauer that there is a

general trend for the total gamma ray multiplicity to increase with increas-

ing angular momentum input. This is a consequence of the fact that particle

emission, particularly neutron emission from heavier systems, carries away

only a modest fraction of the initial angular momentum. The relationship

between gamma ray multiplicity and angular momentum is quite complicated,

however, and depends sensitively on the mass of the emitting system. This
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2
has been shown dramatically in a summary presentation , reproduced in Fig. 3,

of multiplicity measurements for compound nuclear reactions of known angular

momentum input. The most troubling aspect of the results shown with regard

to the interpretation of gamma ray multiplicities in deeply inelastic col-

lisions is the saturation of the multiplicity with increasing angular momen-

tum for the lighter systems. It presumably reflects the fact that for light

and medium mass nuclei particle emission, particularly alpha evaporation,

can remove considerable angular momentum. This saturation occurs for masses

corresponding to the projectile-like fragment in many deeply inelastic reac-

tions, and since the measured gamma ray multiplicity in such reactions

reflects contributions from both the target and projectile, difficulties in

the quantitative interpretation arise, as have been discussed in more detail

elsewhere .

With the background on the "calibration" information from compound

nuclear reactions in mind, let us review what is known about gamma ray multi-

plicities in quasi and deeply inelastic collisions. The multiplicity starts

out quite small for quasielastic products associated with small energy losses
4 5 6

and appears to increase as the number of transferred particles increases ' ' .
7

Olmi et al have pointed out that an apparent increase in multiplicity with

the net number of particles transferred, at least for heavier systems, arises

from the finite width of the energy bin defining the quasielastic region and

the strong dependence of multiplicity on energy loss. This is illustrated in

Fig. H, where the full curves have been calculated on the basis of the

assumption that the multiplicity is independent of Z for fixed energy loss.

As we have just remarked, the gamma ray multiplicity increases rapidly with

increasing energy loss in the quasielastic region. For larger energy losses

characteristic of deeply inelastic collisions, the multiplicity saturates

with increasing energy loss at rather large values, as shown in Fig. 5. The

dependence of the multiplicity on charge (or mass) asymmetry in the deeply

inelastic region appears to depend on the mass of the projectile. For
2 8

lighter projectiles ' , the multiplicity for deeply inelastic events

increases with increasing charge (or mass) asymmetry. Such a dependence is

qualitatively consistent with the sticking hypothesis. For krypton-induced

reactions ' , the multiplicity is quite insensitive to the Z of the light

product. The reason why the two kinds of systems appear to behave differ-

ently is not completely clear at present.
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Higher moments of the gamma ray multiplicity distributions have been
7 9

reported recently ' . Although the distributions are quite broad, it is not

clear whether they should be considered anomalously broad. Typically the

ratio of the standard deviation a to the mean value <M > of the multiplicity
Y Y

distribution is 1/2 (see Fig. 5), approximately independent of energy loss.

As a first orientation, this can be compared to the corresponding ratio for

compound nuclear reactions. The available.literature makes this a little

difficult, as most values reported are for specific reaction products,

not integrals over all of the evaporation products as are measured in deeply

inelastic collisions. It is well known that the mean value of the multipli-

city varies with the number and kind of particles emitted, so that the dist-

ribution for a single channel is narrower than that integrated over all

reaction products. Nevertheless, the ratio a /<M > for the Nd( 0,4n) Er
10 Y Y

compound nuclear channel is 0.45 , nearly as large as that for deeply in-

elastic scattering integrated over all particle-evaporation channels. As an

example of what is to be expected for an inclusive experiment, we have inte-
12

grated over the multiplicity distributions of Sarantites et at for the
evaporation residue channels in the C + Gd reaction at 142 MeV and found
a /<M > = 0.52. Thus the width of the multiplicity distribution for deeply

inelastic collisions of Kr by Sm or Er, where essentially all of the

reaction cross section is associated with quasi or deeply inelastic processes

and hence a broad distribution of angular momenta are expected, does not seem

anomalous. For lighter systems where only a relatively narrow band of

initial orbital angular momenta may contribute, it has been suggested that

very small values of a /<M > should be expected. This, however, is not the

case, as any model for angular momentum transfer predicts a rapid variation

of the fraction of the initial orbital angular momentum transferred into

fragment spin for peripheral reactions. In addition to the angular momentum

arising from conversion of the orbital angular momentum of relative motion,

there are also important contributions from the Fermi motion of exchanged
13—16 4 13 17

nucleons and from bending and twisting collective modes ' ' . A rapid
variation of fragment angular momentum with energy loss has been seen exper-

7 9
imentally both in gamma ray multiplicity measurements ' (see Fig. 5) and

fission fragment angular correlation experiments (see our later Fig. 9). In

fact, a sizeable correction to the apparent width in experiments where the

energy bins are relatively wide would appear to be necessary in order to
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obtain the true widths for unique energy losses,

b. Angular Correlations for Gamma Rays

The measurement of in-plane and out-of-plane angular correlations of

gamma rays of known multipolarity provide valuable information on the align-

ment of the transferred angular momentum. Out-of-plane correlations of gamma

rays in coincidence with projectile-like fragments have been studied by Van

Bibber et al for deeply inelastic collisions of 0 with Al. Some of

their results are shown in Fig. 6. If the angular momentum vectors are

aligned primarily perpendicular to the reaction plane, dipole gammas will

have a maximum intensity perpendicular to the reaction plane, and quadrupole

gammas will have their maximum intensity in the reaction plane. One sees in

Fig. 6 that this is what is observed, with the absolute values of the aniso-

tropy close to that expected for full alignment of the angular momentum along

the perpendicular to the reaction plane. Similar results have been reported

for the 0 + Ni system . In a study of the 0 + Ti system, Diinnweber
20

et al deduce a P value of ^.80 at the most probable Q for deeply
zz

inelastic events.

A few reports on the out-of-plane correlation for continuum gamma rays

have appeared. Berlanger et al found a 9 to 22% decrease in the out-of-

plane yield compared to the in-plane yield in the Cu + Au reaction and

Natowitz et al found a 30% decrease in the Ar + Y reaction. A quanti-

tative interpretation of these results requires a detailed knowledge of the

gamma ray cascade, in particular the relative number of dipole and quadropole

gammas and the extent to which they come from a stretched cascade. Since

dipole and quadrupole gammas exhibit anisotropies of differing sign, consid-

erable cancellation will occur and the total gamma ray anisotropies are not

expected to be large. Gamma ray anisotrbpies for compound nuclear reactions
1 21—23

of known initial alignment are found to be small ' . Nevertheless,

suggestions have been made that the small out-of-plane alignments are

evidence for poor alignment of the transferred angular momentum. This does

not seem tenable in view of the sizeable alignments observed for discrete

gammas of known multipolarity, the large circular polarization of the gammas

(for which there is no cancellation between dipole and quadrupole contri-

butions), and the large alignments observed in sequential alpha and fission

experiments. Instead it reflects on the validity of assumptions about the
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23-25
dominance of stretched E2 gammas in the cascade. Recent work has shown

that stretched E2 gammas do not predominate to the extent previously assumed.

c. Circular Polarization of Gamma Rays

The primary motivation for the first measurements of the circular polar-

ization of gamma rays was to distinguish whether positive or negative deflec-

tion angles are contributing to a reaction process. For 0 and Ar

projectiles it is found that quasielastic scattering is associated with

positive angle scattering and deeply inelastic scattering is associated with

negative angle scattering ' ' '. The sizeable polarizations observed

imply sizeable alignments as well, although the converse is not true. For

systems with higher Z Z product the deeply inelastic collisions may have

comparable contributions from positive and negative deflections and the aver-

age polarization will vanish while the alignment can remain large. The
28

systematics of the results obtained thus far for the deeply inelastic region

are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that with Kr projectiles, a transition from

predominantly negative deflection angle to predominantly positive deflection

angle appears to occur for targets with Z between that of Ag(47) and Au(79).

The transition to positive deflection angles presumably reflects the increas-

ing dominance of the repulsive Coulomb potential on the trajectories.

4. SEQUENTIAL FISSION MEASUREMENTS
OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER

29 30
Apart from a measurement ' of angular correlations for sequential

alphas, measurement of angular correlations of sequential fission fragments

is the other principal technique employed to study the magnitude and align-

ment of angular momentum transfer in quasi and deeply inelastic collisions.

By sequential, we mean that the excited heavy reaction product from the col-

lision decays at a time sufficiently long after the collision that the

other reaction product has separated to a distance outside the range of the

forces between the two products. The method is based on the fact that the

angular distribution of fission fragments from the decay of the recoiling

nucleus is determined by the magnitude and orientation of the angular

momentum imparted during the collision. The recoil direction is determined

by a measurement of the energy and direction of projectile-like reaction

products, enabling the angular correlation of coincident fission fragments

to be measured with respect to the recoil direction. Examples of some of the
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correlations obtained for different inelasticities are shown in Fig. 8. Note

the logarithmic scale on the ordinate. Two qualitative features can be seen;

the out-of-plane anisotropy is very large and peaked in the reaction plane,

and the in-plane correlations are much more isotropic with a maximum along

the recoil direction. Since fission fragments are emitted primarily at right

angles to the axis of rotation, one concludes immediately that the trans-

ferred angular momentum is aligned primarily along the normal to the reaction

plane, as anticipated from Fig. 2. The existence of a peak in the in-plane

correlation implies that there is a larger in-plane component of the angular

momentum perpendicular to the recoil axis than parallel to it. By making

use of the extensive body of fission fragment angular distribution data for

compound nuclear reactions of known angular momentum input and alignment, it

is possible to make a quantitative analysis of these correlations to obtain

the magnitude and alignment of the angular momentum produced in the heavy

reaction producing the collision. The details of this kind of analysis are
31-33

described elsewhere . There is one assumption that has to be made - the

information content of the angular correlations is such that one is sensi-

tive to the z component of the angular momentum and the difference between
33 — ^ — — — —

the in-plane (x and y) components . We have assumed that the angular

momentum is localized in the x-z plane (taking the y axis as the recoil

direction). This is consistent with the in-plane anisotropy and with ideas

about the mechanisms ' for generating angular momentum components in the

reaction plane. To the extent this assumption is not valid, the magnitude

of the angular momentum transfer will increase while the alignment is rela-

tively unaffected. The assumption has been confirmed qualitatively for the

86 209
Kr + Bi system where we have extracted the fission probabilities from

our correlation data and compared them with angular momentum dependent
32

fission probability calculations
We have studied three systems to date, Kr + Bi, Kr + U, and

Fe + Bi. The first system is of interest because a number of theoret-

ical calculations have been performed for this system. The Kr + U

system is of particular interest because of the fact that we were able to
34

explore both the quasi and deeply inelastic regions in this system . The

Fe + Bi system was chosen in the hope that we might see two peaks in

the energy spectrum at a single angle due to intersection with separate

branches of a Wilcyznski plot (plot of contours of double differential cross
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section vs. angle and energy loss). A similar study of fission angular cor-
36

relations is in progress at GSI by a group from Heidelberg . Their results

confirm the large out-of-plane anisotropies but differ in the size of the

in-plane anisotropies, where they get more nearly isotropic distributions.

The origin of this discrepancy is a puzzle at this time. They deduce compar-

able values for the alignment and the magnitude of the angular momentum

transfer, however.

86 238
Let us first look at the results for, the Kr + U system, where we

can investigate both the magnitude and the alignment of the transferred

angular momentum over the full spectrum of energy losses from quasielastic

to deeply inelastic. The results from this investigation are shown in Fig.

9. One sees that the angular momentum transfer rises with increasing energy

loss and perhaps reaches a maximum in the deeply inelastic region. These

features are similar to the behavior of the gamma ray multiplicity for a

somewhat different system shown in Fig. 5. The alignment of the transferred

angular momentum is seen to rise from modest values for the smallest energy

losses and to reach a plateau in the deeply inelastic region with an align-

ment about 80% of full alignment.

If tangential friction were the only source of angular momentum transfer,

one would expect full alignment for all energy losses. There are several

mechanisms which have been discussed for generating angular momentum not

aligned along the z axis, and hence capable of leading to smaller alignments.

One of these is the excitation of bending modes of the reaction intermediate

similar to the mechanism thought to account for the generation of fragment

angular momenta (̂ 8 units) in the spontaneous fission of a spin zero nucleus
252

such as Cf. This mechanism might be most important for deeply inelastic

events where the lifetime of the reaction intermediate is longest. It is

interesting to note that in spontaneous fission this angular momentum is
37

oriented in the plane perpendicular to the separation axis , analogous to

the orientation inferred from the sign of the in-plane anisotropy in the

sequential fission experiment. Another mechanism for generating an in-plane

component of angular momentum is from nucleon exchange. Nucleons exchanged

during the course of the collision can "carry" the orbital angular momentum

associated with their internal motion with them. More classically, a nucleon

with momentum of internal motion p exchanged through a small window along the

internuclear axis at distance R from the center of the fragment transfers an
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angular momentum R x p. This angular momentum can be oriented anywhere in

the plane perpendicvilar to the line of centers. In addition, the exchanged

nucleon can transfer angular momentum by virtue of the relative velocity of

the two fragments. This leads to angular momentum aligned along the normal

to the reaction plane. It is also the mechanism by which the kinetic energy

of relative motion is dissipated inco internal energy in one-body dissipation
38 39

models ' . It is also interesting to note that the internal momentum of

the transferred nucleons can give rise to non-equatorial collisions which

necessarily transfer some angular momentum which is not aligned along the

normal to the reaction plane.

We have constructed a simple geometrical model which takes into account

the contributions of both the internal motion of the nucleons and the relative

motion of the two fragments to the transfer of angular momentum via nucleon

exchange. In its simplest form, it is applicable to peripheral reactions

where the assumption that exchange takes place through a small window along

the internuclear axis is most valid. It also requires a knowledge of the
86 238

number of transferred nucleons. We have applied this model to the Kr + U

reaction. The first point to be made is that the average velocity of the

nucleons due to their kinetic energy of internal motion (Fermi motion) is

larger than the velocity of relative motion. This is because the Fermi

energy is much larger than the bombarding energy expressed in energy per

nucleon. An example of the relative amounts of angular momentum from the

two kinds of motion is shown at the top of Fig. 10. However, as more

nucleons are exchanged, the aligned components of the angular momentum, which

are all colinear, grow more rapidly than the resultant of the randomly

oriented components due to the Fermi motion. Finally, one must couple the

two final contributions to obtain the total angular momentum transfer. The

alignment is determined by the relative magnitude of the two contributions.

The results from this model are compared with the data in Fig. 9. It can be

seen that the simple model gives a surprisingly good account of both the

dependence of the alignment and the magnitude of the transferred angular

momentum. The alignment is small for small energy losses because the random-

ly oriented component of the angular momentum arising from the Fermi motion

is larger than the aligned component. The alignment increases for increasing

energy loss because the randomly oriented component of J increases as the

square root of the number of nucleon exchanges whereas the aligned component
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increases linearly with the number of exchanged nucleons. A result qualita-

tively similar to this was first obtained by Ayik et at on the basis of a

transport model.

We turn now to the results for the Kr + Bi reaction, where only the

deeply inelastic region could be studied due to the high fission barrier of
209

Bi. The results are shown by the circles and triangles in Fig. 11. The
40

curves are from a transport model with mean interaction times based on a

phenomenological model and transport coefficients based on a microscopic
32

model. An a priori one-body dissipation model calculation , neglecting the

contribution of the internal kinetic energy (Fermi motion) and assuming

frozen spheres, can account for approximately two-thirds of the observed
41

angular momentum. Broglia et at have suggested that collective excita-

tions are an important source of energy damping and angular momentum transfer.

The results of a calculation they have performed, including both one-body

dissipation (<?„ ) and collective (J ., ) contributions, are compared with

the data in Fig. 12. In this particular calculation, the strength of the

collective excitations were taken to be sufficiently strong to dominate over

the exchange contribution. The radial form factor used results in signi-

ficant energy losses for partial waves larger than is consistent with the

elastic scattering data. It remains a challenge for the future to disen-

tangle the relative importance of the two mechanisms from comparisons of
42

theory with experiment. A recent time-dependent Hartree-Fock calculation

has also been able to qualitatively account for the dependence of the

angular momentum transfer on initial orbital angular momentum, although

the clutching approximation employed makes a quantitative comparison inappro-

priate .
5. APPLICATION OF DEEPLY INELASTIC COLLISIONS

TO THE STUDY OF NUCLEI WITH HIGH SPIN

I have been asked to comment on the possible applications of deeply

inelastic processes in producing or characterizing nuclear states with high

J. The first application that comes to mind is to exploit the large align-

ments and polarizations of the transferred angular momentum. This can be

useful for example in deducing the multipolarity of cascade gammas following

the decay of a high spin state. We have seen that the alignments are

typically as large as 0.80. This can be contrasted with that for compound
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nuclear reaction products, where the alignment is 0.25. This leads to

considerably less washing out of the characteristic multipole radiation

pattern for decay from deeply inelastic products compared to compound

nuclear reaction products. A disadvantage is that the deeply inelastic

cross section is spread out over a fair number of nuclides, particularly for

heavy systems. With the availability of higher bombarding energies, it will

be possible to obtain larger alignments in the quasielastic region, where the

yield is concentrated in fe»jer reaction products.

Another possible application is to reach nuclei not accessible in com-

pound nuclear reactions. Because of the slope of the line of beta stability,

the initial compound nucleus always lies towards the left of the line of beta

stability, and particle evaporation tends to move the products even more to

the left. There is evidence, however, that in deeply inelastic collisions
43

the Z/N ratios of the target and projectile are quickly equilibrated . This

means that it is possible to make neutron-rich deeply inelastic products by

bombarding a target in the mass number region of interest by a heavier projec-

tile which will preferentially transfer neutrons to target-like reaction

products. Since the behavior of high spin states seems to be intimately

dependent on the shell structure of the nuclei involv i, this may have

important applications in exploring the full range or behavior expected.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Ratio of fusion cross section to total reaction cross section as a
function of the product of the projectile and target atomic numbers. The
dashed curve shows the trend expected for a simple one-dimensional model
where fusion is assumed to occur if energy dissipation leads to trapping
in a pocket of the total internuclear potential.

Fig. 2. Sketch of relevant vectors involved in angular momentum transfer.

Fig. 3. Contours of constant gamma-ray multiplicity as a function of mass
number and average input angular momentum. After ref. 2.

Fig. 4. Z distribution of the gamma multiplicity MAJ?(Z,E) for contiguous
bins of the total kinetic energy loss TKEL. The full curves are calculated
on the assumption that for a unique TKEL M(E) is independent of Z and
include the effects of the finite TKEL energy bins. After ref. 7.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the mean value (top) and standard deviation (bottom)
of the gamma ray multiplicity distributions for the 86Kr + l66Er reaction
at 5.99 MeV/A. After ref. 7.

Fig. 6. Relative gamma ray yield in and out of the reaction plane for deeply
inelastic products of the ̂ -60 + 27A1 reaction. After ref. 18.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the circular polarization of gamma rays in coincidence
with deeply inelastic reaction products as a function of n1 (aZ^^).
Positive polarizations indicate negative deflection angles (orbiting).
After ref. 28.

Fig. 8. Semi-logarithmic plot of in-plane and out-of-plane fission fragment
angular correlations for different bins of Q-value. The solid curves are
fits to the data. After ref. 34.

Fig. 9. Heavy fragment angular momentum J (top) and alignment Pzz (lower)
for the 8sKr + 2^aU reaction at 730 MeV. The curves are from a calculation
based on nucleon exchange. After refs. 16 and 34.

Fig. 10. Illustration of the relative magnitude of the individual components
of the angular momentum transfer, and an example of the coupling of these
contributions when ten nucleons are exchanged. The double arrows give the
resultants for each process; these in turn have to be coupled together to
get the total angular momentum transfer.

Fig. 11. Heavy fragment angular momentum J (top) and alignment Pzz (bottom)
for the 8^Kr + 209gi reaction at 610 MeV. The curves are from transport
model calculations of ref. 40. After ref. 32.

Fig. 12. The lower curves show the particle-transfer (J m s s) and collective
excitation (Jvib) contributions to the angular momentum transfer as cal-
culated by Broglia et aV^-. Also shown is the calculated total angular
momentum transfer to the heavy fragment and 'our experimental results.
After ref. 32.
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SPECTROSCOPY FOR NON-EQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES IN HEAVY-ION REACTIONS

(a)
T. T. Sugihara, D. R. Zolnowski, A. C. Kahler, and H. Yamada

Cyclotron Institute, Texas ASM University
College Station, Texas

I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that non-equilibrium particles, especially

nucleons and a particles, are produced in high yield in heavy-ion-induced

reactions. For example, in 1961 Britt and Quinton reported that an

estimated 25% to 35% of the total reaction cross section led to the

production of "direct" a particles for a bombarding energy of 10.5

MeV/nucleon of C, N, and 0 ions on targets of Au and Bi.

The so-called direct particles were characterized by energies greatly

exceeding the evaporation spectrum and by angular distributions that were

strongly peaked in the forward direction. Since that time a large

number of related experiments have been carried out.

In Table I are listed a few examples of such experiments from the
1—6

recent literature, especially those that have bearing on high-spin

phenomena and other topics in the spirit of this symposium. The table

emphasizes heavier targets (A > 100).

The word "pre-equilibrium" is frequently used to characterize non-

compound reactions, with the implication that the high-energy forward-

peaked particles result from an early stage in a fusion process that

ultimately leads to equilibration in the compound nucleus sense. Precom-

pound decay in its theoretical aspects has been extensively studied by
7 8 9

Blann, Griffin, and Gladioli. Energy spectra of non-equilibrium

particles are frequently well accounted for by the geometry-dependent

hybrid model of Blann. However, the importance of the precompound

contribution to particle emission appears to depend strongly on the

initial velocity of the incoming nucleons. For the purposes of this

paper we therefore choose to use the word "non-equilibrium" since it is

not always possible to demonstrate conclusively that the observed fast

particles in a heavy-ion reaction resulted from a process on the way to

statistical equilibrium. A number of other processes such as sequential

Present address: Department of Physics, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tennessee.
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TABLE I. Examples of fast-particle emission reported for reactions
induced by heavy ions on medium and heavy targets.

Elab ""OT'C" 1* Past Type of
Target Projectile (MeV) (MeV/nucl) Particle Dataa Ref3

126 5.2 p,ct (1),(2) 1

168 5.5 p,a (1),(2) 1

121 5.1 p,d,t,a (1),(2) 2

85 0.8 a (1),(2) 3

95 2.3 a (1),(2),(3) 4

152 8.3 n,a (4) 5

236 2.4 n (4) 6

(1) = energy spectra, (2) = angular distribution, (3) = Y rays in coinci-
dence with fast particle, (4) = multiplicity.

Data for other projectile-target combinatioi
energies are given in some of these papers.

209 .
Bi

197
Au

103Rh
209Bi
159Tb
158Gd
124,,Sn

12c
16
0

14N
14N
14N
12c
40Ar

Data for other projectile-target combinations and other bombarding

emission from the ejectile, emission from a target-like fragment after a

strongly damped interaction, or projectile break-up may play an important

role.

As indicated in Table I, a variety of methods have been used to

deduce the non-equilibrium nature of a reaction. The most direct method

is to observe directly energy spectra and angular distributions as was

done by Britt and Quinton and more recently by Galin et al. for the

reaction of 121-MeV N ions with ° Rh. The latter group studied also

the system 201-MeV Ar with Se that leads to the same compound nucleus

Te at the same excitation energy (107 MeV). Unlike the N case,
40

particles emitted in the Ar-induced reaction had the characteristics

expected for evaporation from a compound nucleus.

Other recent workers ' have measured the Y-ray multiplicity,

sometimes in coincidence with emitted particles. In several cases it has

been found that the multiplicity does not continue to increase as more

angular momentum is (apparently) being brought into a system. It is

believed that this saturation effect in multiplicity results from the
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5,6
emission of fast nucleons and a particles from a nonequilibrated system.

Presumably the fast particles remove increasing amounts of angular momentum

as well as energy.

This paper is not intended to review the topic of fast-particle

emission in a general way. Rather we restrict our attention to the

possible application of non-equilibrium processes to spectroscopy,

especially high-spin spectroscopy. . The data available thus far are rather

limited and it is not yet clear the extent to which non-equilibrium reac-

tions help or hinder in the study of high-spin reactions.
4

The experiment reported by Inamura et al. at the Institute of Physi-

cal and Chemical Research (IPCR) has opened up a new area for study in this

regard. This group studied the Y-ray spectrum in coincidence with high-
14 159

energy a particles produced in the reaction of 95-MeV N ions with Tb.

Their experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. An annular detector was

used as the a detector (acceptance range was 17°-33° in the laboratory)

which gated the Ge(Li) detector. Data were also taken with the annular

detector in the backward direction. The resulting Y-ray spectra are shown

in Fig. 2. In spectrum a) fast a particles in the forward direction were

required to be in coincidence; in b) a particles corresponding to evapora-

tion particles emitted in the backward direction were in coincidence, and

spectrum c) is a singles spectrum.

The intensity pattern of transitions deduced from these spectra are

shown in Fig. 3. The data at the top, which are taken from spectrum 2a),

are markedly different from the intensity patterns characteristic of

evaporation residues in the (HI,axn) and (HI,xn) reactions represented by

the spectra 2b) and 2c).. It is apparent that little side feeding occurs in
4

the reaction in which a fast a particle is emitted. Inamura et al.

deduced that entry into the ground-state band of Yb must have been made

through a narrow window in angular momentum centered at a value close to

the critical value for complete fusion.

It was clear that this type of heavy-ion reaction might be useful in

spectroscopy if nuclei could be produced over a narrow range of angular

momentum. Some question's arose immediately about the reaction mechanism,

however. How did the observed process depend on 1) target, 2) bombarding

energy, 3) incident heavy ion, 4) outgoing light fragment, and 5) structure
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of residual nucleus? Other questions were concerned with the angular

distributions of the coincident light fragments and the polarization of

coincident Y rays. Since early 1977 when the IPCR results became known to

us, we have invested much of our time and effort into providing answers for

these questions. In the remainder of this paper, we shall summarize what

we have learned as well as mention briefly experiments in progress.

Finally we conclude with some speculations about possible applications in

spectroscopy.

II. MASSIVE TRANSFER

The results of our first series of experiments have already been

reported. In these experiments a surface-barrier detector (protected by

an Al absorber from scattered heavy ion beam) was placed at 18° (lab). The

coincident Y-ray spectrum in a Ge(Li) detector at 90° was collected in an

event mode. Separate experiments have shown that the particle detector was

sensitive primarily to a particles in the energy range 20 to 50 MeV although

a few lower energy protons were also detected. Incident heavy ions included

B, C, N, F, and Ne and bombarding energies ranged from 6 to 10

MeV/nucleon. Targets were rare earths chosen so that the (HI,xn) and

(HI,ctxn) reactions would lead to residual nuclei whose yrast states were

well known. Intensities of Y-ray transitions observed in coincidence with

a particles in these experiments are listed in Table II. As noted by the

IPCR group, the intensity pattern from these reactions is different from

that normally observed in (HI,xn) fusion reactions. Entry into the yrast

cascade seems to be more localized. This is shown in Fig. 4 which gives

side-feeding intensities for reactions listed in Table II. The difference

between fusion-evaporation and particle-Y systems is apparent.

These experiments and some more recent experiments that included O

beams and extended the bombarding range to 13 HeV/nucleon convinced us that

reactions of this kind occurred in a general way, at least for rare earth

targets and for the range of bombarding energies used thus far. We were

encouraged to explore the ramifications because of the potential usefulness

in high-spin spectroscopy of a reaction in which one could control the

angular-momentum transfer and keep it localized.

Concurrent with the first experiments Kishimoto began to construct a

theory to account for a localized L window. The IPCR group had already



TABLE II. Relative intensities of Y-ray transitions in coincidence with forward-angle ot particles
(Systems 1-7, Ref. 11) and in a fusion reaction (System 8, Ref. 5).

No.

System

Elab(MeV)

E (MeV)

Residual
Nucleus

4 -*• 2

6 -> 4

8-» 6

10 -J- 8

12 •> 10

14 -> 12

16 -»- 14

18 ->- 16

20 -»• 18

22 -> 20

15W°B
75

35-41

162,,
Er

99a

100

91

73

47

18

18

2
154,, L12^Sm+ C

85

28-33

158^
Dy

101

100

94

91

80

68

46

31

18

154Sm+
12C

109

42-56

1 5 8rw

Dy
89

j.00

99

1Q6

74

95

42

32

15W4N
115

35-39

164Yb

98

100

94

85

74

63

36

20

153EU+
19F

112

23-29

- 164Yb

100

107

92

94

73

57

37

28

23

152Srn+
2°Ne

119

23-27

164Yb

103

100

107

81

51

42

19

152Srn+
2°Ne

151

24-31

162Yb

100

86

73

36

19

8

Nd+ Ne

111

164Yb

100

78

66

43

41

35

20

14

5

U)

In

Errors in intensities have been omitted; see original papers for details.
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suggested that the window was centered about L__, the critical value for

complete fusion. A schematic representation of the Kishimoto model, later
12

developed together with Kubo, is shown in Pig. 5. A target A and the

incident heavy ion a, which is taken to consist of a massive fragment x and

a light fragment b, interact over a narrow range of impact parameters.

The nuclear force attracts a; to A and, in the case observed by our experi-

ments, results in a excited compound system B (= A + x) which deexcites by

neutron evaporation to form the residual nucleus whose yrast transitions we

observe. The light fragment b is scattered away and is detected by the

particle detector.

This reaction has come to be called "massive transfer" because it

occurs for impact parameters at the nuclear surface that are appropriate

for a transfer reaction, and a massive fragment is transferred. At smaller

values of the impact parameter complete fusion is likely to occur and for

somewhat larger values one- or two-nucleon transfer is preferred. Accord-
12

ing to Kishimoto and Kubo, the intermediate system A + x is characterized

by high excitation, large level density, many degrees of freedom, large

angular momentum transfer, unbound states, and large recoil energy. Evalua-

tion of the differential cross section for such a complex system is not

straightforward.

In a preliminary calculation they have assumed it is possible to

separate the quasielastic break-up process a -*• b + X and the compound

capture process A + x -*• B. The cross section then should depend on the

product of two terms, one of which is a DWBA-like term for each L value and

the other a term that gives the fusion probability of that L wave. Addi-

tional information is contained in a contribution to this symposium.

The angular-momentum transfer in the capture of a massive fragment

according to such, a process can be estimated by the classical expression

L = | [ 2 y ( E C M - E S - E F - V ) ] 1 / 2 . (1)

Here M is the reduced mass of the transferred fragment, E_, is the pro-

jectile energy in the center-of-mass system, E is the separation energy of

the light fragment from the projectile, E is the kinetic energy of the

light fragment, and V is the potential energy evaluated at distance R. The

latter quantity is taken to be 1.0 (A. + A_ ) + S fm, where S is a
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distance of the order 1-2 fin. This expression makes clear that L should

increase with the mass of the transferred fragment. Thus we begin a series
14

of investigations with N beams in which the observed light fragment was a

proton. This meant the transferred fragment was C; the results were to

be compared with reactions in which B had been transferred (i.e.,

o particles had been detected).

At the Asilomar meeting of the Division of Nuclear Physics, Yamada et
14

al. presented our first results for massive transfer in which the detected

light fragment was determined by particle identification to be a proton,

deuteron, or triton. In these studies the target was Sm or Sm with

N beams of 135 and 165 MeV. The principal residual nucleus in these

reactions was Er, a nucleus whose yrast states are known to spin 32.

The present results indicate that at 165 MeV in the 154Srn(1 N,p9n) 8Er

reaction the 26 -*• 24 transition is observable.

The bombarding energy dependence expected for L from Eq. (1) is given

by [E - E - E - V] . However, as E_w increases, E_ must also be

increased if the same residual nucleus is to be observed with appreciable

yield. Thus, increasing the bombarding energy does not necessarily

increase the angular momentum transferred in the reaction leading to a

particular residual nucleus.

Not enough data are yet available to give absolute cross sections for

massive-transfer reactions. We have not yet completed all of the angular

distributions and correlations needed to provide these data. However, we

can estimate the magnitude approximately in the following way. The singles

Y-ray data have been obtained for a number of combinations of projectile

and target at a variety of bombarding energies. For rare earth nuclei

whose final states are well known, it is straightforward to measure the

relative yields of (HI,xn) and (HI,axn) product nuclides from Y-ray spectra.

At relatively low bombarding energies (e.g., 8 MeV/nucleon) where fission

is not important, one can estimate the total cross section for evaporation

residues and identify this with the sum of the yields of (HI,xn) products.

The cross section for (HI,axn) products then follows immediately. When our

data are analyzed in this way, the cross section leading to axn products is

typically in the range of 100-300 mb. We assume that nearly all of this

cross section can be attributed to the massive transfer process since few

of the a particles emitted in heavy-ion reactions (angle integrated) at
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these bombarding energies result from evaporation from a compound nucleus.

In the initial series of experiments we have emphasized projectile-

target systems that led to residual nuclei whose states were well known to

high spin. As a practical matter, this meant deformed rare earth nuclei.

In some recent experiments we have obtained preliminary data for reactions

of 85-MeV c ions witn Mo and Te targets. In these cases we are
102 1 04

able to detect states of fairly high spin in Ru and Pd, corresponding

to a transfer and Be transfer to a Mo target, and in a similar way
130 132 128

states in Xe and Ba with the Te target.
Earlier experiments with C beams on Sm showed the unusual nature

12 8
of C-induced reactions in which a transfer and Be transfer were found
to occur with comparable cross sections. Our first results were reported

17 18
in a thesis by Cala and subsequently described by Zolnowski et al. at
Asilomar. These results are now sufficiently complete to constitute a

19
contribution to this symposium and are not further discussed here. It is

interesting to note that Britt and Quinton in 1961 in their single-particle

inclusive experiments reported 50% higher yields of "direct" a particles in

C-induced reactions than in N or 0 reactions. Their speculation that

more than one a particle might result from C breakup has been verified by

the ciY coincidence experiments.

We have recently measured the angular distribution of a particles in
14 159

coincidence with Y rays in the reaction of 115-MeV N ions with Tb.

The principal transitions seen in the Y-ray spectrum, Fig. 6, are .those of

Yb and Yb, corresponding to ( N,a5n) and ( N,a3n) reactions,

respectively. A preliminary report of these data was given by Kahler et

al. at the Asilomar meeting.

In Fig. 7 are shown the angular distributions of a particles in

coincidence with any Y ray as a function of a energy. Even at the lower

energies, there is strong forward peaking. The hump observed at about 20°-

25° moves to smaller angles as the a energy increases. The grazing angle

for this system is 45°.

In Fig. 8 are shown the angular distributions for 25-40 MeV

a particles coincident with any Y ray and for those in coincidence with the

4 •*• 2, 6 •* 4, and 8 •*• 6 transitions in Yb (yields have been summed).

The a angular distribution in coincidence with the 2 •*• 0 transition in
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Yb is shown separately since its shape is somewhat different from that

for the higher spin transitions. Similar angular distributions have been

obtained for a particles in coincidence with transitions in Yb.

In Fig. 9 is shown the particle-identified a spectrum at 7.9° in

coincidence with any Y ray (upper curve) and in coincidence with y rays

associated with Yb (inset). The average energy of the latter a particles,

about 32 MeV, far exceeds the Coulomb energy expected for evaporated

particles.

The statistical quality of the data is not adequate to permit a

detailed analysis of the a-particle angular distributions leading to Yb

and Yb. However, it is clear that there is a peak in the angular distri-

bution at 10°-15° and the general shape can be described as "bell-shaped".

The essential feature of the angular distributions is their similarity to

those observed in few-nucleon transfer reactions with heavy ions.

It may be useful at this point to consider whether the pre-equilibrium
7 8

model of Blann and co-workers based on the exciton model of Griffin could

also account for the experimental data which we have attributed to massive

transfer, by which we mean projectile break-up together with fusion of a

massive fragment and the target nucleus. (It should be emphasized that the

massive fragment does not invariably fuse with the target nucleus. Our

experiment is designed to observe only those in which the fragment capture

has occurred.) A number of experimental observations, such as the follow-

ing, would be difficult to account for in a pre-equilibrium model:

1) The reaction is observed for a bombarding energy as low as 1.65
20

MeV/nucleon above the Coulomb barrier for an incident Ne beam,

well below the energy usually taken as necessary for pre-

equilibrium emission.

2) The cross section for observing aggregates of nucleons (i.e.,

a particles, d, t) is not very different from that for

protons. The probability of clusters being emitted in pre-

equilibrium decay has not been well characterized but is not

expected to compete with nucleon emission.

3) The most probable velocity of fast a particles (i.e., those

associated with massive transfer) is invariably that of

the incident beam, independent of incident heavy ion, target,

or beam energy. This suggests that the a particle results from
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projectile break-up and is a spectator particle.

4) The angular distribution of a particles leading to a specific

residual nucleus such as Yb or Yb has the shape expected

for a transfer reaction. Angular distributions in the exciton

model have not been calculated for heavy-ion-induced reactions

though Yoshida has made such a calculation for a reaction

induced by nucleons (or other particle of small initial exciton

number).
22

We note here that Udagawa and co-workers have successfully treated
19 12 7

the ( F, B) reaction as the transfer of a Be cluster in the usual sense
of a one-step DWBA process. They are able to account for both the spin

12 23

polarization of the B ejectile and its energy spectrum. Such a calcu-

lation has not yet been carried out in detail for systems such as those

reported here but the prospects for doing so are excellent. A contribution
23

to this symposium describes the essential features of the calculation for
the ( F, B) reaction.

POSSIBLE FUTURE APPLICATIONS

While we may not have provided answers to all of the questions that

might be raised about the reaction mechanism, nevertheless the experimental

experience already obtained provides a basis for planning a series of

experiments in the future in which the principal motivation will be con-

cerned with structure and spectroscopy. Some of these experiments are

already under way.

The requirement of a coincidence with a fast particle emitted in the

forward direction leads to Y-ray spectra that emphasize high-spin states

and yrast transitions. The massive-transfer process provides a spin filter

which in practice is comparable to a multiplicity filter that emphasizes

higher-fold events. This does not necessarily mean that with massive

transfer higher spin states will become resolvable since the details of how

yrast states are populated seem to depend on the structure of a particular

nucleus. For example, in Fig. 10 we compare the intensity patterns of

yrast transitions in Er as determined by the LBL group for the

Sn(. Ar,4n) reaction with a multiplicity filter and as observed in our

laboratory in the Sm( N,p9n) reaction. They are essentially the
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same up to spin 26 , the highest state we observed. The amounta of angular

momentum transferred in the two cases are different (though both are large

compared to 26^); yet the same lack of sidefeeding in the spin region 14-24

is apparent. This suggests that it is the structure of Er that is the

determining factor rather than the entry point. We plan to extend our
158

study of high-spin states to nuclei not as well characterized as Er.

For such studies, aYY or pYY coincidence spectra will be required.

A possible advantage of the massive-transfer method is that a wider

variety of heavy ions might be used to populate and study high-spin states.
14

We have already noted that a N beam has produced results comparable to
40

those obtained with an Ar beam. Problems of Ooppler broadening may be

less severe with lighter ions.

Another application which we have just begun to explore is the use of

exotic beams that the massive-transfer process makes available. We expect

fast proton emission to be a common process with essentially any heavy-ion
14

beam. As far as bookkeeping is concerned, the ( Nrp9n) reaction is

equivalent to ( C,9n); that is, the product nuclides we observe can be

thought of as having been produced by an equivalent C beam. From a

typical heavy-ion accelerator with the beams Li, B, C, N, Oor

Ne, one might have equivalent beams of He, Be, B, C, N, or F.
48 47 44

With a Ca beam, equivalent exotic beams of K or Ar are potentially

possible. There appear to be many possibilities for studying the structure

of neutron-rich final nuclei.

Another possible advantage of the massive-transfer method is the

flexibility one has in selecting the exit channel. In a typical experiment

one optimizes the choice of energy range of the fast particle to maximize

the yield of a particular product. We illustrate this point in Fig. 11

by showing how the Y-ray spectrum changes as the a energy gate is changed

in an off-line analysis from 23-28 MeV to 38-49 MeV in the reaction of 85-
„ „ 12^ 154,,
MeV C on Sm.
single experiment.

MeV C on Sm. We emphasize that all of the data were obtained in a

12
In the Kishimoto-Kubo model one would expect the intermediate

nucleus formed in the capture of a massive fragment by the target nucleus

to be aligned just as in a fusion reaction. Furthermore, if the fast

particle and the captured fragment can have trajectories only in the
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senses shown in Fig. 5, the resultant intermediate nucleus should also be

polarized. We have not carried out detailed particle Y-ray correlation

experiments. We are able to report only a preliminary result for the case

85-MeV C on Sm in which both Be transfer and a transfer are observed.

In this case the Y-ray yield was measured in the reaction plane determined

by the a particle and at 90° to the plane. The results (90° out of plane/in
Q

plane) are 0.63(3) for Be transfer and 0.52(3) for a transfer (see Ref. 19).

III. CONCLUSIONS

The use of non-equilibrium reactions as a means to probe high-spin

phenomena in heavy-ion reactions has barely been touched. The massive-

transfer process appears to have useful applications in spectroscopy

because the reaction tends to filter out lower spin events. It also makes

available an unusual array of equivalent beams. As the reaction mechanism

becomes better understood, other applications will undoubtedly emerge.
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Si-ANNULAR
DETECTOR^ Ja- BAFFLE (300am)

Al-ABSORBER

TO FARADAY
CUP

Ge(Li) DETECTOR

Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement used at Institute of Physical and Chemical

Research for aY coincidence studies. The turntable on which the

annular detector was mounted could be rotated to observe particles

emitted in the backward direction.
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Fig. 2 Y-ray spectra from the reaction of 95-MeV N ions with
159

Tb (from Ref• 4 ) . Spectrum a) is for Y rays in coincidence

with a particles observed in the annular detector when placed

in the forward direction (E > 33 MeV). In b) the annular

detector was at the backward angle and E > 15 MeV. Spectrum

c) is a singles spectrum.
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Fig. 4 Side-feeding intensities in yrast bands, circled numbers

refer to the number of the reaction in Table II. In the cases

of systems 4, 5, 6, and 8 the residual nucleus is Yb. The

dashed curve in 4 and system 8 refer to the fusion-evaporation

reactions 159Tb(10B,5n)164Yb at 70 MeV and 15°Nd<20Ne,6n)164¥b

at 111 MeV (Ref. 5), respectively.
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6 b

a

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the massive-transfer process
12

in the Kishimoto-Kubo model. The target nucleus is designated

A and the incident heavy ion a. The latter consists of a massive

fragment x and light fragment b.
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Fig. 6 Y-ray spectrum in coincidence with 25-40 MeV a particles at 8° (lab) for the reaction
159""-'14" » — "= - ... . . .._ 164... . 166._Tb( N,axn) at 115 MeV. Transitions are identified principally with 1 Yb and Yb.
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Fig. 7 Angular distributions of a particles in coincidence with any
159 14

Y ray in the Tb{ N,otxn) reaction at 115 MeV. The lines through

the points are intended to guide the eye.
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159 14

Fig. 8 Angular distributions in the Tb( N,axn) reaction at 115

MeV for 25-40 MeV a particles coincident with any Y ray and for

those in coincidence with 4 -> 2, 6 -»• 4, and 8 -»• 6 transitions in

Yb and with the 2 •* 0 transition. The lines through the data

points have no theoretical significance.
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Fig. 9 Particle-identified energy spectrum of a particles at 7.9° (lab) in coincidence with any

Y ray (upper curve) and with Yb yrast transitions (inset) in the Tb( N,axn) reaction at

115 MeV. An absorber removed a particles with energy less than 20 MeV. The lines have no

theoretical significance.
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Fig. 10 Intensities of yrast transitions observed in the Sn( Ar,4n) reaction1 at 166 MeV and

in the Sm( N,p9n) reaction at 165 MeV. I. is the spin of the deexciting yrast state.

The line is intended to guide the eye.
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SOME PERSPECTIVES ON HIGH-SPIN PHYSICS

F. S. Stephens
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

I would first like to point out that the title of this

talk was rather carefully chosen. There are two key words in

it. The first IF "perspectives" which implies particular view-

points, and is intended to justify both my choice of subject

matter and perhaps also my treatment of it. The second key

word is "some" which implies that I will not try to be compre-

hensive, but will discuss only several areas which especially

interest me. It should be clear that this is not a summary

talk. There are two reasons for that, the first of which is

statistical. I have found that at least 90% of summary talks

leave something to be desired (often that they did not refer

to my talk), and I was not optimistic enough to try for the

remaining 10%. The second reason (no doubt important to some

speakers) is that someone else has also realized these stati-

stics and I was not asked to give a summary talk. So what-

ever happens you should not add this to your list of bad sum-

mary talks.

I do want to begin, however, by looking at the organiza-

tion of this field. I believe it divides rather naturally in-

to four areas, depending on how the nucleus carries angular

momentum, and how we study it. Certainly the main theme of

this meeting has been the interplay of collective and non-col-

lective modes for carrying angular momentum. Those speakers

who discussed regions of collective nuclei were looking for

non-collective (single-particle) effects at high spins; where-

as, those speakers who discussed non-collective regions were

looking for collective effects (e.g. deformation). The other

dividing feature is experimental and depends on whether the

y-rays deexciting the states are resolved (normal spectroscopy)

or unresolved (continuum spectroscopy). These considerations

335
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lead to the following outline:

High-Spin Phenomena

I. Collective regions

A. Resolved y-rays Î 30tl

B. Unresolved y-rays (continuum) I<70ti

II. Non-collective regions

A. Resolved y-rays 1̂ 4Oli
B. Unresolved y-rays 1^7Oil.

Even within these limits I do not want to summarize what

has been said at this symposium. Instead, I will remind you

of a few things and discuss several areas that interest me -

some of which have been covered here and some of which have not.

Considering first the study of resolved y-rays in collec-

tive regions, there has been a lot said and I have nothing to

add. For completeness I will just remind you that the upper

limit of spins that can be studied this way is about 30fi; and

this is strictly an experimental limitation. By Coulomb exci-

tation we can only climb up this high,even with Pb projectiles,

and in the compound-nucleus reactions the population is spread

too widely above this spin value. This limitation seems unfor-

tunate; however, we should remember that if there were strong

resolved lines up to the highest spins populated, this field

would probably have reached its peak 10-15 years ago. Collec-

tive motion implies band structures, and studies of the resol-

ved y-rays are aimed at extracting information on the details

of these structures. A good fraction of the effort has in-

volved studying backbending, or more generally, band crossings.

While there are several processes occurring in these nuclei as

the spin increases (a decrease in pairing correlations, and

sometimes shape changes), the basic change seems to be the on-

set of non-collective modes for carrying part of the angular

momentum. The mechanism for this is the sequential alignment

of particle angular momenta along the rotation axis of the nu-

cleus, and in the opening talk of this symposium Mottelson

showed how far we have come in understanding this process.
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If we want to learn about spins higher than 30fi in these

collective regions, we must study the unresolved y-rays. It

is now clear that under the proper circumstances these y-rays

can come from states with spins up to 7(Jn, which is the maximum

limit of stability of nuclei against fission. Many experiments

have now been made studying continuum y-rays, and I just list

here eight types of measurements so far made: 1) shape of

spectrum; 2) angular correlations; 3) polarizations; 4) con-

version electrons; 5) X-rays; 6) lifetimes; 7) multiplici-

ties; and 8) total y-ray energies. To remind you briefly, the

shape of the spectrum shows a low-energy bump which contains

the transitions that carry away the angular momentum of the

system and a higher-energy tail that is composed of "statisti-

cal" transitions that "cool" the nucleus down to (or toward)

the yrast line. Measurements of type 2, 3, 4, and 5 all aim

at defining the multipolarity of the y-rays, and show that the

statistical tail is probably mostly El transitions, and the

bump in some cases is composed of pure stretched E2 (I->I-2)

transitions, and in other cases is more complex. The life-

time measurement showed that (in one case) the stretched E2

transitions are strongly enhanced (collective), and the multi-

plicity measurements give information about the average spin

of the states emitting y-rays °f a particular energy. Finally

the total y-ray energy studies have so far been used mostly to

fractionate the events into regions that differ in average spin

(higher total energy corresponds to higher average spin). I do

not want to go into more detail on these types of measurements,

but rather to emphasize just one feature of these collective

spectra - the correlations - that have helped enormously in

understanding these spectra, and promise even more.

The strongest correlations from collective nuclei seem to

be associated with rotational cases, and since many of the ob-

served spectra are rotational, I will discuss that case. In

the left portion of Fig.l a rotational band is shown with the

usual 1(1+1) energy spacings. The y-ray spectrum from this
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band is shown in the right portion of the figure. This spec-

trum is a sequence of equally spaced lines whose energy is pro-

portional to the spin. The bump region of the continuum spec-

trum consists (in some cases) of many such bands shifted some-

what relative to each other, so that a rather flat "continuum"

results. However, such a continuum spectrum contains strong

correlations, and I want to discuss two kinds of those.

The first kind of correlation is between y-ray energy and

spin. It is apparent in Fig. 1 that the highest y-ray energies

(in the bump) come from the highest spin states. Thus if we

change the maximum spin observed, there should be a correspond-

ing shift in the maximum y-ray energy seen. The maximum spin

can be changed in several ways; for example, varying the bom-

barding energy or projectile; selecting different reaction chan-

nels; or selecting different regions of total y-ray energy. It

is perhaps worth pointing out that the first direct evidence

for rotational behavior of continuum y-rays was the movement

of the edge with bombarding energy. To illustrate this beha-
124 40 1

vior, Fig. 2 shows spectra from the Sn + Ar system as seen

in a 7.5x7.5 cm Nal detector at 0° to the beam direction for

three different slices of total y~ray energy. The total energy

was measured in a 33x20 cm Nal crystal having a 2.6 cm diameter

hole along the axis, with the target located at the center.

The principal change as the total energy is increased is the

movement of the upper-edge of the bump to higher y-ray energies,

although (1) the edge is not very sharp due to the poor selec-

tivity (resolution) in spin of this method, and (2) there is a

small backbend peak at about 600 keV that comes in with the 4n

channel which is favored at higher total energies. This move-

ment of the edge shows clearly the rotational relationship of

y-ray energy with spin for the nuclei produced in this reaction

(mainly 1 5 9Er and 1 6 0 E r ) .

Another illustration of this correlation is in the multi-

plicity spectra, which show the number of coincident y-rays as

a function of y-ray energy. (In this discussion, as well as
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some other places in this talk, I will tend to imply that there

is a simple connection between multiplicity and spin. This is

sometimes true, as in the rotational nuclei I will discuss

here, but it is far from a simple connection in other cases,

and one must be careful not to assume that it is always the

same. Nevertheless, when the multiplicity is high it is very

likely connected somehow to spin and is perhaps the best inci-
2

cator we have for the spin). In Fig. 3 a Y~raY spectrum is
124 40

shown for the reaction Sn + Ar at 185 MeV, and superim-

posed is the multiplicity spectrum. The multiplicity is rough-

ly constant (̂ lb) in the region of the statistical tail, since

these statistical y ^ y s come equally from all spin values.

However there is a peak near the upper edge of the bump, which

then falls at lower Y~raY energies. The reason for this is

clearly evident in Fig. 1. The y-rays a t t n e edge of the bump

come from the highest spin states and always have many y~rays

following them, whereas the lower-energy Y~raYs come from lower-

spin states which sometimes are populated in the deexcitation

of a high-spin state but other times come from lower-spin sta-

tes. This kind of correlation of multiplicity (spin) with

y-ray energy is the specific signature of a rotor.

The second kind of correlation I want to discuss is the

one between y-ray energies in a rotational nucleus. The solid

lines in Fig. 4 represent a portion of the rotational spectrum

shown in Fig. 1. I have focussed arbitrarily on a y~ray ener-

gy of 1100 keV, which might correspond to a spin of 40fi (40->-38)for a moment of inertia $/) reasonable for a rare-earth rota-

tional nucleus. The other lines then correspond to other ini-

tial spin values as indicated. The dashed and dotted transi-

tions in Fig. 4 correspond to moments of inertia 5 and 10%

larger and smaller than '!/_./ with always one transition exact-

ly at 1100 keV (these bands might have the same or different

spin values). In general any other Y~raY energy is equivalent

to the 1100 keV chosen here so that a continuum Y~raY spectrum

results. However, if we gate on a narrow energy region at

1100 keV, then we select only the transitions shown in Fig. 4,
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without the 1100 keV line itself. We then should see the peaks

corresponding to Io±2, t^^i etc. The separation of the peaks

gives directly the average moment of inertia, and the width of the peaks

gives the spread in moments of inertia. Furthermore, we can

gate on different energies (than 1100 keV) and thus study dif-

ferent spin regions (E * I ) . Several groups have tried to see

these correlations without success, but recently the Copenhagen

group of Andersen et al. have developed new methods for pro-

cessing such data and have seen these correlations. This is

exciting both because it gives more detailed information about

the rotational properties, and because it can select a very

narrow region of spins. The spread of spin values is just pro-

portional to the spread in moments of inertia, which might be

as small as ±5%. This is much better than can be done by any

other method at present. These correlations offer a unique

opportunity for studying rotational nuclei, and I suspect we

will be hearing much more about them.

There has recently been considerable interest in resolved

spectra in non-collective regions. These spectra go to somewhat

higher spins (̂ 40ti) than in collective regions due to a more

rapid cooling to the yrast region. Two outstanding level sche-
4 5 152 154

mes here ' are those for Dy and Er, which reach spins of

36 or 37ti, the highest yet seen. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum of

Dy as deduced by Khoo et al. . Perhaps the most intriguing

aspect of this scheme is the plot of energy vs. I(1+1) shown

in Fig. 6, where one sees that above about spin 16 the data

points fall surprisingly close to a straight line having a

slope that would correspond to a moment of inertia 10-15% lar-

ger than the rigid sphere value. This is the type of behavior

suggested by Bohr and Mottelson for a system effectively ro-

tating about a symmetry axis, and the question arises as to
152

whether these data for Dy indicate such a behavior, corre-

sponding to an oblate (most likely) deformation around 3^0.25.

An answer to this question has been suggested by Leander in

his talk at this symposium, and it is confirmed by calculations

due to Moretto , which I will discuss briefly.
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Moretto considers a cranked Nilsson potential with pair-

ing in the BCS approximation. The curves he calculates for

spherical shapes having Z=66 (Dy) and N=84, 86, and 88 are
L52
861
152

shown in Fig. 7, compared with the ft<-Dy data. One sees that
152

the observed behavior of Dy is very well reproduced without

any deformation at all. The calculated curves are straight

above 1^16, and although the slope calculated for N=86 would

correspond to a moment of inertia about 20% larger than that
152indicated for Dy, one expects this overestimate from the

2

Nilsson potential due to the I term. The conclusion is that

the slopes of these lines are not giving us information about

the shapes of nuclei, but are simply shell effects in spheri-

cal or near-spherical nuclei, and vary considerably in this

region due to the number of valence neutrons. It is, however,

not so clear why both the calculations and experiments give

such straight lines over such long spin intervals.

I would like to make one additional point about these

weakly collective nuclei in the N=86 region. This is perhaps

more a plea to the theoreticians than anything else. In Fig. 8

I have plotted 4I/E vs I (initial) for all the stretched E2
152 154

transitions in Dy and Er. The choice of 4I/E is some-

what arbitrary (E would have done as well), but I selected

stretched E2 transitions because they should be sensitive to

the onset of collective effects. Two regions of differing

collectivity are apparent in Fig. 8. Up to about spin 16 the

transitions are quite regular (correlated) and, in fact, all

have energies within the range 0.5-0.8 MeV. This type of beha-

vior might be called "vibrational", though the exact nature of

such collective motion is not really known. By analogy with
144 148

nuclei like Nd or Sm, where transition probabilities and
quadrupole moments of similar levels have been measured, these

E2 transitions are probably enhanced 30-40 times over the sing-

le particle values, and indicate deformations (probably pro-

late) around 3^0.15. Between spin 16 and 36 there is less

regularity of the levels, indicating less collectivity, though

these E2 energies are by no means randomly spread. It is dif-
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ficult to estimate how collective these nuclei are in this
Q

region, but Aguer et al. have measured six E2 lifetimes in

this spin region of Er, and though they vary from 0.5 to 50

single particle units, a rough average would be 5-10 single

particle units, indicating a deformation, $<0.1. Above spin

40 there is evidence that these nuclei very probably become

strongly deformed and rotate. Trautman mentioned this possi-

bility in his talk here, and in Fig. 9 I show you recent spec-
9 124 40tra of Deleplanque et al. . The Sn + Ar system produces

the well known rotational nuclei Er and Er, while the
119 40 154 155

Sn + Ar system produces mainly Er and Er in the
119N=86 region under discussion. The lower bump in the Sn

system corresponds to the transitions in the region I<36ft,

which have just been discussed. The upper bump is composed

almost entirely of stretched E2 transitions, comes from spins

greater than about 40-h and, by comparison with the Sn sy-

stem, is very likely composed of rotational transitions from

nuclei with 6^0.3 having spins in the range, 40fi£l£60fi.

The point of the previous discussion is that these nuclei,

'Dy and Er, very likely have three different deformations

in different spin regions. These can be easily recognized by

the regularity (or correlations) in the stretched E2 y~raY ener-

gies . Even in a continuum spectrum we could hope to see such

correlations. The question, then, is: exactly how does the

collectivity (quadrupole-quadrupole interactions) smooth out

these transition energies? Or, put more explicitly: can these

correlations.in the yray energies tell us more about the shape

and dynamics of nuclei at high spins? It would also be inte-

resting to know how the nucleus makes the transition between

these regions of different deformation (collectivity) without

measurable delay. I would like to challenge the theoreti-

cians to help us get more information out of the kinds of mea-

surements we can make on these weakly or non-collective nuclei.

I have already shown you a non-collective (or weakly col-

lective) unresolved spectrum, and you could see (hopefully)
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the interesting information it contained. Many other cases

have been studied, and the onset of rotational behavior is a

feature often observed. The nuclei just above Z=50 begin to

rotate at I%35ft, for example, and the Sm nuclei around N=82

begin only around I-v55ft. Other types of behavior are more

difficult to establish, since they lack the strong rotational

correlations that we know how to identify. In such cases we

must isolate narrow regions of high spin values for study, and

up to the present time we have not been so successful at that.

Three methods have so far been used to select regions of

high spins. These are: (1) multiplicity filter; (2) total-

energy crystal; and (3) selecting a particular reaction chan-

nel. In Pig. 10 I have sketched the sensitivity of these

methods to different spin (multiplicity) values. The dotted

curve shows the sensitivity of the third fold (3 counters fi-

ring) of a multiplicity filter with six counters each having a

solid angle of 2.5% of 4ir. The dashed curve shows that the

fourth fold of a filter with 15 counters, each with fi=l%, dif-

fers very little. Both have a full width at half maximum of

around 100% of the average multiplicity, and can be used to

enhance high spins, but not really to select spin regions.

The light solid line shows that a slice of total y-ray energy

(ft=80%) is not so much better as a spin selector. It has a

full width at half maximum of about 70%. The measured values

for separate reaction channels are also of approximately this

width (a'vO. 3M) . You should recall here that the rotational

correlations might be able to select regions as narrow as ±5%,

which is enormously better than these other methods.

The question then arises as to how we can select experi-

mentally a narrow region of multiplicity (spin), and it is

easy to show that to do so requires nearly the full 4TT solid

angle. This leads to the concept of the crystal ball, a shell

of Nal about 15 cm thick and 50 cm inner diameter, divided into

100-200 elements. There is now considerable interest in such

detectors and several have been designed. One of 70 elements

is being built by Sarantites . These detectors can give about
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20% full width at half maximum in multiplicity, which is shown

as the heavy curve in Fig. 10. Here one can really begin to

talk of selecting a region of multiplicity (spin). In addition

a crystal ball can give the total y-ray energy, the y-ray an-

gular distribution and some individual y-ray energies, all on

an event-by-event basis. I believe one of the main hopes for

the continuum studies, especially in weakly collective regions,

lies in such counters.

It seems to me that this field of high-spin phenomenon is

an exciting one at the present time. I have tried to emphasize

where I believe the excitement now is, and to indicate some of

the places where I think it may develop in the near future.
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Rotational levels (left) and corresponding rotational

transition energy spectrum (right).

Fig.2. Continuum spectra in coincidence with 4 MeV wide slices

of total y~raY energy having average energies of: 20 MeV (solid

line); 24 MeV (dashed line); and 28 MeV (dotted line).

Fig.3. Continuum spectrum (solid line) with y~ray multiplici-

ties (dots) for each energy interval.

Fig.4. Rotational transition energies for bands having one

transition energy at 1100 keV and moments of inertia: 143 MeV~

(solid line); ±5% (dashed lines); and ±10% (dotted lines).
152Fig.5. Level scheme of Dy.

152Fig.6. Plot of energy vs 1(1+1) for the levels of Dy.
o

Fig.7. Calculated curves of energy vs I for nuclei with Z=66
152compared with the data for Dy. An effective moment of iner-

tia, 2&/-K , extracted from the slope of the high-spin straight

portion of each curve is indicated.

Fig.8. The quantity 4I/E , is plotted vs I for all the obser-
Y 152 154

ved stretched E2 transitions in the Dy and Er level sche-

mes. Three transitions (top) fall outside the figure.
119 124

Fig.9. Continuum y~ray spectra from Sn and Sn targets40bombarded with Ar projectiles. Both spectra were taken at
0° and in coincidence with 4 detectors from a 6-detector multi-

plicity filter (fourth fold).

Fig.10. Relative sensitivity to multiplicity: of the third

fold from a multiplicity filter with 6 detectors ec.ch having

a solid angle of 2.5% of 4TT (dotted line); the fourth fold

from a filter with 15 detectors, each of 1% solid angle (dashed

line); a slice of total energy from a large Nal detector having

80% of 4TT solid angle (light solid line) ; and a spherical shell

of Nal with 90% of 4ir solid angle and 162 elements (heavy solid

line) .
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HIGH SPIN STATES IN THE A*80 REGION

L. R. Medsker, J. S. Clements, L. H. Fry, Jr., and L. V. Theisen
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Little information is available on high spin states in the mass 80

region. This region is near an expected maximum in deformation, and tests

of current theoretical models would be useful. Recently the interacting
1 2 72

boson model has been applied to data on Se. Odd-A nuclei have been

analyzed in terms of various couplings of nucleons to deformed cores. At

the F.S.U. tandem accelerator laboratory, we are using (HI,xy) reactions to

study high spin states in Kr, Rb, Sr, and Y nuclei, and we present hero our
79

results for Rb along with a summary of published data in this mass range.
In the Ge + B reactions, we have observed known high spin levels in

79 7R
Kr(p2n) and Kr(p3n). In addition, a set of y rays with energies 90.H,

501.2, 755.6, 962.7, and 1138.9 keV were observed with appropriate yields to
79

belong to Rb(3n), for which excited states have not previously been repor-

ted. The angular distributions measured for the 96.8-, 501.2-, 755.6- and

962.7-keV y rays are characteristic of E2 transitions, and the excitation

functions are consistent with a band of transitions between high spin states

decreasing in spin with decreasing excitation energy. This cascade is con-

firmed by our YY coincidence measurements. We propose a scheme in which an
TT + 4

E2 band feeds a 96.8-keV transition. Because J = 5/2 has been measured

for the ?9Rb g.s., the E2 nature of the 96.8-keV transition implies J^ = 9/2+

for the bandhead.
79

The assignment of this band to Rb was accomplished by the comparison

of the spectra from several different reactions. Known products were iden-

tified by the presence of expected Y rays in the beam-on and beam-off spectra.

The presence or absence of the E2 band allowed the elimination of assignments
79 79

other than Rb. For example, the two strong alternative candidates ( Kr
78

and Kr) for the assignment of the new E2 band are each produced in the
73 9 72 9

Ge + Be and Ge + Be reactions, respectively; however, the E2 band is

not observed in those reactions.

Another level at 39.3 keV is proposed from the present work. A prompt

Y ray of that energy is observed in the Ge + B reaction, which can make

no products of higher Z than Rb. In the Ge + C and Fe + Si reac-

tions, however, the 39.3-keV Y r^Y has a 2.6-M delayed component (Fig. 1),

357
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+ 79 79

presumably from the 3 decay of Sr. Our present results on Rb are sum-

marized in Fig. 2.

As shown in Pig. 4, the proposed E2 band resembles the high spin band

in Rb. It is also similar to the ground state band in Kr, suggesting an
79

interpretation of these Rb states as due to the decoupling of a lgQ/- pro-
78 3 5 '

ton from the Kr core. A similar description has been proposed ' for
71 73 77 81

bands in ' As, Br, and Rb; however, above A=80 the only reported evi-
6 7 81

dence for this model is the work of Friederichs et al. ' on Rb.

It is useful to look at the systematics of high-spin states and low-

lying states in this A=80 transitional region, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The Rb and Y isotopes are, for the most part, uninvestigated, with no excited

states at all reported for ?7Rb, 7 9Y, and 81Y. The 3/2~ states in 7?Br, 77Rb

and Rb have been assigned ' Nilsson orbitals [301]3/2, [312]3/2, and
6 ft 1

[301]3/2, respectively; although Friederichs et al. concluded the Rb state

is [312]3/2. The suggested4 orbital for the 79Rb g.s. is [422]5/2. In the

Sr isotopes, little is known about high spins; however, more information is
77

available on the Kr isotopes. In Kr, two rotational bands have been ob-
— + 8

served, based upon 3/2 and 5/2 states. The former is proposed to be a
strong-coupled band based upon the [301]3/2 Nilsson state, and the other is
proposed
79,81,83X

4
proposed to be closer to a decoupled band built upon a [422]5/2 state. The

Kr isotopes are characterized by clusters of J = 9/2, 11/2, and 13/2

states at excitation energies of ~1 MeV, but the further identification of

band structure awaits more experimental work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1, Lifetime data on the 39.3-keV y ray using a rabbit system and
the 5<*Fe + Z8Si reaction.

79
Fig. 2. Results of the present study of levels in Rb.

Fig. 3. Systematics of high spin states in Kr and Sr isotopes. The data
come from the following references: 77Kr[8], 79Kr[9],
8JKr[present work], 83Kr[l0], 83Sr[ll], 85Sr[ll,12], 87Sr[l3].

Fig. 4. Systematics of high spin states in Rb and Y isotopes. The data
come from the following references: 79Rb[present work],
81Rb[6 and 7]. Additional high spin states in 81Rb are repor-
ted in Ref. 6.
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BAND STRUCTURE IN NEUTRON-DEFICIENT 103Cd
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J. Genevey-Rivier, J. Treherne
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1. INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of experimental works has been recently done

on the light Cadmium isotopes. The main purpose of these studies was to

search for Coriolts decoupling mechanism in a transitional region.

Decoupled bands (A I = 2) based on the unique parity vh - neutron
107 1) 109 2) ^

orbital were identified first in Cd and Cd . This band strongly

fed via Pd(a,xny)Cd reactions was then observed in Cd and Cd

A positive parity band (7/2 , 11/2 , 15/2. . . . ) is simultaneously excited

with increasing intensity when A decreases. We note that the energy spacing^

are quite comparable to that of the 0 , 2 , 4 , 6 , . . . states of the adjacent

even Cd isotopes. A second positive parity band based on the 2d / cb i ta l ,
105 '

is well-fed in Cd and seemed to be perturbed by Coriolis effects since

AI = 1 and A I = 2 transitions both occur.

Negative and positive parity bands occuring in ' Cd

have been correctly reproduced within the rotor-plus-particle model using

self-consistsnt prolate core single-particle states

The aim of the present work is,using HI reactions,to search for the

high spin states in Cd where only two low-lying levels are known so far,

from on-line radioactivity studies , and to check whether our theoretical

description remains still satisfactory.

3 6 3
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The excited levels of Cd were p o p u l a t e d using the

Mo( C, 3n) Cd reaction at 54 MeV. A 4 rag/cm metallic target of
94

isotopically-enriched Mo (94.6 %) has been used in these experiments.

Excitation functions were measured at bombarding energies ranging from

44 MeV to 65 MeV.

To search for long-lived isomers (10-100 ns), Y singles were mea-

sured between the beam bursts and compared to direct spectra in coinci-

dence with the high-frequency signal of the Grenoble Cyclotron. There
103

was no evidence for such lifetimes in the Cd nucleus.

Y -v coincidence experiments, using two coaxial Ge(Li) detectors,

were performed to establish a level scheme. The Y'Y data were stored

on magtape via a PDP 9 computer and a 2048 x 2048 channels matrix was

then constructed off-line. The g. s. (5/2 ) and first excited level

(188.1 keV, 7/2 ) have been used as a starting point to establish the level

scheme presented in Figure 1. Y-rays have been assigned to Cd on

the basis of coincidences with the 188 keV Y"line a nd excitation functions.

Y-ray intensities are proportional to the width of arrows in Figure 1. A
94 2

Mo target deposited on a 130 mg/cm lead backing was used for the angu-

lar distributions, Y -singles were measured at 5 position angles from 0°

to 90°. The beam monitoring was performed using an extra Ge-Li Y -coun-

ter placed at a fixed angle. The angular distribution data have been analy-

zed according to Yamazacki's prescription assuming gaussian distribu-

tions of the substates centered on m = 0. The spin changes then deduced

led us to assign spin and parity to the four first excited levels and propose

spin for the upper levels. From internal conversion coefficients measure-
4)

ments G. Lhersonneau et al. attributed pure Ml character to the 188 keV

transition (7/2 -• 5/2 ). This result is corroborated by our angular dis-

tribution data (A2 = 0.27 ± 0.04, A4 = - 0.03 ± 0.04).
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Figure 1 Level scheme of the nucleus Cd deduced from our
experiments
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3. DISCUSSION

The dominant feature of our level scheme is the occurence of a cas-

cade of strong stretched E2 transitions based on the 7/2 first excited level.

It is characterized by level spacings quite similar to those of the g. s. band
1 04

in Cd. Figure 2 shows the smooth trend versus mass number of the

energy spacings of the g. s. band in the even Cd isotopes and of the 7/2

band in the odd isotopes. When A is decreasing the alignment of the odd

v(g_/9+) particle seems to become more complete.
7/2

In order to account for these experimental data we used the quasi-

particle + rotor model in the case of prolate or oblate deformations. The

calculations have been performed with a variable moment of inertia 3 (R)

deduced from experimental level schemes of adjacent even Cd cores.

2

I

E(

t9,2*

*»•

MeV)

/
/

X

—

103 104 106

Cd

107

Figure 2 Systematics of the 7/2+ band in 1 0 3 > 1 0 5 > 1 0 7 ' 1 0 9
C d compa-

red to the g. s. band of the adjacent even isotopes
104,106, 108,110,

Cd .
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The success of this description has been already reported for the

negative parity 11/2 decoupled band associated with prolate deformation.

The absolute energy of the 11/2 bandhead is also well reproduced. In
103

Cd it is predicted around 2 MeV, this could explain its non-observation

in this work.

The experimental 7/2 , ll/2 , 15/2 , 19/2 sequence is well

reproduced by the calculated spectrum of( Cd + 1 QPvg_/_) system.

The favoured states have large components on I = R + 7/2 states, indicating

thus their rotation aligned character. The prolate intrinsic solutions repro-

duce better the experimental spectrum than the oblate ones even in the case

of positive parity levels. The problem of unfavoured states 1 = (R-l) +7/& ,

not clearly identified here need additional experimental investigations.

This band picture should be more firmly established by transition

probability calculations. The corresponding theoretical work is underway.
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UNIQUE PARITY STATES IN Pd FROM THE (n.y) REACTION:

CALCULATIONS FOR ROTATION ALIGNED AND ODD MASS IBA MODELS.*

R. F. Casten and G. J. Smith
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

The phenomena of anamalieB (backbending) at high spin in nuclear mom-

ents of inertia, and of AJ«=2 spin sequences in odd-A nuclei that follow the

energy spacings of the neighboring core nucleus, have been the subject of

intensive studies in the last few years. The most common interpretation of

these effects has been in terms of the rotation aligned (RA) model in which

the decoupling, of either a single nucleon or a pair of nucleons, in a high

j orbit, from the rotation of the core, is induced by strong Coriolis forces.

These lead to a new coupling schen^ , the rotation aligned, which should be

particularly valid ir moderately deformed nuclei where the coupling constant,
2

h 111, of the Coriolis interaction is rather \a.r%<s.. The success of this

model in easily generating the decoupled sequences of states in odd nuclei

or the effective band crossings in even nuclei has made it particularly

attractive and in fact the most frequently used vehicle for the interpreta-

tion of such data.

At the same time, it is clear that it neglects degrees of freedom

that are potentially important, especially in just these transitional nuclei.

3y utilizing a Nilsson model plus Coriolis description, the RA model impli-

citly considers only (quasi) ground state band core states and assumes a

perfect rotor description for them. Attempts to improve on this have involv-

ed the introduction of anharmonicities in the ground band energies of the

core2 and the substitution of a triaxial rather than symmetric rotor core.^

The latter refinement is related to the inclusion among the core states of

the (quasi) Y~band. Of course, many other core states exist but it is

difficult to include them in the framework of the model although, in prin-

ciple, this could be done in the intermediate coupling scheme. A new

approach, the interacting boson approximation (IBA) model*, however, allows

a complete specification of the collective degrees of freedom of the core

and the recent extension of the IBA to odd mass nuclei^ provides, in some

cases, a facile way of performing a more complete calculation. Furthermore,

369
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it allows one to assess the relative importance of effects neglected in

geometrical models, such as those arising from the finite number of valence

nucleons.

In this brief report, we first sunmarize new experimental results on

unique parity stater; in -^Pd that permits a sensitive test of these models

and then present calculations for both of them. The empirical levels are of

low spin and constitute (in RA terminology) essentially the entire set of

both favored and unfavored low spin antialigned levels in 109pcl arisiug from

the coupling of an hn/2 particle to a rotor core.

The data stem from a series of experiments involving the (n,y) reac-

tion on l"°Pd. Principal among these were the study of secondary y rays at

the Institut Laue Langevin (Grenoble) with high precision curved crystal

spectrometers, the study there of the (n,e~) reaction to provide transition

multipolarities and the study of average resonance capture at BNL. The ex-

periments and the development of the level scheme are presented in detail

in refs. 6 and 7: here we shall merely take those results and consider a

set of RA and IBA calculations. It is useful to note here, however, the

utility of the (n,y) reaction for such studies and as a complement to heavy
Q

ion research. The (n,y) reaction is characterized by its non-selectivity0

which leads to population of essentially all low lying levels within a

few spin units of the target ground state spin. Furthermore, properly

performed, the technique of average resonance capture in effect guarantees

a piJLoKL that one will observe all levels of certain spins up to some exci-

tation energy. This knowledge can be of enormous utility** in testing the

adequacy and especially the completeness of various model descriptions.

Included in the complex level scheme developed^ for Pd is a group

of negative parity levels. They are extracted and presented in fig. 1. The

spins of all are established as indicated exce.pt for the 1359 keV level for

which we prefer the 1/2" assignment although 3/2— are also allowed. A

strong preference for 7/2~ over 5/2 for the 645 keV level is based on its

non-observation in average resonance capture.

This group of levels, based on the 11/2" isomer, presumably arises

from the coupling of a h^j/2un:'-{lue parity neutron to the ^?d core. As

Rekstad and co-workers'»^ have emphasized, the h^i/2 ft(quasi ground band)

coupling leads, not only to high spin favored aligned levels, but also to

high spin unfavored levels (with core (R) and particle (j) angular momenta
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not maximally parallel) and to anti-aligned (jft(-R)) states of both favored

and unfavored character. Many of the anti-aligned states have low spin and

the series of low spin negative states in -^Pd constitutes the entire set

of low spin low lying anti-aligned levels possible in the hjj/2 ft ground

band system. (One additional 5/2~ level is expected but it has a core spin

of R=8 and should not occur below % 2.4 MeV.)

In the lighter Pd isotopes, especially ^^Pd, a series of negative

parity levels forms what appears to be a decoupled band (AJ»2) sequence

typical of that predicted in the RA model when the Fermi surface is near the

low fi orbits. Smith and Rickey' have performed Coriolis calculations (inclu-

ding a modified VMI formulation) for this system and get excellent agreement

with the energies of the high spin states. This is illustrated in fig. 2

(left) where the nearly parabolic dependence of energy on spin (or actually,

a projection of spin) is that characteristic of the RA model. It is seen

that in -^Pd all the favored levels (including two anti-aligned states) and

two high spin unfavored (n=l curve) states are apparently very well accounted

for in the RA.

Since the low spin states occur in the RA on the same footing,and

with comparable R values, as the high spin states, one would expect the RA

to work for them <LS well. To test the ability of the RA to treat these anti-

aligned levels in •'•"'Pd we performed calculations analogous to those of

Smith and Rickey for ^ Pd. The only differences were those reflecting the

systematic behavior of the even Pd isotopes such as a small increase in

deformation (from 6=0.12 to 0.15) and a rise in the Fermi surface to a posi-

tion near the 3/2" [541] orbit. The calculations utilized a modified^ VMI

prescription and the VMI parameter C was varied to fit the energy levels.

The Coriolis matrix element attentuation , was taken to be constant at 0.8.

The results for lODpa a r e shown on the right in fig. 2. It is seen

that, as in Pd, for the favored (here, anti-aligned) levels, excellent

agreement is obtained. However, serious discrepancies exist for the un-

favored states. Compared to an rms difference of *u 50 keV for the favored

levels, the rms discrepancy for the unfavored is ̂  400 keV with individual

differences up to ̂  1 MeV.

The important point here is that the discrepancies are inherent in .

the RA model: they stem directly from the large (y 500 keV) Coriolis

matrix elements. This is most easily seen for the 3/2~ levels since only
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two exist in the model basis. Then, the mimimum separation they can have

is twice their (Coriolis) interaction matrix element, or ^ 1 MeV. Empiri-

cally they are °» 270 keV apart. Only a significant attentuation (to « >v 0.2)

could yield the correct separation but then the overall agreement would be

much worse. One can attempt to repair the disagreement by the

introduction of axial asymnetry but this, if anything, worsens the situ-

ation as is evident if one compares the separation of pairs of levels of the

same spin (3/2, 5/2 or 7/2) as a function of y in the plots of ref. 3.

This failure of the RA calculations is significant. It cannot simply

be ascribed to the low spins of the states involved because a) their R com-

ponents are comparable to those of the high spin levels (e.g., in the ex-

treme decoupled picture R=6 for both the 23/2" level and the 1/2" or the

second 3/2" level); b) the model seems to work for the favored low spin

states; c) it is not the case that the high spin levels are somehow more

isolated (purer), in fact the model space has more states of high spin (e.g,

six 23/2") than of low spin (e.g., one 1/2", two 3/2~).

To attempt an alternate description of these states we have performed

calculations in the framework of the newly developed odd mass IBA model

(OMIBA for short). Details of the model and these calculations will appear

elsewhere-1 »x but a few comments are necessary here. The model involves

the coupling of a fermion to the even core which itself is described by the

usual IBA model for even-even nuclei. The boson-fermion interaction has

several terms, two of which are especially important. One, a direct inter-

action, is analogous to the i$.q interactions in the intermediate coupling

model-" and is specified by a strength parameter r. The other is an ex-

change term which reflects the effects of blocking, and is therefore rela-

ted to the number of particles in the Q*\\/i) shell and, hence, in effect,

simulates the position of the Fermi surface. Its strength, related in

principle to that of the direct term , is specified by a parameter A which,

in this first extensive test of the OMIBA, was allowed to vary freely.

Thus, the OMIBA calculations involve at most two parameters. Fur-

ther, to keep the calculations simple, the same values were used in both

105p,j and Pd. The calculations were performed with the computer code

PPHINT written by 0. Scholten1^ with the parameter values (see the defini-

tions of ref. 5) of V - 2.5 MeV, A - 6.93 MeV. Although the form of the

plots in fig. 2 is irrelevant in this model, we can still use it to display
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the calculated energies for comparison. This is done using large "X" symbols.

It is inmediately evident that the agreement is excellent, for both high spin

aligned states in 105Pd and the low spin anti-aligned levels of 1 0 9Pd, inclu-

ding in particular, the close separations in pairs of states of the same spin.

Thus, it appears that, in a case where the RA model seems unable to

account for the data, the OMIBA, with fewer parameters, succeeds. It is of

interest then to see if this result sheds light on the failure of the RA.

Inspection of the wave functions (see ref. 12 for details) shows that 50-70%

of the probability distribution involves core states outside of the quasi

ground band. Furthermore, this result is rather independent of the type of

states involved (favored, unfavored, aligned, anti-aligned). Thus, perhaps

the most puzzling aspect of the RA calculations is that they work even for

the aligned favored states. It will be interesting to utilize further the

OMIBA solutions to probe the question as to whether the success of the RA for

favored states is fortuitous or whether there is some fundamental distinction

in these states that makes their interpretation less dependent on model

assumptions (i.e., on choice of basis).

Finally, these results show that one should exercise considerable

caution in applying the RA model even to high spin states, especially in

transitional nuclei where non-rotor degrees of freedom apparently dominate j

the structure of the particle-core states, including those of the favored

yrast sequence.

We are grateful to Drs. F. Iachello, 0. Scholten, H. A. Smith, Jr.

and F. A. Rickey for valuable discussions and for providing the Coriolis

and IBA computer codes used in this study. This work was supported by the

U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. EY-76-C-02-0016.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Negative parity levels of 109Pd disclosed in (n,y) studies (refs. 6, 7).
A spin of 1/2 is assumed in the discussion for the 1359 keV level.

2. Comparison of RA and odd mass IBA calculations with the unique
parity levels of 105Pd (left) and 1 0 9Pd (right). The form of the plots
is that introduced by Rekstad et al.^ in which energies are plotted vs.
the projection of total spin J along j ; this avoids a discontinuity in
the energy dependence of successive members of a given decoupled band.
Aligned states appear on the right of each curve, anti-aligned on the
left. The label n, formally applicable only in the extreme weak coupling
limit, indicates the degree of parallelism of R and j (n=0 corresponds
to maximum parallelism or anti-parallelism). Once for each roughly para-
bolic sequence of states, there is a spin step of only one unit rather
than two: it occurs for anti-alignment when R jumps from <j to >j. For
R>j and anti-alignment the level spins are not equal to the abscissa
value: for these cases the spins are explicitly written. The solid sym-
bols are the empirical energies. The open symbols represent the RA cal-
culations, and the thick "X^s are the IBA calculations. For clarity,
some of the calculated points are slightly displaced horizontally, and
thin vertical lines connect corresponding calculated and experimental
energies when they are not immediately adjacent.

Note added in proof: To avoid confusion, we point out that, by RA or
rotational aligned model, we refer to the usual complete Nilsson model
plus Coriolis calculations and not to the approximate calculational scheme
suggested in Ref. 1. We use the familiar team RA to highlight the facts
that the calculations indeed show high alignment (or anti-alignment) for
the high and low spin favored levels, successively less alignment for
higher lying unfavored levels and since, empirically, the favored states
do show the characteristic decoupled band structure that emerges naturally
in the RA coupling scheme.
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HIGH-SPIN SYSTEMATICS OF Z > 50 TRANSITION NUCLEI

D. B. Fossan
SUNY-Stony Brook and LBL, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley

P. Chowdhury, M. Gai, V. Garg, W. F. Piel, R. E. Shroy, and T. P. Sjoreen
SUNY-Stony Brook

An experimental investigation of collective properties in the Z >, 50

transition region has been carried out with the Stony Brook FN tanden accel-

erator via Y-ray measurements following heavy-ion induced reactions. High-
113-125

spin level spectra were studied in the odd-mass Sb (Z = 51),
115-127t (z = 5 3 ) j 119-133Cg (z = 5 5 ) > a n d 125-127La ( z = 5 y ) n u c l e l a s w e l l

as in several related Te (Z = 52) and Xe (Z = 54) nuclei. This investigation

was motivated by the iact that the rich high-spin level spectra in odd-mass

nuclei have a considerable sensitivity to collective properties. The onset of

collective structure resulting from neutron-proton interactions near closed

shells is of current theoretical interest. These studies covered the transi-

tion region between the Z = 50 closed proton shell and the odd-mass La (Z = 57)

nuclei for which Stephens et̂  al. had previously observed AJ = 2 bands (rota-

tional alignment) built on 11/2 states. Two collective features were
2

observed in this transition region,"* the first being systematic AJ = 1 bands

built on low-lying 9/2 states. These 9/2 intruder states, which involve a

lgg,2 proton excited through the Z = 50 major shell, have energies that follow

for each Z a parabola-like curve as a function of N with minima that drop to

950 keV in 1 2 1Sb, 307 keV in 1 1 9I anc' the ground state in 1 1 9Cs. The AJ = 1

band spacings achieve minima near the middle of the neutron shell and decrease
+ 3

with Z, Comparisons with low-lying 0 bands from even Sn work and the

present Te and Xe studies suggest a collective structure relationship between

the excitation of a lgq/2 proton and.that of a pair of lt>g/2 protons.

Secondly, systematic AJ » 2 bands were observed on 2d,-,2, \%-,~, and In,,!,

quasi-proton states in the odd-mass I, Cs, and La nuclei. The AJ » 2

energy spacings are nearly consistent, as in earlier La studies, with the

spaciugs for the related core nuclei except for those of the lh.. ,„ band in

the I nuclei, which decrease by over a factor of 2 relative to those for the

Te cores as A decreases. The systematic high-spin level spectra obtained for

the Z >, 50 transition region represent a detailed challenge to the theoreti-

cal basis for these collective features.
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To study the collective excitations in the odd-mass Sb, I, Cs, and La

isotopes several (HI,xny) fusion-evaporation reactions were employed with Li,

B, and N odd-proton heavy-ion beams and isotopically enriched, self-sup-

porting even-mass targets. The following reactions were used for the specific

residual nuclei: Li°-116Cd(6Li,3n)113-119Sb, 1 1 4- 1 2 4Sn( 6Li,3n) 1 1 7- 1 2 7I;

1 1 6- 1 2 4Sn( 1 0B,3n) 1 2 3- 1 3 1Cs, 126-13OTe(6Li,3n)129-133Cs, 1 1 0' 1 1 2Cd( 1 4N,3n) 1 2 1' 1 2 3Cs,

and Sn( N,3n) La. For three neutron deficient nuclei, reactions with

proton evaporation had to be used: 106Cd(12C,p2n)115I, 1O6Cd(16O,p2n)119Cs,

and Sn( 0,p2n) La. Some limited information was obtained for the higher
1 Irt 1 1/ 7 1 O1 1 OC

mass Sb nuclei via the reactions Sn( Li,a2n) Sb. In-beam meas-

urements with Ge(Li) detectors of y-ray excitations, y-y coincidences, Y-ray

angular distributions, and pulsed beam-y timing were made to establish decay

schemes, level energies, J assignments, y-ray multipolarities, isomeric life-

times, and g-factors. The results include eight lifetimes and three g-factors

for high-spin isomers. The details of the experimental techniques have been

described earlier. (See Table I.)

The high-spin level spectra deduced for the odd-mass Sb, I, Cs, and La

nuclei from the Y-ray measurements following the heavy-ion fusion evaporation

reactions have a high degree of similarity. The systematics of the two col-

lective features observed in these measurements are the focus of this report.

The AJ » 1 bands built on low-lying 9/2 states, which is the first feature,

were observed in 1 1 3- 1 2 3Sb, 1 1 5 - 1 2 7 I , 1 1 9- 1 2 5Cs, and 1 2 5La. They are col-

lected in Fig. 1. A comparison of the AJ « 1 bands as a function of Z is

shown for the N « 68 isotones in the upper part of Fig. 2, which includes
125

La. The y-ray cascades consist of J + J - 1 M1-E2 transitions (positive

mixing ratios), which are corroborated in most cases by J -»• J - 2 E2 cross-

over transitions. The excitation energies for the 9/2 bandheads are shown

in the lower part of Fig. 2 as a function of N. These states, which involve

the excitation of a lgn/o proton across the Z « 50 major shell, would be

2p-lh, Ap-lh, 6p-lh, and 8p-lh states in the Sb, I, Cs, and La nuclei,
+ 3

respectively. The dashed curve represents the 0 bandheads observed in the

even Sn nuclei, which are expected to be 2p-2h states resulting from the

excitation of a pair of lgg/2 protons. Corresponding 4p-2h and 6p-2h bands

have been searched for in even Te and Xe nuclei with a variety of reactions.

Although the lower band members are mixed, the 8 and possibly 12 members

appear to be yrast.
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The second collective feature observed in these Z :> 50 transition

nuclei involves AJ = 2 bands of levels built on low-lying 5/2 , 7/2 , and

11/2 levels, which are interpreted as 2d_,„, lg_,„> and In,./„ quasi-proton

states. The y~ray cascades connecting these bands are consistent with

stretched J -*• J - 2 E2 transitions. The AJ = 2 bands built on the ll/2~

states that were observed in the I nuclei are shown in the upper part

of Fig. 3; the filled circles give the 0 +, 2 +, 4+,... level energies of the

related A-l even Te core nuclei. The AJ = 2 bands built on the Zdci? an<*

lg7,„ quasi-proton states have energy spacings similar to the corresponding

even Te cores. In contrast, the observed AJ = 2 bands built on the lh-. ,,

quasi-protons as shown surprisingly revealed spacings which decrease signifi-

cantly relative to those for the Te ?ores in going from the high- to low-A I

nuclei. In the Cs nuclei, AJ = 2 bands were observed for the 11/2 states in
119-133

Cs as shown in the lower part of Fig. 3; the filled circles give the

level energies of the related A-l even Xe core nuclei. The level spacings in

the AJ = 2 bands for the 11/2 states as well as those built on the lgy/2

quasi-proton states in the Cs nuclei are more similar to the spacings in the

related Xe core nuclei and do not show the large deviations observed for the

11/2" AJ = 2 bands in the I nuclei.

In Fig. 4, a comparison is made of the ratio R of the lowest AJ = 2

energy spacings of the 11/2 bands in the I, Cs, and La nuclei to the

related core spacings (E2+)• As shown R falls to below 1/2 for only the 11/2

AJ = 2 bands of the I nuclei. This effect was not observed for the 5/2

AJ • 2 bands in the I nuclei, nor was it observed for the AJ = 2 bands built

on the lhii/o quasi-neutron states in the odd-mass Te nuclei with related

cores, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 4.
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TABLE I.

Isomer (kcV) J T g-Factor

115Sb (2796) 19/2" 230±4 ns +0.290±0.005

•"•̂ Sb (2840 + A) 27IT 1.23+0.13 s

1 1 5I ( 364) 9/2+ 12.5±0.5 ns

1 1 7I ( 352) 9/2+ 17.5+1.0 ns

119 +
•"•"i ( 307) 9/2 41.5+1.5 ns + 1.20+0.05
1 2 1I ( 434) 9/2+ 13.510.5 ns

121
•"• -""I (2378) 13±2 ys
129 —
x *Cs ( 575) 11/2 1059±33 ns +1.191+0.018

FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Systematic AJ=1 bands built on the 9/2+ proton-hole states in the
odd-mass Sb, I, and Cs nuclei.
Fig. 2. (Upper) Systematics of the observed AJ=1 bands built on the 9/2+ states
for the N=68 isotones. (Lower) The 9/2 bandjpead energies for the odd-mass Sb,
I, and Cs nuclei. The dashed line connects 0» bandhead energies from Ref.3.
Fig. 3. Systematic AJ=2 bands built on 11/2" states in the odd-mass I nuclei
(upper) and Cs nuclei (lower). The filled circles represent the ground-state
bands of the A-l core nuclei.
Fig. 4. (Upper) Experimental ratios R of the first 11/2" AJ=2 band spacings
to the 2 energies of the A-l core nuclei for the I, Cs, and La(see Ref.l)
nuclei. The lines simply connect the experimental ratios. (Lower) Other AJ=2
comparisons for the odd- neutron Te nuclei and the odd-proton I nuclei that
involve the even-mass Te cores.
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MULTIPARTICLE HIGH SPIN EXCITATIONS IN

R. Pengo, S. Lunardi, R. Tischler+, Y. Nagai, R. Broda and P. Kleinheinz

Institut fur Kernphysik, KFA Jlilich, D-5170 Jlilich, F.R. Germany

144 146

For the Sm nucleus, which lies two proton holes outside the Gd doubly

closed core, only so far little information existed on its high spin states

above the 6+ level ' at 2.3 MeV. We have tnerefore investigated this nucleus

through in-beam studies of y's and conversion electrons following the (a,4n)

reaction. The experiments included y-ray singles angular distribution and two-

parameter timing measurements, as well as four-parameter YY coincidence studies.

Conversion electron data obtained with an ironfree orange spectrometer* provi-

ded «K and a. values for the strong transitions up to 800 keV.

The timing experiments exclude the existence of an earlier reported 27 ns iso-

mer ' in Sm, but they establish a previously unobserved short lived isomer.

The t -np measurements gave its half-life as T w o = 1-4 ± 0.3 ns (fig. 1), and

the rr coincidence data place the isomer at 3.4- MeV. Fig. 2 gives the level

scheme resulting from these measurements; the comprehensive set of data provi-

ded' firm spin and parity assignments for the levels up to 6 MeV. For the four

highest states the spins are firm, but the parities are exclusively based on

the Y"ray data.

All the observed levels can be interpreted as resulting.from the coupling of
the two proton holes to the known high spin states ' of the Gd core nucleus.
Pure two hole excitations within the "d,-,- and g,,2 shells provide spins up to
6. The negative parity states with spins 3 to 9 are of Ip3h character where two
proton holes couple to 1=0, and one proton is lifted across the Z=64 gap into

the h 1 1 / g shell. The analogous lplh states of Gd occur at similar energies.
-1 - -1The isomeric 253 MeV Ml transition connects the (^h,,/9g7/9)8 and (wh,, ,,d,-/o)7'

states. The large retardation (8 x 10 SPU) indicates very little mixing

between these two multipletts, similar as was found ' in Gd.

If in addition the two proton holes, instead of zero, form spin 2, 4, or 6

these v=4 Ip3h excitations can provide states up to 14". We identify these con-

figurations with the observed negative parity levels between 4.7 and 5.7 MeV.

Spins up to 16 are expected from v=4 2p4h excitations where the two particles
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are in the (irh, 1/o)10 configuration and two holes provide up to 6 units of
' 2} 146

angular momentum. Such states have been identified ' in Gd between 5.5 and
7 MeV. Fig. 2 shows that in Sm they occur in the same energy range.

144
An interesting aspect of the Sm level scheme of fig. 2 is that the expected

(nh^ ._)1O+(TIJ~ )0+ state is not observed, despite the fact that it almost

certainly must be an yrast level. This is naturally explained since a possible

feeding transition from the negative parity Ip3h states would involve a re-

arrangement of two protons, whereas all the transitions shown in the figure

come from single nucleon jumps.

+ Institut fur Strahlen- und Kernphysik, University of Bonn

1) J. Kownacki et al., Nucl. Phys. A196 (1972) 498

2) P. Kleinheinz.et al., Z. Phys. A290 (1979) 279
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Fig. 2: Level scheme of Sm. Transition intensities as observed in (a,4n) at
Ec, * 57 MeV. Transition muHipolarities given where determined from conversion
coefficients. Ml transition in general are of mixed M1/E2 character.



THE DECAY OF THE 1^20 ISOMER IN 1 4 66D

R. Broda, P. Kleinheinz, S. Lunardi and J. Blomqvist

Institut fur Kernphysik, KFA Jiilich, D-5170 Ju'lich, F.R. Germany

Earlier (a,6n) experiments ^ have identified an I ̂  20 isomer at Ea = 8 MeV in

Gd. For the purpose of that work it was sufficient to specify only two of

its decay cascades, but already from the initial experiments it became apparent

that the complete isomeric decay is highly complex and procedes through many

competing cascades down to the 10+level ' 'at 3.9 MeV. More recent data from

our extended in-beam (a,6n) and (a,7n) experiments with 76 to 90 MeV a-particle

beams, which included angular distribution and two-parameter singles timing as

well as four-parameter yy coincidence measurements, have provided more complete

information on the decay properties of that isomer (fig. 1).

In addition to the levels reported earlier, nine previously unspecified high-

spin states are populated in the isomeric decay. An important new result is the

identification of an 886 keV transition which is delayed relative to the beam

burst and feeds into the 3.03 MeV state, thus establishing 8.92 MeV as the ex-

Citation energy of the isomer. An unobserved preceding isomeric transition can

of course not be excluded, but its energy would have to be less than 75 keV.

There is weak indication that both the 8.9 as well as the 8.03 MeV states could

be isomeric with T, ,, < 4 ns, but the data do not clearly establish this. We
' 1)

therefore attribute the apparent 4 ns half-life - as obtained ' from the time
distributions of intense lower-lying transitions - to the 8.92 MeV state.

The spin and parity assignments for the levels above 4 MeV are based on angular
distribution results only, but we consider them to be firm up to the 16+ level
at 7.03 MeV. The spins 17 and 18 result from the negative Aj-values of the 766
and 865 keV transitions. No definite conclusion can be drawn from the angular
distribution of the 836 keV line, but the 4 ns half-life limits the 8.92 MeV
isomeric spin to at most 20.

We have shown earlier ' that the energies of the °Gd yrast levels below 4 MeV
are in excellent agreement with calculated seniority v = 2 particle-hole exci-
tations where one proton is lifted across the Z = 64 gap. The calculated ener-
gies for the v = 4 proton 2p2h yrast states, which can provide -oins up to 16+,
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are included in fiy. 1. Also here the agreement is excellent, which demonstrates

the applicability of the spherical shell model for 146Gd.

Since v = 4 proton-neutron excitations can provide spins above 16, one might

expect that they will compete in Tormingyrast levels in this region. In this

case the isomerism in Gd could arise from extreme configuration hindrance.

+ Research Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden

1) R. Broda, M. Ogawa, S. Lunardi, M.R. Maier, P.J. Daly, P. Kleinheinz,
Z. Physik A285 (1978) 423

2) P. Kleinheinz, R. Broda, P.J. Daly, S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, J. Blomqvist,
Z. Physik A290(1979) 279, and lecture given at this conference

3) P. Kleinheinz, R. Broda, M. Ogawa, P.J. Daly, S. Lunardi, J. Blomqvist,
Inst. f. Kernphysik, KFA Jiilich, Annual Report 1977, p. 39
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YRAST STATES IN THE TWO-NEUTRON NUCLEUS ^ f ,

S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, M.R. Maier+ and P. Kleinheinz
Inst i tut f i i r Kernphysik, KFA Jul ich, D-5170 Jul ich, F.R. Germany

Some time ago we reported ' f i r s t results of an (a,5n) in-beam study of the
148N=84 nucleus Gd. These results included the identi f icat ion of an earl ier

observed 17.5 ns isomer with a 9" state at 2695 keV, 1.5 keV above the pre-
viously known 8+ level. The study has now been completed; the fu l l Gd
level scheme is shown in f i g . 1. The complete y-ray data, and the large
number of branchings occuring in the yrast decay, establish quite certain
spins and parities for the levels up to ^ 6 MeV. (Due to spectral complexi-
ties for the two principal deexcitation transitions (278.8 and 1063.9 keV)
assignments in parenthesis are given for the group of high-lying levels
shown to the r ight .)

148
A quantitative shell model analysis of the Gd energy levels has not yet

been performed, but configuration assignments suggested by intui t ion are

indicated in the f igure. The most noteworthy feature is the strong competition

in the yrast cascade of proton particle-hole core excitations in this two-

neutron nucleus; clearcut pure two-neutron states are only the positive

parity levels up to spin 8. Such core excited states are the very low-lying

3~ level and the group of negative parity states around 3 MeV which are of
-1 2 2}

^11/2^5/2'^7/2^ v^n c n a r a c ' ' : e r an<f have ' corresponding lplh partners in
14°6d at similar energies. The 3.76 MeV (10+) state has probably the configu-

2 - 2 2 2)
ration (irh,, /•p)-,nirjn \jj~i the analogous 2p2h state ' l ies at 3.86 MeV in

Gd. The above lying (12+), (14+) and (16+) sequence with typical vfyZ

spacings supports this interpretation.

The present results provide important information on the true vf,,~ to

single particle energy separation, which so far is only poorly known since

the observed 13/2+ levels in the N=83 nuclei are strongly lowered by inter-

action with the ( v f - ^ x 3~)13/o+ s t a t e - A more clearcut measure of the

single particle energy can be obtained from the i'^-i/? ^ 13/2^ 10" e x c i t a t 1 o n

energy in Gd. The only identif ied 10" state lies at 3.92 MeV. However,

tnat state could also be of irph x v f ^ character, and the (V^T/2^ 13/2^ 10"
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might l ie s t i l l higher. From the 6+ to 10" energy separation we therefore

estimate the lower l imi t for the v i ^ ^ single particle energy as

e i 1 3 / 2 ~ e 1 ?7/2 *• 2 M e V *

This large energy separation might explain why t h e v i , . ^ neutron is not found
to play a dominant role in the formation of high-spin yrast isomers above
N=82.

The 3.98 MeV (12+) level has probably a large i\yz amplitude, but a 12+

state is expected to have large octupole contributions which w i l l lower i ts
energy.

+ TU Mlinchen, now LBL Berkeley

1) S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, M.R. Maier, P. Kleinheinz, Proc. Dresden Conf.,
Sept. 1977, p. 27

2) P. Kleinheinz, R. Broda, P.J. Daly, S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, J . Blomqvist,
Z. Physik A290 (1979) 279, cf. R. Broda, P. Kleinheinz, S. Lunardi,
J. Blomqvist, separate contribution to this conference.
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PARTICLE PLUS OCTUPOLE ISOMERS AND MULTIPARTICLE YRAST STATES

82 AND'ISfo
R. Broda, P. Kleinheinz, P.J. Daly, M. Behar, and J. Blomqvist*

Institut fur Kernphysik, KFA Julich, D-517O Julich, F. R. Germany

In the neutron deficient Tb nuclei the valence proton is in the h^./2 orbit
Their yrast states will therefore be complicated since the h., ., proton alio
plays a dominant role in the yrast sequence ' of the doubly closed Gd core
nucleus. To study these phenomena we carried out in-beam y and e" experiments
using the (a,7n) and (<x,8n) reactions on a Eu target. Conversion electrons
were measured in-beam with an iron free orange spectrometer; standard techniques
were employed in the •* ray measurements.

The level schemes resulting from these studies are shown in figs. 1 and 2. In
both nuclei the first excited states are isomeric, and their deexcitation
transitions were determined from the measured a,, values to be of M2/E3 mixed
character. The isomers arise from a coupling of the valence nucleon(s) to the
3" first excited state in 146Gd and have octupole strengths of 31(6) WU (147Tb)
and 28(7) WC (1/;8Tb), similar to the 37(4) WU of the 146Gd core nucleus. The
Al = 3 member of the octupole multiplett lies at 2.0 MeV in 1 4 7Tb. In 1 4 8Tb it
occurs at much lower energy, which is attributed to the presence of the vi,?/?
excitation which strongly mixes with the ( v f ^ x 3") octupole state at N=83.
The calculated energies for the yrast states involving higher lying core exci-
tations are c,iven in the figures. They compare quite favourably with experiment,
although the data could not provide unique spin-parity assignments in all cases.
These calculated energies resulted from a shell model analysis using empirical
two-nucleon interactions and the experimentally known ' energies of the multi-
particle yrast states in 146Gd and 147Gd.

An unexpected finding was the 3.5 ns half-life of the 2992 keV state in 1 4 7Tb,
which is'probably the ('h^/2d5/2^23/f2 excitation. This small B(M1) could be
understood only if the g-factor values of the h,, ,~ and dg.j protons would be
numerically close to each other.

148The data for Tb indicate the existence of a long-lived higher lying yrast
isomer which, however is populated too weakly to be investigated in detail through
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(a,xn) experiments. This isomer lies higher than 5 MeV and has I > 18. Its half-

life is 1.2 + 0.5 ys. This isomer is probably identical with one observed in a

recent ' in beam study with 0 beam.

A recent independent in-beam Y and e" study ' of Tb gave the same excited
states as the present work up to 3.1 MeV excitation. However the multipolari-
ties obtained in that study ' for principal low lying yrast transitions are

at variance with our results. A still more recent investigation ' provided exci-
147tation energies for Tb which agree with ours.

Research Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden

1) P. Kleinheinz, R. Broda, P.J. Daly, S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, J. Blomqvist,
Z. Physik A290 (1979) 279

2) J.R. Beene, M.L. Halbert, D.G. Sarantites, BAPS 23 (1978) 944

3) N.C. Singhal, M.W. Johns, preprint Aug. 1978 and McMaster Univ. Ace.Lab.,
Annual Report 1978, p. 62

4) T.A. Khan, N.C. Singhal, M.W. Johns, McMaster Univ. Ace. Lab., Annual
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YRAST STATES IN THE FOUR-PARTICLE NUCLEUS |JT

R. Broda, M. Ogawa, P. Kleinheinz, R.K. Sheline, L. Richter+

Inst i tut fur Kernphysik, KFA Ji i l ich, D-5170 Jl i i ich, F.R. Germany

The yrast states of the odd odd nucleus Tb were investigated through the

Eu(a,5n) and Ce( 0,p3n) reactions. These reactions populate predominant-

ly the 5.8 min high-spin isomer known from 3-decay studies which was suggested
2 +

to be a (^hii/o v^7/?(v ) n ^ state. The level scheme resulting from our experi-^7/?
ments is shown in fig. 1. The 41.8 keV and 115.5 keV transitions were observed

in

in the conversion electron spectrum measured in the ( 0,p3n) reaction with a

solenoid spectrometer ' which accepted conversion electrons emitted from re-

coiling Tb nuclei. Gamma-gamma and e"y coincidence data established the

transition placements. The spin assignments are based upon the conversion-

electron data and y-ray angular distribution results. An 0.4(1) ns half-life

was measured by the recoil distance shadow method ' detecting 41.0 L and 115.5 K

electrons, but sofar the location of the isomeric state is not established.
+ 2

In addition to the (9 x octupoleUl and the (irh,, ,0vi,,/9(v )n)12 state
148 2^ + . *>'/' u

also seen in Tb ', a low lying 10 state occurs in 150Tb which has the
character (*h,,/p^g/?^ W ^ • Built upon these 9 , 10 , 11 , and 12 confi-

gurations we observe the level sequences associated with excitations of the

two remaining f-,,p neutrons. In the states with I > 18 a second f,^ neutron is

lifted into the h g ^ ° r the in/o sne^ • The highest state observed is an
1= (21) state which has probably irh., /2v^7/21'i3/2 cnaracter'

Except for the 0.4(1) ns isomer no other isomeric state has been observed

up to 4.4 HeV.

+ Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, Germany

1) H. Backe, L. Richter, R. Willwater, E. Kankeleit, Y. Nakayama, and B. Martin,
Z. Physik A285 (1978) 159

2) previous contribution to this conference
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Fig. 1: High-spin states in 150Tb. Intensities as measured in (a,5n) at
Ea ?= 68 MeV. Proposed configuration assignments are indicated.
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CONVERSION ELECTRON AND LIFE TIME MEASUREMENTS IN

S. Lunardi, M. Ogawa, H. Backe ,.M. Piiparinen, Y. Nagai and P. Kleinheinz

Institut fiir Kernphysik, KFA Jiilich, D-517O JiiHch, F.R. Germany

We have now extended our earlier ' (a,6n) Y-ray studies of Dy with conver-
sion electron measurements using an on-line orange spectrometer. In addition,

Ce( 0,4ne") experiments with an 83 MeV 0 beam were performed at the
Emperor Tandem at the MPI Heidelberg where electrons emitted from recoiling
atoms were transported in a solenoid field and energy analyzed in a silicon

2)detector '. Timing measurements established that the 230 K electrons decay
faster after compound formation than the 624, 551, 394 and 653 K electrons. This

leads to a relocation of the 230 keV transition as shown in fig. 1. In detailed

(a,6n) excitation function studies with 75 to 98 MeV a particles this result was

corroborated. Conversion coefficients measured for the intense yrast transitions

together with their angular distributions provide firm spin and parity assign-

ments for the states up to 16 . The transitions above the <16 level are of much

weaker intensity, but the data firmly establish the 18 , 19", and 20" levels at

5.07, 5.81, and 6.02 MeV. A 200-197-849 keV parallel decay cascade from the 19"

state procedes through additional levels with I = 18 and 17, but the ordering of

the 197 and 200 keV transitions cannot be determined from the data.

Electronic tYRc timing measurements with 230 K and 394 K electrons momentum

selected in the orange spectrometer and detected in a plastic scintillator, gave

the half-lives
Tl/2 = 1'7 - °'2 ns for the 16+ level at 4*57 MeV> and
Tl/2 = 1>1 ± °«3 ns for the 10+ 1evel at 3-03 M e V«

2)The recoil shadow measurements ' indicate half-lives of the order of 0.1 to 1 ns
for levels above 6 MeV, but so far these isomers are not firmly placed.

Proposed configuration assignments are shown to the left in the figure. The un-
usually small 6 to 8 energy separation - more than 200 keV less than in other
N = 84 isotones - reflects a corresponding decrease of the hg,- neutron excita-
tion energy in the odd Dy isotopes compared to their Gd isotones. The 624 keV
10 -»• 8 transition in our interpretation is configuration retarded which gives
rise to the long life of the 10+ level. The 1.7 + 0.2 ns half-life of the
230 keV transition should give a rather good value for the fy,- neutron effective
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quadrupole transition charge since no two-neutron admixtures giving large con-

tributions to the E2 transition probability are expected to contribute to the

16+ and 14+ states. From the measured B(E2) value of 450 ± 80 e fm the rather

large value of

e e f f(v2f ? / 2) - 3.6 + 0.2 e

results. Similar large values are found in several neighbouring nuclei fi om
2 + +

the B(E2) values of analogous E2 transitions involving vf,,« 6 and 4 configu-

rations.
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, D-6100 Darmstadt, F.R. Germany

1) S, Lunardi, M. Ogawa, M.R. Maier, P. Kleinheinz, Int. Conf. on High Spin
States and Nuclear Structure, Dresden 1977, ZfK-336, p. 28 and Institut
fur Kernphysik, KFA Ju'lich, Annual Report 1976, p. 31

2) H. Backe, L. Richter, R. Willwater, E. Kankeleit, Y. Nakayama, B. Martin,
Z. Physik A285 (1978) 159
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3472

. 2 2
VT7/2TI 0

Fig. 1: Level scheme of Dy with transition intensities shown as measured in
(a,6n) at Ea = 85 MeV. Multipolarities indicated where determined from a^ values
Proposed shell model configuration assignments are shown to the left.
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YRAST ISOMERS IN fg

M. Piiparinen, P. Kleinheinz, S. Lunardi, H. Backe+, J. Blomqvist++

Institut flir Kernphysik, KFA JUIich, D-517O JLiiich, F.R. Germany

In ah (a,5n) in-beam study of Dy with 72 MeV a-particles on a > 99 % enriched
152

Gd oxyde target we have identified three isomers in the yrast cascade of
that nucleus. Our experiments included y-ray singles excitation function, angu-
lar distribution, and two parameter (EY,tYRp) timing experiments as well as
extensive four-parameter two-detector YY coincidence measurements. The intense
side feeding into the yrast sequence over a wide range of spins inherent to
(a,xn) reactions was essential for determining angular distributions as well as
the transition ordering. From a separate investigation of Dy levels withIP
0 beam we obtained crucial supplementary information on low-energy transitions

in Dy. In this experiment a ^ 100 yg/cm metallic > 99 % enriched Ce
18target was bombarded with 83 MeV 0 from the Heidelberg Emperor acclerator.

The conversion electrons emitted from the free recoil atoms £ 50 ps after Dy

compound nucleus formation were detected in a solenoid spectrometer ', which

enabled e"y coincidence measurements with conversion electrons of > 10 keV

energy. The fig. 1 shows such a conversion electron singles spectrum from the
18( 0,3ne ) reaction.

From prompt, preprompt and postprompt YY and e~y coincidence spectra resulted
the transition placements relative to the isomers. The level scheme construc-
ted from these data is shown in fig. 2. Thr three isomeric half lives were
extracted from the YY coincidence data as 15 + 3 ns (for the 6.03 MeV state
with 1=49/2), 5.5 + 1.0 ns (4.90 MeV, 41/2"), and 1.3 + 0.6 ns (2.96 MeV, 27/2").
Whereas the ordering of the y-transitions can be inferred from their intensi-
ties it is more difficult to place the low energy electron transitions more
accurate than relative to the isomers. Whether the 264 keV E2 or the 25 keV
x = 1 transition deexcites the 15 ns isomer can not be unumbiguously established
from the data; we therefore show the intermediate level dashed. The angular
distribution and the K/L ratio of the 162 keV isomeric transition are compatible
only with stretched quadrupole radiation which from intensity balance and half
life must be E2. From the L to MN conversion line energy separation the 46.9 keV
transition can be characterized as dipole; intensity balance arguments specify
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it as Ml. Coincidence information and a comparison of the 46.9 and 162.4
electron intensities require that the 46.9 keV transition is isomeric. The
t n data locate that third isomer at 2.96 MeV. The ground state spin of Dy
was measured ' as I = 7/2 and is most naturally attributed to the f7/, neutron
orbit. Beta decay data ; suggest a vhQ/, character for the 527 keV state, and
the 13/2v ; level has ' probably a dominant i 1 3, 2 character, although its
parity is not determined. The y-ray angular distribution and the conversion
electron data determine the spins and parities for the other levels.

The shell model configurations of fig. 1 are based upon comparison with the

energy spectra of nuclei with a few nucleons outside the Gd core, vz the

three-neutron and two neutron nuclei Gd ' ' and Gd '. The suggested con-

figurations for the seniority five states are further solidified from compari-

son with the high spin states8^ in the Tb nucleus. The irregularly large

(25/2+) to 21/2^- ' energy separation consistently occurs in other N*85 nuc-

lei 6' 9), it results from the strong mixing of the i 1 3 «
 state with the f7/2

x3~

octupole excitation. The 27/2" tsomertc state very probably arises from the
2 +coupling of the f7/, neutron to the faK;-,r9)lQ state which in the lighter Dy

io in " / £
isotopes ' ' lies at similar excitation and figures prominently in their
yrast cascades. A (vfLg)5/'2" state occurs consistently5*9^ in the N-85 isotones
at very low energy. In general the large negative quadrupole moment in a
(j ),-_! configuration gives rise to a lowering of the energy-through the quadru-
pole interaction. The interaction with the (fh.fi/?)^+ configuration will
further lower this 5/2" state, which gives rise to the 25/2" level slightly
below the 27/2" isomer..Somewhat speculative are the configurations suggested
for the 43/2", (45/2), and 49/2 levels.

The 15. ns I = 49/2 isomer exhausts to within two units the 53/2 maximum angu-
lar momentum available for the five valence nucleons of Dy. Since no further
isomer occurs ' up to I * 67/2 it is indicated that high spin states involving
(vi,,,,)12+ do not form yrast isomers in Dy, similar as it was found for
several other nuclei in this region '.

The present spectroscopic study of il51Dy provides the first clearcut structural
identification based on experimental results of high spin isomers in the
A o* 150 region. Such more complete spectroscopic studies are essential for a
more detailed understanding of the isomerism in this region, which also at
present is intensely investigated in many theoretical works on yrast traps '.
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Specific calculations for Dy have recently been given ' but the calculated

isomeric configurations and spins as well as the multipolarities of their de-

excitation transitions are not in accord with experiment. In the calculation,

isomerism arises from configuration hindrance or from M2 or higher multipoiari-

ty, whereas the isomeric transitions in [

volve jumps for more than a single nucleon.

ty, whereas the isomeric transitions in Dy are E2 and Ml which do not in-

+ Institut flir Kernphysik, TH Darmstadt

** Research Inst-tute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden

1) H. Backe, L. Richter, R. Wfllwater, E. Kanfceleit, E. Kuphal, Y. Nakayama,
and B. Martin, Z. Physik A285 (1978) 159

2) B. Harmatz, Nucl. Data. Sheets 19 (1976) 33

3) K.S. Toth, C.R. Bingham, H.K. Carter, D.C. Sousa and D.R. Zolnowski, BAPS
23 (1978) 627

4) J.G. Fleissner, E.G. Funk, and J.W. Mihelich, BAPS 23 (1978) 627

5) G.E. Holland, Nucl. Data.Sheets 19 (1976) 337
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Fig. 2: Level scheme of Dy. Transition multipolarities from conversion data
are indicated. The (a,5n) in beam .intensities are shown. 47 and 25 keV electron
intensities not to scale.
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INVESTIGATION OF NUCLEI NEAR N = 82 AND Z = 64
VIA RADIOACTIVE DECAY OF HIGH-SPIN ISOMERS*

K. S. Toth
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of nuclei near the N = 82 closed shell is of interest
since it should be possible to describe their low-lying structure in terms
of a single-particle framework. Nuclei in this region with Z <_ 63 have been
studied in several ways, including direct nuclear reactions. This particular
method, however, cannot be applied to nuclei whose atomic numbers are greater
than 63 because stable isotopes with N ̂  82 are unavailable beyond ^ S m .
They must therefore be investigated either by the in-beam y-ray technique
and/or through radioactive decay.

An island of very high-spin isomers has been found recently (see e.g.,
Ref. 1) in neutron-deficient isotopes near N = 82 in (H.I., xn) in-beam
measurements. The discovery has led to a number of experiments which are
designed to identify the structures and mass assignments of these isomers.
In many instances the experiments have been aided by low-energy spectroscopic
information already available for nuclei in this mass region. Some of the
information had been obtained at the Oak Ridge isochronous cyclotron as part
of our investigation of short-lived, proton-rich, radioactive nuelides in
the rare earths. In the present contribution we will consider recent data
obtained primarily from the decay of terbium, dysprosium, and holmium nuclei
and discuss systematics of low-lying levels in N = 81, 82, and 83 isotones.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were done with the use of a gas-jet capillary system.
Products knocked out of thin targets by incoming heavy-ion beams were first
thermalized in a chamber containing helium and then transported through a
Teflon capillary tube to a shielded area by pumping on the gas. Singles
and coincidence y-ray measurements were made simultaneously. The coincidence
data were accumulated in a three parameter, Y-Y-T, mode; singles data
were taken and stored in a spectrum multiscale mode so that half-life
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information can be obtained for the observed photon peaks.

A. N = 81 Nuclei
On the neutron-deficient side of the N = 82 shell, as a result of M4

transitions between hn/g and ^3/2 n e u t r°n states, many isomers have been
identified in nuclides with odd A but even Z. [Their partial half-lives (and
resultant radial matrix elements) are useful for testing single-particle
models (Ref. 2 of example).] The most extensively investigated series is
the one for N = 81 nuclei, where isomers have been found from 133je to 145Qd.
However, while the 721-keV M4 transition in 145Gd has been known3 since 1969
the excitation energies of the h] 1/2 an<* ̂ 3/2 l e v el s remained undetermined.
This is due to the fact that the ^45Gd ground state has a spin of l/2+ in
contrast to the isotones with lower atomic numbers. Their ground states are
3/2+ so that the energies of the M4 transitions locate the h-j 1/2 levels.
Therefore, as part of the search for the next nucleus in the series, i.e.,
147Dy, we looked for the CJ3/2 to si/2 transitions in both 147Dy and 145Gd.

Dysprosium isotopes were produced by bombarding l^Pr with ^4N ions. A
new 59-sec activity was observed and identified as the h-j-| in state in
^47Dy. In the course of the investigation it was concluded that two yrays
found to follow its decay represented the hi 1/2 * d3/2 (6f*7 ke^) and ^3/2 -»•
s 1 / 2 (72 keV) transitions in 147Dy. In these irradiations 145Gdm was also
produced by means of the ^^Pr (14N, a6n) reaction. A 27 keV y-ray was
observed to decay with the isomer's characteristic 85 sec half-life and was
established to be the missing d^/2 •*• si/2 Ml transition in ^45Gd.

Fig. 1 shows the energies of the three single-neutron states in N =
81 nuclei. The 3s-]/2 orbital drops in excitation energy as Z increases and
becomes the ground state in 145Gd and 147Dy. Contrastingly, the dyg orbital
which represents the ground state up through ^ S m becomes the first-excited
state in 145Gd (27 keV) and 147Dy (72 keV). The h-|i/2 state increases in
excitation and then levels off at ^ 755 keV. Our data for 145Gd and
clearly establish the trend predicted by Silverberg. His shell-model calcu-
lations for the N = 81 isotones showed that the splitting between the hjj/2
and d3/2 states (M4 transition energies) would first increase with atomic
number, reach a maximum at about 139Ce, and then begin to decrease,

B. N = 83 Nuclei
Low-lying states in N = 83 Isotones can be described in terms of neutron

orbitals beyond N = 82. In F1g. 2 their energies are traced from l37Xe to
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Dy. The information is from a variety of sources, including our data
from the decay of.145Eu, 1 4 7Tb, and of the new isotope, 1 4 9Ho. In a study5

of Sm, a similar plot showed that as Z increased excitation energies

increased for all but one of the single-neutron levels. This level (thought
to be 9/2" but shown recently to be 13/2+) dropped markedly in energy (see
Fig. 2). On the basis of these smooth behaviors, it was possible to predict
the locations in 14"ud of the two hg/2 states is well as the f5/2 and p-|/2
levels; the 113/2* 997-keV, and the P3/2. 1153-keV levels had been identified
by earlier investigators. In our subsequent study'7 of Tb decay the 9/2"
and 5/2" levels in 147Gd were found close to the predicted energies.

Levels in ^ Dy, the next nucleus in the series, were recently investi-
gated in-beam by means of the ^ Q d (a> 7nj reaction. The first-excited
level, the i-]3/2 intrinsic state, was located at 1073-keV and found to
deexcite to the fj/^ ground state via an E3 transition. In a series of
+ ^B bombardments we were able to identify a 21-sec activity as being Ho.
In addition to the E3 1073-keV transition, an intense 1091-keV y-ray was
found to be associated with the new activity. We propose that this intense
transition deexcites a 1091-keV level in 149Dy which is the principal hg/2
neutron state populated by the allowed (log ft ^ 4.3) 6 transition, irh-n/2 •*
vh g / 2.

The two sets of new data show (see Fig. 2) that the smooth trends, at
least for the 113/2 and ng/2 states, have been disrupted at '^Dy. The dis-
ruption may be due to the closure at Z = 64 (see e.g., Ref. 9) where the 97/2
and d5/2 proton orbitals are filled so that ^ D y (its last two protons are
in h]]/2 orbitals) is the first N = 83 nucleus to occupy the new subshell.
Shell-model calculations10 fc nuclei in this region have been made with the
assumption of an (N=82 + Z=5t core. Because of the complexities involved,
the hn/2 proton orbital was not considered; it should be included for nuclei
at Z £ 64, since occupation of that orbital becomes important at this atomic
number. Further theoretical studies are needed. With the available experi-
mental evidence perhaps such calculations could utilize an (N=82 + Z=64)
core to explore the structure of nuclei with Z >_ 66.

C. N = 82 Nuclei

Low-lying levels in doubly-even N = 82 nuclei can be explained in terms
of two-quasiparticle excitations. They have also been considered as core
states for the interpretation of levels in N = 83 nuclei. Systematics for
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the lowest 2+, 4+, 6+, and 3" states in N = 82 isotones (134Te to 1 4 8Dy) are
summarized graphically in Fig. 3. Information indicated for ^46Gd is from
'46Tb decay and recent in-beam studies; ' levels shown for 148Dy are
observed in the decay of the new isotope ^48Ho.

The general trend in Fig. 3 is that the 2+, 4+, and 6+ states increase
gradually in energy as Z increases while the 3", octupole, level drops precip-
itiously. The ^46Gd first-excited state at 1580 keV had been assumed to be
2 + as expected for an even-even nucleus. A recent investigation, however,

1 p
has shown that it is 3" instead. A subsequent study located the lowest
2 + level at 1971 keV. Thus, the accumulated evidence is that 146Gd is one
of the few doubly-even nuclei whose first-excited states are not 2+. These
exceptions are found in nuclei with special closed shell structures, such as
1 60, 40Ca, and 2 0 8Pb. It seems, therefore, that 146Gd, with a 3" first-
excited state, may be doubly magic. The 5" and 7" levels shown in Fig. 3
for l46Gd had originally been thought to be 4 + and 6+, respectively. This
does not appear to be likely because they are connected by E2 transitions
to the 3- state. Possible candidates are the two levels seen in decay above
the 7" state.

The new isotope, ^48Ho, was identified at the highest bombarding energy
used, -v. 96 MeV, in the 1oB + 144Sm experiments. It has a half-life of 9 sec
and has, in its decay, three y-rays in coincidence with one another. Their
intensities establish the following cascade (and sequence of levels) in keV:
504 (2854) -y 662 (2350) + 1688 (1688) -> 148Dy ground state. This situation
resembles the one found7 in 146Tb decay, i.e., 441 (3099) •+ 1078 (2658) +
1580 (1580) •*• Gd ground state. Conversion coefficient measurements are
not available as yet. One cannot say, therefore, if the lowest excited state
in l48Dy shown in Fig. 3 is 2 + or 3". As a result the three excited levels
are tentatively characterized as (2+, 3"), (4+, 5") and (6+, 7").

Oak Ridge National Laboratory is operated by Union Carbide Corporation
for the Department of Energy, Division of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-7405-eng-26. The author would like to thank C. R. Bingham,
H. K. Carter, E. Newman, A. E. Rainis, W.-D. Schmidt-Ott, D. C. Sousa, and
D. R. Zolnowski, who participated in various phases of the work described in
this contribution.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Location of hn/2» d3/2> anc) si/2 neutron levels in N = 81 even-Z
isotopes.

Figure 2. Excitation energies of single-neutron states in N = 83 even-Z
isotones. The dashed level in.], Dy at 1584 keV may correspond
to the 9/2" 1798-keV level in 147Gd.

Figure 3. Low-lying levels in doubly-even N = 82 nuclei.
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DETERMINATION OF THE EXCITATION ENERGY OF HIGH SPIN ISOMERS

S. Bj0rnholm, J. Borggreen, O. Christensen, A. Del Zoppof
B. Herskind, J. Pedersen and G. Sletten

Niels Bohr Institute, Ris0, 4000 Roskilde, Denmark

F. Folkmann and R. Simon
Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung, 6100 Darmstadt, Germany

One interesting feature of nuclei at very high angular mo-

menta is the possible existence of yrast traps. These are pre-

dicted for nuclei where the yrast states are formed by alignment

of particle spins along symmetry axis, see Refs. 1-4. Stimulated

by these predictions a search for delayed y-radiation of life-

times longer than 'vlO ns and of high multiplicity was undertaken

and an island of high spin isomers in the region 64 £ Z £ 76

and 82 £ N % 86 was observed5.

The identification of high spin isomers in Ref.5 was based

on multiplicity measurements of the delayed gamma radiation,

using 16 Nal detectors in a coincidence arrangement with a re-

solving time of 2c = 20 ns. It turned out that the experimental

multiplicity was dependent on the length of the resolving time

reflecting the occurrence of intervening delays during the re-

lease of the isomeric cascade. Unless a very long resolving

time is used the observed multiplicity may be an incorrect mea-

sure of the total number of transitions.

Another characterization of the high spin isomers would be

a determination of their excitation energy. A large Nal crystal

in nearly 4TT geometry can be used to integrate the total y-ray

energy. By its nature such a crystal will require integration

times of several hundred nanoseconds. The problem of interve-

ning delays is therefore greatly reduced.

In this paper we describe the adoption of the sum spectro-

meter technique to the study of delayed radiation and present

results obtained with this method. The isomers subject to the

present study are those published earlier by Pedersen et al. .

Experimentally, the target is placed ^25 cm upstream rela-

tive to the center of a 20 x 25 cm Nal-detector. Between the

target and the detector is placed ^15 cm lead shield to minimize

421
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the probability for detecting prompt y-rays emitted from the tar-

get. The isomeric nuclei must survive a flight of approximately
0 ft ft

25 ns before they are caught on a Pb foil placed in the center

of the Nal detector. Events are defined as triple coincidences

between the two halves of the Nal detector and either one of the

Ge detectors in a time range of 400 ns between the 1 ns beam pul-

ses .

The response of the spectrometer to single y-transitions of

energy is obtained from a number of y-ray sources with 0.3 MeV

< e < 2.8 MeV. From these points interpolations are made so as

to get continuous functions of total efficiency, peak-to-compton

ratio and photopeak width with respect to e. From the decay

scheme of a known isomer one can easily by a computer construct

the final response function by a summation over increments in the

individual response functions . The agreement between such corre-

lated response functions and experimental sum spectra is demon-

strated in Fig.l.

For the reverse problem, from a measured sum spectrum to de-

duce the total energy of an isomer, one does not a priori expect

a one-to-one relationship, because the response depends on the

multiplicity of the isomeric decay.

Under the assumption of a certain average transition energy

in a decay there is, however, a value of the multiplicity above

which the centroid value of the sum spectrum is a linear function

of the excitation energy.

The centroid value, E, . of the sum spectrum is related to

the total energy of the y-cascade, E e x c by

Eexc = Edet/(f2 ' * * 5det/e) + Egate

where E g a t e is the energy of the transition used as gate. The

correction factors for E^ . are fi, the total efficiency for de-

tecting a photon, e d e t, the average detected energy for a photon

of energy e and finally q, the nonlinearity correction due to

perfect summation of short cascades . The equation is valid for

M - 1 transitions of equal energy, where M, the multiplicity is

E /e, but the dependence on a variation of the individual ener-
GXC
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gies, e is negligible. The variation of Q • e, , e as a function

of e is rather small. It changes from 0.59 ~.c 300 keV to 0.45 at

1200 keV. The nonlinearity correction IF less than 10% for a

multiplicity of 5 or more.

Three of the isomers populated have well-established decay
144 152 154

schemes, i.e. Gd, Dy and Er. Fig.l shows their sum spec-

tra recorded in coincidence with selected transitions together

with the calculated response functions.
154The Er spectrum shows in the lowest channels a systematic

deviation which in the table is reflected in the discrepancy of

0.3 MeV between the experimental E and the literature value.

This does not throw doubt on the published results, however, but

is rather an instrumental effect as if an artificial cut-off is

appearing here at these low M- and E - values. The nearly per-

fect overlap of the curves for the two lower cases tells that

for M£6 any systematic error in the process of extracting the

excitation energies from the centroid values amounts to not more

than ±0.1 MeV.

The table shows the major results of the experiments. Be-

sides the excitation energy of the (upper) isomer the halflife is

given. If any intervening halflife is present also that is stated.
147For Gd there is good agreement with the literature values for

both T, I* an& E . The response function calculated on the basis

of a partial decay scheme shows perfect agreement with the mea-

sured sum spectrum, see Fig.2. The only discrepancy is for Tb

where our measured E is significantly lower than the published
150

value. The tentative assignment of the 7.1 MeV isomer to Ho
18

is based on preliminary data by Khoo et al.

*0n leave from Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare,
Catania, Italy.
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Kajor reiultB on halflivea and Isomer excitation energies conparcd with published values.

Isoaerlc Nucleus1"' T j / 2 JJJ'* (na) «< x c (KeV) Associated Y-llnea1*' References

thla work literature thla work literature E (keV) and rel . intenalty

1 Cd u 135 1 25 145 1 30 3.45 1 0.15 3.43 10

4500 560 7.55 * 0.35 7.5 9,8

27 1 3 28 1 2

4500 1200 ± 500 7 .55±0 .35 1-7.6 1214(.3),240(.7),283(.9),351(.5), 11,12
|523(.9),743(.7),858(.4),1335(l.O);

22 1 2 20 1 2 1006(1.0)

i . i (12 1 1 10.9 1 0.6 6.03
'85 j 5.2 1 0.25 ' 13,15

1 5.5 ± 1 4.9

»

152

65 ± 25 49.5 1 14 5.15 1 0.25 5.03 16,17

tlOO 7.20 10 .35 |337(.5),436{.6),636(1.O),648(.7),
l671(.9),777(.9),896(.6);

2,83
145 1 2 0 50 1 2 0 305(.9),727(1.0)

150.151 a ) f 1500 4 500 7.05 10 .35 191(.4),350(.8),363(1.0),106O(.9); 18
8 3 > 8 4 | 50 1 5 2.70 10 .30 1225(.5),263(.6) ,280(.4) ,313(.6).

\ 630(.5),887(.2),1098(1.0)
. , l 4500 7.30 1 0.75

151.152 • '
BO84.85

| 4500

( 65 1 15 712(1.0)

( 30 1 15 6.0 1 0.8

>*„„ , , +0.2
4400 3.7 J [J j 605(1.0),712(1.0),734(1.0),760(.9)

45 ± 5 7.4 10 .2 143(.2)>451(.7),704(.6),866(l.O);

37 1 10 198(1.0)(

I 32 1 3

>12.2 f 23O(.6),280(.9),31O(.2),330(.5),
423(.6),519(.l),554(1.0),562{.2),

B.50 1 0.40 { 564(.2),673(1.0),731(.l),765(.9). 24
I 787(.7),809(.9),941(.l) , l052(.3),
I 1185(.l),1212('.2),1395(.l)

( 1000 1500 S.20 1 0.25 / 350(1.0) ,357(.8),364(.6) ,419( .7) . 18,19

1429(.5),65«(.4),7«7(1.O),9U(.9);
1 3 0 0 1100 360 1 4 0 J.7J |300(.B),341(1.0),588(.7),713(.7),

lane?)
1 M t r w 50 1 5 42 3.45 1 0.15 3.01 20,21

*'AsslgnMnt sufiested froH cross bcmbsrdnents.

*Hote added In proof: Recent work of fllparlnen, Lumirdl, Klelnhelnt, laeke and llomqvitt (tub. to Z. Phyilk) reveals • 15
•s itomtr at 6.0) HeV and a 5.5 nt lao«*r at 4.9 NeV. loth of thesa halfllves are on the limit of detection because of the
20-25 na fllghttlne. Due to a decay of the 15 na isOMer outside, and a corresponding ttrowth and ducay of the 5.5 ns lnoner
Inside the sensitive region of the Hal cryatal, uc uiluld expect to iwasure E e s e •* 5.6 HeV. This Is still outside the Halts
•f srrors the vslus depends, however, very critically on the hslfllvea quoted above.
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Footnotes to table.

b) Isomers in 1 4 6Gd (Ref.8), 1 4 8Dy (Ref.22) and 1 4 9Dy (Ref.23)
were only weakly observed.

c) The errors include the systematical errors discussed in the
text and the statistical uncertainties in the centroid determi-
nations, but not the effect of low-energy transitions (£100 keV)
which are not detected by the Nal, due to either internal con-
version or total absorption in the crystal housing.

d) Only the stronger y-lines with consistent sum spectrum and
halflives are included. Semicolon divides lower and upper
isomer. Uncertainty ±1 keV.

Figure captions.

Pig.l. Sum spectra of three isomers, experimental and calculated.
Calibration is 0.17 MeV/ch. M is the multiplicity of the
isomeric decay. The upper spectrum shows peaks for the
summation of 2, 3 and 4 y-rays in channel 7, 11 and 15, re-
spectively. The structure is visible for this low multipli-
city only.

Fig.2. The response function is calculated, assuming that the two
branches in the decay (N=12 and M=16) each carries 50%
intensity".
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LINEAR POLARISATION FOR CONTINUUM y-RAYS

F.A. Beck, E. Bozek , T. Byrski, C. Gehringer, J. C. Merdinger,
Y. Schutz, J. Styczen and J. P. Vivien

CRN and ULP, Strasbourg, France

The multipolarity of the continuum \-ray spectrum following neutron

emission in heavy ion reactions has been mainly studied by angular cor-

relation or angular distribution measurements. Two recent experiments

have given information on the •y-ray continuum multipolarity by measur-

ing electron conversion coefficients. ' We report here on the measure-

ment of the linear polarisation of such a continuum in two different sys-

tems : Ce + O and Nd + O, leading respectively to the nearly

closed shell Dy and to the rotational Er nuclei.

Isotopically enriched targets of 1 mg/cm evaporated onto 0. 1 mm lead

foils were bombarded with oxygen beams of 89 MeV for dysprosium and

8 5 and 76 MeV for erbium. In order to select the 4n channel in the dys-

prosium case, additional linear polarisation and angular distribution

measurements have been done in coincidence with an Nal crystal detecting

the delayed isotropic v-ray cascade issuing from the long-lived isomeric

state (T = 72 ns).

The linear polarisation was measured with a three Ge(Li) Compton polar-

imeter. In the analysis of the data, an unfolding procedure has been ap-

plied to the H and V sum spectra obtained-respectively from scatter er plus

horizontal analyser and scatterer plus vertical analyser crystals. For that

purpose, the response function of the coupled detectors has been studied

using v-ray sources covering the region of interest (0-2 MeV). Cor-

rection for the energy dependence of linear polarisation sensitivity of the

apparatus, has been included in the ratioy* = V/H in such a way that the

polarisation p is directly expressed as : p = (y»-l) / (fl +1)

+ Permanent address : Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland.
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Figure 1 shows the ratio a obtained at 85 MeV O bombarding energy

for Er. Figure 2 displays the same ratio for Dy. In both nuclei the

linear polarisation observed for high energy -y-rays (Ey ^ 1 . 5 MeV in Dy,

E.y VI. 8 MeV in Er) is zero within the error bars. From the angular

distribution coefficients z.^ = 0.15 , a., = - 0. 03 measured

for the statistical part of Dy it is deduced that the stretched quadrupole

transition amounts to 27 %. Using the polarisation values one can calculate

the percentage of stretched and non stretched El an Ml transitions, taking

the ratio El/Ml as a parameter. Table 1 gives the different amounts found

when one uses the ratios El/Ml deduced from ref. 1 and 2. One should

notice that a 27 % E2 contribution is compatible, within the error limits,

with the measured conversion coefficients in ref. 1.

El/Ml

4.2 (Ref. 2)

OO (Ref. 1)

&I = 0

El

28

31

Ml

4

0

AI = 1

El

31

42

Ml

10

0

Table 1 : Percentage of the different dipolar components deduced from
the measurements assuming El/Ml ratio of ref. 1 and 2 and
27 % quadrupole contribution.

For the Yrast part of the spectra, the v-ray linear polarisation increases

with decreasing energy and reaches a maximum around 500 keV. In erbium

this maximum corresponds to more than 90 % of stretched E2 transitions.

Assuming the presence of a low energy tail of the statistical transitions,

the smaller maximum value observed in Dy would correspond to a 60 %

E2 component.

Below 500 keV the polarisation drops and becomes negative around

300 keV. This result is in agreement with the work of Newton .et.al^ who
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3

suggested a dipole component. The negative value of the angular distribu-

tion they observed together with our measured value of the linear polariza-

tion implies a strong low energy stretched Ml component.

^ . J . Feenstra, W. J. Ockels, J. Van Klinken, M. J. A. De Voigt and
Z. Sujkowski, Phys. Lett. 69B, 403 (1977).

S.J. Feenstra, J. Van Klinken, J. P. Pjin, R. Janssens, C. Michel,
J. Steyaert, J. Vervier, K. Cornelis, M. Huyse, G. Lhersonneau,
Phys. Lett. 80B , 183 (1979).

L. Westerberg, D. G. Sarantites, K. Geoffroy, R.A. Dayras, J. B. Beene,
M. L. Halbert, D. C. Hensley and G. H. Barker, Phys. Rev. Lett., 41_,
96 (1978).

J.O. Newton, S. H. Sie and G. D. Dracoulis, Phys. Rev. Lett., 40., 625
(1978).
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MEASUREMENT OF THE LINEAR POLARIZATION OF CONTINUUM GAMMA-RAYS

FROM (32S,xn) REACTIONS

W. Trautmann , J.F. Sharpey-Schafer , H.R. Andrews, B. Haas ,

O. Hausser, P. Taras* , and D. Ward

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,

Chalk River, Ontario KOJ1JO, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of atomic nuclei at high angular momenta is

presently much studied near the neutron shell closure at N = 82

where high-spin isomers have been found in several nuclei. Detail-
1 cp

ed investigations of Dy up to spin 36 indicate a possibly ob-

late shape for this nucleus and show very little collectivity for
1 2yrast states with high angular momentum. ' These findings are in

agreement with the predictions for nuclear rotation around an

axis of symmetry where individual particle spins are aligned to

produce large angular momenta. They do not exclude, however, col-

lective rotation at higher spins and excitations which might re-

sult from rotational motion around an axis perpendicular to the

nuclear symmetry axis or from a shape change at very high spins.

We have investigated the continuum y-radiation feeding high-

spin yrast states in oblate 1 5 1 / 1 5 2Dy and prolate 156"158Er nuclei

which were produced in { S,xn) reactions using a 150-MeV sulphur

beam from the Chalk River tandem. We have measured the linear

polarization and spectra shapes using a three-Ge(Li) Compton-
4

polarimeter and angular distributions using a 12.7 cmx 15.2 cm
Nal detector. The polarimeter provides high energy resolution and

t University of Munich, Germany
tt University of Liverpool, U.K.
§ CRN Strasbourg, France
§§ University of Montreal, Canada
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a large peak/total ratio (.55 at 1 MeV) and allows to subtract the

contributions of discrete lines in the measured spectra and pola-

rization data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The three-Ge(Li) Compton-polarimeter has been calibrated

using y rays between 335 keV and 4.43 MeV from y~raY sources and

nuclear reactions. The response to monoenergetic y rays (line-

shape) , the peak/total efficiency ratio, and the polarization

sensitivity were determined as a function of y^ay energy (Fig.1).
4

In all measurements the cos£ condition for the pulse-height pairs

from the scatterer and absorber crystals was applied, and only

events were accepted which were consistent with single Compton

scattering to angles 53° £ E. <_ 102°. The continuous background

due to incomplete shielding of the absorbers from reaction neut-

rons and background y~r3diation was measured separately, suppres-

sing true events with identical lead blocks of 1 cm thickness

between the scatterer and absorber crystals, and then subtracted.

In the erbium experiments a coincidence was required between

the polarimeter and at least one of four 7.5 cm x 7.5 cm Nal

detectors mounted at various directions at about 12 cm from the

target. In the dysprosium experiments a pulsed beam was used and

only prompt radiation followed by a delayed Nal event was recorded.

This requirement removes discrete transitions below the isomers

from the spectra and limits the continuum data to the spin region

above the isomers.

3. RESULTS

The angular distribution coefficient A- and the linear pola-

rization P (defined as in ref.4) which were derived from the

measured spectra are given in Fig. 2. In the Er nuclei the domi-

nance of stretched E2 transitions is clearly demonstrated by the

positive A2 = 0.25 and the positive Py - 0.35 for E < 1.2 MeV.

Both magnitudes seem to decrease towards higher transition ener-
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gies where the statistical contribution to the spectra increases.

For the Dy nuclei a similar pattern is observed for E > 1 MeV.

At lower energies, however, a rather small anisotropy and pola-

rization are found. Although there the data still include about

30% contributions of prompt discrete y rays, an almost equal mix-

ture of E1, M1, and E2 transitions, the absence of a strong col-

lective E2 component is apparent.

To obtain pure continuum spectra the measured spectra were

unfolded in a channel-by-channel procedure based on the measured

lineshapes, and corrected for the contribution of discrete lines

and the efficiency drop at small y-ray energies. Lines of known

intensity in the produced final nuclei were used for normalization.

To avoid possible errors introduced by the unfolding procedure

the linear polarization of the continuum was determined by correc-

ting the values derived from the measured spectra (Fig. 2) for the

contributions of discrete lines.

The contrasting character of the pre-yrast y-decay in the

two kinds of nuclei is clearly seen in the so obtained continuum

results (Fig. 3). The Er data are in full agreement with the well

known picture of a strong collective E2 component superimposed on

a nearly exponential statistical spectrum. In dysprosium neither

M1 nor E2 collective bands are strong enough to be identified in

the polarization data at E < 1 MeV. There the spectra barely

exceed the intensities obtained from an extrapolation of the ex-

ponential tail to smaller energies. This seems to suggest a mostly

statistical decay, including stretched and nonstretched transitions

of various type which add up to yield essentially zero polarization.

At energies around 1.2 MeV/ however, evidence for an additional

component of stretched E2 transitions is given by the positive

P =0.3 which is supported by the positive A2 = 0.2 (Fig. 2)

since we see no discrete lines beyond 1142 keV. This component

may be identified with the weakly pronounced bump in the spectra,

and, although further experiments are desirable, the similarity

to the erbium case may suggest collective rotation at very high

spins. If 2J/n2 = 140 MeV~1 is assumed1 1 MeV < E < 1,5 MeV
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corresponds to spins between 35 and 50. Regarding the restriction

of the collective component to this spin region a shape change

near spin 35 or 40 may seem more likely than rotation around an

axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis of oblate deformation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Efficiency and polarization sensitivity of the three-
Ge(Li) Compton-polarimeter.
Top: The relative photopeak efficiency (full line) was
measured using a Mn52-Co56 y-ray source and reaction
Y rays. The thin line includes the effect of the sub-
traction of background spectra measured with 1-cm lead
blocks between the scatterer and absorber crystals. The
total efficiency given by the open points is obtained
from lineshape measurements, the full points include the
lead block effect, and the full line gives the total
efficiency assumed for the normalization of the conti-
nuum spectra (Fig. 3).
Bottom: The measured polarization sensitivity for the
total lineshapes is compared with the results obtained
for photopeaks (full line) and the Klein-Nishina predic-
tion for point detectors and 90° Compton scattering angle.

Fig. 2: Angular distribution coefficient A2 and linear polariza-
tion Py as derived from the measured spectra.

Fig. 3: Intensity and linear polarization Py (insert) of the y-
ray continuum after subtraction of contributions of
discrete lines. For Dy the minimum delay required between
the recorded prompt and delayed y radiation is indicated.
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HIGH SPIN BAND STRUCTURE IN Yb

F.A. Beck, E. Bozek , T. Byrski, C. Gehringer, J . C . Merdinger
Y. Schutz, J. Styczen and J. P . Vivien

CRN and ULP, 67037 Strasbourg, F rance

The ground state band of Yb has previously been established to
"IT" +J = 10 . In this work we have extended the information on this band up to

J = 28 and tentatively up to 30 . In addition two 3ide bands have also been

found. High spin states in Yb have been populated in the Sm( O, 4n)

reaction. The 1 m g / c m target , enriched to 95 % in Sm, was evapora-

ted in metallic form on a 0. 1 mm lead foil. An excitation function has been

measured from Ei&n
 = 90 to 110 MeV in steps of 5 MeV. Ge(Li) - Ge(Li)

coincidence spectra as well as Ge(Li) spectra in coincidence with a

multiplicity filter, consisting of six 12. 7 x 15. 2 cm Nal c rys ta l s , were

recorded at Ei& = 95 MeV and E ^ = 1 0^ MeV. The f irst energy c o r r e -

sponds to the maximum, yield of the 4n channel and the second was chosen

to favour the feeding of very high spin s ta tes . For the y-y coincidence

measurements a th ree Ge(Li) a r r a y , By = + 90 , - 90 and 0° with

respec t to the beam direction, was used to inc rease the counting r a t e s .

The cofticident events for each pair of detectors were recorded on mag-

netic tapes allowing to construct all possible gated v - r a y spectra. This

also permi ts the measurement of the DCO rat io

R=W(90°, 0°, 180°) / "W(0°, 90°, 180°) from the t r ip le angular corre la t ion

function W( Q± Q ?.' / )• T h e determination of spins resul ts from the

&2 and a . coefficients of the angular distributions measurements , from

DCO rat ios and from the average intensity ratios 1(0 ) / 1(90 ) between

the yields of the v - r a y s measured at 0° and 90 in coincidence with the

multiplicity filter.

Permanent address : Institute of Nuclear Physics , Cracow, Poland.
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The level scheme of Yb deduced from this experiment is reported in

fig. 1. The structure of the ground state band, which shows a strong first

backbending and also a second one, has been discussed in detail elsewhere .

The coincidence data are not good enough to show that the 865. 8 keV \-ray

is in coincidence with each lower transition in the yrast sequence. This

line is observed in the coincidence spectrum corresponding to a sum of

gates set on the 24—»22 to 12—»10 transitions. So its assignment is

considered tentative.

Two side bands have been observed. The data for the transitions within the

bands are consistent with stretched E2 decay. A 216 keV transition,seen

in coincidence with the 399, 541 and 654 keV transitions, is not included

in the level scheme due to the strong intensity reduction of this line by the

electronic coincidence setting. The left side band is connected to the 6

state of the g. s. band by two cascading stretched dipolar transitions and to

the 8 state by a 626 keV non stretched dipolar transition. The right side

band decay essentially to the 8 g.b. state by a stretched 744 keV dipolar

transition.

1
B. Bochev, S. A. Karamian, T. Kutsarova, E. Nadjakov and Yu. Ts.
Oganessian, Nucl. Phys. A267, 344 (1976).

2
A. E. Litherland and A. J. Ferguson, Can. J. Phys. _39_, 788 (1961).

JF.A. Beck, E. Bozek, T. Byrski, C. Gehringer, J. C. Merdinger,
Y. Schutz, J. Styczen and J. P. Vivien, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 493(1979).

4
A. W. Sunyar, E. Der Mateosian, O. C. Kistner, A. Johnson,
A.H. Lumpkin and P. Thieberger, Phys. Lett. 62B , 283(1976).
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HIGH SPIN STATES IN NEUTRON RICH RARE EARTH NUCLEI*

H.Bohn, T.Faestermann, F.v.Feilitzsch, P.Kienle, and A.W.Sunyar*

Physik-Department, TU - Munchen, D-8046 Garching, F.R. Germany

H.Emling, P.Fuchs, E.Grosse, D.Schwalm, and H.J.Wollersheim

GSI, D-61OO Darmstadt, F.R. Germany

Not much is known about high spin states in the well

deformed, neutron rich rare earth nuclei. The main reason is

that these states cannot be excited by heavy ion induced com-

pound reactions due to the lack of stable target nuclei. From

systematics a more general behavior of these nuclei at high

angular momentum might be expected, i.e., the influence of

specific single particle orbits (e.g.Vi13/2) which causes

severe distortions in the yrast line for the neutron poorer

rare earth nuclei might be suppressed. Such a behavior would

prove important for testing the predictions of microscopic cal-

culations.

We therefore decided to investigate high spin states

in stable, neutron rich rare earth nuclei via multiple Coulomb
208

excitation, using a Pb beam from the UNILAC. First results

on 180Hf, 178Hf, and 170Er are presented.
2

Isotopically enriched (>96%), thin (0.5 - 1.0 ttg/cm ),

targets of Hf, l/0Hf, and " Er were bombarded with a
20R

Pb beam at bombarding energies between 4.7 and 5.4 MeV/A.

In coincidence with ^f-rays scattered particles

were detected in two position sensitive parallel-plate de-

tectors allowing (a) to correct the Jf-ray energies for the

Doppler-spread due to the large spread in the recoil veloci-

ties and angles (b) to distinguish between projectile and re-

coiling target nucleus by their time-of-flight difference.

The angular range covered by the particle detectors was about

6 0 ° ^ 9 ^ 150° with respect to the scattered projectiles.
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The ^f-rays were detected in up to three large volume Ge(Li)

detectors.

Fig. 1 shows for one Ge(Li) detector a }f-ray
"2 O ft 1 Qpi

energy spectrum for the case 4.81 MeV/A Pb on Hf, cor-

rected for Doppler-shift due to the recoiling target nuclei.
1 fto

The ground state band (g.s.b.) in Hf was previously
known 2 up to the I T = 8 + state at E * = 1.084 MeV. As is evi-

dent from Fig. 1 a number of additional lines are observed

which are interpreted as to extend the g.s.b. up to I = 20

at E * = 5.6 MeV. The 2O + - 18 + transition is more clearly

visible in a V-spectrum (not shown here) obtained by setting

a particle window on the region corresponding to large c m .

scattering angles of the projectiles.
1 7 R

Similarly the g.s.b. in Hf which was previously
known 2 up to I T = 14 + at E * = 2.778 MeV could be observed up

to I* = 18 + at E * = 4.1 MeV.

An example for another neutron rich rare earth

nucleus is shown by Fig. 2 for the case 4.73 MeV/A Pb on

Er. In Er we observe the g.s.b.(previously known up to

I = 12 ) up to I = 22 . In obtaining the V-spectrum plotted

in the lower part of Fig. 2 an additional coincidence with a

large NaJ(Tl) detector was required, thus enhancing the higher

multiplicity events.

In all nuclei investigated so far we observe ad-

ditional V-lines at higher energies (E^> 800 keV) which are

attributed to the decay of states belonging to other bands,

e.g. G- and/or )f-bands. The analysis of these lines is com-

plicated since some of them show up weakly and often unre-

solved groups of such lines occur.

Fig. 3 summarizes the dependence of the moment of

inertia from the rotational frequency for the cases discussed
178

here. For Hf the moment of inertia shows a pronounced

up-bending above i" = 12 , more resembling the situation for
1 7 4 H f than for 1 7 6 H f . A systematic of the g.s.b's. in the
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1 ftO

even Hf-isotopes shows that (a) Hf has the smallest

variation in the moment of inertia (b) for I = 20 Hf

has the smallest absolute value of the moment of inertia

(29/n = 86 MeV~ , corresponding to 50% of the rigid rotor

value). Above I = 16+ there is an indication for an
1 ftO

up-bending for Hf. The dependence of the moment of inertia

for Er is comparable to the one for Hf.

R e f e r e n c e s

Work supported by the Bundesministerium fur Forschung und

Technologie

Permanent address: Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,

N.Y. 11973

1 P. Fuchs et al., GSI Annual Report 1977, p. 195

Table of Isotopes, ed. by CM. Lederer and V.S. Shirley

(Wiley, New York, 1978), 7th edition
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Doppler-shift corrected 5f-spectrum following the

Cou]
2O8T

1 fin
Coulomb excitation of ouHf with a 4.81 MeV/A

"Pb beam.

Fig. 2 Doppler-shift corrected 3f-spectra following the

Cou]
2O8T
Coulomb excitation of 170Er with a 4.73 MeV/A

Pb beam. The lower spectrum requires an addi-

tional coincidence with a NaJ(Tl) detector.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the moments of inertia from the

rotational frequency for the cases investigated.
1 74Also shown is the curve for Hf.
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BACKBENDING IN 1 7 8W

G.D. Dracoulis and P.M. Walker
Department of Nuclear Physics, Research School of Physical Sciences,

Australian National University, PO Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600, Australia.

iligh spin states in the even isotopes of tungsten ranging from 170W (N=96)

to 1 8 2W (N=108) have recently been studied, particularly by groups at

Canberra and Michigan '. This range of isotopes covers the region in which

Coriolis effects in the i-.*/? neutron orbitals will change significantly in

magnitude as the Fermi level rises from being close to the ft=1/2 orbital in

1 7 0W, to being close to the 9/2 + orbital in 1 8 2W. Of the range, only 1 7 8W,

as recently reported by a Michigan/Riso -* collaboration, has not been ob-

served to sufficiently high spin to allow a definitive statement to be made

on backbending, or its absence, in the yrast band. That group identified

states up to spin 16+. The present work reports the observation of the 18+

member of the yrast band. With the completion of the systematics in this

broad range of nuclei, a brief summary of the backbending characteristics is

given.

The techniques used are similar to those of our previous studies ' and

we refer to those for details of the experimental procedures. High spin

states in 178W were populated using the 17OEr(12C,4n)178W reaction, with en-

riched metallic targets, and a 66 MeV beam from the ANU H U D pelletron

accelerator. The assignment of transitions to 1 7 8W was made mainly on the

basis of Y-Y coincidence measurements.

Several coincidence spectra with gates set en particular yrast band

transitions are shown in figure 1. Our results confirm the yrast sequence

up to the 16 -»• 14 transition at 630 keV as given by Dors et al . They did

not quote angular distribution results for the 16 •+• 14 transition, never-

theless our angular distribution results confirm its stretched quadrupole

charactei-. We identify the 612.5 keV Y-ray as being the 18 •+ 16 transition,

partially resolved from the 614.2 keV 14 •+ 12 transition. This is evident

from the gate on the 630 keV transition which shows both components of the

doublet (an expanded spectrum is shown on the right-hand side of figure 1)

as well as from individual coincidence windows on the two components of

the doublet. The coincidence intensities in the 630 keV gate are shown in
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parentheses in figure 1 and the extra intensity in the 614 keV doublet is

apparent. The angular distribution of the doublet is characteristic of a

stretched quadrupole transition. The coincidence spectrum for the 630 keV

transition also shows a weak 630 keV y~ray (Compton backgrounds have been sub-

tracted) which may be a candidate for the next transition in the sequence.

Although there are 612 and 61S keV -y-rays known in ' 7 7W, which is populated

in the competing (150,5n) reaction, there is no possibility of confusion

since as well as choosing a relatively low beam energy to minimize the 5n

contaminant, the coincident transitions in 1 7 7W are not observed in the

present spectra, and in 1 7 7W the 612 and 615 keV Y-rays are not in mutual

coincidence.

The moment of inertia curves J(w2) for the yrast bands in the tungsten

isotopes are collected in the upper part of figure 2. The lower part of the

figure compares the curve for 1 7 8W with that for the 7/2"[514] band in

179W . A similar anomaly is observed in both of these bands, and its ab-

sence in the 9/2 [624], i-ij/o band (not included in the figure) supports the

theory that the backbending is due to a bandcrossing with the rotation-

aligned (i. , _ ) 2 band as has been shown to be the case in the lighter tung-

sten isotopes '•>).

With this addition to the systematics it is opportune to reiterate and

summarize the high spin behaviour in the tungsten isotopes. Except for the

N= 108 nucleus, all the yrast bands have a high and similar moment of inertia

at an (•ft2w2) value of about .09 (MeV)2. The lightest isotope, 170W has the

lowest moment of inertia at low frequencies (the contrast with the heavier

isotopes is dramatic since they all have essentially the same moment of in-

ertia at the 6 •+ 4 transition), an indication of the decreasing deformation

for low neutron numbers. This, together with the rotation alignment in the

(i . . ) 2 2-quasiparticle band which is high because of the position of the

Fermi level, leads to a bandcrossing at low spins, and a severe backbending.

The neighbouring isotope 172W shows a markedly different behaviour due large-

ly to CAP effects in the yrast band because of the shell structure in the

Nilsson orbitals at N=98. Although backbending is absent, the effect of a

bandcrossing is apparent as a levelling-off of the curve at high spin.

Because of the CAP effects, 172W therefore represents a special case in in-

terpreting the backbending systematics. The isotopes 171*W •*• 180W show an
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anomaly in the J(u2) curve which becomes less severe with increasing neutron

number, essentially because the rotational alignment in the crossing band de-

creases as the Fermi level rises away from the si = 1/2 orbital of the i, , ,_

neutron, although the change in quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation also

plays a subtle role . At 1 8 2W, the yrast band moment of inertia is almost

constant, and represents the ground state band behaviour in the absence of a

band crossing.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Partial coincidence spectra (with Compton backgrounds subtracted)

for several yrast band transitions in l78W. An expanded detail of

each window, showing particularly the 612.5/614.2 keV doublet is

shown on the right. The efficiency corrected intensities in the

630 keV gate (the 16 •• 14 transitions) are given in parentheses

above each transition.

Figure 2 The upper part shows the J(u2) curves for the yrast bands in

17OW7)J 172,174,176. 1- f 178W (preSent work),
 1 8 0W and 1 8 2W 2 ).

The parameters were derived from

y

and -«2io2 = [E (I-+I-2)/2]z.

The lower part compares the 1 7 8W yrast band, and the 1 7 9W 7/2"[514]

band^ '

In the last case the frequency parameter is taken as

• K V = 4(I

with K = 7/2.



K
n>

(intensities) (430^47) (653±57)
(430M9)
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QUADRUPOLE MOMENTS OF THE 12 + STATES IN 206Pb AMD 200Pb*.

H. E. MahnkeT, E. Dafni and G. D. Sprouse
Physics Department, SUNY-Stony Brook, New York

T. K. Alexander, H. R. Andrews, 0. HSusser, P. Tarast and D. Ward
CRNL, Chalk River, Ontario, KOJUO, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

Near the 208Pb doubly closed shell nucleus many isomeric states are

known with spins from 4 to 30 which are, in many cases, associated with a

unique quasiparticle structure. For most of these states the magnetic momentsl

could be determined yielding information on the magnetic moment operator as

well as on the structure of these states. However, magnetic moments are

rather insensitive to admixtures of collective modes. This information can

be obtained from the electric quadrupole moments which might be helpful for an

understanding of the mechanism leading to the very high-spin isomeripm

(yrast traps) observed e.g., in Rn nuclei .

Experimentally the measurement of the quadrupole interaction of high-spin

states is quite challensing since the basic interaction frequency (ra-sublevel

splitting) decreases quadratically with the nuclear spin. The successful
3 4

studies of the nuclear quadrupole interaction of Cd and Ge in solid Hg which

provides a relatively high electric field gx-adlent showed that solid Hg may

play a similar important role as host In determining quadrupole moments as

did liquid Hg in determining magnetic moments especially in the Pb region .

As a first step, we have used Hg as a host to measure the quadrupole

interaction of several isomeric states in 206,204,200pb among them the 12

(i13/2)~2 i s o m e r i c states of 206,200Pbi

2. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A—2 A_
The isomeric states were populated and aligned by the Hg(ct,2n) eb

reaction using a pulsed 33 MeV a-beam from the tandem accelerator at the Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories. The targets made out of the enriched respective

Hg isotopes were prepared by placing a drop of liquid Hg into a small shallow

hole on a copper plate which was then mounted onto a Joule-Thomson cryo-tip

and cooled below the melting point of Hg.

The quadrupole modulation was measured using the standard perturbed

angular distribution method (PAD) . Time spectra of the different y-rays were
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observed with Ge(Li) detectors placed at 0° and 90° with respect to the beam

direction. The background corrected ratio

f . _ 1(0°,t) - 1(90°,t) JJ, 3. , ,
R(t) " 1(0°,t) + 1(90°,t) "• 4 A 2 G 2 ( t ; >

then yields the quadrupole modulation pattern G~(t) which depends on the spin,

the quadrupole coupling constant e2Qq/h, the symmetry of the electric field

gradient (axially symmetric for Hg) and the spatial orientation and distribu-

tion of the field gradient (e.g., oriented in a single crystal or randomly

oriented in a polycrystal).

Three y-transitions could be employed to observe the quadrupole modula-

tion in 2 0 6Pb, the 12+-*9~ E3 transition (E =1369 keV) , the 10+->-9~ El transi-

tion (E =1299 keV) and the 9~-v7~ E2 transition (E =458 keV)7 while in 2Q0Pb
Y I _ Y g

the only suitable transition was the 10 -+9 El transition (E =777 MeV) .

Figure 1 and 2 show the modulation spectra observed for the 12 states in

206Pb and z00Pb at a temperature of T=202K. The basically different patterns

for the respective El transitions of 2n0Pb and Z06Pb reflect the fact that

the 201*Hg-target crystallized into a single crystal with the c-axis in the

detectorplane with an angle of about 45° with respect to the beam direction,

while the 198Hg target solidified mainly polycrystalline, as was intended.

Within the error all three modulation spectra yield the same quadrupole

coupling constant of e Qq/h=184.5(47) MHz for the 12 state in 20GPb regard-

less of the crystal orientation assumed. For the 12 state in 200Pb we
2

obtained e Qq/h=319.2(35) MHz yielding a ratio of the quadrupole moments
of the two Pb isotopes of |Q(2ooPb,12+)/Q(2O6Pb,12+)|=1.73(5).

3. DISCUSSION

Although the understanding of electric field gradients in metals,

especially in sp-metals, has improved considerably, it is not yet good enough

to deduce quadrupole moments from the measured coupling constant reliably.

However, from the extensive studies, both experimentally and theoretically,

on single particle levels and effective charges in the lead region by the

Stockholm group (e.g. ref. 9) it can be concluded that the isomeric 12 and the

10 states in 206Pb are rather pure members of the (!..,„) multiplet.

Therefore, the quadrupole moment of the 12 state can be derived from the

known B(E2) value of the 12 -+10 transition by using angular momentum algebra,

|eQ(12+)|-10.38.[B(E2,12+->10+)]1/2, which yields |Q(206Pb,12+) |»51(2) fm2.
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(The error reflects only the experimental error of the 3(E2) value). This

value can now be used for calibrating the electric field gradient of Pb in

Hg.

From the measured coupling constant of the 12 state in 200Pb we then

get |Q(200Pb,12+)|=88(4) fm2. This rather large increase in the quadrupole

moment indicates that 200Pb can no longer be described by highly pure single

particle wave functions, but one rather has to consider additional collective

effects. Admixtures of other simple single particle states are ruled out by

the fact that the magnetic moments were found to be the same within the

error limits . A similar increase is already observed in the B(E2) value of

the 12+->10+ transition in 200Pb as compared to 206Pb. Although the exact

transition energy is not known (in the recent compilation of Schmorak it is

assumed to be below 50 keV) the B(E2) value can be derived from the half-life

within about 10% since the transition energy dependence is roughly balanced

by the energy dependence of the conversion coefficient. In Table I which gives

a summary of the data for the 12 + states in 2 0 0,2 06Pb t h e B ( E 2 ) values quoted

are based on the more accurate data on the half-lives obtained in this experi-

ment.

Table I: Summary of the Electromagnetic Properties of

the 12 + (i13/-2~
2) States in 206Pb and 2°°Pb.

Nucleus

Tl/2
[ns]

B(E2,12+-hL0+) |Q|

[e2fmn] [fm2

206Pb 198(6) -1.860(48)

200Pb 194(6) -1.884(72)

c)

c)

24.1(14)

57(6)b)

51(2)

88(4)

a)

Calculated from the B (E2,12+->10+) value, used as
calibration.

c)
A transition energy of 40 keV was assumed.

See Ref. 1.

Assuming that the relationship between the quadrupole moment and the B(E2)

value still holds one calculates a quadrupoie moment for 200Pb from the transi-

tion rate of |Q (2OOPb,12+)|-78(4) fm2, in close agreement with the value
^ + +

derived from the experimental ratio. This indicates that the 12 and the 10
state are influenced in a similar way. The increase in both the quadrupole
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moment and the B(E2) value might be understood in terms of an increasing

contribution from proton excitations. These excitations become more likely

with increasing deformation which is suggested from the fact that the I13/2

shell comes closer to the Fermi surface at slightly prolate deformation (see

e.g., discussion on the lead region in lef. 11). Whether such an interpreta-

tion is justified will be further tested by measuring the quadrupole moments

of the 12 states in neighboring Pb isotopes.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Quadrupole interaction of the 12 + state of 206Pb in Hg at T=202 K,
observed by means of the E3-(top), El-(center), and E2-transition
(bottom).

Fig. 2. Quadrupole interaction of the 12 + state of 200Pb in Hg at T=202 K.
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HIGH-SPIN STATES IN 2 0 5At AND SYSTEMATICS

OF THE ODD-PROTON 2°5-213At ISOTOPES

T.P. Sjoreen
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington, IN 47405

and
SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794

D.B. Fossan, U. Garg, A. Neskakis, and A.R. Foletti
SUNY Stony Brook

E.K. Warburton
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

Recently, the odd-proton 207,209,213At isotopes (Z=»85) have been studied

at Stony Brook1'2'3 using the 20'*»206pb(6Li)3n)207,2a9At a n d 208pb(7Llj2n)

213At reactions along with in-beam y-ray spectroscopy. The purpose of these

measurements was to investigate the interaction between the valence three-

proton structure (ir̂ ) defined by the closed neutron shell (N=126) nucleus

211At and the neutron excitations (v)n of the corresponding even Pb nuclei

(Z*82). These experiments were successful in showing that the observed low-

lying high-spin states (9/2 <_J <_ 29/2) could be interpreted in weak coupling

as 211At excitations coupled to the appropriate"Pb states. However, an

earlier 205At study, which involved only y-ray excitations and pulsed beam-y

timing, was not entirely consistent with the systematics implied by the

1 0

207»209At investigations. ' Consequently, a more complete in-beam y-ray

study of 205At was carried out. The results of this study are presented

here. These results, which are entirely different than those of the previous

205At study,6 are consistent with the systematics implied by 2 0 7» 2 0 9At.

High-spin states in 205At were populated with the 197Au(12C,4n) reaction

by bombarding a 5 mg/cm2 Au foil with 77-MeV 12C ions from the Brookhaven

tandem van de Graaff. In-beam y-ray measurements with Ge(Li) detectors of

y-ray excitation functions, y-y coincidences, y-ray angular distributions,
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and pulsed beam-y timing were made to establish a decay scheme, level ener-

gies, J71' assignments, y-ray multipolarities, and isomeric lifetimes. The

Y-ray multipolarity and Ju assignments were made using the assumptions that

the states are aligned in low-m substates and that the dominant decay pro-

ceeds via yrast levels by stretched transitions.

The results of the present 20sAt study are shown in the level scheme

of Fig. 1. The energies of the levels and the y rays are in units of keV,

and the widths of the y-ray lines are proportional to the observed intensity.

The positions of the 176-, 315- and 436-keV y rays are uncertain; for this

reason the 1756- and 1877-keV levels are denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 1.

Two unobserved transitions, the 98-keV y ray between the 1230- and 1132-keV

levels and the 9-keV y ray between the 2062- and 2053-keV levelsj have been

placed in the level scheme. The existence of the 98 keV transition is con-

firmed by the y-y measurements. The 9 keV transition is discussed below.

Tentative J11 assignments are enclosed by parentheses.

Evidence for two isomeric states in 205At was found in the pulsed beam-

y timing data. The mean lifetimes of these isomers were determined to be

T-92(2) nsec for the 2062-keV 25/2+ level and rfe3 usec for an unobserved

level above 2339 keV, which is denoted by a dotted line in Fig. 1. The

present 92 nsec result is considerably different than the previously measured

value6 of T»159(36) nsec obtained with an 81-MeV 12C beam. The existence of

the unobserved 9-keV transition is suggested because all of the y rays pro-

duced in the decay of the 2053-keV level have delayed components with xlt92 nsec

However, based on both the previous^ and present experimental 2 0 5At data, the

possibility that the 2053-keV level is isomeric, with a lifetime indistin-

guishable from the present 92(2) nsec data, cannot be ruled out.
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The observed yrast levels in 20-5,207,209At a r e compared in Fig. 2 with

the 211At states, which are well understood* in terms of (irhg/2)
3, 0*9/2) 2

(irf7/2) and Orhg/2)
2Ori13/2) protons coupled to the

 208Pb core (Z-82.N-126).

This comparison is used to suggest dominant configurations for the

205,207,209At y r a s t l e v e l s . F o r j <_i7/2, the levels primarily involve

the (v)~nJ, J-2+, 4+ states of 202,204,206Pb coupled to the 9/2"
 211At

ground state (g.s.). The 21/2~ and 23/2" levels are proton excitations

involving the | (irhg/2)
 321/2~> and | Ohg/2)

20r f7/2)23/2~> configurations of

211At coupled to the appropriate Pb g.s.

In 205,207,209Atj t h e t n r e e y r a g t levels shown above 2 MeV in Fig. 2

are isomeric. The T»981 nsec 29/2+ isomer in 209At is identified as the

(irhg/2)2(irl13/2)
 211At excitation coupled to the (v)"20+ 206Pb g.s. How-

ever, the T-92 nsec and T-156 nsec 25/2+ isomers in 205At and 207At, re-

spectively, have no known comparison levels in 211At. In 211At, the yrast

25/2+ state is at 2.6 MeV, Based on the 2"9At level scheme, this structure

is expected in 205,207At n e a r 2.h MeV, which is 300 keV higher than the ob-

served 25/2+ isomers. This suggests that the isomers imolve the 9" neutron

excitations in 202,204Pb) which are near 2.2 MeV. The 25/2+ isomers are

especially interesting because the 9~ states are known to have very pure

)"''' neutron quasi-particle structure.

The electromagnetic properties of 205,207,209At provide additional in-

formation about the nuclear structure. The measured ' g-factors of the

21/2" and 29/2+ levels in 209At are g-0.95(2)1 and g-1.06(2),7 respectively.

These values agree within error with those of the respective 21IAt states,

strongly supporting | (irh9/2)
321/I~, (v)"20+; 21/2"> and | (irh9/2)

2(irii3/2)

29/2+, (v)~20+; 29/2+> configurations for the 209At levels. The extracted1'7

B(E2) and B(E3) values for the 21/2" + 17/2" and 29/2+ -»• 23/2" transitions in
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209At are also consistent with these configurations. In 2 0 7At, the g-factor

of the 25/2+ isomer has been measured to be 0.30(1). This value strongly

supports the | (Trh9/2)
 39/2", (vil3/2)~1(vf5/2)~l9"5 25/2+> configuration.

This configuration and the | (Trhg/2)2(Trf7/2)23/2~, (v)-no"'"; 23/2~> configura-

tion are also consistent with the extracted B(E1) values of 2.68 (7) x 10~"

and 3.57(7) x 10~7 e2fm2 for the 25/2+ -»• 23/2" transitions in 205At and

2 0 7At, respectively.

An interesting feature of the 25/2+ isomers is that their yrast nature

implies that the 25/2+ state is the lowest lying member of the | (irh9/2) 39/2~,

(vi-̂ 3/2)~"'-(vf5/2)~:''9~; J+> multiplet, which has a maximum spin of Jmax
=27/2.

., ft
This indicates that the semi-empirical J^x rule is valid for this con-

figuration. Using empirical two-body matrix elements, a shell model calcu-

lation of the multiplet energies reproduces the Jmax~^ feature, which occurs

because the j dependence of the <Jp,Jn ; j | V^| Jp,Jn~ , j> particle-hole

matrix elements is weak except for maximum and minimum j. For these extreme

spins, the matrix elements are enhanced considerably, becoming more repul-

sive. Thus, the Jmax*
27/'2+ member of the multiplet is pushed 435 keV above

the 25/2+ state.

The observed yrast levels in 213At are shown in Fig. 3 along with those

for 2 0 9 2 1 1At. A comparison of the zl3At level scheme with those for 211At

and 2 1 0Pb suggests that the observed 9/2" 19/2" levels in 213At are

predominantly the (v)2J, J-2+, 4+, 6+ states of 210Pb coupled to the 211At

g.s. A calculation^ of the energies of the (irhg/2) (v8<)/2)2 configuration

is consistent with this interpretation.

The high-spin states of 205,207,209,213At h a v e b e e n identified as either

'IT3) excitations coupled to the even Pb ground states or (v) n excitations

coupled to the 211At ground state. The nucleus 209At, which has a (IT3)(V)~2
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structure relative to 2 0 8Pb, was found to have the closest resemblance to

the (ir)3 structure of 2 1 1At. For 2 0 5> 2 0 7At, however, the (v)~nJ excitations

are observed to become more involved in the structure of the yrast levels.

This occurs because the first excited 4 + and 9" states are considerably

lower in energy in 202,20i*pb t h a n i n 206Pb> T h e s t r o n g influence of the

Pb excitations is also evident in 2 1 3At, where the low-lying yrast levels

involve the (v)2 excitations of 2 1 0Pb.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The energy level scheme for 20SAt determined from the present
^7Au(12C,4n) yrav measurements.

Fig. 2. Yrast levels in 205,207,209,211At, T h e l e v e l s f o r 2 H A t w e r e

taken from Ref. 4.

Fig. 3. Yrast levels in 209,211,213At, T h e ievels for
 z l lAt were taken

from Ref. 4.
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232
VIBRATIONAL MODES IN TH FROM HEAVY-ION COULOMB EXCITATION

Ch. Briancon, A. Lefebvre, J. Libert, J.P. Thibaud, R.J. Walen.

Centre de Spectrometrie Nucleaire et de Spectrometrie de Masse - 91406 Orsay.

The results presented here on Th belong to a more systematic in-

vestigation we are carrying out, at the ALICE cyclotron (IPN Orsay), on collec-

tive motions at high-spin in heavy nuclei. The ground state band has been

studied rather extensively / while a few reaction and scattering experi-
6,7

ments with light projectiles have provided informations on low spin levels

EXPERIMENTS

235
As compared to the set-up of the U Coulomb excitation experiment

(see the other contribution to this Symposium),we used more efficient particle

detectors : two large rectangular boron implanted Si diodes with naked edges

allowed the dead distance between them to be reduced to 2 mm, with mean scat-

tering-angles of 90° and 135°. Singles, Y-y and y backscattered-projectile

coincidences were simultaneously registered. The ratio of intensities of

the Y~rays i n coincidence with the particles in the two detectors was used

to estimate the level spins.

Figure 1 shows the Y spectrum in coincidence with the Krypton par-

ticles scattered in the two detectors (scattering angles from 70° to 150°

with respect to the incident beam direction).

UEGATIVE PARITY STATES

The results from the y-y coincidence analysis allow us to build

up a negative parity band which may be interpreted, at least at low spin, as

a K = 0" octupole band.

Q

In a previous preliminary experiment , we had pointed out that,

at high spin, this band differs from the few well known cases. The present

data confirm this tendency with energy-values at high-spin obtained with much

higher statistics.
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Figure 2 shows the moments of inertia of the ground and octupole bands as a

function of the square of the rotational frequency plotted in the usual way

to display the backbending behaviour in the rare-earth nuclei. In the same
9 10

figure are also reproduced the results of Grosse et al and Fuchs et al

in 2 3 8U, of Sheline et al in 18°W U , in order to show the different trends

at high spin of the negative parity yrast band with respect to the ground

state band. The apparent increase of the moments of inertia in the negative

parity bands, with respect to the ground-state band, arises from the strong

Coriolis coupling between the K = 0" - 3~ states of the octupole multiplet,

leading to the concentration of the B(E3) strength on the lowest octupole
232

band. On the figure 2, one may notice that Th behaves quite differently
from the two other nuclei, especially with respect to the neighbouring U.

9
Following a discussion of Grosse et al , one may compare with

rather simple predictions, what might— occu?rat high-spin in the system of an

octupole phonon coupled to a rotating core :

i) the octupole shape might become stable with increasing frequencies,

giving rise to a regular band with 1(1+1) energy-spacings.

ii) the vibrational angular momentum might be aligned by the Coriolis

force along the rotation axis.

iii) the collectivity of the octupole vibration might be destroyed above

some critical spin and the quasiparticle components might then align indepen-

dently. The transition between the two last situations could occur at I "V/ 9-

11 in rare-earth nuclei and I "u 21-23 in actinide nuclei as suggested by
12

Vogel

In figure 3, the same three nuclei are compared with the two first

extreme simple predictions. This figure is constructed so that the aligned-

vibrator limit would be unity. One may notice again the different behaviour
232

of Th, compared to the two other nuclei. For these last W and U nuclei,

it seems that the rotation-aligned limit is reached for respectively ^ 13

and ^ 2 1 spins. However, above these critical values the plotted ratio is

diverging somewhat from this limit and is growing again. This possibly reflects

a change in the nature of the negative parity states : from octupole type

states to two-quasiparticle decoupled states.
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232

The behaviour of Th, with a ratio crossing the limit, shows that

such a simple assumption as the rotation- aligned vibrator is probably too

crude, although it explains the trend. In order to understand the meaning of

such differences, it would be essential to know the structure and components

of the states with increasing I ; among other things, a blocking effect might

influence the relative behaviour of the ground-state and the side bands.

QUADRL'POLE VIBRATIONAL MODES

232
In Th an interesting feature is the close proximity of the

K = 0 + ($) and K = 2 + (y) bands. The quadrupole vibrational band heads were

previously known; one may quote more specifically the <a,a') and (d,d') ine-

lastic-scattering experiments ' , which determined the K = 0 + state at 730,5

keV (2+:785.3 keV) and K = 2+ at 774.1keV. We give here, as very preliminary

and incomplete results, the rotational bands we have build on this basis. .

Table I summarizes the level energies of the ground-state band,

together with the side-bands K = 0~, K = 0+, K = 2 +, we obtained up to now.

TABLE I
232

Level energies of the ground-state band and side-bands in Th

Band Level energies (keV)

g.s.b. 0, 49.37, 162.1, 333.2, 556.8, 826.6, 1136.7, 1481.9,

1857.9 2261.3, 2690.

K = 0" 714.4, 774.1, 883.6, 1042.7, 1249.4, 1498.4, 1784.3, 2101.2,

2445, 2813, (3203).

K = 0+ 730.5, 774.0, 872.7, 1023.4, 1221.5, 1465, 1754

K = 2+even 785.2, 890.2, 1050.7, 1259.8, 1511.9, 1800.1, (2122)

odd 829.6, 960.0, 1141.2, 1370, (1640).

The results are also summarized in figure 4 by representing the

moments of inertia versus (fito) . Preliminarily to any numerical calculation,

one may notice that the apparent decoupling of the odd/even members of the

y-band is qualitatively understandable if one considers that the main coupling

of the even members occurs with lower energy states, while the odd members can

only interact with higher energy states.
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In conclusion, we may emphasize the need of knowledge of high-spin states in

other heavy nuclei. In all respects, Coulomb excitation is very powerfull in

this region, especially with very heavy ions, to obtain fruitfull informations

about octupole and quadrupole side-bands. Furthermore, because of the rotatio-

nal frequencies, lower in heavy nuclei than in the rare-earth region, rather

hiqh-spins are needed to bbserve the destruction of the collective character

of these states.

The authors wish to thank F.S. Stephens for helpfull discussions

and E. Grosse and co-workers for a kind exchange of informations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : Y-spectrum coincident with the scattered particles in Coulomb
232

excitation of Th by 450 MeV Krypton ions.

2 2 232
Figure 2 : Plot of 25*/n vs (tiw) for Th (this work : ground band and

9
K = 0" band) compared to the results of Grosse et al , Fuchs et

al 1 0 in 2 3 8U (g.s.b. and K = 0~ band), Sholine et al U in 18°W

(g.s.b. and K = 2~ band).

Figure 3 : Same bands as in figure 2. Here are represented the ratios of E2

transition energies of the negative parity and ground-state bands

(E - E_.. ,)/(E_ - E , ) , with k = 3 for the K = 0" bands

and for the odd members of the K = 2 band in W, and k = 2

for the even members of this last band. The dotted lines indicate

the prediction- for a stable octupole shaped rotor. The prediction

of the aligned vibrator is unity.

23 ̂ 2 2

Figure 4 : Collective bands in "Th 2tT/fi plotted vs (fiw) for the ground

state-band together with the side-bands : K = 0", K = 0+, K = 2 +

(even and odd members).
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ROTATIONAL BANDS IN U..

COMPARISON WITH ROTOR-PLUS-QUASIPARTICLE CALCULATIONS USING H.F. ORBITALS

^ /

J. Bettencourt, Ch. Briangon, J. Libert, J.P. Thibaud, R.J. Walen

Centre de Spectrometrie Nucleaire et de Spectrome'trie de Masse, 91406 ORSAY

Ph. Quentin

D.Ph.T. Institut de Physique Nucleaire, 91406 ORSAY

A. Gizon

Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, 38042 GRENOBLE.

235
Low spin states in U have been thoroughly studied by reactions

and inelastic scattering : (d,p), (d,t), (t,p), ( He,a), (d,d') ' l 5 ' ° ,

(n,y) ' and a decay (see review ). A good knowledge of higher spin states

started with the first Coulomb excitation studies with He, 0 and
40 8 9
A projectiles , and Kr ions

We will report in Section 1 Coulomb excitation measurements using

a Kr beam. In section 2, the spectrum of U has been determined from
234

self-consistent calculations of the neighbouring even-even core nuclei V

and U within a rotor-plus-quasiparticle (qp) approach, and compared with

the known experimental results.

235
I - Coulomb excitation of U by Kr ions.

235
In our experiments, U metallic foils of 80% enrichment (10%

U and 10% U) have been bombarded with the Kr beam of the "ALICE"

cyclotron of the Institute of Nuclear Physics at Orsay. The two bombarding

energies were : 370 MeV, i.e. well below the Coulomb barrier, and 450 MeV,

i.e. near the barrier, but still with negligible contribution from transfer

reaction and fission.

The measuring set-up consisted of two large Ge-Li detectors loca-

ted oppositely at 3 cm of the target, at right angle of the beam. A 40 mm

diameter annular boron implanted Si diode detected the Kr ions back-scatte-

red between 133° and 147°, the ion beam passing through the central hole.
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The data measured, in and out burst, were : the two direct Y

spectra (y, and y.), the particle (p) spectrum, the p-y, and Y,"Y2 coinci-

dences and the corresponding time spectra. The p-Y and y-y spectra were

represented by respectively 2 and 2 channel two-dimensional matrices

studied by the usual but lengthy technique of summation and projection of

two-dimensional slices with back-ground substraction.

The ratio of the intensities of given Y lines for the two bombarding energies

was taken into account which permits a crude classification of the spins of

the initial levels into low, medium and high values.

As compared to our other experiments with V and Np, where

the radioactivity rate compelled us to use a 1 mgr/cm target on Al backing,

the gain in statistics with a thick metallic target was considerable. It

allowed us not only to observe the excitation of rotational bands based on

states issued from the ground-state sub-shell, and one-phonbn states build

on the ground-state, but also to observe, more weakly, several positive

parity bands.

The results are summarized in table I. Among the new informations

which were obtained one may quote :

- ground-state band levels have been identified up to 47/2 spin,

- most of the nine other observed bands have been extended to higher

spins.

TABLE I

Energy levels observed in U by Coulomb excitation with Kr ions.

Band heads Energies (keV)

7/2- 0, 46.22, 103.1, 170.7, 249.1, 338.8, 438.6,

550.4, 671.1, 805.0, 944.9, 1100.4, 1257.5, 1433.9,

1606.6, 1802.1, 1986.6, 2201.5, 2395.6, 2628, 2828

1/2+ (̂ 0) , 13.0, 51.7, 81.8, (150.5, 197.0, 294.8,

357.2, 481.0, 570.7).

5/2+ 129.2, 171.4, 225.4, 291.0
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TABLE I (continued)

3/2+ (393.7), 426.8, 474.3

7/2+ 445.7, 510.1, (585.2), (671.9)

1/2- 658.8, (703.5)

5/2- 633.0, 670.9, 720.3, 777.3, 850.3, 923.5

3/2- 637.7, 664.5, 701.0, 750.4, 805.9, 879.4, 953.2, (1053)

9/2- 822.1, 885.8, 961.0, 1045.4, 1150.9, 1250.0,(1390)

11/2- 920.8, 987.5, 1065.1, 1155.0, 1250.9, 1371.8, 1483.3,

(1648.8)

II - Rotational band structure in U from rotor-plus-quasiparticule calcu-

lations.

The core equilibrium deformationshave been determined by Hartree-

Fock (H.F.) + BCS calculations ' . The Skyrme S III effective force

has been used ; pairing effects have been self consistently taken into

account in the simplified BCS treatment . Individual particle H.F. states

have been expanded onto an axially deformed oscillator basis including up

to 13 major shells. Neutron qp states issued from H.F. orbitals within a 8

IleV interval centered around the Fermi surface have been coupled with an

axially symmetrical rotor. It is important to recall that a one qp wave func-

tion describes an odd nucleus with a non integer mean nucleon number
2 2

<N> = A + u. - v. (where A is the mean value of the particle number operator
2 1 2 1

N and u., v., the pairing occupation probabilities of the considered qp

state in the core BCS wave function). Therefore our wave function describes

a mixture of the A - 1 and A + 1 nuclei.

In our rotor-plus-qp approach , standard unified model wave func-

tions are expanded onto eigen functions |n£jR> of the core angular momentum

R. This has allowed us to introduce exactly in the core Hamiltonian the ex-

perimental level sequence of the neighbouring even isotopes U and U,

within the variable moment of inertia treatment suggested in reference 14.

It is worth emphasizing that the whole calculation is performed
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without any ad-hoc adjustable parameter : parameters of the effective force

S III are valid for the whole chart of nuclides, pairing gaps and core ener-

gies are uniquely defined from experimental data.

As a result, the equilibrium deformations are B? = 0.217,

P4 = 0.076 for
 2 3 4u and 32 = 0.226, ^ = 0.068 for 2 3 6U. On figure 1, only

level energies are presented ; calculations of reduced transition probabili-

ties (B(M1), B(E2)) as well as multipole moments (U, Q2n'
 a r e i n Pr°gress-

Ten bands are reproduced out of fifteen experimentally known. Among the five

missing ones, two are starting at rather high energies (l/2+ at 0.99 MeV,

l/2+ at 1.27 MeV) while the others (ll/2~, 1/2+, 1/2" at 0.921, 0.770, 0.761

MeV) are generally considered as resulting from the coupling of one qp with

a vibratrional state ' . Their absence in our calculation would support this

interpretation. However the 7/2+ and 3/2" bands (O.446 and 0.638 MeV) have

been attributed 3' 8 to the coupling of the 7/2~|743| with the 0" and 2+y

vibrational states. It appears from our calculations that they can be as

well interpreted as purely rotational bands. However, only the calculation

of transition probabilities can give a confirmation of these assignments. On

the other hand, two bands which have not been observed, are found in our cal-

culations 3/2-|761j (+|50l|) and 5/2"|503| respectively at 1.16 (1.78) MeV

and 1.03 (1.45) MeV with 2 3 4U (2360) core.

As seen on fig. 1.there are differences between the spectra calcula-

ted with the two different cores (most of this energy difference is simply

due to the qp energy variation from one core to the other). In view of the

quality of the agreement between calculated and experimental results, these

differences may be considered as non significant excepted in the cases dis-

cussed below :

The 7/2+|624| state, which is unambiguously a particle state

(far above the Fermi level) leads to a better description of the 7/2+ band

when it is coupled with the U core. In the same way, the l/2+J501j +|70l|
236

hole state, coupled with U gives the better description of the experimen-

tal level sequence. However, the latter cannot be applied to the particle

state 9/2~|734!-
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The major components IN, n ,A| of the different band heads are
zgiven on table 2 :

TABLE 2

Major components of the different band-heads in U

band Components from calculations Components form calculation
identifi- 234 . . 236,with U core with U corecation

7/2- A = 743
51%

A' =

1/2+ B - '631!+
V B ~ 28%

5/2+ C = 633
58%

611
10%

+ 431
9%

+ 851
8% B ~

C' =

5/2+ D = I622I+!422! D-=

3/2+ E =

7/2+ F =

1/2- G =

5/2- H =

3/2- I =

9/2- J =

631
30%

624
70%

501
31+

752
34%

701
15%

734
64%

13% 10%

F' =

+

*

701
30%

732
24%

501
15%

G' =

H' =

8%
+ |74l|+|76l|

7% 7%

J' =

743
52%

631
29%

622
40%

633
59%

631
30%

624
71%

501
31+

752
36%

501
27%

734
65%

+ 431
9%

422
14%

9%
+ 851
8%

431
13%

+ 611
10%

+ 7011
30%

732
23%

701
28%

It can be noticed that qp states are seldom pure asymptotic states

while Coriolis states are in general weakly coupled and this confirmsrather

unambiguously the existence of rotational bands. However, the perturbed cal-

culated band 1/2" (|5011 + |7011) corresponds to an experimentally observed
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1/2~ band exhibiting level inversions.

As a conclusion, one may say that our calculations reproduce quite

successfully the general trends of the experimental low energy spectrum of

U. This fact confirms its rotational nature, and illustrates the rele-

vance of the self-consistent single-particle states which have been used

here.
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Comparison of u experimental and calculated energy levels (in MeV). For each
band, experimental levels are labelled by the band head spin and parity. Calculated
bands issued from the coupling of one qp state with the 2 3 6 U (23413) core are labelled
by primed (non primed) letters : A1 (A), B1(B ) ,... For the 1/2" (G,G') band the spin
sequence is natural (1/2, 3/2, 5/2...) in the calculations and perturbed (1/2, 5/2,
3/2...) in the experimental spectrum. This is illustrated by figuring as solid line
1/2, 5 / 2 — states while 3/2, 7 / 2 — states are represented by dashed lines.
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GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF HIGH-SPIN STATES

IN DEEP-INELASTIC REACTIONS"*"

W. Trautmann, W. Dunnweber, W. Hering, C. Lauterbach,

and H. Puchta

Sektion Physik der Universitat Miinchen, D-8046 Garching
W-Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep-inelastic (DI) reactions in light systems (A-«AO <1000)

exhibit three characteristics as compared to heavy systems: (i)

The Coulomb force between projectile and target nucleus is weak,

and the attractive nuclear force leads to negative scattering

angles with nearly 100% probability. (ii) The main part of the

reaction cross section goes into fusion, and the DI cross section

is well localized in Jl-space between *-crit and &_ra • Therefore,

the observed phenomena can directly be related to the entrance-

channel angular momentum, (iii) The number of different exit chan-

nels is relatively small, and some nuclei may be produced with

sufficient strengths that the spectroscopy of individual y trans-

itions becomes feasible.

We have studied the mechanism of 96-MeV 0 + Ti deep-ine-

lastic reactions by measuring the yields and angular distributions

of discrete y transitions in coincidence with the light fragments.

We have used a 120-cm Ge(Li) detector positioned 9 cm from the

target at 45°, 90°, and 180° with respect to the mean recoil

direction in the in-plane geometry, and normal to the scattering

plane in the out-of-plane geometry. Light fragments were detected

at 35° with a resolution Z/AZ = 25 using a AE-E telescope which
2

consisted of an axial-field ionization chamber and a 9 cm surface

barrier Si-detector.

+ supported in part by the BMFT
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2. POPULATION OP YRAST STATES

The Ge(Li) spectra show that high-spin yrast states are popu-

lated in the decay of the heavy fragments with a selectivity so

far only known from fusion reactions. As an example, Fig. 1 gives

y-ray spectra recorded in coincidence with Z=6 light fragments

which represent the strongest Z channel. We observe the yrast

sequence in Cr up to spin 12 fi, the highest yrast state known
2 51so far, and in Cr up to spin 17/2. The yields of Cr, V, Ti,

and Sc nuclei as derived from the intensities of the ground-state

transitions are consistent with evaporation calculations (GR0GI2K)
52

assuming an excited Cr primary fragment. Summing all ground-

state transitions we obtain a total y-ray strength of =80%, limi-

ting the direct particle decay into ground states to 20%. For
1 fi

[Q| <40 MeV an upper limit of 5% can be set for a break-up of 0
ejectiles which would lead to excited Ti fragments.

These observations demonstrate the two-body character of the
1 C A Q

O + Ti reactions. The excited heavy fragments decay according

to the predictions of evaporation calculations. The alignment of

the hsavy fragments which is seen in the large in-plane yields of

stretched quadrupole and the large out-of-plane yields of

stretched dipole transitions will be discussed later.

3. ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER

The yields per Z=6 fragment of transitions in Cr, the

strongest individual channel, are shown in Fig. 2 for several Q-

windows. It is obvious that a large energy loss is accompanied by

a large angular momentum transfer. For |Q|>35 MeV little side-

feeding to states with spin I <11 is observed. To extract the

angular momentum transfer to the primary Cr reaction product we

have compared the observed yields with the predictions of GROGI2K

calculations assuming 6-function spin distributions. It is found
52 #

that both the absolute yield per Cr and the relative yields as

a function of I are sensitive indicators of the primary angular
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momentum transfer (Fig. 2, -35<Q<-30). The results show a drastic

increase of the primary heavy fragment spin from 6 n to 16 h" for

energy losses increasing from 20 MeV to 45 MeV (Fig. 3). These

values approximately span the range between the spin transfer of

8 K calculated for the transfer of an a particle with the projec-

tile velocity at the grazing distance and the value of 14 ti ob- -

tained if sticking rigid spheres and I = 40 h" in the entrance chan-

nel are assumed. The steep rise across the DI region is not recog-

nized in the multiplicity data derived from measurements using a

27 cm x 33 cm Nal detector which provides essentially 100% detec-

tion efficiency. Apparently, at large angular momenta and excita-

tions charged particle decay becomes more probable and takes away

angular momentum which reduces the average y-ray multiplicity.

This is reflected by the relative increase of charged particle

evaporation products which we observe in the Ge(Li) spectra.

4. ALIGNMENT OF FRAGMENT SPIN

3 4
Measurements of particle-particle angular correlations '

have shown that the heavy products of DI reactions are strongly

aligned with respect to the scattering normal. Measurements of

energy integrated y-ray intensities using Nal detectors, however,

do not yield corresponding angular anisotropies (Fig. 4). In our

work, we find large out-of-plane anisotropies if individual y-

rays are considered (Fig. 1), and also the Nal Y~raY yields '.show

an enhanced anisotropy if a y~ray energy range is chosen where

stretched E2 radiation dominates (Fig. 4). From the Ge(Li) spectra

we derive in-plane/out-of-plane intensity ratios up to 3.5 for

stretched E2 transitions which are considerably larger than those

reported for low lying states in O + Al reaction products.

The anisotropies for stretched E2 cascades in the two cases

of a net transfer of no particle (Z=8, Ti) and of a net a-par-

ticle transfer (Z=6, Cr) are compared in Fig. 4. It is tempting

to associate the high anisotropy found for Z=6 and Q K-28 MeV with

the transfer of a single ct-particle into a peripheral orbit since

the Q value and the angular momentum transfer of 9 h" (Fig. 3) are
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consistent with this picture. In this channel it can also be seen

that the additional spin transferred with further increasing ener-

gy loss {Fig. 3) has non-aligned components since the anisotropy

decreases (Fig. 4). In contrast to Cr, considerable side feeding

to lower spin states occurs in Ti which may cause small aniso-

tropies even in the case of large initial alignment. A detailed

analysis relating the observed anisotropies to the nuclear align-

ment is in progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Gamma-ray spectra recorded in-plane and out-of-plane in
coincidence with 2=6 fragments.

Fig. 2: Yields per Z=6 fragment of transitions in Cr versus
spin J. •

Fig. 3: Angular momentum transfer I as derived from the yields of
transitions in 50Cr and y-ray multiplicity My measured
with a 27 cm x 33 cm Nal detector versus energy loss. An
estimate of the effect of light target impurities gives
an upper limit M^orr for the multiplicity. The yields of
y-coincident Z=6 particles are shown on top.

Fig. 4: In-plane/out-of-plane y~ray intensity ratios versus ener-
gy loss. Data obtained from the energy integrated Nal
spectra (circles), from the Nal spectra with 1MeV<Ey<2MeV
(squares), and from yields of stretched E2 transitions
(triangles) are compared.
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GAMMA-RAY CONTINUUM SPECTRA FROM HEAVY ION REACTIONS*

J. R. Beene, M. L. Halbert and D. C. Hensley

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

D. G. Sarantites, L. W. Westerberg, K. Geoffroy and R. Woodward

Washington University

The continuum gamma-ray spectrum produced by a residual deformed
nucleus following a Hi-induced evaporation reaction is the most promising
source of experimental information on the nuclear structure of yrast and
near-yrast states at very high spin (>40).1 For a typical deformed rare-
earth residue, the high-spin nuclear structure information is contained in
a well localized bump of y-radiation between a few hundred keV and
^1.5 MeV. The radiation in this region (at least for E > 500 keV) is
dominated by stretched E2 t ransi t ions^ and is known as the "yrast" con-
tinuum, though at high spin collective cascades up to several MeV above
the yrast line probably contribute to i t . Underlying this is a continuum
of stat ist ical transitions ( i . e . noncollective transitions which carry
away excitation energy but l i t t l e spin) which are observed to have a
spectral shape tha.t is very close to exponential above E ^ 2 MeV.

We have attempted a detailed quantitative analysis of the yrast con-
tinuum by subtracting the underlying statist ical continuum in a way that
makes allowance for our ignorance of i ts detailed shape. This procedure
makes i t possible to obtain the moment of inertia as a function of spin
over a wide range of spins. The results of this continuum spectral shape
analysis can be used to calculate the f i r s t and second moments of the con-
tinuum mult ip l ic i ty distr ibution. Such calculations are found to be in
reasonable agreement with experimental data on these quantities.

Continuum spectra were taken in 5 cm x 7.6 cm NaI detectors, in
coincidence with a seven-detector Nal array, during the bombardment of
150wd by 115- and 130-MeV beams of 20Ne. The spectra were unfolded to
correct for detector response.
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In the f i r s t stage of analysis the high energy part (E > 2.5 MeV) of
a spectrum was f i t to the empirical form

Ns(Ey) = A EX exp(-Ey/T) Eq. 1

where A is a normalization constant and x and T are considered purely
empirical parameters.^ The f i t s were made with a range of fixed values
of x. Using best f i t values for A and T, the resulting statist ical com-
ponent was subtracted from the experimental spectrum and the difference
interpreted as the yrast continuum. Curves for x = 0.5 to 5 and some
resulting yrast continua are shown in Fig. 1. For each value of x these
f i t s give such quantities as the relative yield of yrast and statist ical
transit ions, the average stat ist ical y-ray energy and the absolute sta-
t i s t i ca l y y ie ld. Values of x outside the range ^ 1.5 to ^ 3.5 were found
to give results for these quantities at variance with other experimental
data. In all subsequent analyses of the yrast continua, uncertainties on
deduced parameters have been expanded to span the fu l l range of their
variation with x in the range 1.5 to 3.5.

In order to proceed with the yrast analysis, a simple picture of the
yrast cascade, similar to that employed in previous work,^ was used. The
relationship between spin ( I ) , E and moment of inertia,<d .was taken as

EY = t * (4I"2) EC>- 2

and the spin distribution at entry:

P(I) a (21 + l ) /{ l + exp(I"InwxU Eq. 3
' d /

where d was taken from optical model calculations (3.5 - 4) and Imax was
fixed by requiring agreement with gamma mult ipl ici ty experiments.5 By
considering only those events in which a given minimum number of detectors
in the seven-Nal array f i red, the upper spin region in the residue can be
enhanced and low mult ipl ic i ty background arising from Coulomb excitation
and other quasi-elastic reactions can be removed. The effect of this
requirement can be taken into account in a well-defined way as a
modification of the entry spin distribution.
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Using the assumed entry spin distr ibut ion, the yield of yrast gamma
radiation as a function of the in i t ia l spin in the transit ion, Y ( I ) A I , can
be calculated. From this quantity and the experimental yrast-continuum
yield data, Y(E )AE , we can obtain an approximation for dl/dE as a
function of E

From Eq. 2, with k = fi2/24 , we have

1_ dj T 4k
4k " dE

Y

These equations can be integrated numerically to give I vs_. Ey or equiva-
lently k vs. Ev or I , provided a value of Ev is available at which
k and dk/dEy are known (for example, a point of approximately constant^,
where dk/dEY = 0). This procedure has been applied to the 130- and 115-
MeV data using known values of<£ at high spin from the 164yb ground state
band.'' Results obtained from the sum of four-and-higher fold data are
shown7 in Fig 2a. These results are reproduced schematically in Fig. 2b,
together with values deduced from a conventional integral analysis.**
Also shown are contributions of various final channels to different spin
regions, deduced from mult ipl ic i ty distribution measurements.5 The 130-
MeV data show the moment of inertia to rise slowly with spin over the fu l l
range for which our data can be considered meaningful, reaching the rigid
sphere value at I ^ 50. The flattening in the 115-MeV data at lower spin
is probably related to increasing yield in the 5n channel at high spin in
those data.

We have also studied the f i r s t and second moments of the y-ray multi-
p l i c i t y distribution as a function of E with a setup similar to that
described above, but with spectral information derived from a conversion
electron lens.9 The resulting data are shown in Fig. 3 for 130 MeV
20f)e + 150NCJ. The parameters deduced in the spectral shape analysis
outlined above were used to make the calculations shown as solid l ines,
with the only additional input being the assumption that the average
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statistical multiplicity is constant with a value chosen to fit high E
data. The x = 2 results were used in this calculation; smaller and
larger^ values of x give in appreciably poorer accounts of the data.
Somewhat better agreement with the data is obtained by assuming a larger
value of the spin population diffuseness than was used in the spectral
shape analysis, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3. The bump in
M data near 1.5 MeV does not imply any unusual characteristics of the
entrance spin distribution, but arises from the mixture near this energy
of very high multiplicity yrast transitions with comparable numbers of
relatively low <M> statistical transitions leading to a double humped
(and hence broad) multiplicity distribution.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig . 1 S ta t i s t i ca l continuum f i t s and deduced yrast continua.
Fig. 2 Moment of i ne r t i a vs. spin for 115- and 130-MeV 20Ne + 1 5 0Nd.

Results^ of the analysis at both energies is shown in F ig. 2a.
In F ig. 2b, these results are schematically reproduced along
with an indicat ion of the contr ibut ion of various f ina l channels.
The sol id l i ne in 2a is for the ground band in l°^Yb deduced from
discrete l ine spectra (prel iminary resu l t s , Ref. 6 ) .

F ig. 3 Mean and width of the m u l t i p l i c i t y d i s t r i bu t i on for 130-MeV
2C>Ne + 150N,J. The sol id l ines are for x = 2, d = 3.5 and the
dashed l ines for x = 2, d = 8.
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THE COMPETITION BETWEEN DECAY MODES OF HIGH-SPIN COMPOUND NUCLEI
PRODUCED IN 6LJ-INDUCED FUSION*

S.E. Vigdor, H.J. Karwowski,+ W.W. Jacobs, S. Kailas,+t p.p. Singh,
F. Soga, 5 and P. Yip §§

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

In order to more stringently constrain the nuclear structure parameters

involved in statistical model analyses of the decay of compound nuclei at

high spin and excitation, we have initiated a program to measure the absolute

cross section for all major decay modes. To date we have measured absolute

total cross sections for fission (°,. ) , proton evaporation (a ) , a-particle
r xss p

evaporation (a ) , and neutron emission (a ) from compound nuclei formed

(with JCN % 30-35 R, E c* ̂  70-100 MeV) in bombardment of 1 8 1Ta, 19I|»198Pt,
1 9 7Au, and 2 0 8Pb by 6Li beams of lab energy 75, 85, and 95 MeV. Measurements

at higher energies are planned. We have also determined total fusion cross

sections for these systems:
a, = a_. + a + a + arus fxss p a xn

The fission and charged-particle evaporation yields were measured with

a solid-state detector telescope, in which the fission fragments were very

cleanly separated from all other reaction products over the entire angular

range (10° < 6 < 170°). Complete fission-fragment angular distributions
xab

exhibit a clear symmetry about 8 = 90° (see fig. 1 ) , ruling out appreciable

contributions from non-equilibrium fission or from fission following a-

transfer. The evaporation peaks have been clearly discerned in the Z*l and

Z=2 spectra (see fig. 2) over a range of backward angles (6. >_ 110°), over

which the yields are observed to be isotropic, allowing direct determination

of the total yield. The total cross section for all (6Li,xn) reactions has

been determined by a new technique (described elsewhere in these Proceedings),

involving measurement of the yield and mean multiplicity of K X rays charac-

teristic of the compound nucleus Z. The total X-ray yield, and hence' a , has

been normalized relative to simultaneously measured far forward-angle (Ruther-

ford) elastic scattering yields.

Results for the decomposition of a, for the five targets at two bom-

barding energies are shown in fig. 3. a is the dominant contribution in all

cases investigated. The charged-particle evaporation cross sections are of
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roughly similar magnitudes for all targets (with a > a ) , and they increase

significantly with bombarding energy. Corrections (not yet applied) for

multiple charged-particle emission are expected to reduce a + a by < 10%.

The fission cross section is a rapid function of both target and energy,

increasing with the spin of the compound nucleus, with Z of the compound

nucleus, and for fixed Z with decreasing neutron excess, in a manner quali-

tatively consistent with expectations based on rotating liquid-drop model

(RLDM) fission barriers. In all cases, a accounts for 'V 50% of the op-

tical model total reaction cross section a . This fraction is similar
reac

to that observed in bombardment of much lighter targets with heavier ions

at comparable energies per nucleon (see ref. 2), but is inconsistent with
3

a recently proposed empirical parameterization of all heavy-ion fusion

cross sections.

A statistical model analysis of these results has been initiated, using

the computer code MB-II (ref. 4), to which we have added a subroutine to

calculate the fission-fragment angular distribution W(9), based on the treat-

ment of Halpern and Strutinski. The statistical-model angular distribution

calculation uses RLDM saddle-point moments of inertia and sums over contri-

butions from all spins and all fissioning nuclei, using MB-II output to deduce

the mean nuclear temperature and the contribution to a for each spin and

each chance of fission. As illustrated in fig. 4 by calculations using two

different parameter sets (each constrained to give a. correctly), multi-

chance fission is expected to be very important in the present reactions. The

fission-fragment anisotropy { W(17O°)/W(90°)}, while relatively insensitive to

changes in fission barrier height or saddle-point level density for any given

fissioning nucleus, is quite sensitive to the relative importance of high-

chance vs. low-chance fission, and hence provides an important additional

experimental constraint on the calculations. Also indicated in fig. 4 is the

non-negligible sensitivity of both a . and W(170°)/W(90°) to the assumed

diffuseness of the compound-nucleus spin distribution.

From the calculations performed to date we conclude that the present

measurements constrain the analysis much more stringently than have previous

data. For example, it has been possible to adjust structure parameters to

"fit" the measured energy dependence of af and a. (for one target nucleus)

simultaneously, but only with very poor agreement with a , a , and
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W(17O°)/W(9O°). We have not yet begun to compare the calculated and measured

target-dependences. In the future, it is hoped that data of the sort pre-

sented here nay provide a wide-ranging test of predictions of the shell-

corrected nuclear structure at high spin (yrast and saddle-point energies,

particle binding energies, moments of inertia, level densities), by using such

predictions (e.g., see ref. 6) as input to the statistical model analysis.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Measured fission-fragment angular distributions for 6Li + 197Au
at three bombarding energies. The curves represent the empirical
formula displayed, with the parameters A, B, and k adjusted for
optimum fits.

Fig. 2. Representative large-angle energy spectra for Z = 1, Z « 2, and
fission products. The evaporation peaks show up clearly in the
Z « 1 and Z = 2 spectra. The fission spectrum is considerably
broadened by straggling in the target (2.15 mg/cm2).

Fig. 3. Decomposition of the measured fusion cross section for five targets
at two energies. The solid error bars represent relative measurement
uncertainties in cj£us (including a significant systematic background
subtraction uncertainty in the X-ray spectra used in determining
&xn)• The dashed bars include in addition a + 10% estimated sys-
tematic uncertainty in a ^ , arising from possible deviations from
a Poisson K y-ray multiplicity distribution. The overall absolute
normalization uncertainty is estimated at ± 5%.
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Fig. 4. Statistical-model calculations of the total fission cross section
and anisotropy for 6Li + :97Au at E l a b - 94.5 MeV, illustrating
sensitivities to multi-chance fission and to the assumed diffuse-
ness of the spin distribution in the compound nucleus (a diffusenes-
value of 2.7 is consistent with optical model partial-wave reaction
cross sections). The dashed curves utilize RLDM structure para-
meters, neutron and fission level-density parameters an = aj « A/7,
and, in the graphs on the left-hand side, a sharp cutoff on the
barrier penetration coefficients T^; the solid curves use fission
barriers 25% smaller than RLDM values, an = A/7, af = 0.95an, and
a diffuse cutoff (diffuseness 2.7) on Tji. In both cases the T^
have been adjusted to reproduce the measured 0£ U g.
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THE MULTIPLICITY OF K X RAYS EMITTED IN (^Ll.xn) Reactions*
• • ^

H.J. Karwo ski,+ S.E. Vigdor, W.W. Jacobs, S. Kailas,++ P.P. Singh,
and F. Soga §

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

and

W.D. Ploughe
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43212

The emission of K X rays following the formation of compound nuclei was

first reported, for a-induced reactions, by Deconninck and Longequeue. The

X-ray yields observed were too large by several orders of magnitude to be

explained by atomic collision or electron shake-off processes, and so were

attributed to internal conversion during the y-cascades de-exciting (a,xn)

residues. Comparison of measured X-ray yields with total (a,xn) cross sec-

tions suggested that significantly more than one K X ray might be emitted

per residual nucleus produced. Repeated K-shell conversion (hence, multi-

ple K X-ray emission) is possible during a y-cascade because K-vacancy
o -17

lifetimes for heavy atoms fu 10 sec) are much shorter than typical

nuclear transition lifetimes.

We report here the first direct measurements of K X-ray multiplicities

following fusion reactions. We show that such measurements provide an im-

portant new tool in 1) the determination of absolute evaporation-residue

cross sections and 2) the investigation of nuclear transition multipolari-

ties in high-multiplicity y-cascades.

The mean K X-ray multiplicity <M R> has been measured for (
6Li,xn) reac-

tions induced on 1 8 1Ta, 191+>198Pt, 197Au and 208Pb at bombarding energies of

75, 85, and 95 MeV, using beams from the Indiana University Cyclotron Fa-

cility. The measurements were made via two independent techniques, in-

volving detection of coincidences between 1) K X rays and y rays, or 2) two

(or three) K X rays, from the xn products (of atomic number Zt+3). The

X rays were detected in intrinsic Ge detectors of 1-1.5 cm thickness, and

the y rays in a 50 cc Ge(Li) detector. The energy resolution of the primary

X-ray detector was 550 eV (FWHM) at 100 keV, while the coincidence Ge de-

tectors had 'o 2.0 keV resolution. Representative X-ray and y-ray spectra

are shown in figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
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By comparing the (dead-time corrected) number of coincidences (N_, )

observed between specific y rays and K or K. (Z..+3) X rays to the (inde-
ct p L

pendently dead-time corrected) number of corresponding y singles (N ) , one

obtains directly the mean number < M > of K X rays accompanying the y tran-

sition of interest:

< V y " NX-y/(Ny ' V ' (1)

where n.. represents the X-ray detection efficiency. The resulting values

of <\>y for 85-MeV 6Li bombardment of 197Au and 198Pt are given in Table I.

The equivalent comparison for the X-X coincidence data provides a somewhat

less direct measurement of the multiplicity < K> averaged over all y-decay

paths in all (6Li,xn) products:

HX-X " W 1 ^ <M> . + _ 4 _ . (2)

In eq. (2), TU represents the efficiency of the second X-ray detector, and
2

/L. is the variance of the K X-ray multiplicity distribution.

The values denoted by<Mj,>y „ in Tables I and II have been extracted

from eq. (2) under the assumption of a Poisson X-ray multiplicity distribu-
2

tion, for which A« = <^y>- From detailed consideration of the possible

statistical VL. - distributions (binomial or narrower) characterizing any

one y-decay path, and of the distribution broadening introduced by averaging

over the various contributing decay paths and xn products, we expect in fact
2

that A,,/<MK> • 1.0 ± 0.2, as long as the mean multiplicity changes by factors

,̂ 2 from one xn product to another. Adherence to the latter condition is

indicated clearly by the < MR> results in Table I, and by the fact that

<>!,>„ „ does not depend strongly on bombarding energy or neutron excess of

the target (see Table II). The validity of the Poisson assumption (to the

expected accuracy of ± 0.2 in <tL,>) is confirmed directly by the comparison

of < Mj,>x_x values in Table I with the corresponding average multiplicities

(<Mj,>v ) deduced from X-y coincidences. An additional consistency check on
K A—y

the 85-MeV 198pt result comes from the measured ratio of triple to double

X-X coincidences, which yields (assuming a Poisson distribution) < M > -

3.3 ± 0.6.
Once <VL,> is known, the total (6Li,xn) cross section (a , summed over
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all values of x) can be determined from the measured singles yield of Zt+3

K X rays, which depends on the product <M,,> • a , and should be isotropic
K xn

to very good approximation. The values of <M!,> and a deduced from the X-X
jx xn

coincidence measurements are summarized in Table II. Absolute normalization

of the X-ray yields was obtained from Faraday-cup beam integration, target

thicknesses measured via Rutherford scattering, and radioactive-source effi-

ciency calibrations (in determining a only the efficiency ratio n0/n, for

the two X-ray detectors is needed). For 85-MeV 6Li + 191fPt, a was also

determined from y-activity measurements,1 the two results agree within ex-

perimental uncertainties. The X-X coincidence method can be applied in

principle to all evaporation residues, allowing quick 0\> 1 hour per target

and bombarding energy) and relatively accurate (y ± 15%) measurements of

absolute production cross sections in cases where alternative techniques

require either detection of the low-energy, high-Z residues themselves or

detailed knowledge of y-decay schemes for products far from the line of

stability.

The <M K> results in Tables I and II exhibit several interesting fea-

tures. One does indeed observe typically 2-3 K X rays during the de-

excitation of residues in the Pb region, as first suggested in ref. 2.

Furthermore, there is surprisingly little isotopic variation (t 20%) in

<M^>, as mentioned above. However, the multiplicity is quite sensitive to

Z: <M^ > is higher by factors of 1.5-3 for TS, residues than for the others

studied. The Z-dependence is also reflected dramatically by the change in

the relative intensities of Z +2 and Z +3 K X rays between the two coin-

cidence spectra in fig. 1 (the coincidence yield depends on < M > 2 ) .

Experimental constraints on the origin of the K X rays are imposed by

1) known low-lying yrast transitions, ' 2) the X-y coincidence data, and

3) the measured total fusion cross sections (a. ). Only a small fraction

(< 20%) of the observed X rays from Pb isotopes could be attributed to in-

ternal conversion of known yrast transitions from states with Jo, 12. Ex-

tensive X-ray side-feeding of these low-lying states is ruled out by the

near-constancy of < M K
> among the various y-lines (see Table I). Further-

more, the coincidence yields between prompt X rays and delayed y's depopu-

lating the 12 + 0.27-usec isomer in 19BPb (see fig. 2) indicate that nearly

all (2.2 ± 0.2) of the 196Pb K X rays feed the 12 + state. In the Til isotopes,
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typically ^ 1 of the 3 X rays observed might arise from known transitions

for J £ 12, with the remainder again originating at higher spin. From a_
-, . lUS

(900-1300 mb in all cases ) we estimate the average spin at which the xn

residues are populated to be < J> - 20 (assuming no lower angular momentum

cutoff on the fusion reactions).

It thus appears that for all of the Pb and T£ isotopes populated, ^ 2 K

X rays must be accounted for by converting transitions in a small region of

spin, 12 ̂ , J £ 20. This condition cannot reasonably be fulfilled if the

transitions in this region are predominantly E2 (of any energy), since the

maximum number of K X rays emitted per E2 transition (for Z=82) is 0.14 (the

maximum occurring for E = 150 keV, below which E2 transitions primarily
Y o

undergo L—shell or M-shell conversion). In contrast, ̂  5 Ml transitions of

energy 300 keV % E >_ 88 keV would be sufficient to account for the observed

X rays. The persistence of this feature among a sizable number of isotopes,

without regard for the presence of unpaired nucleons, leads one to speculate

that the K X-ray multiplicity reflects an average property—e.g., the shape—
g

of the nuclei in this mass and spin region. Indeed, Peker et al. have noted

that mildly deformed oblate nuclear shapes should enhance the occurrence of

low-energy Ml transitions. In this context, the significantly lower value
of < M > observed for 6Li + 181Ta might be attributed to an expected transi-

10
tion in shape between nuclei near Os and those near Pb.

In summary, we have presented the measurement of X-ray multiplicities as

a new technique in -the study of fusion residues, with applications to the

determination of both absolute production cross sections and information con-

cerning transition multipolarities in the de-excitation y-cascades. In

particular, for all of the neutron-poor TS. and Pb (6Li,xn) residues investi-

gated, the available evidence suggests that i 2 K X rays result from internal

conversion in a narrow region of spin (12 ̂  J % 20) dominated by low-energy

Ml transitions among the yrast and/or pre-yrast states.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Representative .singles (top) and coincidence (bottom) spectra of
K X rays from 95-MeV sLi bombardment. The bottom spectra were
obtained in prompt coincidence with a Ka X ray in a second Ge
detector, after subtraction of backgrounds from accidental coin-
cidences and from coincidences with Compton-scattered y rays in
the second detector. The multiplicity < M R

> was determined from
the ratio of coincidence to singles events in the compound-nucleus
K 1 peak, which has no contribution from other elements or from
6-activity.

Fig. 2. Top: singles Ge(Li) spectrum for 85-MeV 6Li + 197Au. Only lines
from (6Li,xn) products are labeled (energies in keV). Bottom:
spectrum of Ge(Li) events delayed (by 215-450 nsec) with respect
to a (Z +3) Kal X ray. The transitions depopulating the 12 +

isomer in 196Pb show up prominently. Insert: level scheme for
the known yrast states in ^^Pb, from ref. 5.
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Table I. Comparison of X-X and X-y Multiplicity

Results8' at E, . - 84.9 MeVlab

Target

197Au

'Vx-x =

198pt

«v« •

Residue

196pb

195pb

19 7p b

« 2.25 + 0.13

195M

1 9 6T«.

197n

• 3.21 + 0.16

E (keV)

59
138
337
689

1049
226
401
529 )
531 )
557

1005

<Vx!y

313
394
236
271
388
416

<

2.19
2.14
2.07
2.29
2.25
2.95
2.49
1.89

1.90
2.65

= 2.37

2.89
3.48
3.81
2.17
3.49
2.83

=* 3.11

+ 0.22
+ 0.21
± 0.15
± 0.19
+ 0.15
± 1.18
+ 1.31

± 0.32

± 0.28
+ 0.34

± 0.13

+ 0.58
± 0.70
± 0.76
± 0.44
+ 0.70
+ 0.57

+ 0.30

a) Only relative measurement uncertainties are specified.

b) Cross-section-weighted mean of < M > for lowest-lying
transitions in various residues.
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Table II. K X-ray Multiplicities, Absolute K
a l(

z
t+

3)

Production Cross Sections and Total (6Li,xn) Cross

Sections Deduced from X-X Coincidence Data

Target CN "Vx-i
(mb)

a b>
xn

(mb)

lab

181Ta

198pt
197Au
20 8pb

181Ta

20 3pb

19Bpt
197Au
208pb

^7
20 0TJ,

lab

Os

Elab

198pt

1 9?Au
20 8p b

20 3pb

74.8 MeV

1.16 ± 0.26
3.05 ± 0.34
2.15 ± 0.26
1.70 + 0.13

84.9 MeV

1.25 + 0.21
3.12 ± 0.17
3.21 ± 0.16
2.25 ± 0.13
2.24 ± 0.17

94.5 MeV

1.03 ± 0.25
3.15 ± 0.35
3.21 ± 0.22
1.83 ± 0.29
2.34 ± 0.21

651 ± 48
1660 ± 52
688 ± 17
875 ± 40

634 + 61
1383 + 88
1627 ± 85
638 + 37
786 + 57

681 + 82
1196 + 37
1651 + 35
657 ± 48
921 ± 29

1127
1110
653

1055

1023
904

1034
578
719

1329
775

1049
732
807

+
+

+

+

±
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

265
127
81
94

208
94
99
52
67

360
89
75
128
77

a) The specified errors reflect primarily counting statistics and
background subtraction uncertainties. Overall absolute normali-
zation uncertainties (y + 5%) and possible systematic errors
(y ± 10%) arising from deviations from a Poisson X-ray multiplit <.
distribution are not included,

a (Z +3)
al

b) a.
xn VM

where fv (=0.5) is the fraction of all
•X K

K
al al

Z +3 K X rays appearing in the K ^ peak.
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COMPETITION BETWEEN Be MASSIVE TRANSFER AND a-TRANSFER IN

12C REACTIONS ON 10°Mo, 1 2 8Te, and 154Sm*

D. R. Zolnowski, S. E. Cala, A. C. Kahler, H. Yamada^ and

T. T. Sugihara

Cyclotron Institute, Texas ASM University

Recent a-Y coincidence studies in the bombardment of rare earth

targets with light heavy ions ranging from B to Ne have confirmed the

systematic occurrence of reactions which lead to production of forward-

peaked light particles coupled with fusion of the remaining projectile
1 2

mass. ' The compound nucleus thus formed subsequently decays by particle

evaporation and Y-ray emission. This reaction has been called "massive

transfer" and is known to occur with large cross section. The emitted

light particles have energies much larger than those expected from an

evaporation process and appear to be related to the properties of the

projectile.

Massive transfer reactions are believed to occur near, or slightly

above, the impact parameters corresponding to i . , the critical angular
c r 1 2

momentum for complete fusion of the target and projectile. ' At somewhat

larger impact parameters one might expect the transfer of the light

fragment to occur while the heavy fragment escapes. By taking advantage
12

of a unique circumstance arising from the use of C projectiles we have
Q

been able to single out a transfer and Be transfer for simultaneous

study. Specifically, both reaction channels lead to high-energy forward-

peaked a particles. In massive transfer these particles are accompanied

by Be fusion and subsequent neutron emission. Similarly, capture of an

alpha particle by the target could also initiate an (a,xn) reaction, with
g

fast a particles arising from the rapid decay of the escaping B ^ ^

10 s). This mechanism had been previously proposed to explain the

observed differences in angular distributions and the enhanced cross
12 14

sections for "direct" a particles obtained with C, as opposed to N and

0, projectiles. A study of the angular distributions and recoil ranges

at various angles in the lab system of the heavy residual nuclei produced

52 7
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12
in C bombardment of Au and Bi targets also suggested large cross sections

for Be and a transfers from the projectile to the target.

To confirm the occurrence of these reactions and to investigate their

generality, coincidence studies were performed between a particles and

Y r
154
Y rays observed in the 12C bombardment of 100Mo and 8Te at 85 MeV and of

Sm at 85, 109 and 155 MeV. Targets were self-supporting metallic foils

approximately 1 mg/cm in thickness. Alpha particles were detected in a
2

1 mm x 3 cm silicon surface-barrier detector positionad 9 cm from the

target and at 19° to the beam direction. Detection of scattered beam was

prevented by placing an absorber in front of the detector. For the three

C beams employed, 41, 54, and 102 mg/cm of aluminum were respectively

used. These absorbers also served to decrease the detection efficiency of
12

other fragments with mass between an a. particle and C. For example, the
2 7

102 mg/cm absorber stopped all Li fragments with energies up to 60 MeV.

To detect Y rays, a 50 cm Ge(Li) detector was placed at 90° to the beam

direction at 5 cm from the target.

Fig. 1 shows the a-particle spectra obtained in coincidence with any Y

ray in the bombardment of Sm at the three C energies. The structure

at lower energy corresponds to the detection of protons, which can deposit

at most 12 MeV in the 1 mm thick silicon detector. The cutoff energies

for deuterons and tritons are also weakly visible. The discontinuity

observed in the high energy portion of the spectra corresponds to penetra-

tion of the detector by a particles, which can leave at most 48 MeV. This

is most prominent in the 155-MeV data.

Typical Y-ray spectra obtained in coincidence with a particles

are shown in Fig. 2. For the 109-MeV C beam the spectrum shows residual

Gd and Dy nuclei consistent with Sm(a,xn) and Sm( Be,xn) reactions.

The a particles have been limited to 39-51 MeV. Similarly, Fig. 2c shows

Pd and Ru Y rays coincident with 22-34 MeV a particles for the Mo + 85-

MeV 12C system.

As might be expected, the residual products observed, and their

number, varies with C bombardment energy. At 85 MeV, for example, only

two products are strongly observed in the coincident Y-ray spectrum.

For bombardment with 155-MeV C, however, y rays from ~ Dy and

Gd are found to be coincident with a particles. Fortunately, a
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particular product can be emphasized by gating suitable a-particle energies.

In Fig. 2a, for example, the choice of a-particle energies principally

selects Gd and Dy. The proper energy range associated with a parti-

cular residual nuclide is easily determined from the "spectrum of particles

coincident with one or more y rays of that product. The associated

a-particle spectra are, of course, closely related to the excitation

functions for the Sm( Be.xn) and Sm(a,xn) reactions.
Q

To confirm Be decay after a transfer, some checks are available.
8

First of all, there is some likelihood that both a particles from Be

breakup will be observed, since the ground state breakup energy is only 92

keV. For such a small velocity component, the two particles can remain

within the solid angle subtended by the particle detector. As a conse-

quence, two distinct peaks should appear in the a-particle spectrum

associated with a particular a-transfer product - one peak at twice the

energy of the other. Our experimental data confirm that this occurs.

Shown in the inset in Fig. 1, as an example, is the spectrum of a particles

coincident with Gd y rays in the 85-MeV data. The arrow locates twice

the energy of the most prominent peak.

Secondly, two particles can deposit in the detector an energy in

excess of the 48-MeV maximum for a single a particle. The spectrum of

y rays coincident with particles above 48 MeV should therefore include

products resulting from the process involving a transfer and neutron

evaporation. Fig. 2(b) shows such a spectrum. As expected Gd residual

nuclides are observed while the Dy nuclides produced by massive transfer

are not. The lack of additional discrete lines also indicates that other

reaction channels producing energetic heavier fragments such as Li are

not significantly competitive.

The experimental data, therefore, lead unambiguously to the conclu-
12

sion that the observed Gd products originate in a C induced reaction in

which a transferred a particle originates an (a,xn) reaction.

The Y-ray intensities for observed transitions in several of the

residual nuclei are summarized in Table I. As has been previously reported,

the massive transfer products show little or no side feeding to yrast
states with spins as high as 8 or 10, leading to speculation that the

1 2
input angular momentum is confined to a narrow range. ' States with

spins in the vicinity of 2ofi are also usually observed. The C data



TABLE I . Reaction dat* and coincident transition intensities for residual nuclei resulting from a transfer and Be massive transfer reactions

C a Transition
Energy a Transferred Residual

T a r g e t ( H « V > ( M e V ) F r a g m e n t N u c l e u s 2 * 0 4 •+ 2 6 -• 4 8 •• 10 10 * 8 12 •* 10 14 - 12 16 * 14 IS * 16 20 •» IB 22 - 20

I CO

Dy 1.01(6) =1.0 0.94(6) 0.91(7) 0 .80(6) 0.68(6) 0.46(6) 0 .31(5) 0.18(6)

Gd =1.0 0.97(6) 0.84(6) 0.55(5) b 0.24(5) 0.15(4)

1 5 8py • 0.87(9) =1.0 0.90(18) 0.90(11) 0.68(10) 0.50(12) 0.30(9) 0.25(9) 0.24(10)

157Dy C 0.99(12) =1.0 1.01(14) 1.00(14) b 0.54(10) 0.31(8) 0.30(9) 0.17(9)

156Dy =1.0 1.15(10) 0.84(9) b 0.66(12) 0.39(8) 0.20(7) 0.10(5)

S-band: 0.23(5) 0.30(5) 0.18(7) 0.35(8) d 0.10(5)

1S6Gd 0.99(11) =1.0 0.75(7) 0.39(6) b 0.21(6)

154Gd 1.04(8) =1.0 0.83(8) 1.59(12) 0.54(9) 0.39(7)

1.01(7) b 0.80(7) b b 0.35(10) 0.17(8)

155GdC =1.0 1.07(24) 0.98(25) 0.72(25)

132Ba =1.0 b 0.52(5) 0.31(5)
130

Xe =1.0 b 0.54(5) 0.43(5)

Pd =1.0 b 0.75(9) 0.30(7) 0.20(6) 0.25(7) 0.19(6)

RU =1.0 0.77(10) b 0.44(14)e

1 5 4S- 85

109

155

128Te 85

100*> 85

28-33

28-33

48-53

33-38

22-28

40-45

26-31

49-61

61-70

21-32

21-32

22-34

22-34

8B«

a

8Be

8Be

8Be

a

a

a

a

8Be

a

8B.

a

Given intensities are extracted £ro« Y rays coincident with <• particles having these energies.
Doublet.

Jror odd aass nuclei add 9/2 to given spins.
The SUB of the 20g •+ 18 g and 16^ •» 14 transition intensities is 0.34(8).
This Y ray represents a 7("l •» 6_ transition.
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reported here are typical in these respects. The Gd nuclides are observed

only to about spin 14 in our data, with evidence for side feeding even to

low spin states.

For the lighter Te and Mo targets the general features remain
Q

unchanged, with both a transfer and Be massive transfer still occurring.

The highest spins observed in the residuals are generallly lower than
154

those observed with the Sm target, however.
Q

The relative cross section for the Be massive transfer and a-transfer

processes were estimated from the yields in singles measurements of the
154

nuclides produced by those reactions. For the Sm target at 85, 109 and

155 MeV the ratio of yields of Be massive transfer products to a-transfer

products are respectively, 2.4, 1.0, and 0.94. At 85 MeV, if one assumes

t"hat the summed yields of ( C,xn) products approximate the complete
Q

fusion cross section, the Be massive transfer and a-transfer cross

sections are 124 and 52 mb. At 155 MeV, a similar approach indicates

cross sections in excess of 600 mb. However, since other channels can

compete at this bombardment energy, the cross section estimate may be too

large by as much as a factor of 2. In any event, at the two higher
g

bombardment energies the cross sections for Be massive transfer and a

transfer are clearly large and essentially equal.

For the Sm + 85 MeV C system a measurement was made of the ratio

of Y-ray intensities obtained 90° out of the reaction plane to those

obtained in the plane. A coincidence with a particles (EQ > 23 MeV)

was required. A collimator limited the out-of-plane angular spread to

±2.6°. The results obtained with a Ge(Li) detector at 13 cm from the

target are given in Table II. Since no evidence for any dependence on the

spin of the yrast states involved was observed within the given errors,

the ratio obtained for each transition was regarded as a separate measure-
158

ment of the same quantity. The error weighted mean for the Dy transi-
g

tions resulting from Be massive transfer was thus found to be 0.63(3),
l^S

while the " Gd transitions from o transfer yielded 0.52(3). Data taken

at a larger distance (25 cm) was of poorer quality but produced similar

values, namely, 0.67(5) and 0.47(5), respectively. With the assumption

that in a massive transfer reaction the centers of the target nucleus,

projectile and escaping a particle all remain in the same plane, complete



0.63(5)

0.64(6)

0.54(6)

0.64(7)

0.69(9)

0.56(10)

0.73(15)

0.55(6)

0.54(6)

0.48(8)

0.43UD

a

0.47(13)

532

TABLE II. Ratios of 90° out-of-plane to in-plane intensities of Gd
and 1 5 8Dy Y rays measured in coincidence with a particles for the 1 5 4Sm +
85-MeV 1 2C system. Target-to-Ge(Li)-detector distance was 13 cm.

Transition 1 5 8Dy 1 5 6Gd

4 -* 2

6 -v 4

8 •*• 6

10 •* 12

12 -> 10

14 -* 12

16 -*• 14

Error weighted mean: 0.63(3) 0.52(3)

Doublet.

polarization is expected, with the observed intensity pattern for the
4

stretched E2 Y-ray transitions being proportional to (1-cos $). In this

idealized case, the out-of-plane Y-ray intensity for the yrast transitions

would nearly vanish. The present results indicate that while alignment

does occur a considerable "wobbling" takes place in the orientation direc-

tion as defined by the beam direction and the detected a particle.
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CHANNEL NUMBER
100 200

COINCIDENT PARTICLE SPECTRA

20 40
ENERGY(MeV)

Fig. 1 Spectra of particles coincident with any y ray for (a) 85-MeV,
(b) 109-MeV and (c) 155-MeV 12C bombardment of

 154Sm. The
energy range is 0-55 MeV for spectra (a) and (b) and 0-60 MeV
for spectrum (c). Spectrum (d) shows the a-particle spectrum
coincident with 15&G<i y rays for the 85-MeV data. The energy
scale is not corrected for the effect of absorbers.
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2000

l54Srn+l09 MeV I2C

1000

500 700 900
ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 2 y-xay spectra coincident with (a) 39-51 MeV a particles and
(b) particles with energies greater than maximum energy a
single a particle can deposit in the 1 mm thick silicon
detector for 109-MeV
label transitions in 155Gd.
with spin of initial state.
102

bombardment of
m t
1 5 4 Sm. Asterisks

wit
102

Yrast transitions are labeled
Spectrum (a) shows Pd and

R u rays coincident with 22-34 MeV a particles observed
1 0 0 l \

R u y rays concident wth eV p a c l e s obse
in the bombardment of 100Mo with 85-MeV l\. The y ray
between the 7" and 6+ states is also indicated.



MASSIVE TRANSFER REACTION AS A PROBE FOR HIGH-SPIN STATES

T. Kishimoto
Cyclotron Institute, Texas ASM University

College Station, Texas

K.-I. Kubo
Tokyo Metropolitan University

Tokyo, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

Direct-reaction processes involving the transfer of massive fragments

have been investigated for heavy-ion stripping reactions a + A -*• B + b

where a = b + x and x is much heavier than b, e.g., b = p, d, t. He, a.

Recent experimental results show that such exotic direct reaction processes

a
1

occur with unexpectedly high probabilities. ' Predominant yields at forward

angles with higher kinetic energies than expected from particle evaporation

indicate that this is not likely to be a compound-decay process. The
2 14

coincidence of high-energy particles with Y rays from the reaction ( N,axny)
159

on Tb yields Y-ray spectra which are quite different from the usual

Y-ray spectra following heavy-ion capture, e.g., (HI,xn). The intensities

of yrast-cascade Y rays are almost constant to a certain spin because

of almost no side feeding, which suggests that the angular momentum distri-

butions of residual nuclei are much more localized than in the case of a

compound-capture process. Therefore the process involved in emitting a

high-energy a particle seems to be very different from the evaporation decay

of an ot particle from a residual compound nucleus. Quite recently, experi-

ments of this type have been performed systematically for various target-

projectile combinations. The Y-ray spectra obtained in coincidence not only

with a particles, but also with p, d, and t, have the same characteristics

mentioned above. The reaction process is thus quite a universal phenomenon.

Motivated by the implications from these observations, we have investi-

gated a reaction process in which massive transfer occurs in a manner very

similar to that of compound capture. Our picture for the process is that,

when a projectile colides with a target, a light fragment, b, breaks away

without being absorbed by the target, but a heavy fragment, x, is captured

by the target by a compound capture process. Our aim is then to formulate

535
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the process and to calculate the reaction cross section and the distribu-

tion of angular momenta in residual nuclei.

2. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

It is well known that the Lippmann-Schwinger series, whose first

order term is nothing but a DWBA term, is suitable for the evaluation of

the transition amplitude for a process when the incident channel, a, and

the outgoing channel, g, are not so much different:

The transition amplitude has a basic zero order term for elastic or inelas-

tic scattering (x = 0); T is the expansion for small x, i.e., single-

neutron transfer (x = 1 ) , two-nucleon transfer (x = 2) and so on. There-

fore one has to evaluate terms to quite a high order for a multinucleon

transfer reaction.

On the other hand, if one views the reaction process from the other

extreme of total transfer, i.e. complete capture of the whole projectile

leading to compound nucleus formation, one could expect the possibility of

incomplete capture of a projectile, especially when the projectile hits

only the region near the surface of a target. In this case, the largest

part of the projectile, x, will be absorbed by the target but a small

fragment, b, can be shaken off from the projectile without being captured

together with x.

In a conventional Lippmann-Schwinger DWBA seris, x = 0, 1, 2, ... is

regarded symbolically as an order parameter for the probabilities of

increasing complexity based on x = 0 (elastic, inelastic). In the present

theory for massive transfer reactions, b = a - x = 0 , 1, 2, ... is now

regarded as the order parameter of complexity, based on b = 0 (complete

capture).

There are several features particular to the massive transfer reac-

tions. First, the system B ~ A + x cannot simply be described as a cluster,

x, orbiting around A in its ground state, since V , the interaction between
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A and x, plays an important role as a two-body interaction. The cluster

description for x is fairly good, however, when x is small and when V

can be regarded as a one-body potential field. Second, excitation energies

of A + x in a system B produced by the reaction are generally considerably

higher when x is large. This is due to a higher barrier of Coulomb

and centrifugal potential. Since the level densities in this excitation

energy region are very high, A and x will probably lose their identity

immediately. Distribution of the energy intu many degrees of freedom

results in the compound capture of x. Finally, since a and b have such

different masses, differences of kinetic energies and partial angular

momenta in the incident and the exit channel will be very large. Con-

sequently, the heavy fragment, x, brings in large excitation energies and

large transferred angular momenta. Compared to a complete compound

capture process, there is a crucial difference in the angular momentum

distribution of a residual nucleus. In order for b to avoid being

captured, the reaction should take place only at the surface region and

not deep inside the nucleus. One should therefore expect a sharper

localization of the angular momentum distribution and less side feeding

in cascade Y rays. This is, in fact, a motivation for exploiting this

process in the investigation of high-spin states.

3. FORMULATION

In order to investigate a massive-transfer process which is very

similar to total compound capture (b = 0), it is desirable to derive

an alternative series where total capture (b = 0) is a basic zero

order term and T D has the form of an expansion series in powers of b,dp
such as, b = 1 for (HI,p), b = 2 for (HI,d), and so on. The picture

here is that a cluster, x, is captured by a target. A, through a compound

process but a cluster, b, will be emitted near the surface region with-
4

out being absorbed by A. The resonance reaction theory has been employed

since it has been formulated extensively for the b = 0 case.

From <<^> / V£ /^ >^ ffJ
the boundary condition operator. Using the expansion

• one gets a series for
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and ty-ft+Mx+Ht.+'fy+Up+Tix+^x. It is
worthwhile to notice that if the boundary-condition radius is chosen to

be infinite, then the above expansion is equivalent term-by-term to the

Lippmann-Schwinger series (•£>-/c ). Otherwise, the terms in the two

expansions are very different from one another due to a difference in

summing perturbation diagrams. It is easy to realize that the many-body

nature of the compound nuclear process is better described by finite

boundary-condition radii. As is customary, one can divide T - into the

first term T „ (direct process) and the rest (compound process, including
aft

door-way processes). In our theory

while in the ordinary DWBA, the first order term is h(n —

Characteristic differences of the two first order terms are clear.

Since *„ is an eigenstate of Ho, if d>o is chosen to have a (bound) cluster
p p p

state for the (x + A) system regarding V as a one-body potential, then

it is a good approximation for a cluster-transfer process (small x) lead-

ing to discrete bound-cluster states. On the other hand, the (x + A)

system in §n is better represented bv a compound state if large x is
p

transferred into the highly excited continuum as in the present case, and

thus V has to be regarded as a sum of two-body interactions converting
a simple configuration <f> into a complex configuration ty.. Therefore,

# a p

the propagator -y. .£•—' i which has V in HQ, is vitally important

to connect (P. with i

4. SOME RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the assumptions about compound states customarily used for

the evaluation of compound-nucleus formation cross sections, we obtained

a simple expression for the cross section for the process; x is captured

leading to a compound (A + x) system, while b is scattered away without

being absorbed;
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where a and B are indices for entrance and exit channels, respectively,

£ is a transferred angular momentum (i.e. , the total angular momentum

_̂ JB of a compound residual nucleus), and Pf . (f) is the probability

of fusion for the (x + A) system. The latter is nothing more than a

transmission coefficient for x + A scattering if non-elastic channels

are completely dominated by the compound capture process. The expression

(- F-) has the explicit form given by

where

This is essentially the standard form of a DWBA cross section for the

transfer of a cluster x into continuum states (three-body final states)

except for the use of U(ro) instead of V, (r). U(ro) is the average of
_̂  p £>x p

V, (r) over probability distributions of x in the (x + A) system. Since

exact evaluations of /jft tr^i, > -t- are somewhat involved, at the
\iWBd£p/di>ac£

moment we have evaluated it using a colinear approximation, where only

contributions when A, x and b are on a straight line are included. Using

the fact that the wavefunctions near the classical turning points are

very well reproduced by Airy functions (trapezoidal approximation), the

cross sections have also been calculated independently. In spite of

these drastic approximations, conclusions from the two methods are in

reasonable agreement and they show the following: a) the angular-momentum

distributions of the residual compound nucleus are very sharp and localized

about the critical angular momentum of the (x + A) system, and b) calculated

absolute cross sections and angular distributions are in general agreement

with those in Refs. 1 and 2.
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STABILITY OF THE NUCLEUS AT VERY HIGH SPIN STATES; ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOUR OF
THE "He-EMISSION WIDTH

Marek Ploszajczak*, M.E. Faber and Amand Faessler
Institut fur Kernphysik, KFA Ju'lich, D-517O Ju'lich, W. Germany

The feasibility to accelerate heavy ions made possible to bring a large an-
gular momentum in a compound nucleus by fusion reactions. Stability of such a
nucleus with respect to the fission has been estimated in the rotating liquid
drop model (RLDM)1. Addition of shell effects to the RLDM changes the trajec-
tory of the lowest minimum substantially. All calculations of deformation en-
ergy surfaces (DES) which include shell corrections do not allow for the neck
degree of freedom. It is expected that this parameter will influence mainly
the fission instability estimates. For 1 = 0 several groups introduced a para-
metrization of a neck shape. Perhaps the best known is the c-h parametriza-
tion of Brack et al.2. c-h parameters have the disadvantage that the connec-
tion to the quadrupole deformations 6, y used in all calculations of DES at
high spins is not easy to visualize. We therefore introduce a new parameter r.
which in the limit r = 1 corresponds to pure quadrupole shapes. It is defined
as the ratio of the geometrical cross section at.'.the neck (z = 0) and the
cross section of the corresponding ellipsoid at the same position. For r > 1
one gets a diamond like shape and for 0 < r < 1 one obtains the family of con-
figurations with a neck. Neck parameter r is related to the c, h-deformations
by r = 1 - 1/5 c [l/2(c-l)+2h]. In this note we study the DES near fission
and the dependence of the fission barrier on the angular momentum-; Nuclear
potential energy has been obtained using the Strutinsky shell correction me-
thod (SSCM), extended for finite angular momenta I and temperatures T. Descrip-
tion of the theory for T = 0 can be found in ref. 3. For systems at the finite
temperatures, the shape at high spins is determined by the lowest minimum of
the free energy: F ^ J . T . I ) = E({s.j}»I) - T Sff&^.I) calculated for the
grand partition function z = tr {exp[-(H -AN)/T]}. The independent particle

* On leave of absence from Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Krakow, Poland
**Permanent address: ACSU, A-1020 Wien, Austria
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energy E and the entropy S at high spins are defined as usually:

E= j eini. ; S = -j [n^nnj+U-n^intl-r^)] (1)

with the exception that the s.p. energies are those at finite angular momenta.
The occupation probability n. of a s.p. state |i> is given by:

n. = l/|l+exp3(e r )| (2)

Following the suggestion of ref. 4. the s.p. level density g(e)2 is then split-

ted into the fast varying <5g{E) and the smooth g(e) parts the latter are being

replaced by the "LDM" density 9 L D M(e):

- av e V 2 + as + ac e 1 / 2 <3>

Analytical expressions for coefficients a and a can be found in ref. 5 and
for a in ref. 4. The s.p. energies entering the expression for the total ener-
gy are calculated with the WS potential. Details of the method used to calcu-
late these energies as well as the potential parameters can be found else-
where3'6. The discussion we begin with 19ltHg. This nucleus has been re' untly
studied by Miller et al.7 who measured the energy and spin dependence of the
fission and the particle emission. They h^ve found that at 142 MeV excitation
energy and 65-76 -ft angular momentum the fission process was faster then the
particle evaporation. Table 1 shows the barrie- hr^iht for this nucleus ver-
sus I, calculated in the limit T = 0. At I = 70 fi the barrier reaches the va-
lue of 4 MeV. Estimates of the spontaneous fission half-life in the actinide
nuclei with the WKB-approach show that for a barrier less than 4 MeV the half-
life drops below the picosecond region. Thus, this limit is reached for I in
a qualitative agreement with the experimental data.' In table 2, we show equi-
librium values of e and r parameters calculated for 191tHg by minimizing the
free energy (&[[. >ria ' or the potential energy (&iV > r£. )• Calculations
have been performed for temperatures T = 1.5 and 2 MeV which at I ^ 70 fi ap-
proximately correspond to the excitation energies of 194Hg in the experiment
of Miller et al.7. The deformation of lowest minima in the free energy (FES)
and in the potential energy surfaces are approximately the same for I < 70 -ft.
For higher spins, the free energy barrier V* ' disappears whereas the poten-
tial energy barriers are still of the comparable size with those at T = 0. Due
to the coincidence between the equilibrium configurations calculated either
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Table 1
Height of the barrier VB and the shell correction at the lowest energy mini-
mum and at the saddle for various angular momenta in ̂ {jHgut, in the g-r plane

I [f>]

VB [MeV]

6Esh[MeV]
(minimum)

6Esn[MeV]
(saddle)

12

-0

-2

10

.52

.91

.81

10

-0

-2

20

.84

.07

.86

7

0

-1

30

.59

.04

.99

6

-1

0

40

.97

.815

.57

6

-2

0

50

.4

.35

.63

5

-2

1

60

.4

.77

.0

4

-3

0

70

.41

.04

.8

3

-3

1

80

.24

.0

.6

Table 2
Equilibrium deformations g,r calculated for the free energy and the potentiaj
energy as well as the barrier height v(F) and the difference of excitation en-
ergies corresponding to the barrier v(E). Barrier v(^) is given as a differ-
ence of E({gj},I,T) between the minimum (e^g'>rlE)) and the saddle point of
the FES. Calculations are restricted to y = 0° line only since nuclei at the
end of the rare-earth region show weak tendency toward the oblate shapes (y =
-60°; g > 0).

I[fl]

0

30

60

90

T[MeV]

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

B(F)
Beq

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.35

0.4

1.4

1.4

r (F )
eq

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

° - 9 v
1.0

0.2

0.2

peq

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.35

0.35

0.5

0.5

r(E)
eq

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.9

.1.0.

1.0

V (F) [MeV]

16.31

15.06

12.09

11.37

2.4l2..

2.49

-

-

v(E)[MeV]

13.93

16.91

8.28

8.52

5.69

3.53

-

-

for F ({e.j}»I>T) or E({B-},I) the potential energy barriers are approximately
equal to V* '. v' ' disappears at I ̂  70 fi. This estimate agrees well with the
limit given in ref. 7 for the fusion of the projectile and target nuclei. Shapes
of the free energy barriers and the potential energy barriers at T = 0 are si-
milar for I < 30 fl. For higher spins, the deformation of the saddle point in
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the FES is shifted towards large quadrupole and r-deformations. At I = 60 fi
the free energy saddle point is seen for both studied temperatures at s ^ 1.2
and r <\. 0.3. Such large difference of deformations between the minimum and the
saddle point is responsible for the relatively small penetrability of the bar-
rier at I ^ 60 fi, even though the heigth of the barrier is significantly lower
than at T = 0.

Fission barriers have been studied for many nuclei in the transuranic re-
gion6. Usually, barriers decrease with increasing angular momentum. This is
primarily due to the centrifugal force which lowers also in the RLDM the bar-
rier with increasing I. In addition this lowering is supported by the fact
that the shell corrections normally decrease for larger I. However, in few
nuclei (e.g. 1 9 8Pb, 2 0 2Pb, 2 1 4Rn, 2 1 0Po) we have found small wiggles in the
barrier height. These anomalies correspond to jumps of the minima and saddles
between different configurations. For Th and U isotopes these anomalies are so
large that the first barrier increases over a large range with the angular mo-
mentum (see fig. 1). Whether the increasing barrier corresponds to longer fis-
sion half lifes at higher I could only be answered if one calculates also the
mass tensor at higher angular momentum. The second barrier (En-Err) for nuclei
presented in fig. 1 decreases faster with spin than the first one. Since the
second minimum is the lowest one above spins 54 1\ and 76 fi, respectively, fis-
sion takes place instead of the anomalous stability governed by first barrier.
In most studied nuclei in the rare-earth and actinide regions, inclusion of
the neck parameter r is extremely important for the correct description of con-
figuration near the fission. In some cases the fission minimum was lowered
by more than 6 MeV. The r and g deformations are coupled strongly. This coup-
ling is connected with shell closures for deformed configurations which depend
on the ratio of the potential axes. An increase of e and r can leave this ra-
tio roughly constant and thus conserves the shell closure and the negative
shell corrections.

Inclusion of the neck degree of freedom may also significantly change esti-
mates for the I g b b. We have studied the I bb for a large number of nuclei
using different theoretical descriptions of the DES. I .. is defined here as
the angular momentum for which the minimum near fission (at y = 0°) gets the
lowest one. I bb is determined in three different ways: (i) The DES is calcu-
lated in the 8»y parametrization only, (ii) The DES near fission is calculated
in the 3,r plane and minimized with respect to the neck parameter r. Away from
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the fission point it is calculated in the 3,-y plane, (iii) The nuclear energy
is calculated for the RLDM varying shape of the nucleus. Results of these cal-
culations are summarized in table 3. One sees that for nuclei with small shell

Table 3
Giant backbending angular momenta IgDD for the shape instability leading to
the fission configuration.'

Nucleus

Jgbbpi]
(B-Y minimization)

^ b b M
(3,Y and • e,r
minimization)

122Sn

86

74

70

1 3 2Xe

94

84

74

1 5 0Gd

88

66

76

158yb

. 94

68

73

170Yb

104

76

82

2 0 2Pb

82

42

81

2 1 0Po

84

52

82

2 3 2Th

94

60

81

effects (transitional nuclei) the RLDM values of I . . (iii) agree with the
(3,Y and g,r) minimization (ii) within 10 units of angular momentum. However,
near doubly closed shells the shell corrections are so large that for the me-

?0?
thod (ii) I., can be up to 40 f\ smaller than for the-RLDM (see e.g. Pb,
210 "

Po). The description (i) which does not include the possibility of a neck
formation yields the target value for I ,, , since the fission minimum lies too

high. Recently, the nucleus A/,RuK0 has been studied experimentally to deter-
mine I . fa. To check predictions of SSCM we have done calculations (i)~ (iii) .
Both for the RLDM and for the SSCM calculations in 3, Y plane we have obtained

gbb
momentum I

- 62 Jf\. Inclusion of the neck parameter in the SSCM brings the angular

down to the value 54 fl.gbb

In addition to the fission and Y-emission also the particle emission can
serve as an alternative way to carry away the energy and spin from the com-
pound system. Emission of light particle (protons and neutrons) is expected
mainly in the first stage after a fusion. Deexcitation in this channel allows
for the fast decrease of the temperature in the fused system but does not
lower substantially the angular momentum. The centrifugal barrier prevents the
emission of neutrons and protons in the high L outgoing wave. This barrier is
much smaller for He-particles which can be emitted even from states near the
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yrast line. The suitable quantity to describe the particle emission is the se-

paration energy S given by the difference between the binding energies of the

parent and daughter nuclei in their equilibrium configurations. The slope of

the separation energy for various angular momenta of the parent system depends

on the relative changes of the yrast line slopes in parent and daughter nuclei.

These changes, reflecting shell structure in both systems, depend themselves

on the difference between equilibrium deformations of both the nuclei for va-

rious initial spins and for each angular momentum of the emitted particle. It

is, therefore, not excluded that the slope of a separation energy changes the

sign and one has the particle trap. For each angular momentum L of the outgo-

ing particle, we have considered only the most favourable decay connecting

state |I-> in the parent nucleus and the state |I~ = I. - L> in the daughter

nucleus. The separation energy for each L and 1^ has been obtained using the

binding energies calculated in the SSCM at finite I and T = 03. Classical part

of the binding energies was calculated in the RLDM1. Pairing correlations have
4

been neglected. Fig. 2 shows the separation energies for He-particles from
150 202compound systems Gd and Pb. Both systems have traps for various L waves.

202Much more pronounced and at smaller spin are traps in Pb. Increase of the
4 202

He-separation energy as seen for Pb results in the decreasing of the emis-

sion probability by 4-5 orders of magnitude (the estimate done in the WKB ap-
20?

proach). The reason for the formation of these traps in Pb can be seen com-

paring shell correction changes for the parent and daughter nuclei given in

table 4. Both nuclei are almost spherical in their ground state. As a result

of the fast decreasing shell correction in the first minimum at e ̂  0.05, r ^

1.05, the change of the deformation to e ^ 0.4, r ^ 0.9 is seen at relatively

low spin (I *> 45 fi) for both systems. This change is at lower angular momenta
198

for Hg due to the larger shell effects in the second minimum for this nu-

cleus. For If < 30 fi the slope of ^^'(I^) is positive and unfavours forma-

tion of the trap. It changes the sign for higher spins (30 fi < If < 42 fi) lead-

ing to the formation of a local minimum. At I- = 42 fi the equilibrium deforma-
198

tion in Hg is e ̂  0.4, r = 0.9 and the absolute value of the slope sS /al^
decreases. An additional gain in the slope is expected for the transitions with
L > 4 fi from I. >. 46 fi to lf < 42 fi since the shell correction in the second

202minimum of Pb has almost constant values and the shell correction in the
i go

first minimum of Hg increases fast. In contrast, for outgoing particles with
L < 4 fi, shell effects disfavour formation of the trap.
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Table 4
_c)2as well as the shell corrections in the f i r s t

and in the second minimum for 62^120 a"d 80H9ii8 a t various spins. Calcula-
tions in SSCM ere performed along the y = 0° l ine only.

Equilibrium configurations
d i th d ii

I[fi]

Beq(Parent)
req(Parent)
&E-iV [MeV]

(I-min)

(Il-min)

geq(Daughter)
teg(Daughter)

sE^[MeV]
(I-min)

&E$ [MeV]
(Il-min)

0
1

-9

-3

0
1

-2

-4

10

.05

.05

.33

.79

.1

.05

.48

16

30

0.05
1.05

-5.62

-3.58

0.0
1.02

-4.48

-4.38

0
1

-2

-3

0
1

-2

-4

40

.07

.05

.61

.37

.03

.03

.02

.46

42

0.08
1.05

-2.06

-3.31

0.4
0.9

-1.38

-4.47

0
1

-1

-3

0
0

-0

-4

44

.08

.05

.53

.24

.4

.9

.77

46

46

0.35
0.9

-1.28

-3.16

0.4
0.9

-0.19

-4.43-

0
0

1

-2

0
0

2

-3

60

.34

.9

.67

.46

.35

.9

.93

.76

The predicted region of spins for the He-trap in Pb corresponds still to

the relatively large stability of the nucleus against the" fission. It is secu-

red by the barrier of around 10 MeV at I ̂  60 fi and 14.5 MeV at I ̂  40 ti. It
202should be pointed out that the trap in Pb occurs for L-waves between 8 fi

and 24 fi. Thus it includes also the most probable emission with L ̂  12 fi8.
?0?Similar shell effects as found for Pb were seen also for nuclei with Z =

64, (80), 82, (86), 88, (90), 100 and N = (86), 88, (108), 120, 142, 148. How-
ever, some of these systems show insufficient stability against fission or the
traps appear for small L outgoing He, unfavoured in the decay from rapidly ro-
tating nucleus.
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DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SPIN STATES IN THE N= 82 REGION

Marek Ploszajczak* and Amand Faessler
Institut fiir Kernphysik, KFA-Jlilich, D-5170 Jiilich, W. Germany

Theoretical studies in the rotating liquid drop model (RLDM) have shown
that rare-earth nuclei rotate around the symmetry axis for I < 80 fi1. Since
the collective rotation around a symmetry axis is impossible quantum mechani-
cally, the large angular momentum has to be built by independent single par-
ticle (s.p.) motions. Therefore, one has s.p. transitions, partially retarded
due to energy, angular momentum or particle-hole selection rules. A prepo"
tion of yrast traps is the rotation around a symmetry axis. This stimulated
extensive studies of the deformation energy surface (DES) at very high spin
states, to check if the tendency to rotate around an oblate symmetry axis per-
sists even if one includes shell corrections2. The result is that for rare-
earth region one finds rotation around a symmetry axis with a slightly oblate

shape just above closed shell nuclei (N >_ 82) and around an axis with a
208slightly prolate shape below the magic Pb. At the beginning of the "shell"

one has few nucleons outside the closed shell N = 82 and subshell Z = 64.
Large angular momentum can be obtained if valence nucleons are concentrated
in the equator, rotating in the same direction. By this alignment of s.p. an-
gular momenta the nucleus gets a slightly oblate shape rotating around the
symmetry axis. Since the alignment maximizes the overlap between the nucleons
outside the closed core and since the nucleon-nucleon interaction is attrac-
tive and of short range, these configurations are lowered and may form the
yrast line. Thus there is a close correlation between an oblate shape and the
high total angular momentum for few valence particles due to the MONA effect.
In the middle of the "shell" one has so many valence nucleons that one can
build both a large deformation and a high total spin without any correlation
between them. At the end of the "shell" role of valence particles is played
by valence holes. Thus, one can construct a large angular momentum only by
rotating them around the equator in the same direction. This removes nuclear

*0n leave of absence from Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31-342 Krakow, Poland
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matter near the equator and one obtains a slightly deformed, prolate nucleus.
These considerations explain the qualitative features seen for OES at high
spins. In Fig. 1 we show results of cranking Hartree-Fock (CHF) calculations
for several nuclei in the rare-earth region at I = 30 and 50 fi. Here one cal-
culates the DES as a sum of the expectation value of the many-body Hamiltonian
and the Coulomb energy term of the homogeneously charged triaxial ellipsoid
with a constant volume. The many-body Hamiltonian includes the spherical s.p.
term and quadrupole-quadrupole forces as the two-body interaction. The spheri-
cal s.p. energies as well as the size of the basis can be found in ref. 3.
The strengths of P+QQ interaction have been refitted to include consistently
the Coulomb effects in the total energy expression. Dashed squares in Fig. 1
represent these nuclei which rotate prolate around the symmetry axis (y = 120 ,
g > 0). Circles in squares depict nuclei rotating around the oblate symmetry
axis (y = -60°, e > 0). At I = 30 fi there are only few nuclei that rotate
around the oblate symmetry axis. In contrast, one finds many prolate nuclei
rotating around the symmetry axis at the end and in the middle of this region.
Among them there are also Hf and Hf where recently many high spin, high
K-isomers have been found'1. Deformation in the oblate island is small and does
not exceed -0.15. In the prolate island one finds both weakly deformed systems
around Pb, Hg and strongly deformed Hf-isotopes. At I = 50 fi this island is
reduced and shifted towards an end of the "shell". In contrast one finds more
nuclei in the oblate island also for N < 82. The elongation is here |e| < 0.1
for systems with N < 82. Recently, many experimental informations have been
reported about the high spin properties of nuclei around N = 82. Here we con-
centrate our discussion on Gd, Dy and Er. We use the HFB theory in
order to describe the high spin non-collective configurations. The total ener-
gy is given by the particle number projected expectation value of the P+QQ
force Hamiltonian. The selfconsistent HFB solution for the density p and pair-
ing H matrices in n+1 - q.p. HFB state is expressed by series of recursion

relations:
(n+1) (n) . »* R* D

pab = pab + rta,n+l V n + 1 " Ba,n+1 bb,n+l

M(n+1) _ (n) . B* _ B* «

"ab " Mab + rta,n+l Bb,n+1 Ba,n+1 Ab,n+1
Since the q.p. states change with the deformation of the average field, the
total angular momentum and the structure of blocked states are checked at
each set of parameters (B»YiAn,A ). That guarantees that the minimization is
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performed among the states of the same angular momentum and with the similar

structure. Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the experimental and calculated

energy levels of 54^00- T n i s nucleus is spherical in the ground state. How-

ever, already at I71 = 5" the state is deformed (s2
 % 0.05, Y = 120°). The de-

formation is rather stable till I7' = 20+. At this spin the elongation increa-

ses once more (go ^ 0.07, y = 120°). Existence of even small g-deformation in

the field of Gd is crucial, since it explains together with varations of

the proton pairing potential, the order and spacings between levels within

each multiplet. All states with I < 20 h are built by quasi-proton excitations.

First I1' = 20 state is formed out of h,, ,~ protons and neutrons. Measured g-

factors, by Hausser et al.8 for I71 = 7", (19+) in 146Gd and for I71 = 10+ in
144 -1

Gd confirm the dominant role of Tih,-, ,« and ^^c/o excitations in this nu-

cleus. Spherical s.p. energies used in these calculations have no gap at Z =

64. Since there is no abrupt change in the proton pair separation energies

crossing Z = 64 9 (in contrast to the change seen at N = 82), we belive that

differences in proton separation energies between Gd and Tb should be

related rather to the difference of pairing interactions in ^dr/p and us, ,p

subshells and to the odd-even mass effect than to the gap in the s.p. spec-

trum10. The strength of the pairing interaction used here is state independent.

We believe, however, that also for excited high spin configurations it may be

reasonable to define the average matrix element G = z , G , U V U , V , /
VV VV V V V V

(1 U V ) though the limits of this approximation have not been checked. Pass-

ing Z = 64 subshell the quasi-proton h r i / 9 excitations are significantly low-
+ •'••'•''- ?

ered leading to the lowering of 10 U h 1 1 / 9 ) state below 9 (irg,,, a irh11/0)
148 >-i-i<- . 1 4 0 • I *• LL/C.

in Dy. This results in the isomerism of 10 state in Dy and has been re-
1 W?

ported recently11. Comparison of theoretical and experimental levels of Dy
is shown in Fig. 2. The g.s. is prolate with the elongation B ^ 0.04. The low

spin spectrum, not shown here, represents a complicated mixture of individual

s.p. excitations as well as the rotational-vibrational collective motion. Be-

ginning with I = 16 fi the lowest minimum of the total energy for the 4 q.p.

configurations corresponds to the oblate configuration (|g| = 0.06). The g-de-

formation is stable and equal to 0.05 - 0.07 (y = -60°) for all 4 q.p. high

spin states with spins lower than 27 -fi. At I = 27 fi (6 q.p. state) it increa-

ses (B = 0.1, y = -60°). Isomerism for 16+, 20+ and 26" results from the lp-

lh nature of the electromagnetic transition operator. In conclusion, the dis-

tribution of the experimental and calculated levels is similar both in Gd
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152and Dy. The main difference is in the spreading of energy levels for any
q.p. multiplet. The four-, six- and eight- q.p. excitations are bunched too
strongly, whereas the separation between them are roughly the same as seen in
the experiment. This bunching has been seen also in the Strutinsky calcula-
tions with WS or Nilsson potentials. It may be due to the absence of the high-
j components in the residual nucleon-nucleon interaction in the aligned confi-
gurations. Also the collective admixtures to these states would split multi-
plets appreciably. In large gcps between multiplets with different number of
blocked states one may expect to see the collective transitions within or be-
tween the rotational bands built on different intrinsic excitations. This is
the case for Er where the collective transition 23 •+ 21 has been observed.
One expects large intermultiplet distance and consequently the possibility
for collective transitions in the gaps as long as the pairing correlations are
not destroyed. Usually for light rare-earth nuclei the intermultiplet distan-
ces are negligible above 8 q.p. states (̂  35 fi). For higher spins these bands
should form a system of approximately parallel bands hitting the yrast line.
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5-

3-

1 -

Figure 2 Experimental and theoretical energies of yrast levels for 1<J§Gd82-
The energies have been calculated by minimizing the total energy
with respect to the quadrupole deformation and energy gaps An, Ap.
The force parameters of the P+QQ Hamiltonian are: Gp = 25/A MeV,
GN = 20/A MeV, x = 65 • A"1-4 MeV. Both spectra are not complete.
The collective 3" state at 1579.3 keV12 has not been drawn since it
cannot be reproduced at the correct excitation energy in the ap-
proach that describes the nucleus in the independent q.p. picture.
Moreover, both spectra do not include two 8" states as well as a
10+, 11+, 13+, obtained in the same region as in the experiment but
bunched too strongly.
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5 -

3 -

1 "

Figure 3 Experimental and theoretical energies of yrast levels for 1|j(;Dy86.
The energies have been calculated by minimizing the total energy
with respect to the quadrupole deformation and energy gaps An, Ap.
The force parameters of the P+QQ Hamiltonian are: Gp = 28/A MeV,
GN = 19/A MeV, x = 65 • A"1-4 MeV. A modification of Gp/N by around
10 % from these values may result in the shift of a spectrum of
± 0.5 MeV with respect to the g.s. The quasi-protons involved in
the high spin excitation are mainly b u / 2 protons. For g <. 0.06 and
y = -60° the lowest q.-proton states have the projection a,'" = 11/2",
9/2". For larger e this order changes to ^ = 9/2", 7/2". The q.-
neutron excitations are less disturbed by deformation changes. The
lowest are formed by f?/2> h9/2 and ii3/2 neutrons with largest pro-
jection on the oblate symmetry axis.
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PARTICLES-PLUS-ROTOR MODEL DESCRIPTION

OF TWO QUASIPARTICLE BANDS IN 161>ER

K. Neergard
The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen

P. Vogel
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA

We consider a model space spanned by the basic wave func

tions

K ± > 0 . (1)

Here cp. are states of a Bogolibov quasiparticle in an axially
1 I

symmetric single particle and pair field, and x M K i-s a norma-

lized rotor wave function,

(2)

with the symmetry axis taken as quantization axis for the intrin-

sic angular momentum K . The operators R. and R are the

rotations through the angle IT around an axis perpendicular to

the symmetry axis acting on, respectively, ip. ip. and xMI, .
11 1 2 MK

The states ip. and cp. have the same isospin and opposite

parity, and (p. belongs to the irh. . ,„ or vi, , ,, multiplet.

The state tp. is taken from a set of 14 states close to the

Fermi level.

The Hamiltonian is written

H = E + E + H i i i t +

Here E ? p is the guasiparticle energy according to the BCS
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theory, and E . (1(1+1)) are the energies In the ground state

band. The rotational angular momentum R̂ is given by

R = II - J , (4)

where I and J denote the total and quasiparticle angular

momentum, respectively. The two-quasiparticle interaction H. .

has the matrix elements

(*i; »±'/ Hmt % % = 4*xl % Fi;i- Fi?i2 '

X even, > 3 (5)

where

and

{1.75 X~ 1 # 1 MeV for y = 0 ,

-1 1 (7)

1.49 X •L#i MeV for \i * 0 .

The force (7) was found to simulate in our model space the re-

sults obtained with a surface-6 interaction (K, = constant)

in a space including several major shells around the Fermi level.

The term H ,. in (3), which is new in comparison witha'cc
our previous works 1'^, effects an attenuation of the Coriolis

interaction. It is well known that such an attenuation by a

factor a « 0.5 is required in odd-A nuclei. We write

(l-a)(Erot(I
2) - Erofc(R

2) - E ( J 2 ) )

(8)
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where I and J are the components of the respective vectors

perpendicular to the symmetry axis. Prom the last expression

but one in (8) it follows that H .fc can be viewed as a modifi-

cation of the intrinsic Hamiltonian proportional to the angular

velocity of rotation. The last expression in (8) shows that
H
a t t gives rise simultaneously to a 50% reduction of the

Coriolis interaction and a 100% reduction of the recoil term in

Erot <S2> •
The single particle energies are chosen so that a calcula-

tion with the Hamiltonian

Hodd = E qi + Hrot + Hatt (9)

acting in the space spanned by the states

= \]4; (1+R. R ) <p. x / K. > 0 . (10)

reproduces the data for Ho, Tm, and 3/ 65Er.

The calculated density of levels immediately above the odd

parity yrast line is approximately equal to 10 MeV . A few

of these levels are shown in part a) of the figure for the case

a = 0.6 . In accordance with the semi-decoupled picture -1-'2 all

wave functions involve several substates of the uhj , or

vi,,/, multiplet. In the bands marked by • , V , and + , the

cp. component is relatively pure. The dominant components are

indicated in the figure. In the band marked by x there are

several significant (p. components, the dominant ones being
3- 5-

the neutron states -s (521) and ^ (523) .

For comparison the data on odd parity states in Er are

shown in part b) of the figure. The states marked by x were

excited 3 in (d,d'), while the other data stem from a (HI,xn)

experiment 4. It is seen that for the bands marked by x , • ,

and V the agreement between calculated and empirical energies

is very good. Note in particular that the calculations repro-

duce the difference in steepness between the neutron band •
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and the proton band 7 .

A band (+) with an almost pure configuration

vj—2 (505) ® i 1 3/ 2|
 r u n s i n t h e calculation practically parallel

to the band • . We suggest tentatively that this might corre-

spond to an observed K = 8 band with unknown parity. (Only

one signature was seen.) Components of a realistic two-quasi-

particle interaction not present in the schematic force given by

(5)-(7) could account for the 600 keV discrepancy between the

empirical and theoretical position of this band.

Part c) of the figure shows the odd parity yrast line for

three different values of the attenuation parameter (X . From

a comparison between parts b) and c) it is clear that the data

call for a value a >» 0.6 .

1 K. Neergard, P. Vogel and M. Radoraski, Nucl. Phys. A238, 199

(1975)

2 H. Toki, K. Neergard, P. Vogel and A. Faessler, Nucl. Phys.

A279, 1 (1977)

3 P. O. Tj0m and B. Elbek, Nucl. Phys. A107, 385 (1968)

0. C. Kistner, A. W» Sunyar and E. der Mateosian, Phys. Rev.

C17, 1417 (1978)

The figure is explained in the text.
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YRAST SPECTRA OF 146Gd, 147Gd AND 152Dy IN THE DE-

FORMED INDEPENDENT PARTICLE MODEL

K. Neergard, T. D0ssing and K. Matsuyanagi
The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen

1. INTRODUCTION

A part of the intended content of the present contribution

is covered by the paper by Leander et al. to be found elsewhere

in these proceedings. We will discuss here specifically some

differences between our calculations and the ones primarily re-

ferred to in that paper.

2. SINGLE PARTICLE LEVELS

The details of the yrast spectrum of a given nucleus often

depends on energy differences of the order of magnitude 100 keV.

The single particle energies calculated from model potentials

like the Nilsson or Woods-Saxon one deviate from the correspond-

ing empirical values by much larger amounts. Obviously, there-

fore, one cannot rely on these model potentials, if one wants to

predict in detail the configurations along the yrast line. On

the other hand, calculations where the most important single

particle energies were taken from the empirical spectra of Tl,

Bi and ' Pb were found quite successful in reproducing
2[>

the detailed yrast spectra of nuclei in the vicinity of Pb.
The alternative approach taken by Andersson et al. is essentially

equivalent to that of ref. 1, since the modifications of the

Nilsson level scheme made in ref. 2 has the effect of bringing

the levels closer to their empirical positions.

The procedure of our calculations for nuclei around ' Gd is

basically the same as in ref. 1. We take the proton levels from

the analysis of Waroquier and Heyde . Our neutron levels are based
4 5

on published data from single neutron pick-up and stripping ex-

periments on N = 82 nuclei. The spherical energies are extra-

polated to finite deformations by assuming harmonic oscillator

565
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wave functions and a quadrupole field of the Vilsson type.

The empirical single particle spectra deviate in two im-

portant respects from the ones calculated from a Nilsson or Woods-

Saxon potential. ...'-"' ^

(i) There is a gap of magnitude 2.4 MeV between the proton

levels d5,2 and fciw2*
 F o r comparison the distance between

these levels equals 0.9 MeV in the Nilsson model and 1.3 MeV in

the Woods-Saxon model". -The large empirical gap makes the Z = 64

nucleus Gd similar to the doubly closed shell nucleus Pb.

(ii) The i,, ,_ neutron level is lying considerably lower

than calculated from either of the two potential models. Thus in
147

Gd the i,,,, level is found only 1 MeV above the ground state

level f7/2* This reverses the level sequence so that the orderof

the first three levels above the N = 82 gap becomes f?/2 ~
 il3/2 ~hg ._ rather than fy/2 ~

 n9/2 ~ *13/2 a s c al c ul a t e (^ i** both
models.

Practically all the calculated yrast levels in Gd and

Gd have proton configurations of the form ( d " n ' n

and neutron configurations involving the orbitals £j/2' *13/2

hg .„ in combination with holes in th-a s. ,_ orbital. Thus the

calculated yrast spectra are strongly influenced by the features

of the single particle spectrum mentioned above. Our calcula-

tions reproduce very well the detailed yrast spectra of the two

nuclei until respectively I = 10 and I = -_—. Also calculated

yrast traps with respectively (I11 ,E) = (20~, 8.30 MeV) (con-

figuration ir((d5/2-
2)o (h11/2

2)10) v (s1/2"
2 f?/, i13/2) and

(I^E) = (^~ , 8.11 MeV) (configuration ir((d5/2~
2)Q (h11/2 )1Q)

W s f7/2 i13/2 h9/2^ s e e m t o agree well with recent data .

This seems to indicate that the higher yrast states are

built up additively from the more simple excitations in the

bottom of the spectrum. This is not trivial a priori, since the

empirical "single particle states" considered above are not

"bare" but "dressed" by phonons. For example the i,,/, states of

N = 83 nuclei are known to have significant components of

f_/2 Q 3~, and the particularly low i.j,, energy in Gd is par-

tially related to a similar drop in energy of the collective 3~
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state.
152In Dy our calculations do not reproduce the details of

the empirical yrast spectrum as well as in ' Gd. This

might indicate some "undressing" of the single particle states

with the departure from the doubly closed shell nucleus.

3. DEPENDENCE ON THE PAIRING STRENGTH

In standard Strutinsky calculations one uses for the
8 ^ *V — k

average pairing gap A the value A = 12 A MeV derived from

phenomenological mass formulas. Two reasons can be given for

using a larger value. (i) The average odd-even mass difference

calculated in the Strutinsky theory dods not, as implicitly
a.

assumed by the afore-mentioned choice, equal A, but is somewhat

smaller. (ii) By increasing the pairing strength one can

simulate the results obtained by more accurate treatments of the

pairing problem than the standard BCS treatment (RPA, particle-

number projection).

The table shows some selected results obtained for different

values of A . It is seen that a change of A has only a minor

influence on the excitation energies in ' Gd, while it

affects considerably the over-all properties of the yrast line in
152

Dy. The calculated deformations are never larger than
g = 0.25. Thus, considering only these three nuclei, one can use
^ 152
A as a free parameter to obtain a desired behaviour in Dy.

a. 'x,
The best choice of A from this point of view seems to be A %
20 A~^ MeV. The results for 146'147Gd quoted above refer to this

9
value. An eguivalently large pairing strength was applied in

the rather successful calculations for Dy reported in ref. 2.

It remains to be seen whether such a value will give satisfactory

results also for other nuclei in the region around Gd.
+ Present and permanent address: Department of Physics,

Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.
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TABLE

Selected excitation energies (MeV)

Nucleus

146Gd
147Gd
152Dy
152Dy

I

20
49
2
16

30

**>

1

7

4

7

L4

.63

69

30

44

210

A hh

16

7.84

7.67

4.70

8.13

192

/MeV =

20

8.30

8.11

5.36

9.71

151

22

8.44

8.20

5.35

10.22

135

Emp.

(8.3)a

(7.50)a

5.04b

10.06b

131

The quantity in the last row (unit Mev"~ ) is defined by

E(30) - E(16) = -~KT (30 x 31 - 16 x 17)

Ref. 6, Ref. 10
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POPULATIONS OP HIGH SPIN STATES IN 152DY

M. Wakai and M. Sano
Department of Physics, Osaka University, Toj'onaka, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear rotation gives various effects on nuclear struc-

ture, such as the Coriolis antipairing, centrifugal stretching

and rotational alignment? effects. The centrifugal stretching

effect is one of the most important, which changes nuclear shapes

of rotating nuclei. As to the nuclear shape at high spin, a
u

theoretical investigation based on the liquid drop model showed

that an oblate shape rotating around the symmetry axis is much

favoured. The collective rotation is not allowed in such a case

and the existence of isomeric states with high spin along the

yrast line can be expected. The possibility of such a phenome-

non, called the yrast trap, is also upheld by the results of

theoretical investigations with microscopic descriptions. The

investigations could presume the existence of high spin isomers

belonging to nuclei with the neutron number N*82, which was

experimentally verified by the- discover of an island of high

7 8 9

spi.i isomers. Recently, two experimental groups " found out

a few Yrast states in ° Dy whose life times are longer than Ins.

They also identified many other yrast states to spin ^HO and

showed the energy levels scatter about a straight line as a

linear function of J(J+1). The value of the effective moment

of inertia is deduced, on average, 2$=1^5MeV~ , suggesting the

oblate nuclear shape of the yrast states. Another remarkable

observation is the unusually strong population to the isomeric
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states. Khoo et al? presumed that it results from the decrease

of E2-collectivity at high spins. The purpose of' the present

work is to report the results of an analysis on the population

1S2to the yrast states of Dy. The analysis was performed by

using the computer code Icarus developed by A.Paessler and one

of the author (M.W.).10

II THEORY

In the code Icarus the Monte Carlo method is applied to

calculations of particle- and Y-emissions on the basis of the

compound nucleus model. The formation cross section of a com-

pound nucleus Is evaluated with the transmission coefficients

T., which were calculated with the sharp cut off model in the

present work,
r 1 ?<?

(1)
J1 *-*m

Here I _v is the upper limit of the spin of the compound nucleus.

The probability for y-eiriissi°n of multipolarity a is calculated

with the following equation,

R (I-»f)dEf = C A E ^
+ 1 ^X dEf . (2)

Here Cj is a constant related to the matrix element of the

transition operator, and fl. and fi_ are the level densities of

the initial and final states. The level density is a function

of the excitation energy E, the spin and parity JT and given by

&-)3/2a1/2(u+t)~2(2J+l)exp{2(au)1/2}.

(3)
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Here u, t and $ axe the excitation energy measured from that of

the yrast state,

U = E " U

the moment of inertia and the nuclear temperature, respectively.

The level density parameter a has an energy dependence, so as

to reproduce the experimental level distribution. The collective

E2-transition between two states in the same rotational band, J-»-

J-2, is also considered, whose partial width is given by

coll _ ncollp 5 (t--~.
FE2 " CE2 E

Y ' ( 5 )

where C°° is of a constant value. We regard the nucleus as being
Hid

in a yrast states previously designated with E , J^, when the

nucleus falls into the region, after emissions of Y-ravs>
ir IT

J = J ° ,
(6)

E <E<E ' .o~ ~ o

t

Here E is a constant deduced from

•v
1 = \ fi(E, Jo^dE . (7)

E-J:
III RESULTS OP CALCULATION

The E1-, Ml- and E2-transitions were taken into account.

The used values of C^ are those used in Ref.10 and C°° was

varied to give the best fit to the experimental data:

CE1 : CH1 : CE2 : CE? 1 = 50:25:l:x . (8)
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The experimentally deduced value was assigned toj. , 2^=l45MeV~ .

Calculations were done with the values of x, x=0, 10, 200. In

Fig.l the populations to yrast states are plotted with the experi-

mental data. Small values of x(%CvL0) give fairly good agreements

between the calculated and experimental results. This fact

clearly shows us the decrease of the E2-collectivity in high spin

region, J>20. The calculations with the formulae of Liotta and

Sorensen to y-transitions did not give results forcing us to

change the above conclusion. The distributions of energy of

emitted continuum y-rays (1/N )dN /dE are demonstrated in

Pig.2. In the case of x=0, the El- and JU-transitions compose

the main component in the bump region (E ^0.5<L.0MeV), in

contrast to the case of x=200. The collective E2-transition is

dominant in the latter case. The above results are consistent

12
with the experimental data. In conclusion the presumption of

Khoo et al. is supported by our calculations.
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Figure captions

Fig.l: The populations to yrast states with the angular momentum

I accompanied to the reaction 12ifSn(32S,JmY)152Dy, E £

The circles present the experimental values.

The theoretical calculations were done with three values

of x, the strength of the collective E2-transition

relative to that of the statistical E2-transition, x=0,

10, 200. They are shown with the soli*j thick and thin

dashed-lines,respectively. The calculations with small

values of x give good agreements with the experimental

data.

Pig.2: The theoretical values of the distributions of energy

of emitted continuum y-rays with E1-, Ml- and E2-

multipolarities. The upper and lower parts show the

results calculated with x=0 and 200, respectively.
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E2-TRANSITT0N RATES OF THE GROUND-STATE ROTATIONAL MEMBER

K. Sano and M. Wakai
Department of Physics, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments have shown that the moment of inertia in the

ground-state rotational band increases dramatically as high spin

member of the band are reached. It is. able to attribute to the

change in the moment of Inertia which accompanies a phase transi-

2_c)
tion from a superfluid state to a normal one. In the case of

the phase transition, one would expect that reduced E2-transition

probabilities between states In different phase should be hinder-

ed. The present work is to provide an estimate for deviations

from the rotational values by taking into account two Important

non-adiabatic effects of the Coriolis antipairlng and the cen-

trifugal stretching.

The angular momentum dependence of the energy gap parameter

is calculated by using a procedure of the Kartree-Fock-Bogoliubov

theory. The Hartree-Fock-Bogollubov equation Is solved self-

2 3)
consistently by using the perturbation method. ' The moment of

inertia is obtained by the cranking model taking Into account up

to the second order of the Coriolis force. A calculation of the

reduced E2-transition probability Is approximately carried out

by using the angular momentum projection method. Numerical

calculations are carried out for Dy and -) Er.

2. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The details of calculation method are described in previous

papers * and only summary of theory is given here.
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2.1. Energy gap equation. - The Coriolis force is treated as

a perturbation. An expression for the energy gap equation deriv-

ed by using the second-order perturbation theory is given as

G i V f2d) } iJ

( e - A ) ( e , - A ) + A 2 < i | J v | J > 2 ( E , - A ) ( e , - e , )
f - 1 - 1 - .] - \ .j A -*• -*- J

' EiEJ E i+ EJ E E

Here, e , e are energies of the single-particle states ji> and

|j>, A and x are the energy gap and Fermi energy, I and >(D are

the total angular momentum and moment of inertia, and the constant

G is the strength of the pairing interaction. The quasi-particle

energy E. is given by E. = /(e.-X) +A

2.2. Moment of inertia. - The moment of inertia for each I

is obtained by the following self-consistent condition of the

cranking model based on the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory:

4a> = <JX> = /I(I+1) , (2)

where J is the x component of the total angular momentum operator

and w is the angular velocity about the x-axis. The first order

perturbation gives the well known cranking model expression

Here U. and V. are the unoccupation and occupation amplitudes of

the Nilsson orbit i. The third order perturbation gives the

following second order expression of the moment of inertia.
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(2), . = 1(1+1) r 1 y|A(i.1kl)|2 1 yJB(ij)l2
v ; 0? . x0U t-V. +F. +K +F. O L v-fK

,(-) 2 (-) 2
l iT 1 lJkl i

v/here

A(ljkl) = -̂ 7 +

+ ( V E + V ^ 5 J" Jjl"̂
- 2 ik Jkj - E-fET Jjk Jki } '

Further I represents the time reversed state of the Nilsson

orbit i and j?(D must be total moment of inertia. Within tue

approximation used here, it becomes ̂ I(I)= J(o) (I)+^-(2) (I).

2.3. Reduced E2-transition probability. - A calculation of the

reduced E2-transition probability is carried out by using the

angular momentum projection method. The intrinsic wave func-

tion is constructed from the single-particle Nilsson orbits

taking into account the pairing correlation. We did not take

higher order terms of the Coriolis force in the calculation of

the reduced E2-transition probability except for the contribu-

tions through the variation of the energy gap, since it needs

huge computation times. The lowest order expression of B(E2;

I. -»- If)used here is given by
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B(E2;6',A',I1+6,A,If)

o)\ sineded f (e)5
C («,A)
f

> 2

a p (6JA;6',A':e)M(6JA;6
I,A':e)r. (5)ab 5

The generalized density matrix p . .0 (6,A;6',A':6) is defined as

2 u M(5,A;6',A':e) , rgv
m m a V b e|2tj}ri+M(6)A;6',A

1:e)] ' ( 6 )

a B

A single-particle state |i> in the Nilsson orbit i is related a

single-particle state |u> in the spherical basis with quantum

number <x=(n tJ m ) = (am ) as |i>= ̂ W |a>, and 6 stands for the

deformation parameters. The overlap integral N(6,A;61,A1:6) is

of the form

N(6,A;6',A':e) = v&et[1+M(6,A;6',A':6)] . (7)

The NT(6,A) is the normalization factor of the wave function

$IMK=0(65A) and is given by

nir/2
N I (6 ,A) = \ s i n e d e dQ0(e^ " ' ( 6 , A ; 6 , A : 6 ) . (8)

The m a t r i x M ( 6 , A j 6 1 , A ' : e ) i s d e f i n e d as

M( 5, A; 6; , A': 6) = P( <S, A: 6) f + ( 6 ' , A ' ) . (9)

Here F(S5A:8) arises from the oper-ation of RCO3 6,0) on the

intrinsic wave function <f'K=0(<5,A) and is given by
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a' 8 ' "a a ' 6 B '

where

3. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIONS

The numerical calculations were carried out for -1 Dy and

°Er. The latter is a typical nucleus showing the backbending

behaviour. We used (3p and g^ for the quadrupole and hexadecapole

deformation parameters and used the single particle level spectra

employed by Gustafson et al., and took into account all states

of the three major shells ?J=3,4, and 5 for protons and N=4, 5,

and 6 for neutrons.

For the pairing interaction strengths we used G =25A~ MeV

for protons and G =17A~1MeV neutrons in ^ Dy, and also G =22

MeV~ and G =21A~ r/IeV for those in Er. The deformation para-

meters are B2=0.29 and 6^=0.075 for
 1 5 Dy, and also 6 =0.26 and

3^=0.06 for J Er. The critical angular momentum corresponding

to the phase transition from a superfluid state to a normal one

is In=l8 for neutrons and Ip=26 for protons in 1 5 8Dy, and l"=l6
c c t«

and Ip=30 for those in 1 5 8Er.
c

The calculated moments of inertia plotted as a function of

the angular velocity are shown In Pigs.l(a) and (c), and are

compared with the experimental data. The backbending behaviour

of Er Is qualitatively reproduced in this calculation, although

the value at the first 2 state deviates fairly from the experi-

mental value. The magnitude of the second order term is about
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1.5$ for 1=1) and is about 5!? for 1=20 in the case of 158Er. It

is found, therefore, that the usual treatment neglecting higher

order terms in the calculation is in a good approximation and the

increase of the moment of inertia with the angular momentum exper-

imentally found is explained with eq.(J)) implicitly taking into

account a part of higher order contributions of the Coriolis force

through the variation of the energy gap. A reason that the per-

trubation method is kept in a good approximation even in high

angular momentum states is due to the increase of the moment of

inertia with the angular momentum.

The calculated B(E2) values and the experimentally observed

values are displayed in Flg.l(b) for ° Dy and in Pig.l(d) for

1 5 8Er. 8 > 9 ) The solid line denotes the B(E2) values in the

antipalring plus sentrifugal stretching model based on the micro-

scopic treatment. Here we took the effective charge e ff=0.573

for 1 5 Dy and 0.353 for 1 5 Er to fit the experimental B(E2) value

for the 2 -+0 transition. The predicted B(E2) value drops
•I r O "I rO

suddenly at 1=16 for ° Dy and at 1=11 for 3 Er. A second drop

is seen at 1=24 for Dy and at 1=28 for J Er. These are caused

by the decrease of the overlap between the intrinsic wave

functions corresponding to I and 1-2 states, since the energy-gap

parameter decreases rapidly in the region of the phase transition.

It is usually found that the B(E2; I-+I-2) value has minimums at

I=In-2 and 1^-2.10) The dotted line is the rigid rotor values,
c c

1 c a

The calculated B(E2) values for Dy lie below the value of the

rigid rotor model (adiabatic approximation). On the other hand,

the B(E2) values for Er lie above the values of the rigid rotor
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except for those at 1=14 and 28. The difference between these

two values may be considered as an indication of the centrifu-

gal stretching effect.

Within the approximations used here, several conclusions may

be drawn from our calculations:

(i) The B(E2) value becomes large with increase of the nuclear

deformation due to the centrifugal stretching effect, but it has

a maximum value at a certain deformation although the macroscopic

model predicts the B(E2) value proportional to g ,

(ii) The antipairing effect reduces the B(E2) value relative to

the non-adiabatic value without the antipairing effect,

(iii) The calculated B(E2) value has minimums at I=l"-2 and lJjJ-2.

(iv) The calculated B(E2) valuo between normal and superfluid

states in different phases is fairly hindered and qualitatively

in good agreement with the experimental data.
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POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT OF A SECOND ALIGNED BAND IN THE
BACKBENDING IN 156gy .

L. K. Peker and J. H. Hamilton
NNDC, Brookhaven Nat'l. Lab., Upton, LI, NY,

Physics Dept., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

ABSTRACT

The observed backbending of the yrast band in I56Dy [l,2j has been in-

terpreted as a result of the crossing of one Stockholm rotation-aligned band

SB (produced by a n(i , . . ) ^ = max-configuration) with two K=0 bands (the
o o

ground rotational band, GRB, and a B-vibrational band) with relatively weak

mixing. We have carried out a careful, separate analysis of the assigned

"GRB" and the SB in 156Dy. Our analysis indicates there is a second aligned

band.

These bands were analyzed first in terms of the function I = f(u), to *v<

E ,~ [3]. For the known SB (excluding the 8 band [l,2 | which it crosses), we

find a rather smooth, regular behavior typical for a pure rotational band as

seen in 161*Dy[4j. These two are shown in fig. 1. However, the curve for the

"GRB" [2] on the contrary has a behavior which is not typical for a single

rotational band, see fig. 1. The "GRB" curve is similar to the curves also

shown in fig. 1 for the yrast bands in 158DyfsJ and 160Dyf6] , which are con-

sidered to have two components that result from the crossing of two strongly

mixed bands, a GRB and SB.

Stronger evidence for a complex structure for the "GRB" band in 156Dy is

provided by an analysis of the second differential of E, , A2E, =AE =E (1+
lev lev y Y

2->-I)-E (I-+I-2)=f(I) (as assumed in ref. 7). In such a plot the "GRB" for

156Dy exhibits a sharp break which is expected only for a two-component band

as shown in fig. 2. A similar break is observed for the evidently two compo-

nent yrast band in 158Dy, while the one-component band in 161*Dy shows r.o break

(see fig. 2). There is a strong break in the 6 band of 156Dy from its cross-

ing with the SB as shown [l] from the strong backbending of 4r for the 3 band.

Therefore we conclude that the bandcrossing observed in 156Dy involves, in

addition to the GRB and S-vibrational bands, two different SB-bands, SB., and
SB-. The first is strongly mixed and has a small intrinsic spin I_ and the
I . ueff

other is weakly mixed with the GRB with a larger I. . We suggest that these
ueff

SB's may be members of a family of aligned bands with the same configuration
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Fig. 2 Comparison of A2E = f(I) (A2E = AE ) for the same yrast bands as in
fig. 1. L L Y
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THE EFFECT OF STRONG MIXING OF .STOCKHOLM ALIGNED BANDS WITH GROUND
ROTATIONAL BANDS IN EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI

L. K. Peker and J. H. Hamilton
NNDC, Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, LI, NY,

Physics Dept., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

ABSTRACT

In the rotational alignment model , the aligned even spin-parity band

(SB..), produced by configurations (j _> 9/2)2 with maximal alignment of both

particles along the axis of rotation has the lowest energy and has the maximal

intrinsic angular moment In = I (u>)-I (co) (ref. 2) and largest moment of
j

inertia^- ,f because of maximum Coriolis coupling. All of the other aligned

superbands, SB2, SB,, etc. produced by the same configurations with positive

parity or by other configurations (j. _> 9/2, j9) with negative parity (NPB)

and positive parity have smaller alignments and are expected to be higher in

energy and have smaller I o i, eg I^CSB^ > I02(
SB

2>
 a n d ^(SBj_) > # (SBj).

However, this expectation is true only if we neglect the mixing of SB
3

with GRB. It was found that this mixing can strongly decrease the In1 of
eff

SB.. . In 158Dy it decreases from an expected I- % 10 to I . ^ 3.5 (ref. 3

with data from ref. A). Strong mixing can be produced by a strong interaction

or bv a small AE(I) = EO1)(I)-E (I). From an analysis of bandcrossings, it
J DO UKO

is known that the interactions of SB and GRB are relatively weak (h = 30-80h
eV compared with h % 10 keV for GRB - 8-vibrational band interaction) .

Therefore we can expect that strong mixing is caused primarly by a small

AE(I) . However, if AI(I) for SB is small, the AE(I) are much larger for the

higher bands SB?, SB,, etc and their mixing is much weaker. Also negative

parity aligned bands :an at be mixed with GRB. In these nuclei, we can ex-

pect that IO1(SB1) <KSB 2) and4(SB 1) < $• (SB2) .

An analysis5 of Jhe observed6 GRB, SB , possible positive parity SB2 and

aligned NPB's with eien and odd spins in 16I*ER where there is small mixing of

the GRB and SB , confirm the expectation that IQ1(SB1) >IQ?(SB) and I ^ S B ^

I (NPB), see fig. 1. However, we predict the opposite properties for the

positive parity SB, tnd the negative parity aligned bands in 158Dy where

strong mixing of SB^nd GRB is observed, eg. I^CSB^ <IQ2(SB2 and NPB) (see

fig. 2) and A (SB^ •§• (SB2 and NPB).
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Fig. 1 Plots of I vs E y for the I+1-*I-1 transitions for the GRB, SB, and SPB
and possible SBn in

16I*Er and for the GRB and SB, and for predicted NPB and
SB2 in 1 5 8Dy. 2 " l
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